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O EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

O This is the final report submitted to ONR on the High Strength Steel Welding

Research Program conducted at the Colorado School of Mines. Since the submission of

the last report on June 29, 2004, the two graduate students, Justin Chandler (M.Sc.) and

Craig Clasper (M.Sc.) have completed their degree at CSM. As such, this report is a

compilation of the two M.Sc. theses.

Despite the many measures proposed to minimize hydrogen-assisted cracking

(HAC) in high-strength steel weld metal, cold cracking or delayed cracking still remains

one of the major challenges that welding engineers face. Since HAC is due to diffusible

hydrogen in the metal matrix, filler metals that incorporate mechanisms that reduce

* diffusible hydrogen must be developed to minimize their effect. Optimal weld metal
O

chemical composition containing yttrium to form hydrogen traps will also be able to

create inclusions with proper size and spatial distribution for nucleation of tough

microstructures such as acicular ferrite. High-yttrium deposits (up to 2800 ppm) exhibited

approximately 3.5 times the surface area of oxides formed in deposits with lower yttrium

O contents and were extremely efficient in diffusible hydrogen reduction (to below 2

O ml/lOOg deposited metal). The microstructure that resulted was predominately coarseO
O ferrite with high volume fraction of nonmetallic inclusions. With yttrium-to-oxygen ratio

* controlled to between 1.3 and 0.3, the inclusion density and size distribution were optimal9
O to produce high amounts of acicular ferrite. As an individual addition, KF was effective

* in decreasing the partial pressure of hydrogen in the arc and the amount of diffusible
0
* hydrogen in the weld metal.

O
0
0
0
0



When fluoride was mixed with yttrium, the partial pressures of fluorine and

hydrogen in the arc changed significantly, result of perturbation of the multiple O-F-X

equilibria, with X being the alloying elements. With that, the amount of hydrogen and

oxygen pickup in the weld metal also changed substantially. The presence of fluoride in

excess of 10 percent created serious arc instability and weld porosity. High amounts of

fluorides also jeopardized base metal wetting that required formulation modification (1%

silicon addition) to restore good weld metal fluidity and bead morphology. With

concurrent fluoride and yttrium additions, alloying element recovery became different

from the earlier concept systems, affecting the composition of the key alloying elements

in the weld metal. Manganese content decreased from 1.47 to 0.89 wt. pct., titanium from

150 to 50 ppm, and nickel increased from 2.85 to 3.78 wt. pct. Understandably, from an

alloy strengthening point of view, these welds yielded mechanical properties inferior to

those expected from a 100-ksi level steel welds. By adjusting the key alloying elements

to the following values, 1.2Mn, 2.84Ni, 0.26Mo, 480ppm Y, and 210 ppm Ti, the

resulting welds performed close to the properties specified by the U.S. Navy. With

carbon equivalent around 0.17, the weld contained about 60% acicular ferrite, 25% ferrite

with second phase, 10% polygonal ferrite, and 5% martensite.

Current methods of quantifying the amount of diffusible hydrogen in a steel

weldment are destructive and are performed only after the weldment has been deposited.

Thus, a second objective of this research was to examine the viability of arc emission -

spectroscopy as a non-destructive, in-situ method of hydrogen determination in high

strength steel weldments. GMAW processes, with varying levels of hydrogen in the

welding arc and from different sources, were monitored using emission spectroscopy and 5
0



the findings were correlated to weld metal hydrogen content. Hydrogen additions were

made to argon shielding gas in the amounts of 220 parts-per-million, 1-vol. percent, and

0 3-vol. percent. The ion-neutral line ratio method was utilized to calculate the temperature

of the welding arcs. A summation of hydrogen concentration in the welding arcs out to

3.25 millimeters was measured and correlated to the hydrogen content of the weldments.0
Diffusible hydrogen content of the weld metal was found to increase linearly as a

function of hydrogen observed in the arc using emission spectroscopy. Diffusible0
hydrogen content of steel weldments was also found to exhibit a Sievert's law type of

relationship with the hydrogen additions in argon shielding gas.

-- In addition, the spectroscopy system was able to detect hydrogen in the arc

resulting from moisture in the shielding gas as well as rust on a steel wire consumable.

Moisture additions, even at 220 ppm level, were found to be a very potent source of
0

hydrogen. After exposing HSLA wire consumable to atmosphere at 33°C and 85%

relative humidity for four days, the contamination on the consumable introduced

hydrogen into the welding arc at a level greater than that provided by 220 ppm hydrogen

additions in argon shielding gas.

* Findings in this ONR research program showed that this tool has great potential

0 for application to real fabrication environment. Once refined for application to an0
industrial setting, emission spectroscopy can serve as a warning device to alert fabricators

when dangerous levels of diffusible hydrogen may be present.0
* In addition to Justin Chandler and Craig Clasper, three other Ph.D. graduate

*• students (Chad Lensing, Marshall Clark, Muneo Matsushita) benefited from this ONR
0

S~sponsored research program. Beginning 2001, more than 10 technical papers based on

0
0
0
0



this program's findings had been published. Amongst those, a paper titled, "Alloying and

Microstructural Management in Developing SMAW Electrodes for HSLA- 100 Steel"

was selected for the AWS McKay-Helm Award as the best paper on steel welding

published in the Welding Journal in 2002. In addition, Craig Clasper and Justin Chandler

submitted posters for competition in the 2004 AWS Welding Convention and were

awarded first and second prize in the Graduate Students category.

The PI's (Profs. Stephen Liu and Glen Edwards, and Prof. David Olson - early

stages of the program) are very grateful for the support received from Dr. George Yoder,

a long time ONR monitor of this program and from Dr. Julie Christodoulou during the

last one year and a half of this work.
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S

* ABSTRACT

0
0
S

The application of high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels has been limited by the

* availability of suitable filler metals. Specifically, as the weld metal strength increases, the

susceptibility to hydrogen- assisted cracking increases. Therefore, to take fuill advantage

* of the developments in HSLA steel base metals, weld filler metals which minimize the

* effects of diffusible hydrogen develop tough microstructures must be designed. The

benefit of yttriumn-containing inclusions to provide effective hydrogen traps and reduce

0

diffusible hydrogen levels, as well as, to act as intragranular nucleation s ites to produce

tough microstructures has been demonstrated. Furthermore, fluoride- containing

consumables have been demonstrated to reduce weld metal diffusible hydrogen levels

through reactions within the arc atmosphere. The current research was undertaken to

study the effects on welding characteristics and weld metal properties when these two

concepts are integrated into a single welding consumable.

To study the effects of intcegrating fluoride additions to yttrium- containing

consumables, flux-cored arc welding (FCAW) consumables were manufactured. A total

tof twenty-one wires of varying compositions were fabricated and used to produce bead-

on-plate welds and bead-on-bead chem-pads. A target weld metal composition of 2.5

0hweight percent nickel, 1.1 weight percent manganese, 0.2 weight percent molybdenum,

280 ppm titanium, and 300 to 900 ppm yttrium. was selected because it has been observed

to produce a fine-grained microstructure with low diffusible hydrogen content.

Characterization of these welds included arc stability, weld bead morphology,

microstructural development, chemical composition, and inclusion development.

Consumables that produced welds with good characteristics were then selected for

multiple-pass welds so evaluations of impact toughness, tensile strength, and

020pmttnuad30t 0 p tru a eetdbcuei a enosre
9t rdc iegandmcotutr ihlwdfuil yrgncnet
0
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microhardness could be performed. In addition, diffusible hydrogen analysis was

performed with these consumables.

Potassium fluoride additions were found to be detrimental to weld metal

characteristics compared to welds produced with metal-cored, yttrium-containing

consumables. Powder fills containing an excess of ten percent potassium fluoride

produced welds with significant amounts of porosity due to an increase in arc stability.

Up to ten percent, good quality welds were produced but had poor wetting characteristics

and an insufficient volume of fine-grained, acicular ferrite.

To improve wetting characteristics, ferrosilicon and other flux ingredients such as

calcium fluoride, calcium oxide, silica, and alumina were integrated into the welding

process. These additions not only improved wetting characteristics, but also improved

alloy recovery and microstructure.

Evaluation of mechanical properties was performed on welds produced with the

metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables, consumables with the powder fill

containing five and ten percent potassium fluoride, and consumables integrating the

additional ingredients. Consumables that produced welds with microstructures containing

a fraction of acicular ferrite of 65 percent or more met the requirements for impact

toughness and tensile strength, but only had about 18 percent elongation. Welds with

microstructures containing between 45 and 60 percent acicular ferrite were within fifteen

percent of the minimum toughness standards. The U.S. Navy set minimum requirements

of 35 and 60 foot-pounds (48 and 81 J) at -60 and 0°F, respectively, 88 to 115 ksi (607 to

793 MPa) yield strength with 20 percent elongation for high strength steel weld metals.

0
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O CHAPTER I

O INTRODUCTION

* The application of advanced high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels has been

* limited by the availability of suitable welding consumables. Specifically, as the weld

5 metal strength increases, its susceptibility to hydrogen cracking increases. To take full

5 advantage of the higher strength HSLA steels, welding consumables that minimize the

* effect of diffusible hydrogen and develop tough microstructures must be designed. The

5 Center for Welding, Joining, and Coatings Research at the Colorado School of Mines has

conducted research for the Office of Naval Research to study improved methods for

*O reducing the effect of diffusible hydrogen in high strength steel welding through

innovative consumable design for these materials.

Researchers at the Colorado School of Mines have developed two independent

* concepts for high strength steel welding that are effective in the reduction of diffusible

* hydrogen. The first dealt with the minimization of hydrogen in the welding arc, while the

*• second dealt with the immobilization of hydrogen through trapping and microstructural

S modification. Through the use of arc emission spectroscopy, Matsushita and Liu [1, 2, 3]

* initially characterized the behavior of fluoride-type flux ingredients in the welding arc

and confirmed the effectiveness of potassium fluoride, manganese fluoride, and sodiumS
fluoride in displacing hydrogen from the arc plasma. They then proposed three models

* for the mechanisms by which weld metal hydrogen is reduced. The fluorides primarily

* reduce the amount of diffusible hydrogen in steel through the formation of hydrogen

S fluoride. In fact, thermodynamic calculations predict HF formation near the cathode or

S electrode tip. In addition to HF formation, two other mechanisms of hydrogen reductionS
S
S
S
S
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were identified: through the sluggish HF transport and through dilution of the arc

atmosphere.

Once hydrogen enters the steel weld pool, its elimination can only occur as part of

the cooling cycle when hydrogen solubility drastically decreases with decreasing

temperature. The large effusion of hydrogen in a high strength microstructure such as

martensite or bainite will likely lead to hydrogen-assisted cracking (HAC). One method

to diminish HAC is to render the hydrogen atoms immobile through trap-forming element

additions. Lensing [4], Maroef and Olson [5, 6, 7], and Lensing et al. [8] demonstrated

that rare earth metal (REM) and REM-type additions such as neodymium (Nd) and

yttrium (Y) form strong hydrogen traps when added to a steel weld pool. Stronger than

typical hydrogen traps, Nd and Y form bonds with hydrogen that are stable to

temperatures in excess of 600'C. By thermal desorption experiments, Maroef [5]

characterized the hydrogen-REM bonds and determined the hydrogen trapping

mechanism. Ferroalloys of theses elements, for example ferroyttrium, are the preferred

forms of additions.

Clark and Edwards [9-12] continued the research of yttrium additions and

reported that yttrium-containing oxide inclusions were effective hydrogen traps, reducing

diffusible hydrogen levels in low alloy steels. The microstructural development and

resulting toughness of HSLA steel weld metals are dependent upon the composition, size,

and distribution of oxides and non- metallic inclusions. Weld deposits with yttrium levels

near the stoichiometric limit of yttria (Y20 3) produced Y20 3 and Y20 2S clusters that

contained a few to hundreds of individual oxide particles. Weld deposits with low-to-

moderate levels of yttrium produced primarily discrete, randomly distributed, spherical

inclusions of yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG, Y3A15 0 1 2 ) with a uniform distribution of

titanium. The inclusions present in yttrium- free weld deposits were complex, spherical

and discrete, containing aluminum, titanium, manganese, sulfur, and silicon. When

compared to low-to-moderate yttrium and yttrium- free deposits with comparable heat

inputs, the surface area of the oxide clusters in the high-yttrium deposits was on the order -
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0
0
0
* of 3.5 times greater. This finding indicates that a significant portion of the diffusible

* hydrogen reduction observed with the high-yttrium welds was the result of the increase

inclusion surface area rather than composition. Moderate levels of yttrium displaced0
silicon and manganese from the inclusions, leading to the development of tough

microstructures consisting of high percentages of acicular ferrite.

* The two independently successful additions were combined in an effort to design

a welding filler metal that can simultaneously decrease hydrogen levels in both the

* welding arc and in the high strength steel weld deposits. When fluoride and yttrium are

0 mixed together, the final oxygen and hydrogen concentration reached will depend on the

multiple equilibria of the system. The proper amount of yttrium and fluoride additions

must be determined to remove the maximum amount of hydrogen, but at the same time,

to produce weld deposits with a tough microstructure.

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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* CHAPTER 2

* LITERATURE REVIEW

0
The microstructural development in ferritic steel weld metals is dependent upon

0 the alloy composition, deoxidation practice, and thermal history. The allotropic behavior

of iron adds a degree of complexity not typically seen in other metallic materials. The0
* limited solubility of carbon in body centered cubic (bcc) iron and the resultant formation

of metastable carbides upon cooling further increases this complexity. The range of

microstructural morphologies, which develop in low alloy steel weld metals as a result of

*• the relative relationship between ferrite and these carbides, provides similar diversity in

0O mechanical properties and structural performance.

This review begins with a discussion of high strength steel welding through the0
* development of high strength low alloy steels and the development of welding

consumables. In this discussion, the effects of alloying additions are covered. The review

continues with a discussion of the solidification structure of ferritic steel weld metal. The

characterization of the resulting room temperature microstructure and associated

properties are strongly influenced by the development of the solidification structure.

Following the discussion of the solidification structure, a review of inclusion

formation will be provided. While base metal inclusions contribute to the anisotropy of

mechanical properties, the volume fraction and number density of weld metal inclusions

*• are much higher than those of typical base metals. As a result, these weld metal

inclusions play a pivotal role in microstructural development and impact toughness.

0 The most direct correlations between structure and properties are based upon the

S observed room temperature microstructures; therefore, a discussion of the various

rnmicrostructural constituents and their development is provided. This analysis is followed

0
l0
0
S
0
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by a review of nonmetallic inclusions in the formation of acicular ferrite, a fine-grained,

interwoven m-icrostructure that promotes high impact toughness and high strengths inS

many low alloy steel weld deposits.

Hydrogen--assisted cracking is a major concern when welding high strength steels.

The general features of hydrogen- assisted cracking are discussed, along with the factors

responsible for hydrogen- assisted cracking and ways to control these factors. In addition,

there is a discussion of how hydrogen is picked up in the weld deposits.

Following the discussion of hydrogen- assisted cracking and weld- metal hydrogen

pickup; techniques for hydrogen management are discussed, particularly, hydrogen

trapping and removal of hydrogen from the arc. In addition to their role as heterogeneous

nucleation sites for acicular ferrite, weld metal inclusions have been proposed as potential

trap sites for hydrogen to reduce the propensity of hydrogen cracking in the high strength

weld metals. Additions of fluorides have been found to be effective in reducing or

removing hydrogen from the arc atmosphere.

Additions of yttrium and fluorides have been proposed to manage diffusible

hydrogen. Since yttrium- rich inclusions have been proposed as potent hydrogen traps, a

review of yttrium and yttrium-rich inclusions in ferrite steel weld metals, as well as their

effects on weld metal properties, is included. Finally, since fluoride additions have been

shown to effectively reduce diffusible hydrogen content, a discussion of the proposed

models is also included in this review. p

2.1 Welding of High Strength Steelsyd

High strength low alloy (HSLA), or microalloyed steels, can be defined as steels

having a yield strength of greater than 45 ksi (30a MPa), which is achieved by

thermomechanical processing such as quench and tempering, or by way of microalloying. s

Alloying elements are purposely introduced to the steels to enhance their mechanical

properties. Typically, manganese, chromium, molybdenum, nickel, vanadium, niobium,ee

shwnt efetvey euc dfusbl ydogncotet adicssono te rpoe
modls s aso ncldedin hisrevew

S
2. !Weling f Hgh Srenth Seel

S
S
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nitrogen, boron, titanium, and copper are alloying elements used in HSLA steels. Since

these alloying elements can increase the hardenability of HSLA steels, precautions must

be taken to achieve quality welds. Both thermomechanical processing and alloying

elements can work together to strengthen HSLA steels to yield strengths in excess of 130

ksi (860MPa) and Charpy V-notch impact toughness superior to those of low carbon

structural steels.

Economically welding steels without cracking while producing acceptable weld

metal and heat-affected zone (HAZ) toughness has been the main priority. In other

words, the challenge became the reduction of carbon equivalent (CE) values while

attaining the required strength levels.

* During the 1980's, the U.S. Navy developed microalloyed steels classified as

*HSLA-80 and HSLA- 100 with the goal of reducing shipbuilding costs [13]. The purpose

* for the development of these HSLA-series steels was to achieve higher weldability

S without cracking and meet the performance required for the HY-series quenched and

* tempered steels, steels with improved strengths through the use of grain refining

elements, such as niobium, vanadium, and titanium, and process controls. The chemical

compositions of the HY- and HSLA-series steels are shown in Table 1. The most notable

features of the HSLA-series are the reduction of carbon to 0.04 weight percent and sulfur

to 0.005 weight percent and the increase of copper content to between 1.20 and 1.60

weight percent. Since carbon is the most influential element on the weldablility of steels,

the loer carbon contents of the HSLA-series steels makes them very weldable although

the CE values are as high as those of the HY-series steels. The weldability diagram

illustrating both HY- and HSLA- series steels is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in this

* diagram, the HY-series steels are located in the "Difficult to Weld" Zone III; whereas the

HSLA-series steels were shifted to the "Easily Weldable" Zone I due to the lower carbon

5 content. The mechanical properties of the HSLA-series steel weldments are comparable

Sto those of the HY-series weldments, primarily because copper precipitation
S
S
0
S
S
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Table 1: The Chemical Composition of HY- and HSLA-Series Steels [13].
Steel HY-80 HY-100 HSLA-80 HSLA- 100

C 0.15 0.17 0.04 0.04
Mn 0.25 0.25 0.55 0.90
P 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
S 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Si 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.25
Cr 1.40 1.40 0.70 0.60
Ni 2.70 2.90 0.90 3.50
Mo 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.60
Cu 0.01 0.05 1.20 1.60
Nb - - 0.04 0.03
V 0.01 0.01 - -

B -- - - -

CE 0.78 0.81 0.50 0.81

0.40
HY40S• 0

OAS 0 $o0

Clio I

Is to41 on O.O 0+o M,

Figure 1: The weldability diagram illustrating HY- and HSLA-series steels [13]. •

HY~I
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* strengthening in HSLA-steels increases strength to the level commonly found in HY-

* steels.

As the use of modem high strength steels increases in fabrication and

manufacturing, the demands for consumnables that produce higher strength and higher

S

toughness weld metals also greatly increase. To obtain improved mechanical properties,

5 the cleanliness, or low inclusion count, of the weld metal and the reduction of hydrogen

content in the weld metal are important factors.

Inclusions are introduced into a weld metal primarily through reactions with

oxygen from the atmosphere, and tend to deteriorate the toughness of the weld metal. It is

5 well recognized that oxygen pickup in the steel weld metal can be controlled by

* adjustments of slag basicity [14, 15, 16]. Some early shielded metal arc welding

* (SMAW) steel electrodes developed during the 1920's already had highly basic coverings

5 ~consisting of lime (CaO) and fluorspar (CaFA) which continue to be used as base

S ingredients in low-hydrogen electrodes of modem manufacturing to produce welds with

* excellent mechanical properties [17].

The reduction of weld metal hydrogen content is another concern because an

S

excess amount of hydrogen in the weld metal can result in cold cracking, or hydrogen.-

* assisted cracking (HAC), a phenomenon that will be discussed more in depth in a later

section. Since the HAC susceptibility of a steel increases as its strength increases,

* shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) steel electrodes designed to provide bower weld

S metal hydrogen levels, i.e. low hydrogen type electrodes have been developed since the

5 1940's [17]. The interesting feature of these electrodes is the addition of calcium

S

carbonate (CaCO3) instead of lime to thbe coatings. Calcium carbonate decomposes to

* CaG and C0 2 gas in the arc during welding so that the CaG produces a basic slag and the

* C0 2 gas dilutes the moisture in the arc atmosphere and shields the molten droplets, which

5 results in lower hydrogen content in the weld metal.

5 Low hydrogen electrodes with iron powder added to the coatings have been

* ~successfully designed and commercialized. The E70 18- and E7028-type steel electrodes,

S
S
S
S
S
S
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for example, include approximately 30 and 50 percent iron powder, respectively. These

electrodes exhibited excellent welding characteristics with six to eight percent higher

efficiency than the conventional E7016 steel electrodes with lime and fluorspar. These

electrodes also produced weld metal with satisfactory notch toughness to prevent crack

propagation in ship structures at low temperatures so that they could be used for

querched and tempered steels such as T- 1 and HY- 80 grade. However, moisture pickup

in these low-hydrogen electrodes caused porosity in weld metal. Therefore, electrode

baking to remove any absorbed moisture from the atmosphere during storage and

manufacturing became a necessary part of the welding process.

In addition to the microstructure and mechanical properties, improved weldability

is also essential for better welding efficiency and reduced production costs. To avoid

HAC, preheat may be required for high strength steel welding; however, because of its

extra expense, fabricators and manufacturers demand crack- free welding with minimal or

no preheat. One alternative to preheat would be the reduction of the weld metal diffusible

hydrogen content. Current and recent research and development efforts have been

focused on reducing weld metal hydrogen, and these effects will be discussed in later

sections.

2.2 Effect of Alloying Elements

Carbon is a powerful strengthening agent in steel weld metal [18, 19]. However,

excess carbon has a deleterious effect on notch ductility and toughness [19]. Carbon

increases hardenability by stabilizing austenite. Work by Enis and Telford [20] found a

linear relationship between carbon content and yield strength and a power function

relationship between carbon content and toughness. They concluded that at higher

strength levels, increasing the carbon content above 0.10 weight percent will further

increase the strength only moderately while causing a severe decrease in toughness.
S
n

n
n

S
n

S
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5 Manganese has been shown to increase the tensile strength and hardness [18-24].

S In high strength steels, mangarese additions up to 1.8 weight percent improve toughness;

* but further additions degrade toughness [22, 23] and have little effect on the yield

strength. Dorschu and Stout [19] reported rapid degradation in toughness at manganese

levels in excess of 1.6 weight percent. Some controversy exists concerning the optimal

5 manganese content for high strength steel weld metal.

5 Silicon is added to weld metal primarily as a deoxidant for the control of porosity.

S Silicon, like oxygen, produces non-metallic inclusions in the weld metal and thus

decreases hardenability due to the nucleation of ferrite. Silicon increases strength and

decreases toughness [18, 19, 21]. Although the optimal silicon content will vary from oneS
steel to another, it is generally agreed that contents in excess of 0.50 weight percent

* degrade toughness in the weld metal. Silicon increases the fluidity of the molten weld

* metal and improves weld bead characteristics [25 ].

S Nickel is not a strong hardenability agent [19] and results in moderate increases in

* strength and hardness [25, 26]. Nickel is primarily added to steel weld metal to improve

S toughness [18-21, 26]. It has been reported [22] that nickel contents in excess of 2.5

weight percent can cause hot cracking for steel containing sulfur and phosphorus with

* yield strengths greater than 150 ksi (10.30 MPa). Careful control of sulfur and phosphorus

* levels will help to minimize the likelihood of hot cracking, and steel weld metals with

nickel contents of ten weight percent [18] have been successfully made. On the other

S hand, a loss of toughness can occur when the nickel content drops to below 1.5 weight

0 percent. Nickel is especially effective in maintaining toughness at low temperatures.

0 Chromium is generally added to steel weld metal to increase hardenability and

yield strength while decreasing toughness [27, 28]. It has been reported that chromium

* additions up to six weight percent increase strength [18]. Chromium promotes the

* formation of bainite and reduces softening during multiple-pass welding, and it is

detrimental to weld metal toughness [27, 28]. General agreement exists that toughness is

S severely decreased in weld metal containing chromium concentrations of ten weightS
S
S
S
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percent or more [18, 25, 28]. Steels containing bainite, martensite, and small amounts of

ferrite will experience a severe loss of toughness due to chromium [20] while in steels

that are martensite, chromium has little effect on toughness [29].

Molybdenum is a more potent strengthener than manganese, silicon, nickel, or

chromium [18, 19, 22, 29]. Molybdenum is similar to chromium in that it favors the

formation of bainite and minimizes softening due to tempering during multiple-pass

welding operations. Molybdenum is detrimental to toughness; however, the level at

which it degrades toughness is not agreed upon in the literature. Heaschkel [18] found all

additions of molybdenum to be detrimental to toughness. Others [30] report additions up

to 0.6 weight percent will increase strength without impairing toughness. This data is

close in agreement with Shackelton [25] who suggested the optimal molybdenum content

to be 0.5 weight percent. The reason for these conflicting results is microstructurally

based. Like chromium, molybdenum has a strong detrimental effect on toughness in

steels containing ferrite, bainite, and martensite and has little or no effect on strength and

toughness on fully martensitic steels.

Titanium is added for its strong deoxidation capability and for grain refinement

[31-34]. In small amounts, approximately 0.01 to 0.025 weight percent, titanium is

beneficial to both strength and toughness [19]. Recent work [35-37] has shown that

titanium is associa ted with intragranular nucleation of acicular ferrite, and thus improves

toughness. Titanium in excess of 0.030 weight percent has been shown to degrade

toughness by grain boundary embrittlement. Careful control of the weld metal titanium

content is necessary to take advantage of strength and toughness improvements while

avoiding grain boundary embrittlement [37].

Aluminum has been used as a deoxidant in steel production and in steel welding

electrodes [25, 38, 39]. Aluminum has been shown to increase strength and decrease

toughness in high strength steel weld metal [23]. Because the effects of aluminum on

strength and impact toughness are less consistent than those of titanium, titanium is a

preferable addition to high strength steel weld metal [25]. S
S
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* 2.3 Weld Metal Microstructural Development

Steel weld metal microstructures develop through solidification and subsequent

austenite decomposition. Compositional variation of a weld metal is a result of

solidification which affects the local hardenability and may result in a cored

microstructure. This section will discuss weld metal solidification and the subsequent

solid-state decomposition of austenite leading to microstructural development.
0
* 2.3.1 Weld Metal Solidification9
S

The development of the weld metal microstructure begins with solidification.

* Reviews by Davies and Garland [40] and David and Vitek [41 ] provide a comprehensive

overview of the microstructural development in fusion welding. Much of the knowledge

* base regarding weld metal solidification was developed through studies on solidification

in castings; however, there are significant differences that are expected to modify the

behavior of weld deposits. For example, the welding process involves very rapid

localized melting and cooling. The cooling rates experienced by weld deposits of0
conventional welding processes such as SMAW, GMAW, and SAW are on the order of

10 to 103 degree Celsius per second as compared to the 10-2 to 102 degrees Celsius per

5 second experienced by castings. Fluid flow behavior is also expected to be different.

* Unless artificial stirring occurs, fluid flow in casting is primarily controlled only by

0 buoyancy effects, whereas fluid flow behavior in the weld metal is controlled by

buoyancy effects as well as by electromagnetic and surface tension forces. Variations of

temperature across either the weld pool or the casting result in variation in liquid density,

which cause convective fluid flow, i.e. the buoyancy effect. In addition to convective'

* fluid flow, the molten weld pool is subjected to electromagnetic effects from the welding

9 arc that result from the interaction between the divergent current path and resultant

0 magnetic fields. Electromagnetic forces are approximately opposite of those due to theS
S
S
0

S
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buoyancy forces. The surface tension of the molten weld metal is dependent upon

temperature and composition. The temperature variation across the weld pool surface

results in gradients in surface tension. The compositional variations across the surface of

the weld pool also affect the surface tension. In pure iron, the surface tension decreases as

temperature increases, which results in an outward flow away from the arc, tending to

promote a broad weld pool with low penetration. Surface active impurities such as

oxygen and sulfur result in a positive temperature coefficient of surface tension, such that

surface tension increases as temperature increases. This reversal in the temperature

coefficient of surface tension promotes an inward flow along the surface, toward the

center of the arc, promoting deeper penetration.

The grain structure of the fusion zone is largely dependent on that of the base

metal heat-affected zone. Since melting of the base metal occurs during the welding

process, there is always a region of solid in contact with the molten weld pool. In most

welding applications, the base metal and molten weld pool have similar compositions, 0
and epitaxial growth from the partially melted grains at the fusion line occurs. Thus a ,

coarse-grained HAZ will promote a coarse-grained structure in the weld metal, and a SS
fine-grained HAZ will promote a fine-grained structure.

Low-carbon and low-alloyed steel weld deposits will begin to solidify as bcc 5-

ferrite at temperatures around 1500 degrees Celsius. In more highly alloyed weld

deposits, or during an extremely high cooling rate, as may be experienced with electron

beam or laser welding, the liquid may solidify directly as austenite. The solidifying grains

tend to grow in the direction of the maximum thermal gradient; although both bcc 8- 0S
ferrite and fcc austenite have preferential growth along the <100> directions, so

solidification tends to proceed along the easy-growth direction that is most favorably

oriented with the thermal gradient. The grains that are most favorably oriented will grow

rapidly, and will eventually inhibit the growth of less favorably oriented grains. Upon

further cooling, austenite will form either within the 8-ferrite grains or at the 5- S
0
S
S
0
S
S
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0

*O ferrite/liquid interface as schematically shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) illustrates the case

O in which the material solidifies completely to &-ferrite, then transforms to austenite in the

solid state. In Figure 2(b) and (c), austenite forms in the boundaries between the 5-ferrite

* and liquid iron. Figure 2(d) illustrates the case in which the material solidifies initially as

austenite.
0

0• 

•T

O Figure 2: Different solidification principles in an iron-based alloy [42].

S

OO For welds made at low-to-moderate speeds, the two-dimensional appearance of
O the weld pool forms an ellipse, as illustrated in Figure 3(a) and the corresponding
O isotherms are elliptically shaped. Under these conditions, no one grain experiences a

O

favored growth throughout solidification, so more of the fusion-line-nucleated grains

O

survive to reach the center of the weld. Furthermore, any grain that survives over any

O great distance in an elliptical weld pool exhibits significant curvature. While the

O crystallographic orientation of the curved grain does not change, the curvature is

O generated by repeated side-branching of the solidification substructure. As for welds

O made at higher travel speeds, a tear drop shape weld pool forms as shown in Figure 3 (b).O
O
O
S
S
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The direction of the thermal gradient mears that those grains growing in the most

favorable orientation will continue to grow and widen, at an optimal speed across the

weld deposit. This growth behavior results in fewer grains surviving to reach the

centerline of the weld.

X 0

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Two dimensional appearance of the weld pool showing the columnar
development in (a) an elliptical weld pool where the progressive change in direction of
the maximum thermal gradient is reflected by the survival of many more columnar
grains, and (b) a tear drop shaped weld pool where the direction of the maximum thermal
gradient is almost invariant along the edge of the pool [40].

The change in the weld pool shape from elliptical to tear drop occurs due to the

minimal thermal gradient along the weld centerline. The growth rate, or solidification

rate, along the edge of the xwld is related to the travel speed of the heat source by

Equation 1:

IRj = IRS1Icos 0, (1) -
0

where R, is the growth rate of the solidification front, RH is the travel speed of the heat 0I
source, and 0 is the angle between the surface normal on the edge of the weld pool and

the welding direction. From Equation 1, the maximum solidification rate occurs along the

weld center line; and correspondingly, the maximum rate of dissipation of latent heat also
0
0
i

0
i

0W
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S occurs along the weld centerline. The maximum heat input and peak temperatures are

* associated with the welding arc; therefore, the higher temperatures, located along the

t5 centerline in the solid immediately behind the weld pool, cause less efficient heat transfer0
and minimal thermal gradient. A critical growth rate exists beyond which the minimal

*• thermal gradient cannot dissipate the generated heat of fusion rapidly enough, so the weld

pool takes on an elongated, tear drop shape.

Within the primary columnar-shaped grains of the weld structure, there is a

* substructure divided by small-angle grains [43]. The mode of substructure development is

dependent upon the extent of undercooling, which is the difference between the liquidus

temperature based on the nominal composition of the weld pool and its actual

*• temperature. The total undercooling is given by Equation 2 [44]:

S
* AT=ATTH + ATc+ ATR + ATK, (2)
0

*• where ATTH is the thermal undercooling, ATc is the constitutional undercooling, ATK is

0 the kinetic undercooling, and ATR is the undercooling due to the curvature at the

solid/liquid interface. Since weld metal microstructures generally grow epitaxially from

the partially melted base metal microstructure, thermal undercooling in welds, which is

* associated with the barrier to nucleation, is small and is generally ignored. The effect of

0 kinetic undercooling, which is associated with the rate at which atoms become attached to

5 •the solid forming, is small and normally ignored in welding processes. The increasedS
surface area and associated increase in surface energy associated with the curved

* interface locally suppresses the liquid-to-solid transformation temperature. The effects of

5 undercooling due to curvature, which is related to the increase in surface area associated

* with the formation of solidification front, can be significant in weld solidification. As the

S 6-ferrite forms, solute atoms are rejected into the remaining liquid in advance of the

* solidification front. Since this material is higher in alloy content, the solid and liquid atS
S
S
S
S
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the interface will have a lower melting point than the bulk weld pool, a phenomenon

referred to as constitutional undercooling, and is normally the most significant form of

undercooling in weld deposits. The extent of undercooling determines the morphology of

the solidification front. With a small degree of undercooling, cellular growth is expected,

whereas, a high degree of undercooling is expected to form a dendritic solidification

front.

The effect of the primary solidification mode on inclusion distribution has been

investigated by Sudgen and Bhadeshia [45] and Kluken et al. [46]. Sudgen and Bhadeshia

proposed that since the distribution of inclusions is determined during solidification while

they are mobile, they may be pushed by the solid/liquid interface, perhaps to the

columnar grain boundaries. For steels solidifying completely as 8-ferrite, the subsequent

austenite transformation would cause the inclusions to end up near the center of the

columnar grains, as seen Figure 4(a). In the center of the grains, the inclusions serve as

potential nucleation sites for intragranularly nucleated acicular ferrite. In contrast, if

solidification occurs such that austenite is the primary phase, then the inclusions would

tend to remain at the austenite grain boundaries, as seen in Figure 4(b). Not only would

these inclusions no longer be effective heterogeneous nucleation sites for acicular ferrite,

but they would coincide with the formation of grain boundary ferrite. These grain

boundary inclusions could potentially initiate fracture, and the grain boundary ferrite

would offer minimal fracture propagation resistance. Sudgen and Bhadeshia produced a

series of carbon- manganese SMA welds designed to produce welds with primary 6-ferrite

and welds with primary austenite solidification. They observed that inclusions one to

three microns in diameter tended to concentrate along the grain boundaries of the initial

solidification phase and attributed this to either the surface tension effect at the -

solidification front, the Marangoni effect, or the pushing of the inclusions by the solid- 5
liquid interface. -

S
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram showing the location of inclusion in the microstructure of a
weld for solidification as (a) 8-ferrite and (b) austenite, assuming that the inclusions
locate themselves preferentially at the cell boundaries and austenite boundaries diverge,
because in arc welding, the heat source is not stationary [45].

Kluken et al. [46] proposed that inclusions influence the primary solidification

structure by serving as heterogeneous nucleation sites for austenite ahead of 6-ferrite

solidification front. In welds with low aluminum-to-oxygen ratios, [Al]/[O], austenite

was observed to experience epitaxial growth at the boundaries of the primary 6-ferrite, as

shown in Figure 5(a). As the [Al]/[O] ratios increase, nucleation of austenite on the

inclusions becomes more favorable. When the chemical composition for precipitation of

pure A120 3 occurs at an [Al]/[O] ratio of 1.13, primary nucleation of austenite in the

interdendritic liquid was observed, as shown in Figure 5(b). Under these conditions, the

austenite is not bound by an orientation relationship with the 8-ferrite, which facilitates

growth of the austenite grains across the primary 8-ferrite phase. Kluken, et al. [46]

proposed that this change in the peritectic reaction is related to the nucleation potency of

the oxides. The nucleation potency of the oxides increases in the order of SiO 2-MnO,

* A120 3-Ti20 3-SiO 2-MnO, A120 3, reflecting a corresponding increase in the

* inclusion/liquid interfacial energy. It was proposed that this change in the peritectic

reaction may alter the subsequent solid-state transformation reactions by promoting

*, growth of Widmanstatten ferrite sideplates at the expense of intragranularly nucleated
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Figure 5: Effect of deoxidation practice on the 8-ferrite to austenite transformation in Al-
Ti-S i-Mn deoxidized steel welds. (a) Growth of austenite along the boundaries of the
primary 8-ferrite phase, and (b) growth of austenite across the boundaries of the primary
8-ferrite phase [46].

acicular ferrite. Heterogeneous nucleation of austenite on inclusions promotes the growth

of austenite grains across phosphorus-rich boundaries of the primary 8-ferrite because

phosphorus has been shown to raise the local Ac3 temperature. In the absence of

phosphorus, sideplates nucleate directly from the grain boundaries and grow rapidly

across the austenite grains, inhibiting acicular ferrite formation.

The distribution of inclusions, particularly those forming at temperatures above

the liquidus, may be influenced by their interaction with the solid/liquid interface. When

the solidification front intercepts an insoluble particle, it either pushes or engulfs it. In

many studies of the interaction of foreign particles with advancing planar solidification

fronts in water and organic materials, it has been shown that particles are pushed at low

growth velocities [47-50]. Uhlmann, et al. [50], Omenyi, et al. [51], and Neumann, et al.

[52] explained the pushing based upon short-range repulsive forces occurring when the

particle/solid interfacial free energy is greater than the sum of the particle/liquid and

liquid/solid interfacial energies. Cicc& and Bolling [48] developed a theory where the
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* trapping of inert particles by the advancing solidification front was primarily due to

* viscous drag. Both theories conclude that there is a critical growth velocity of the

S solidification front below which particles are rejected.0
In summary, it is apparent that the microstructural development of the weld metal

* is influenced by a number of important variables affecting solidification including

5 complex fluid flow due to natural convection, variations in surface tension,

electromagne tic forces, and arc pressure forces.
0

0 2.3.2 Inclusion Characteristics and Development

During arc welding processes, the high arc plasma temperatures in excess of

* 10,000TC results in the dissociation of oxygen in the shielding gas or arc atmosphere. The

* dissociated oxygen is absorbed into the weld pool. As the welding arc passes and the

0 weld pool cools, from an initial molten state then a solid state, the solubility of oxygen

0• decreases and is removed as oxygen-rich phases and compounds. Oxygen is expected to

0 react with a variety of elemental species present in the weld metal: carbon, iron, silicon,0
manganese, titanium, aluminum, and yttrium in this study. To reduce weld metal

porosity, deoxidizing elements such as silicon, manganese, titanium, aluminum, and

* yttrium are added to the filler metal to react with oxygen.

The presence of nonmetallic inclusions can have a profound effect on weld metal

* microstructure and properties. Tweed and Knott [53] and Almond, et al. [54] haw

demonstrated that oxides may be detrimental to weld metal toughness through the

5 initiation of brittle fracture. In contrast, the optimal weld metal toughness is notS
associated with very low oxygen levels. The presence of significant volume firactions of

intragranularly nucleated acicular ferrite has been demonstrated by numerous researchers

* to significantly improve the toughness of low alloy steel weld deposits. It is generally

0• agreed that the development of acicular ferrite is promoted by heterogeneous nucleation

S on nonmetallic inclusions. Inclusions may also promote acicular ferrite formation throughS
0
S
S
0
0
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Zener pinning of prior austenite grain boundaries, where larger prior austenite grains

promote a larger content of acicular ferrite.

The solubility of oxygen in pure liquid iron is 1600 ppm at 1527°C, the eutectic

temperature [55], and approximately 8000 ppm at 2200'C [56]. This solubility decreases

to 82 ppm in 8-ferrite upon solidification and the maximum solubility of oxygen in y- iron

is 28 ppm at the peritectic invariant at 1390'C. In the presence of deoxidizing elements

such as silicon, manganese, and aluminum, the equilibrium level of oxygen in liquid iron

at the melting point is reduced to very low levels, and upon cooling, a supersaturation

with respect to the products of various oxidation reactions occurs, providing the driving

force for the nucleation of oxides. Typical GMA and FCA steel weld metals contain 200

to 400 ppm of oxygen, primarily in the form of micron-sized oxide inclusions, with oxide

densities in the range of 107 to 108 oxides per cubic millimeter. The remainder of the

dissolved oxygen from the molten weld pool will have been removed as slag.

Kluken and Gr6ng [57] modeled inclusion formation in Al-Ti-Si-Mn deoxidized

steel weld metals. They considered the weld pool to be divided into two regions: hot and S
cold, as illustrated in Figure 6, where they proposed that inclusions form in the hot region

under the arc and growth occurs in the cold region at a temperature near the liquidus.

Inclusion nucleation occurs homogeneously as a result of supersaturation established

during cooling. Deoxidation proceeds by a diffusion-controlled process in the molten

weld metal and is essentially complete when the liquid metal temperature attains a

relatively constant value, near the melting point of the steel, in the trailing edge of the

weld pool. S
Based upon a simplified model of Turpin and Elliot [59], the required temperature

difference (TI-T 2) necessary to achieve spontaneous precipitation of an oxide (MxOy) is

approximately given by Equation 3:
S
9
S
9
S
0
9
S
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where A-f' is the standard enthalpy of reaction; y is the oxide-steel interfacial energy,

assumed to be constant and independent of temperature; and Vm is the molar volume of

the nuclei. Using Equation 3, Kluken and Grdng [57] estimated the undercooling required

for homogeneous nucleation of FeO(I), SiO 2(,), and Ab20 3(s) is on the order of 2000C to

300TC. It is reasonable to assume the actual temperature interval of undercooling required

for spontaneous oxide precipitation in a weld metal is less than 2000C. Based upon these

estimated undercoolings, the authors concluded it is reasonable for nucleation of oxide

inclusions to occur readily during cooling, since the liquid weld metal spans a

temperature range of about 22000 C to 15000 C. -

Kluken and Gr6ng [57] considered three major growth processes: collision, 0S
diffusion, and Ostwald ripening. They excluded particle growth by collision, since there

is a low probability of inclusion collision while ascending in the molten steel within the

regime of Stokes' law. They also excluded particle growth by diffusion since the 0
diffusion-controlled deoxidation process is expected to be complete within a fraction of a

second when the number of nuclei is greater than 108/mm 3. Therefore, they concluded

that the primary growth mechanism is Ostwald ripening, which occurs in the cold portion

of the weld pool where inclusion growth can be treated as an essentially isothermal

process. Under these conditions, the time dependence of the mean particle diameter (d)

is approximately given by Wagner Equation 4:

64yDCV2  0
""9R=30 t~kt, (4) 0

9R0

0
0

. i i! i0
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*where Wo is the initial particle diameter, yis the oxide-steel interfacial energy, D is the

element diffusivity, C is the bulk concentration of the diffusing species, V, is the molar

volume of the oxide per mole of diffusate, and t is the retention time. Kluken and Grdng

[57] showed that the three-dimensional inclusion diameters of several experimental Al-

Ti-S i-Mn deoxidized steel weld metals versus the cube root of the retention time could be

* represented by a straight line, supporting their supposition that oxide growth occurs by

* Ostwald ripening.

Using data obtained by Widgery [71] and Terashima and Hart [72], Grdng and

Matlock [31 ] showed that, as the average inclusion diameter of a weld increases, the total

number of inclusions tends to decrease indicating that once deoxidation is complete, weld

metal oxides may continue to grow through a coagulation of smaller particles into larger

* ones. Kluken and Gr6ng [57] attributed this growth to Ostwald ripening, and excluded

* particle growth by collision and diffusional growth.

*Hsiech et al. [44] evaluated inclusion formation in low alloy steel welds using

equilibrium thermodynamic calculations to predict the sequential formation of inclusions.

SUnlike earlier models, their model considered the effects of depletion of alloying

elements due to inclusion formation on oxide stability. Thermodynamic relationships

between complex oxides were determined by use of ThermCalcTM software, which can be

*! used for calculating multi-phase equilibria in a multi-component system. The

* methodology developed by Scheil [60] was used to model progressive changes in weld

metal composition as oxidation proceeds. This approach assumed no diffusion in the

solid and perfect mixing in the liquid. At any given temperature, T1, the mass balance for

* a given species is given by Equation 5:

C'i = f'C1 +(1-f ) )c(I, (5)0
S
S
S
S
S
0
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where U,C is the bulk elemental concentration, f is the mass fraction of solid oxide

formed, C is the composition of the element in the oxide which forms at T1 , and CL1 is

the composition of the liquid in equilibrium with the oxide at the temperature of interest.

Hsiech, et al. [44] adapted the mass balance given in Equation 5 to the case of

continuous cooling by considering the composition of the liquid remaining at a given

temperature, TI, and using this composition to determine the thermodynamic

considerations at the next temperature step, T2. The overall composition at T2 is thus

given by Equation 6:

C 2 =CL at T=T2 where T2<Ti, (6)

and the mass balance at T2 is given by Equation 7:

- f2 2 +(1f'2 )C2,

C2 fC - L (7)

where f is the fraction of oxide formed at T2 from the residual liquid present after

oxide formation at TI, and C 2 is the overall composition of the liquid prior to oxide

formation at T2. Hsiech, et al. found reasonably good correlation between predicted

average inclusion composition and measured values, and they attribute the difference to

several potential factors. The calculation methods do not consider the kinetics of

inclusion formation and, while complex oxides may be thermodynamically favorable, the

kinetics of formation of the oxides may be sluggish. The model also did not include

precipitation of MnS or TiN below the liquidus. 5
Babu, et al. [56, 61, 62] considered the kinetic aspects of inclusion formation and

growth by using the theories of transformation kinetics described by Christian [63].

Christian addressed transformations with parabolic growth laws, and his concepts have 0
0
0
n

S
S
i
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0

0

I been extended to continuous weld metal cooling by using incremental time steps,

0 assuming that the overall extent of reaction is represented by the summation of the

0 incremental steps. The model has been coupled with computer determination ofS
0 thermodynamic phase stability to predict the kinetics of oxide formation.

0 Nucleation of oxides may occur homogeneously in the melt or heterogeneously

5 on pre-existing surfaces. For simplicity, Babu considered homogeneous nuc leation for the

* first oxides to form. Following the methodology used by Turpin and Elliot [59], the

0 nucleation rate of an oxide is given by Equation 8:

0 - AG horn

f Ihom =Aexp , (8)

where AGhom is the activation energy for formation of the oxide nucleus, which is the

0 free energy of activation for short range diffusion of atoms or molecules moving a

0 fraction of an atomic distance across an interface to join a new lattice; T is the

0 temperature in Kelvin; k is the Boltzmann's constant; and A is the pre-exponent factor,

0 which is related to the number of surface atoms in the critical nucleus [64]. The value ofS
* A is generally taken to be 10" m-3s-1 [65].

a The activation energy for homogeneous nucleation is derived from the work to

5 form a nucleus of a second phase and is given by Equation 10 [59]:
S

w=4 7rr 2" + 4 'r AG3 A (9)

3 V

0 where r is the particle radius, V is the molar volume, y is the surface energy between the

0 liquid and inclusion, and AG is the bulk free energy change between the liquid and the

t oxide. There is an energy balance between the decrease in free energy associated with the

0

0
S
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0

precipitation of the oxide and the increase in free energy due to the formation of a new

surface. The critical radius, r*, occurs when dw/dr =0 and is given by Equation 10: 0
* -2 y'V

A= G V (10) 0

The activation energy for the formation of an oxide nucleus, AG h is the work to form 0
a nucleus of a second phase particle with the critical radius r* and is given by Equation

11:

AG* o -6iry 3V 2  (ll) 0h o - 3 ( A G ) 2
0

AG horn is actually the Helmholtz free energy; however, Turpin and Elliot [59] indicate

that for the processes involved, the difference between Gibbs and Helmholtz free energy

is negligible. Since the Gibbs free energy is more easily calculated from available 0
thermodynamic data, it is used rather than the Helmholtz free energy. Babu, et al. [62]

assumed a constant value of 0.5 Joules per square meter for the surface energy of the

various oxides in liquid steel.

Following nucleation of the initial oxide, subsequent nucleation is assumed to

occur heterogeneously, with a rate of nucleation given by Equation 12:

I
I/let = Bf (O)//6 expt -4Ghet (12) 0

kT 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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O*

* where B is a frequency factor, AG* , is the activation energy of heterogeneous0
nucleation, andf(O) is a function of the contact angle of the nucleus on the substrate. The

* value of AG *et determined by Equation 13:0
*0 AGhet =AGhomf(O), (13)

* And Equation 14:
0

f (O) = (2+cos 0)(1- cos) . (14)
94

Babu, et al. [62] considered the growth of inclusions based upon the diffusion of

oxygen, assuming that the model developed by Zener [66] for the growth of spherical

precipitates from solid solution is applicable to diffusion controlled growth of inclusions

in liquid steel. For this, the following assumptions are required:

1. At the start of growth, oxygen and deoxidizers are assumed to be in solution

"homogeneously.

2. The nuclei that form are spherical, uniform size, and growing without interaction

between other oxides. This requires that the bulk concentration of the liquid

remains constant and that there is no overlapping of diffusion fields.

3. There is local equilibrium at the precipitate/matrix interface.

4. The interface growth rate can be determined by the oxygen flux alone. This

requires pseudo-steady-state conditions where the ratio of the flux of the

deoxidizing element to that of oxygen is given by stoichiometric ratio of these

* components in the oxide.
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Under the above conditions, the relationship between the velocity of the growing ,

interface and thickening rate is given by Equation 15: 0

0
dr d( ~ *~(5

dt dt 3

*A

where a 3 is the parabolic thickening rate constant, D, is the diffusivity of oxygen in 0
liquid iron, and t is time. Zener [66] developed an approximate solution, represented by

Figure 7, for the three-dimensional thickening rate constant corresponding to the

conditions in Equation 16:

0( I , I( - i, ) <1(16)

where the depletion of the solute atoms extends to a large distance compared to the radius

of the precipitate. Under these conditions, the thickening rate constant is given by

Equation 17:
0

3 = [ (17)[ c• -c• , 0
0

where C M is the nominal concentration of deoxidizer element in the liquid far away

from the inclusion/liquid interface, C t is the concentration of deoxidizer element in the 0
inclusion, and C M is the equilibrium concentration of the deoxidizer at the

inclusion/liquid interface.

Babu, et al. [62] coupled the nucleation and growth rate equations by applying the

theory of overall kinetics for precipitation from a supersaturated solution as described by
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 7: Schematic illustration of composition profile ahead of inclusion during growth
O* [9].

S

Christian [63] where the growth rate is controlled by long-range diffusion. For a spherical

particle that is nucleated at time iT, the volume at time t is given by Equation 18:

* 3

3

*t= (o3)7(t-r')3. (18)

For a linear growth process in which the nucleation is effectively randomly distributed

throughout the assembly, the fraction transformed is assumed to be Equation 19:

* =1-exp[-f0v(t)Ivotd']. (19)

However, for a diffusion-controlled process, 4 cannot be defined as the fraction of the

whole assembly that has transformed. If the equilibrium volume of the oxide phase is

given by T in an assembly of volume V, conservation of solute atoms requires Equation

20:
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=(Cl -CM J (20)

The total volume of precipitate can be written as V(t), and the volume fraction

transformed is given by Equation 21:

WV(t) Vi(t WLC-C? 1, (21)

V i V C/-Ci

which for the case of impingement through nucleation results in Equation 22:

Sj,0
ý=l-exp -( f _cil v(t) I Vol d (22)

M M

where ý is the extent of oxide formation at a given temperature, and 1,°1 is given by

Equation 8. If r is assumed to be negligible and a constant nucleation rate is assumed,

Equation 22 can be integrated to give Equation 23:

•=l-exp [tLcC ct JIV -] (cD ;)t]. (23)

To calculate the overall kinetics during weld cooling, an estimate of the cooling

curve is required. Ion, et al. [67] developed an analytical equation to describe the

temperature profile based upon the Rosenthal equations [68], but modified them by

assuming a circular disk heat source of radius rB. The temperature variation in a weld as a
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function of welding parameters, location in the transverse section (yz), and time is given

by Equation 24:

T=T+ v) exp 1 -(Z+Z 0 ) + 2t )} (24)
0-27r2ý[t(t+t )]o t (t+t,

where
S

to (rB )2*t- , (25)
4a

and

Z ( )2 J J. (26)[e t.v0
S

The coordinate system is as defined in Figure 8. The radius of the heat source is rB, a is

the thermal diffusivity, X is the thermal conductivity, fl(q/v) is the heat input, and To is

the preheat temperature.

* Figure 9 outlines the calculation steps of the overall inclusion model. To apply

S5 Equation 19 to continuous cooling conditions, the extent of the reaction given by

* Equation 16 is assumed to be additive. The calculation starts with the development of a

cooling curve for the welding variable using Equations 24, 25, and 26. Even though the

expression developed by Ion, et al. [67] is not valid for the liquid weld metal, this cooling

rate equation reasonably approximates the liquid weld metal cooling curve above the

liquidus. Furthermore, since Equation 24 considers only conductive heat transfer, the

S
S
S
0
S
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Figure 8: Welding geometry coordinate system for temperature profile model developed
by Ion, et al. [67].

convective heat transfer was considered by including an enhanced thermal conductivity.

A time step, At, and corresponding temperature interval, AT, are set. For each time

step/temperature interval, the following values are calculated: 1) the mole fraction and

activities of the various constituents; 2) the free energy of formation of potential

compounds and equilibrium concentrations for the various constituents in equilibrium

with the compounds; 3) the nucleation rate, Equation 8, the growth rate, Equation 18, and

the extent of reaction, Equation 23, for each phase. This procedure is repeated for each

time/temperature step, using the cumulative volume fraction formed, until a particular

oxide reaction reaches ninety percent completion. Once the most stable phase reaches

ninety percent completion, the final number density of oxides is set to the integrated

nucleation rate for the first forming phase, given by Equation 27:

i=Tend

Number Density= I I oxie?t . (27)
i=-Tstart

0

The liquid phase concentrations are then reset to new levels, taking the completion of the

first oxide reaction into account. The extent of reaction of other phases is then calculated

based upon heterogeneous nucleation, Equation 12. As each new phase reaches
0
n

0
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0

completion, the liquid concentrations are reset to new levels. The procedure is then

repeated until the temperature reaches 1800K.

Olson, et al. [69] and Frost, et al. [70] considered the effects of partition behavior

of solute elements on inclusion formation during solidification. During alloy

solidification, a compositional profile develops in the liquid ahead of the solid-liquid

interface. This segregation is expected to influence inclusion formation, particularly

during cellular/dendritic solidification. For alloy solidification, it is useful to define the

equilibrium partition coefficient, r, of a specific solute element as the ratio of the solute

concentration of the solid, Cs, to that of the liquid at the solid- liquid interface, C1, given in

Equation 28:

IC = C, (28)c,

For the case of no diffusion in the solid and complete mixing in the liquid, the solute

accumulation ahead of the solid- liquid interface is given by Equation 29:

C = = Co fr<-, (29)

where C, is the bulk solute concentration of the weld pool andfL is the fraction of liquid

remaining. Since ic is less than one for most solutes, the interdendritic liquid will have a

higher solute content than the bulk material resulting in segregation of typical inclusion

forming species to the interdendritic regions.

Frost, et al. [70] considered the deoxidation process for a carbon steel weld metal

containing titanium and boron as well as other common deoxidizers such as aluminum,

silicon, and manganese. They considered the deoxidation equilibrium as represented by

the reaction in Equation 30:
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0
S

M KhNyOz = xMI + yNl + zO,, (30)

SO where M, and N, are the concentration of deoxidizing elements in the liquid weld metal,

O1 is the dissolved oxygen concentrations, and MxNyOz is the formula of the oxide

product. The free energy change associated with Equation 26 is given by Equation 31:

O

5 AG=AG° +RTIn xayz ,' (31)

0

9 where aM, aN, and ao are the solute activities in the liquid, and aMNO is the activity of the

5 oxide product, assumed to be one. Using Equation 25 to represent the extent of

segregation, the solute activities of each solute in the interdendritic liquid are written as:

aM =yM [%M]f/M-', (32)S

aN =YN [%N]frN-J, (33)

0
*a 0 =y [%o~fL'ol' (34)

0
O where TM, TN, and To are the activity coefficients, and [%M], [%oN], and [%0] are the bulk

5 concentrations of the various solute species in the melt.

* Comparing the equilibrium data for the dissolution of various potential oxides,

* Frost, et al. [70] showed that A120 3 is the strongest deoxidant. They suggested the

* deoxidation sequence during solidification could be predicted assuming the weld poolS
comes to equilibrium with the strongest deoxidant, A120 3, and the concentrations of

oxygen and deoxidants are increased by microsegregation during solidification. For an

S
9
S
S
S
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aluminum addition of 0.04 weight percent (400 ppm), the soluble oxygen content at the

start of solidification will be reduced to 0.0006 weight percent (6 ppm). They then

calculated the increase in composition during solidification as a function of the liquid

fraction showing a dramatic increase in the oxygen concentration as solidification

progresses. Furthermore, by considering the equilibrium ratio, given by Equation 35:

a a a00
Equilibrium Ratio A4 N0(35)

[%M]x [%N]Y[%c]z

To be a function of the liquid fraction, they predicted a deoxidation sequence of A120 3

Ti20 3/Ti3O5 -> SiO 2 --- MnO.

In contrast, Babu et al. [73 ] consider collision and coalescence a more

appropriate explanation of the rapid growth of inclusions observed in steel melts, and

suggested that this collision and coalescence is promoted by the fluid velocity gradients

in the weld pool. Also, the velocity gradients in the weld pool may transport inclusions to

regions of varying temperature [74], resulting in the partial dissolution and growth of

inclusions. Babu, et al. [75] reviewed the mechanism of Ostwald ripening proposed by

Kluken and Gr5ng [57] and discounted it since their model assumed variations in heat

input do not affect the nucleation and growth conditions, and interaction of the weld pool

fluid flow with inclusion growth in the hot part of the weld is unnecessary.

Lindborg and Torsell [76] investigated the kinetics of precipitation deoxidation in

steel melts, and showed that the kinetics of Ostwald ripening are expected to be very

sluggish at the low levels of dissolved oxygen present near the liquidus. Their analysis

also showed that rapid growth of inclusions occurs as a result of collision and

coalescence in steel melts with convective flow. Similar to the work performed by

Kluken and Gr6ng [57], Babu, et al. [73] observed that the average inclusion diameter

increased with the cube root of holding time, as would be expected for Ostwald ripening.

0

0
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However, the maximum inclusion diameter did not vary linearly with the cube root of

0 time and, instead of a gradual shift of the inclusion size distribution to coarser sizes, the

0size distr ibutions were progressively skewed, showing a rapid increase in the diameter of

coarser inclusions. The latter observations do not support Ostwald ripening as a potential

mechanism.

Babu, et al. [73] observed that instances of partially coalesced oxides and

elemental maps for these inclusions showed that the elements were uniformly distributed.

They considered these microstructural observations, as well as the size distribution

9 analysis, to suggest that collision and growth is a better explanation for the observed

changes in inclusion size distributions. Following the methods of Lindborg and Torsell

* [76] and lyengar and Philbrook [77], Babu, et al. developed the following equation to

* relate the change in oxide size distribution with time, (dn(r)/dt):

0

dn (r)Ir )3 jVVdr - (7

f~n(r, )n(r 2 4 (r, + r2 )3 V Vdr2

3

Assuinga collision efficiency of one and a velocity gradient of 3 x 10- s-1 reasonable

agreement between the experimental and predicted values was achieved and the

* calculations indicated that the change in inclusion size distribution occurred rapidly in the

early stages.

A significant limitation to current models is the assumption that the

thermodynamics of weld metal oxide formation can be determined based upon as-

deposited compositions. While this assumption is reasonable for weaker deoxidizing

species such as manganese and silicon, it is likely less valid for stronger deoxidizers that

0 have greater thermodynamic stability, such as aluminum, titanium, and yttrium.

Sd
0
9
9
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2.3.3 Austenite Decomposition and Microstructural Constituents

Low carbon and low alloyed steel weld deposits begin to solidify as bcc 5-ferrite

at temperatures around 1500 to 1550TC. Upon further cooling, austenite forms either

within the 6-ferrite grains or at the 8-ferrite/liquid interface. Finally, upon cooling below

the Ac3 .temperature, the austenite decomposes to initially form x-ferrite and eventually,

as the carbon level of the remaining austenite exceeds the saturation limit for a-ferrite, a

two-phase mixture of cx-ferrite and iron carbides. Alpha-ferrite exists in a number of

morphologies: grain boundary ferrite, Widmanstaitten sideplates, intragranular

idiomorphs, and intragranular plates. The structural relationships between the iron-

carbides and ox-ferrite result in a number of additional morphologies or microstructural

constituents with distinctly different properties: pearlite, bainite, and martensite.

Sub-commission IX-J of the IIW developed guidelines for the identification and

quantification of microstructural constituents in ferritic weld metals [78]. The IIW system

has been directed toward international agreement on terminology for the description of

constituents as well as a standardization of methodologies for its application The IIW

system is less complicated than those based solely upon transformation behavior, and

tends to group constituents together based upon morphological similarities. A schematic

diagram of the major constituents as identified by the IIW system is shown in Figure

10(a) and representative photomicrographs are presented in Figure 10(b). Despite the

simplification of the IIW system, considerable variability of results in the application of

this system during round robin testing has been observed [79]. Where more definitive

identification of a microstructural constituent is necessary, transmission electron

microscopy may be required in lieu of optical methods; however, these processes require

extensive sample preparation and are limited to small regions of material limiting their

application in characterization of the entire weld deposit.

0
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Figure 0: (a) Schematic representation of microstructural constituents as defined by IlW

Subcommission IX-J methodology [78]. (b) Representative photomnicrographs showing
the IIW scheme for the classification of microstructures in low alloy steel weld metal
[78].
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The following subsections are brief descriptions of the various microstructural

constituents expected in ferritic steel weld deposits. Typically, the microstructure of a.

steel weld deposit will be comprised of two or more of these constituents, the relative

proportions of which will be dependent upon deposit composition and thermal cycle,

primarily cooling rate. The distribution and percentages of these various microstructural

constituents are a predominant factor in determining the properties and performance of

welds. Several excellent reviews [27,31, 80-82] have been prepared on the development

of microstructures in C-Mn and low alloy steel welds and their influence on as-deposited 9
strength and toughness. 9

0
2.3.3.1 Grain Boundary Ferrite

This constituent is identified as grain boundary ferrite (PF(G)), one of two forms

of primary ferrite (PF), under the IIW system. Grain boundary allotriomorphs are crystals

that nucleate at the austenite grain boundaries. Typically, these crystals are equiaxed or

lenticular in shape; the first to form upon cooling; and can have either curved, incoherent

or facetted, semicoherent interfaces with the austenite.

Nucleation of grain boundary ferrite occurs along the austenite grain boundaries.

To minimize the energy required for nucleation, it is likely the ferrite nuclei will develop

with a crystallographic relationship with one of the austenite grains resulting in an

interface with a high degree of coherency between the ferrite and one of the two austenite

grains. With small undercooling, both the semicoherent and incoherent interfaces are

expected to migrate at similar rates, resulting in the equiaxed morphology observed with

grain boundary ferrite. I*
i

Since ferrite offers little resistance to cleavage crack propagation, grain boundary 4#
ferrite is generally said to be detrimental to weld metal toughness. However, Bhadeshia

and Svensson [83] have proposed that because the formation of grain boundary ferrite is

reconstructive transformation involving the diffusion of all atoms, grains of ox-ferrite can 0
0
0

0
0
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grow across the austenite gain boundary, completely disrupting the original austenite

0 grains. Segregation of impurities, such as phosphorus, to austenite grain boundaries will

0• be less detrimental. to the final structure because it will be moved towards the interior of

the grain boundary ferrite.0

*• 2.3.3.2 Widmanst~itten Ferrite
0

With greater undercooling the blocky structure of grain boundary allotriomorphic

* ferrite is replaced by a needle- or plate-like morphology referred to as Widmanstdtten

* ferrite. This constituent is identified as ferrite with aligned second phase, FS(A), or ferrite

with non-aligned second phase or side plate, FS(NA) under the IIW system.

With greater undercooling, the diffusional transformation of the iron atoms across

the semicoherent interfaces is restricted and the ferrite will grow into the adjacent

austenite more rapidly along the incoherent interface. However, the temperature at which

* Widmanstdtten ferrite forms is sufficiently high such that carbon diffusion is still quite

* rapid, and the carbon is able to diffuse away from the tip of a growing side plate. The

* lateral growth of Widmanstdtten ferrite occurs by the movement of ledges along aS
relatively low-energy, semicoherent interface. It has been shown that the ferritic product

is related to the austenite into which it is growing by the Kurdjumow-Sachs orientation

relationship, and that the broad faces of the Widmanstditten plates are close in

Scrystallographic indices to the (111 )y/( 110),, planes.

t0 Howell, et al. [84] observed the formation of interphase precipitation in

association with the lateral movement of ledges along the low-energy interfaces of

Widmanstditten ferrite. The orientation of these interphase precipitates were observed to

* be crystallographically related to the Widmanstdtten plates by the Kurdjumow-Sachs or

* Baker-Nutting orientation relationship with the specific relationship dependent upon the

steel composition studied. The observed orientation relationships suggest these interphase

precipitates nucleated on the low-energy immobile austenite/ferrite interfaces.

S
0
S
0
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Once nucleated, the ferrite sideplates grow very rapidly across the incoherent

interface resulting in a parallel array of ferrite laths of high aspect ratio. Primary 9
Widmanstdtten sideplates may nucleate directly from the austenite grain boundary or

secondary Widmanstatten ferrite may nucleate at the grain boundary ferrite/austenite

grain boundaries.

2.3.3.3 Bainite

At even larger undercoolings than those required for the formation of

Widmanstaqtten ferrite, bainite forms. This constituent is also identified as ferrite with

aligned second phase (FS(A)) or ferrite with second phase, under the IIW system. Bainite

exists in two forms, upper and lower, and may be classified as FS(UB) and FS(LB) under

the IIW system when the operator is confident of the distinction, which is not normally

possible with light optical microscopy.

In the classical definition, bainite is a mixture of ferrite and carbide [85 ]. During

ferrite formation, carbon is continuously rejected from the ferrite phase erriching the

remaining austenite. At transformation temperatures above which bainite forms, carbon

can diffuse considerable distances from the transformation front. However, at the lower

temperatures at which bainite forms, carbon diffusion is limited, resulting in the

formation of a structure consisting of ferrite and cementite in nonlamellar arrays.

As with martensite, the ferrite laths of bainite contain a significant dislocation

substructure, suggesting the mechanism of bainite formation involves shear as well as

diffusion, although the exact mechanism of bainite formation is uncertain. As with

Widmanstt.tten ferrite, the aligned structure of bainite may promote cleavage fracture and

lower weld metal toughness. Cleavage cracks may propagate along the interlath

boundaries with minimal resistance until they encounter the next packet boundary.

Therefore, it is generally considered desirable to limit the percentage of aligned structures

in ferritic steel weld deposits.

0
S
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2.3.3.4 Acicular Ferrite

Acicular ferrite or intragranularly nucleated ferrite forms at temperatures

intermediate to those of Widmanstdtten ferrite and bainitic ferrite. Unlike grain boundary,

Widmanstitten or bainitic ferrite, acicular ferrite is formed within the prior austenite

grains. It is generally accepted that the presence of nonmetallic inclusions of an

appropriate size and composition promote the formation of acicular ferrite through

heterogeneous nucleation. In two dimensions, acicular ferrite appears to consist of very

fine-grained interlocking needles with a "basket weave" appearance. In three dimensions,

acicular ferrite has the morphology of thin, non-parallel, lenticular plates approximately

five to ten microns long and one micron thick with a corresponding aspect ratio on the

order of 0.2 to 0.1. The individual plates have a relatively high dislocation density on the

order of 1010 cm-2 [86] and are separated by high angle grain boundaries. The very fine

grain size and interweaving nature of acicular ferrite has been shown to enhance

toughness of ferritic steel weld deposits. It is widely accepted that deposits containing

significant percentages of acicular ferrite are desirable. The chaotic nature of the structure

and the large number of intersecting high angle grain boundaries tends to deflect a

propagating cleavage crack, enhancing weld metal toughness.

While there is reasonable agreement among researchers concerning the

microstructural form and crystallographic nature of acicular ferrite, growth characteristics

0 of AF are still debated. Acicular ferrite may in fact be intragranularly nucleated bainite or

0 Widmanstdtten ferrite. A number of review papers discussing the nature of acicular

ferrite in C-Mn and low alloy steel welds have been written [87, 88]. Following a study

of C-Mn SMAW weld deposits, Ricks, et al. [89] concluded that acicular ferrite is likely

intragranularly nucleated Widmanstdtten ferrite. This conclusion was supported by the

observation of both retained austenite and twinned martensite between the acicular laths.

They concluded that the carbon partitioning, indicated by the presence of these interlath

phases was evidence of a proeutectoid reaction. In addition, stepped- growth interfaces
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were observed between the acicular ferrite and the austenite or martensite regions,

implying a ledge mechanism analogous to that documented for the lateral growth of

Widmanstditten ferrite.

In contrast, Bhadeshia [88], Klukep, et al. [90], and others have concluded that

acicular ferrite is intragranularly nucleated bainite. The formation of acicular ferrite is

accompanied by a surface relief when developed at a pre-polished free surface.

Bhadeshia concluded that this surface relief is indicative of a shear mechanism resulting

in an invariant-plane strain similar to those associated with the martensitic

transformation. Based upon diffraction pattern analyses, Yang and Bhadeshia [86] have0

shown that acicular ferrite plates have an orientation relationship with the parent austenite

0

grain. This relationship lies within the Bain orientation region, which is also consistent

with an invariant-plane strain deformation. Work by Klukeq, et al. [90] confirmed this

relationship by using an electron backscattering pattern technique and further indicated

the acicular ferrite laths exhibit an orientation relationship with the prior 6-ferrite grains9

as well.0

0

Although the initial acicular ferrite is generally accepted to form heterogeneously
on nonmetallic inclusions, subsequent acicular ferrite may form autocatalytically through

sympathetic nucleation. Evidence. of sympathetic nucleation of acicular ferrite has been

observed by Court and Pollard [9 1] and Ricks, et al. [89 ] in C- Mn steel weld deposits.

The nature and nucleation characteristics of the sympathetic nucleation of ferrite in plain

carbon steels has been considered by Aaronson and Wells [92] and Aaronson, et al. [93]

0

Aaronson and Wells showed that the nucleation of new ferrite crystals at the interphase
boundaries of previously formed ferrite increased with decreasing transformation

temperature. Although the higher specific interfacial free energy of the nucleus-

nucleation site interface at the austenite/ferrite boundaries, and the lower supersaturation

of the austenite at these boundaries, act against sympathetic nucleation, Aaronson and

Wells concluded that the much larger total area of austenite/ferrite boundaries is

0
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sufficient to allow for sympathetic nucleation. Coarser austenitic grain size promotes this

effect.

2.3.3.5 MA Constituent

In addition to the various forms of ferrite described above, the microstructure of

low carbon steel weld deposits may contain a small percentage of martensite and retained

austenite. Due to the difficulty distinguishing these minor phases from each other they are

often grouped together and referred to as MA, MC or MAC.

2.3.4 Influence of Weld Metal Inclusions on Microstructural Development

The development of weld metal microstructures is a competitive process between

lower toughness grain-boundary nucleated constituents, such as grain boundary ferrite,

0 Widmanstditten ferrite, or bainite; and intragranularly nucleated acicular ferrite. Due to

the random orientations of intragranularly nucleated acicular ferrite, this microstructure

constituent has been associated with higher weld metal toughness compared to the weld

metal toughness of aligned sideplates and bainitic microstructures.

There are a number of ways in which inclusions promote the nucleation of ferrite

[89]:

1. Inclusions may serve as inert, heterogeneous nucleation sites for acicular ferrite.

2. Thermal strains around an inclusion due to the difference in thermal expansion

"coefficients of the particle relative to the austenitic matrix may stimulate

nucleation.

3. By pinning the prior austenite grain boundaries and inhibiting growth of the

austenite grains during cooling, small inclusions promote large austenite grain
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boundary surface area which enhance the formation of grain boundary nucleated

phases and limit the formation of acicular ferrite.

4. Inclusions of specific composition and crystallographic structure may lower the

barrier to heterogeneous nucleation further by offering a low lattice mismatch.

5. Depletion of austenite stabilizing elements such as manganese and carbon around

the inclusions may promote nucleation of ferrite.

The effectiveness of inclusions as inert substrates for heterogeneous nucleation

has been considered by Ricks, et al. [89] using classical nucleation theory. For this

analysis, the authors assumed that the inclusions were inert, had an incoherent interface

with the matrix, and were non-deformable. The findings of this work are summarized in

Figure 11. For a given driving force, inclusion nucleation is always less energetically

favorable than grain boundary nucleation. For the assumptions used in their model,

Ricks, et al. found that the effectiveness of inclusion as heterogeneous nucleation sites

decreased rapidly at inclusion diameters less than approximately 0.2 microns.

Tessellated stresses, generated around inclusions due to differences in thermal

expansion between the inclusion and the austenite matrix, have been proposed by Dallum

and Olson [94] to favor the nucleation of acicular ferrite by contributing to the total free

energy of austenite decomposition. The thermal expansion coefficient of the austenitic

matrix is much higher than that of the oxide inclusions; therefore, the austenite matrix

surrounding the inclusions may be strained during cooling. The additional strain energy

favors the nucleation of acicular ferrite by increasing the overall free energy change

associated with the austenite to ferrite transformation. Liu [95] investigated the impact of

the increase in strain energy on the nucleation of acicular ferrite in submerged arc

welding (SAW) deposits of niobium microalloyed steels, concluding that the strain

energy effect associated with the differences in thermal expansion coefficients was

insignificant when compared to the overall free energy change associated with the

austenite to ferrite transformationr

0
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* Figure 11: Variation in the energy barrier to nucleation, AG, normalized to that
corresponding to unfaceted homogeneous nucleation in an austenite matrix, for unfaceted

ferrite formed on an inclusion (AG*jc. ,,f), as a function of inclusion radius, L Constant
values of the volume of free energy change (AGv=-3 00 J/moo and surface free-energy of

both austenite-austenite and austenite-ferrite boundaries (CF=O. 75 J/m2) are assumed. The

0 equivalent energy barrier for austenite grain-boundary nucleation is also shown (AGgbunf)

O [89].
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Inclusions may also play a role in the austenite-to-ferrite transformation kinetics 0
through their effect on the austenite grain size, as investigated by Ferrante and Farrar

[96]. A high density of fine inclusions pin the austenite grain boundaries, limiting the

growth, resulting in a large grain-boundary-surface-area-to-volume ratio. The large

austenite grain boundary surface area promotes the nucleation of grain boundary ferrite,

Widmanstdtten ferrite, and bainite. On the other hand, a large austenite grain size

increases the hardenability of the weld metal promoting the formation of acicular ferrite.

This phenomenon was investigated by Liu and Olson [97], who found good correlation

between the prior austenite grain size and the inclusion number density. However, the

effectiveness of inclusions pinning the austenite grain boundaries will also be related to

inclusion size. Following the model proposed by Zener [66], the limiting grain size is

given by Equation 38:

0
Dli,. =k r, (38) 0

f0 0

where r is the radius of the pinning particles, f is the volume fraction of particles, and k is

a constant evaluated by Zener to have a value of 4/3.

The interfacial free energy at the nucleating interface is the controlling factor of

heterogeneous nucleation behavior. The total interfacial free energy is composed of 0
several contributing factors: the chemical nature of the substrate, the topographic features

of the substrate surface, the lattice strain, or disregistry between two phases at the

interface. A number of researchers proposed that certain inclusions promote acicular

ferrite formation through more favorable lattice matching. Turnbull and Vonnegut [98]

theorized that the effectiveness of a substrate in promoting heterogeneous nucleation

depends on the crystallographic disregistry between the substrate and the nucleated solid

given by Equation 39: 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Q Aa-----° (39)
a.

0
where Aao is the difference between the lattice parameter of the substrate and the

nucleated solid for a low index plane, ao is the lattice parameter for the nucleated phase.

* The Turnbull and Vonnegut model, however, is limited because it is restricted to linear

* geometry. Bramfitt [99] modified the relationship for planar systems to more accurately

describe the crystallographic relationships at the interface during heterogeneous

* nucleation. Bramfitt's planar lattice disregistry model is given by Equation 40:

*d cosy)-d[] x
(hkl) 5  I }x100% c UW
(hkl) = (40)

[Uvw],,
0

where: (hkl), is a low- index plane of the substrate;

[uvw], is a low- index direction in (hkl),;

(hkl)n is a low- index plane in the nucleated solid;

* [uvw], is a low- index direction in (hkl),;

d[,vw],, is the interatomic spacing along [uvw],;

d[,*w], is the interatomic spacing along [uvw],; and

'yis the angle between the [uvw], and the [uvw],.

Turnbull and Vonnegut [98] postulated that the degree of supercooling required to

heterogeneously nucleate a phase was parabolically related to the disregistry factor, and

was confirmed by Bramfitt for the heterogeneous nucleation behavior in liquid iron. This

means that the most potent catalyst particles are those that provide a good epitaxial fit
between the substrate and nuclei.
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From the above discussion, the composition and crystallographic structure of

weld metal inclusions are expected to be a significant factor in promoting heterogeneous

nucleation of acicular ferrite and this in fact has been observed by a large number of

researchers. It is generally accepted that nonmetallic inclusions in steel weld metals are

complex; of heterogeneous chemical nature [36, 100, 101]; and, depending on alloy

deposit composition, comprised of a wide variety of elemental species including

aluminum, silicon, manganese, titanium, copper, calcium, magnesium, sulfur, and iron.

As schematically illustrated in Figure 12 [58], Kluken and Gr6ng [57] proposed that

inclusions will have a heterogeneous structure comprised of an oxide core that is formed

during the primary deoxidation stage. The composition of the oxide core will vary

depending on the specific deoxidizing species present and the resulting thermochemistry.

In addition, the oxide core will be partly covered by secondary reaction products, such as

TiN and MnS that will precipitate after completion of the weld metal deoxidation. If the

oxides act in a manner other than as inert sites for heterogeneous nucleation, it is likely

that the outer character of the oxide core or the secondary reaction products present on

the oxide surface will have the greatest influence on acicular ferrite nucleation.

CHMCAL RL. cnoms iN ARc WtLD]NG

TiN (secondary reaction pro•dt) ,

Oxide Core ýprlma~y rsactin prnoxct)

MnS (secondary reaction product)

Figure 12: Schematic illustration showing the presence of primary and secondary phases
in weld metal inclusions [58].

I i I •
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*Dowling et al. [101 ] evaluated the microstructural development in a series of

* HSLA steel submerged arc welds made with three different fluxes and metallic additions

of titanium, molybdenum, and chromium. Their work showed that the inclusions

contained a number of compounds, with the relative armunts of the compounds

* depending on both the flux and metallic additions. Six inclusion phases were specifically

* identified: galaxite (Ab20 3oMnO), an unidentified titanium-rich compound, copper

sulfide, manganese sulfide, a silica-rich phase, and an aluminum-rich phase. Dowling, et

0 al. did not observe any correlation between the amount of acicular ferrite in the weld

0• metal and the inclusion composition or phases. They concluded that inclusions nucleate

acicular ferrite by acting as inert substrates according to classical nucleation theory or0
*• heterogeneous nucleation. This theory was supported by Zhang and Farrar [102], who

observed a similar behavior in a series of low carbon, low alloy C-Mn-Ni welds produced

*0 by SMA or gas tungsten are (GTA) welds.

In contrast, numerous studies have concluded that the chemical composition of

inclusions is the primary factor in promoting the formation of acicular ferrite. Based upon

analysis of inclusions associated with the formation of acicular ferrite in C-Mn SMA

welds containing titanium, Court and Pollard [103, 104] concluded that acicular ferrite0
formation was promoted by the formation of globular sulfides, such as CuS or (Cu,

Mn)S, on the surface of oxide inclusions. Several other researchers [32, 36, 101, 105,

* 106] have identified titanium-rich phases associated with the formation of acicular ferrite;

however, the exact nature of the phase or phases is still in debate. A study by St. Laurent

* and L'Esperance [107] indicated that even with the presence of a titanium-rich phase in

the inclusion, the effectiveness of titanium-containing inclusions to nucleate acicular

ferrite may be related to the total external surface area of the titanium-rich phase covering

the inclusions. Inclusions of galaxite [108], and MnTi20 4 [109], among others have also

been proposed to promote acicular ferrite formation.

To study the effects of various crystalline materials on the formation of bainite,

Gregg and Bhadeshia [110, 111] performed experiments where pure minerals were
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pressure bonded to steels and, also added to molten steel [112]. The samples were heat

treated to induce transformation so that the transformation behavior around the

ceramic/steel interface could be compared to that of the bulk steel. These studies showed

TiO 2, TiO, and Ti20 3 were potent catalysts for bainite nucleation, while TiN, galaxite, oX-

A120 3, and y-A120 3, among others, were ineffective as catalysts for bainite nucleation.

TiO 2 appeared to induce the nucleation of ferrite and bainite by causing diffusion of

oxygen into the surrounding steel. It is suggested that the presence of oxygen rny induce

decarburization, promoting ferrite formation. In contrast, SEM EDS analysis of

substitutional element concentrations around Ti20 3 revealed a significant depletion in the

manganese concentration in the adjacent steel. Since manganese stabilizes austenite, it is

speculated that this manganese-depleted zone (MDZ) would stimulate ferrite formation.

The SEM EDS analysis also showed that the manganese diffused into the Ti20 3, which

acted as a manganese sink. SEM EDS analysis of the steel adjacent to TiO showed little

difference in substitutional element concentrations. Nevertheless, the bonding

experiments demonstrated that TiO may promote nucleation of bainite from its surface.

Supporting the observations of Gregg and Bhadeshia [110-112], a number of

researchers [ 113-115] observed that Ti20 3 promotes the formation of acicular ferrite in

the HAZ and base metal microstructures of carbon and low alloy steels. Mabuchi, et al.

[115] and Shim, et al. [114] attributed the catalytic effect of Ti20 3 to the formation of an

MDZ around the oxide. Since manganese is an austenite stabilizer, the formation of the

MDZ locally promotes the nucleation of ferrite, allowing intragranularly nucleated laths

to grow prior to being overwhelmed by grain boundary nucleated Widmanstitten ferrite

or bainite.

2.3.5 Effects of Microstructure on Mechanical Properties

Cleavage fracture can initiate through the cracking of brittle second phase 0
particles [116], such as carbides [117] or inclusions [118]. The crack formed by a "

0
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fractured particle will only propagate into the adjacent ferrite matrix if the stress intensity

S factor at a newly formed crack tip is large enough to initiate cleavage in the ferrite.

Larger particles are more likely to initiate cleavage since the crack formed by their

fracture will be longer and hence the stress intensity factor at the crack tip will be higher.

It has been observed that cleavage in weld metal is initiated by inclusions at the

* uppermost end of the inclusion size distribution (>1 gim) despite the small number of

* inclusions of this size [118, 119]. In contrast, the propagation of a cleavage fracture is

*• unlikely to be affected by inclusions.

Since ductile fracture occurs by the growth and coalescence of microvoids

nucleated at inclusions, ductile crack growth will be promoted by an increased size and

decreased separation of inclusions, which to a first approximation, will be given by the

*• volume fraction of inclusions [27, 120, 121].

* A finer grain size improves the resistance to cleavage initiation [122, 54] through

* the influence of dislocation pile-up stresses on the fracture stress [123, 118]. A finer grain

S size also improves the resistance to cleavage propagation. Since cleavage fracture in

Sferrite occurs along the { 100} planes, a fracture must change direction when it crosses a

high angle boundary between adjacent grains of acicular ferrite. The smaller the grain

size, the more tortuous the fracture path and the greater the resistance to cleavage fracture

* propagation [27].

Although the effect of a grain size on the resistance to ductile fracture has not

* been investigated explicitly, a finer grain size will increase the strength of the weld metal,

S which in turn is believed to reduce the longitudinal strain needed to cause microvoids to

coalesce [124].

The presence of grain boundary ferrite is considered to be detrimental to cleavage

* fracture initiation and propagation and has been implicated as a contributing factor in

* intergranular HAC. Tweed and Knott [118] showed that in a C-Mn steel weld containing

5 acicular ferrite and grain boundary ferrite, strain will be localized in the grain boundary

S ferrite until the bulk specimen strain reaches approximately seven percent. They suggest

S
S
S
S
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that this localization of strain may promote cleavage initiation in non- metallic inclusions.

They also noted a slight tendency for the cleavage fracture to preferentially follow the 0
grain boundary ferrite.

The influence of these three microstructural features: second-phases, grain

boundary ferrite, and acicular ferrite, on ductile fracture, cleavage fracture, and HAC

resistance is summarized in Table 2. Although each fracture mode is affected by each of

the microstructural features listed, the physical processes by which each fracture mode is

affected is different. Cleavage initiation is affected most by the largest inclusions, ductile

fracture is controlled by the volume fraction of inclusions, and HAC resistance is affected

by the number of inclusions on prior-austenite grain boundaries and the trapping effects

of the inclusions. It is evident from Table 2, that HAC resistance, toughness, and strength

are indirectly related through the mutual dependence on microstructural features.

Table 2: The influence of microstructural features on ductile fracture, cleavage fracture,
and hydrogen induced cracking resistance [125].
Parameter Intergranular HIC Ductile Fracture Resistance Cleavage Fracture

Resistance Resistance
Inclusions Number on prior-austenite Volume fraction [120, 27] Largest inclusion (>1 gm)

grain boundaries [121] [118, 119]

Hydrogen trapping effects
Ferrite grain Hydrogen trapping effects Indirect relationship through Inversely proportional to
size dependence on strength d1/ 2 [28]

Grain boundary Increase of grain boundary Localized strain causes
ferrite carbon cracked inclusions [ 118]

O

2.4 Hydrogen-Assisted Cracking O
S

Service failures due to fatigue and brittle fracture of welded steel components O

usually originate at small pre-existing cracks in the HAZ. The most common HAZ

defects result from the presence of diffusible hydrogen in the weld metal, known as •S
O
S
S
O
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hydrogen-assisted cracking (HAC). This type of cracking occurs within minutes to

S several days after weld completion and is difficult to detect despite extensive inspection.

* The conditions that collectively result in HAC can be determined as "sufficient hydrogen

and sufficient stress in a hard microstructure at a temperature below 150'C" [126]. It is

difficult to avoid exceeding the critical stress and even impossible to keep a weld at a

temperature greater than 150'C when in service. Therefore, HAC prevention must largely

5 rely on control of hydrogen level and control of microstructure.

2.4.1 General Features of HAC

Prior to World War II, delayed HAZ cracking frequently occurred in the welding

of armor plates and other alloy steels. Even though the cracking could be prevented

through the use of Cr-Ni electrodes, it could not be prevented when ferritic electrodes

were used. Furthermore, it was found that the cracking was caused by the hydrogen

S introduced from the flux of the electrodes. As low hydrogen electrodes were developed,

S the cracking occurred less frequently.S
S

2.4.1.1 Macroscopic Observation of HACS

Cracks in the HAZ are usually located either at the weld toe, the weld root, or in

an underbead position, which are schematically illustrated for fillet welds and butt welds

* .in Figure 13 [126]. In fillet welds, HAZ cracks are usually oriented along the weld length,

whereas, in butt welds, subsurface cracks can be transverse to the weld. The cracks vary

in length from microns to several millimeters. Representative photographs of typical0
HAZ cracks are shown in Figure 14 [126].

5 In some cases, HAC can occur in the weld metal. As the alloy contents of both

5 base and weld metals are increased, cracking in the weld metal becomes more significant.

0 Weld metal hydrogen cracks may be within the weld or exposed on the surface and mayS
S
S
S
S
SD
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be transverse to the weld. Cracks that originate at the weld root are often longitudinal to

the weld. Figure 15 [126] shows representative photographs of typical weld metal cracks.

2.4.1.2 Microscopic Observation of HAC

Microscopic observations of HAC fracture surface are important for

understanding hydrogen embrittlement and for determining the cause of cracking. The

fracture modes of HAC include microvoid coalescence (MVC) or dimple rupture,

quasicleavage (QC), and intergranular fracture (IG). Figure 16 [127] shows representative

SEM micrographs of each fracture mode. The Beacham diagram shown in Figure 17

[128] illustrates the interrelationship between the stress intensity factor, dissolved

hydrogen content, and HAC fracture mode in a microscopically small volume near the

crack tip. The threshold stress intensity factor to initiate cracking is lower at higher

hydrogen concentration. Among the three modes, the IG mode predominates when the

stress intensity factor is low. This mode is the most energetically favorable process

because it involves the least amount of plastic deformation compared with the other

~ RootCrackTransverse Crack
• '(1 Root Crack

Toe Crack

\Undebead ~ Toe5

Underbead Crack S

(a) (b) n

Figure 13: HAC in heat-affected zones of(a) fillet and (b) butt welds [126].
m
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* (a) (b)

Figure 14: HAZ in C-Mn steel (a) HAC at root of single-pass fillet weld, and (b) HAC at
* toe of multiple-pass fillet weld [126].

S

S~(a) (b)(c

O ~Figure 15 : HAC in steel weld metal of (a) single-pass SMA weld, (b) root bead of a Y-

O grove welding test, and (c) SA weld [126].
S A;

SFigure 16: Typical fractographic modes of HAC, (a) intergranular fracture (IG), (b)

Sgquasicleavage fracture (QC), and (c) microvoid coalescence (MV6 [127].

S
S
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Figure 17: Beacham diagram on interrelationship between stress intensity factor and
dissolved hydrogen content [128].

modes. At higher stress intensity, the fracture process involves plastic deformation, so the

fracture mode shifts from IG to QC or MVC. The kinetics and morphology of growth of

HAC is influenced by microstructural features and other factors including hydrogen

content, strain rate, temperature, and stress intensity [129].

2.4.2 Factors Responsible for HAC and Their Control

It is well recognized that HAC may occur in both' the HAZ and the solidified weld

metal if the following four conditions are present [127]: 1) critical concentration of

diffusible hydrogen at a crack tip, 2) stress intensity of sufficient magnitude, 3) a

microstructure susceptible to hydrogen, and 4) temperatures lower than about 150TC.

HAC can be prevented if the simultaneous presence of the four conditions is

avoided. Management of these conditions becomes more critical as the requirements for

high strength steel welding become more stringent. The occurrence of HAC in the HAZ

and weld metal has increased because of the higher strength in both the HAZ and weld

0
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metal, and became minimal or no preheat is applied in attempts to reduce the production

S cost. To overcome these problems, one of the research and development focal points is

* the development of quality electrodes that provide lower levels of weld metal diffusible

hydrogen. The previous limit of five milliliters of diffusible hydrogen per 100 grams of

weld metal level is no longer acceptable for modem high strength steel welding. The

challenge has become to further reduce the diffusible hydrogen level to as low as one

* milliliter per 100 grams.
0
"*- 2.4.2.1 Hydrogen Level

S
During welding, hydrogen is absorbed by the weld pool from the arc atmosphere.

* Much of this hydrogen escapes from the solidified weld metal by diffusion, but some

* diffuses into the HAZ and the base metal. Upon cooling, hydrogen solubility in steel

diminishes, most drastically during the transformation from austenite to ferrite as shown

* in Figure 18 [126]. Hydrogen rejected by ferrite tends to be distributed on lower energy

S sites such as dislocations, grain boundaries, and inclusions. The final amount of diffusible

hydrogen at ambient temperature depends on several factors: the originally absorbedS
amount, the size of the weld, the decreasing solubility, and the cooling rate. In general,

* the more hydrogen present in the weld, the greater the risk of cracking. The critical

* concentration of diffusible hydrogen at a crack tip can be avoided by reducing the

* diffusible hydrogen level of the entire weld metal. The specific technologies to reduce the

diffusible hydrogen will be discussed later.
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Figure 18: Solubility of hydrogen in low carbon steel weld metal as a function of
temperature [126].

2.4.2.2 Stress Level

When a stress intensity factor reaches the critical level, a brittle crack initiates and

propagates rapidly. On the other hand, HAC typically propagates discontinuously. It

requires some time before the hydrogen concentration at a notch reaches the critical level,

at which time cracking initiates. HAC eventually stops as it leaves the vicinity of critical

hydrogen concentration. Every time a crack propagates, an incubation period for

hydrogen accumulation is necessary. The extent of hydrogen accumulation at the crack

tip can be predicted if the chemical potential of hydrogen is known, since both the

gradient of the chemical potential of hydrogen is known, and the gradient of the chemical

potential determines the flux of a solute. The potential of hydrogen in terms of stress (PH H

is given by the specific molar volume of hydrogen in a steel, VH (mm3/mol), and the

triaxial stress as shown in Equation 41 [127]:
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5 (a01 +U 2 +C 3 )VH (41)
* 3

5 When the triaxial stress is tensile, the potential becomes negative and a potential well of

hydrogen arises with hydrogen flowing into the well. Stresses in a weld are developed by

thermal contraction during cooling. The presence of hydrogen appears to relieve the

* stress level by causing cracking. The higher degree of strain produces higher risk of

cracking for a given microstructure and hardness.

0 The stress acting on a weld is a function of weld size, joint geometry, fixturing,

external restraint, and the yield strengths of the base and weld metals. Hydrogen

embrittlement is strain-rate dependent, where the risk of cracking is greatest at slow strain

rates.

2.4.2.3 Type of Microstructure

The HAZ can be clearly seen on the polished and etched cross-section of a steel

weld. This zone is raised to a temperature above the AO temperature during welding.S
Subsequent rapid cooling by the surrounding base metal causes hardening. Near the

fusion line, the HAZ is subjected to a temperature causing grain coarsening. This

temperature region, because of its coarse grain size, is not only more hardenable but also

less ductile. As a general rule, the harder and less ductile the microstructure the greater

the risk of HAC.

Hard microstructures such as bainite and martensite are high in dislocation

density, so their stress concentrations are also high. Therefore, diffusible hydrogen tends

to accumulate in these microstructures, and microcracks may initiate. Hard

microstructures in HAZ can be avoided by using steel plates with low contents of carbon

* and alloying elements; i.e., low hardenability. As an alloy parameter, hardenability is
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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useful since it assesses the total contribution of all the elements, using empirical formulas

such as the IIW carbon equivalent (CE) shown in Equation 42:

Mn Cu + Ni Cr+Mo+V
CE=C-+- (42)

6 15 5

S

Among the elements included in the formula, carbon is the most influential element to

produce hard microstructures. Research conducted by Czyryca [13] found that the

weldability is remarkably improved with steel plates containing a carbon content less

than 0.1 weight percent, even when the carbon equivalent is considerably high. Slow

cooling of a large weld deposit, thin plate, and preheat will also reduce the formation of

hard microstructures. After a bead has been deposited, the HAZ can be softened by

tempering either as a result of subsequent welds or by postheating, including the stress

relief treatment.

2.4.2.4 Temperature

Hydrogen embrittlement of ferritic steels only occurs at low temperatures.

Therefore, it is possible to avoid cracking in a susceptible microstructure by maintaining

it at a sufficiently high temperature, either until hydrogen has diffused away or until the

microstructure is softened by tempering. This is the principle used in multipass welding

and in postweld heat treatments. Raising the temperature increases the rate of hydrogen

diffusion, thus accelerating its removal from the weld. Hydrogen diffusion is particularly

sluggish in the temperature range between 20 and 150'C [126]. Therefore, any means to

slow down the cooling rate in a weld will help to reduce the hydrogen level in the weld.

On the other hand, this higher temperature leads to discomfort for the welders, therefore

they would prefer to have the hydrogen control performed at lower temperatures. 5
S
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* 2.5 Hydrogen Pickup in Weldments
0

This section discusses the manners of which hydrogen enters the steel weld metal.

2.5.1 Hydrogen Sources

Before discussing the techniques established for weld metal hydrogen reduction,

0 it is important to understand where hydrogen exists in the welding environment and how

0 it is introduced into the weld metal. There are six known weld metal hydrogen sources: 1)

various forms of hydrogen in the flux covering or the core of an electrode, 2) oil or0
organic lubricant on the surface of GMAW, FCAW, or SAW electrodes, 3) oil, primer,

and oxide layers on the base metal surface, 4) residual hydrogen in the base metal, 5)

moisture from the atmosphere, and 6) residual water vapor in GMAW or GTAW

shielding gas. Among these, assuming non-faulty equipment, 4) and 6) are minor, while

0) and 2) are the major hydrogen sources.

5 2.5.2 Forms of Hydrogen in Flux-Covered and Cored ElectrodesS

It is impossible to completely eliminate hydrogen from the coatings of shielded

metal arc welding electrodes because of the flux composition and production process,

thus importance to understand how hydrogen incorporates in these coatings. Hydrogen

may exist as: 1) hydrogen in the flux ingredients such as organic compounds like

cellulose (C 6 Hl2 0 5 .nH2 0), 2) water of crystallization such as talc or mica, 3) water in the

binder (50% aqueous solution), and 4) water absorbed because of hygroscopicity.

Cellulosic electrodes rely on organic compounds in the flux to provide better arc force

and greater arc stability. However, these carbon and hydrogen-rich compounds

* decompose readily in the arc introducing large quantities of hydrogen to the weld pool.
S
S
S
0
S
S
S
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Some slag ingredients such as talc (3MgO:4SiO 2:H20) and mica (K20:3A120 3 :

6SiO2:2H20) contain molecules of water of crystallization in their formulae. Since these

ingredients are important to the electrode extrusion process and arc stability, they are

added despite the possibility of moisture and hydrogen pickup in the weld pool. It is

generally difficult to remove chemically bonded water from minerals, where it is believed

that water of crystallization may be stable at temperatures as high as 800 to 900TC.

However, in actual production circumstances, the baking temperature is often limited to

below 350'C because of the decomposition of organic ingredients and some carbides, and

the oxidation of metal ingredients for alloying. Therefore, minerals containing water of

crystallization will break down in the arc, potentially providing hydrogen to the weld
pool.

The coverings for shielded metal arc welding electrodes include not only flux

ingredients but also binding agents. Sodium silicate, potassium silicate, lithium silicate,

or mixtures of these silicates are added to the flux as binders for the covering. These

silicates are viscous, colloidal solutions that contain up to 50% water by weight.

The last consideration of hydrogen in the covering is water absorbed by the

covering. The surface of the covering is generally porous with fine crevices continuing

into the interior of the flux coating. Therefore, physical adsorption and capillary action of

water are significant to affect the moisture content in the coating. The physically

adsorbed water can be eliminated at relatively lower temperatures, around 100°C;

however, the water of hydrolysis requires higher temperatures for removal, believed to be

around 350TC.

The forms of hydrogen in the flux of FCAW steel wires are similar to that of

SMAW except for the fact that a binder is not used for the manufacturing of FCAW steel

wires. Also, commercial FCAW consumables do not contain organic compounds such as

cellulose. On the other hand, oil or organic lubricant from the surface of an electrode can

be considered as a hydrogen source. The lubricant is present because of the wire drawing

process. Therefore, the different forms of hydrogen in consideration are: 1) water of

• • • • " i | a r
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0

crystallization, 2) water absorbed because of hygroscopicity, and 3) oil or organic

S lubricant from the surface of an electrode. Since there is no need to use binder for FCAW

wire production, the removal of water from the fluxes is easier than in SMAW electrode

manufacturing. Flux ingredients can be baked separately prior to the wire production

process, at the appropriate temperature for each ingredient without requiring any

* additional baking process. Instead, the removal of the lubricant is critical in FCAW wire

* production. The lubricant has to be carefully wiped off and baked out. Again, the baking

0 temperature is typically less than 350 0C because of the decomposition of some flux

* ingredients and the oxidation of metal ingredients for alloying.S
S

2.5.3 Influence of Hydrogen in the Flux on Weld Metal Diffusible Hydrogen
0

Godai, et al. [130] quantified the total water content in the covering of shielded

metal arc welding electrodes. Figure 19 shows the relationship between the total

*• hydrogen content in the coating and diffusible hydrogen level in weld metal deposited

Swith high cellulose, rutile, lime-rutile, lime-rutile-fillet weld, and low hydrogen type

electrodes. It is clear from this figure that the lower total hydrogen in the covering0
resulted in lower diffusible hydrogen. Moreover, the diffusible hydrogen content tends to

* vary linearly with the square root of the total hydrogen content in the covering. This

* observation may be attributed to Sievert's law, Equation 43,

[H]se,=•p€ (43)
0

Swhere [H]steel is the concentration of hydrogen in steel, P H 2 is the partial pressure of

hydrogen in the atmosphere, and a is a temperature dependent coefficient; indicating that

* diffusible hydrogen is proportional to the square root of partial pressure of hydrogen in

5 the atmosphere.

0
0
S
0
S
0
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Figure 19: Relationship between diffusible hydrogen and total hydrogen content in the

coatings [130].
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2.5.4 Influence of the Atmosphere and Surrounding Environment on Steel Weld Metal

* Diffusible Hydrogen
S

It is known that the moisture in the atmosphere influences weld metal diffusible

* hydrogen pickup. Dickehut, et al. [131] modeled the hydrogen pickup in the weld metal

as described by Sievert's law, Equation 43. Therefore higher vapor pressure will lead to a

* higher level of weld metal diffusible hydrogen.

Temperature and relative humidity are commonly used to describe atmospheric

0 conditions. However, since dew point, or 100% relative humidity, is dependent on

temperature, relative humidity does not correspond to absolute vapor pressure. The plot0
on the left of Figure 20 [131 ] illustrates the effect of vapor pressure as a function of

temperature and relative humidity. As shown in the figure, the vapor pressure for the

same relative humidity changes widely with temperature. For example, the vapor

* pressure at 30% RH changed from 0.03 to 2.21 kilopascals. The plot on the right of

* Figure 20 shows the relationship between vapor pressure and weld metal diffusible

hydrogen content. It shows that the diffusible hydrogen content is a function of the vapor

pressure. For instance, when the vapor pressure is 2.21 kilopascals, as indicated by points

* 4, 5, and 6 in the figure, the diffusible hydrogen content is 4.4 milliliters per 100 grams

* weld metal, independent of the relative humidity changes with temperature.

9 The contaminants on the base plate also influences the weld metal diffusible

* hydrogen level. If the surface of a base plate is wet and rusted, hydrogen may be

0 introduced to the welding arc plasma and the weld metal. Iron oxides are hygroscopic,

absorbing water as -OH radicals [132], so that the rust on the surface of the plate must be

removed and the plate kept dry. To avoid rusting during storage, the plate can be coated

with a primer. However, the primer coating can also be a source of hydrogen during

welding because it often contains organic compounds. Figure 21 [133 ] illustrates the

weld metal diffusible hydrogen content as a function of primer coating thickness in welds

performed with flux cored arc welding. It is obvious that the diffusible hydrogen level

0
0
0
SS _ __ _
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increases as the primer coatings become thicker. For the curve with no flux, the hydrogen

* level increased from ten to 73 milliliters per 100 grams weld metal while the primer

Sthickness changed from 0 to 0.11 millimeters.

2.6 Hydrogen Management in Low Carbon and Low Alloy Steel Weldments

* Mitigation of diffusible hydrogen in welds is one approach to prevent HAC in

Swelds. These methodologies can be categorized as three groups: process-control,

Smaterial-cleanliness-control, and metallurgical. The process-control approach includes

preheating, control of interpass temperature, and postweld heating. Material cleanliness

must be carefully controlled to assure minimizing hydrogen pickup. These process and

cleanliness controls are effective only when performed precisely, and are also time-

consuming, which lowers the convenience and productivity. Therefore, they must be

made more efficient or simplified. Alternatively, high performance welding materials

0 have been developed for low-hydrogen characteristics. The methods of reducing

*• hydrogen for these welding materials are based on the metallurgical principles.0
* 2.6.1 Modification of Flux Ingredients0

Terashima et al. [134] and DeRissone et al. [135] investigated the effect of

* basicity of welding slags on diffusible hydrogen content in weld metal. In both cases,

* weld metal diffusible hydrogen level decreased with increasing basicity index. Basicity

Sindex is commonly represented by the one introduced by Tuliani et al. [ 14], Equation 44:
0
*

CaO+MgO+BaO+SrO+Na2O+L 2 0+CaF2 + -(MnO+ FeO)
BI= 2 (44)

Sio 2 +I(A 2o3 +Tio 2 +Zro02 )
* 20

0
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where the basicity index is most likely acting as an indicator of the oxygen potential in

the flux.

2.6.2 Control of Oxygen Content in the Steel Weld Metal

The effect of oxygen on diffusible hydrogen has been investigated by several

researchers to establish a better understanding of the relationship between oxidizing

electrodes and diffusible hydrogen [ 136-141 ]. It was shown that oxidizing electrodes are

able to deposit welds with lower hydrogen content but with higher oxygen content, when

compared to rutile electrodes [141]. This effect can be attributed to the following

equilibrium reaction shown in Equation 45:

H 2 0(g) # 2H+O. (45)

Based on the law of mass action, if the oxygen level on the right side of the

equation is increased, the reaction will be forced to proceed to the left, resulting in a

decrease in the hydrogen level in the system. Thus, the diffusible hydrogen level can be

controlled by adjusting the oxygen level in weld metal.

2.6.3 Hydrogen Trapping in the Steel Weld Metal

Another method to reduce diffusible hydrogen is the use of hydrogen getters to

trap hydrogen [142]. The introduction of trapping sites partitions the absorbed hydrogen

between lattice sites and trap sites, forcing a redistribution of absorbed hydrogen, thus

reducing diffusible hydrogen although the total hydrogen content of the weld is

unchanged. S

m
S
u

l nn l mS
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- Based on theoretical predictions, Maroef et al. [142] investigated the effect of

0 oxides and carbides of titanium, vanadium, neodymium, and yttrium. According to

experimental data, a decrease of more than fifty percent of diffusible hydrogen, from 4.5

milliliters per 100 grams to 1.5 milliliters per 100 grams, resulted from an addition of 680

ppm of yttrium to the weld metal.

0
* 2.6.4 Dilution of Hydrogen in the Arc

Most industrial arc welding processes use inert gas to protect the arc from the

0 surrounding atmosphere to avoid oxidation or nitriding of the molten metal. Argon,

helium, and carbon dioxide shielding gases are good examples. The gases displace

oxygen and nitrogen from the weld zone resulting in the low partial pressures of oxygen

and nitrogen in the arc. For SMAW, self-shielded FCAW (FCAW-S), or SAW, calcium

carbonate, CaCO3, is often added to the fluxes to have a similar shielding effect as carbon

dioxide gas due to the decomposition of calcium carbonate in the arc, which generates

* C0 2 , as shown in Equation 46:S

CaCO3 = CaO+ CO2 . (46)
0

* The dilution effect reduces the partial pressure of hydrogen that is originated by

* the decomposition of water. Weld metal diffusible hydrogen content is observed to
9

linearly increase with the square root of the partial pressure of hydrogen in the

atmosphere, according to Sievert's law [131], Equation 43. This relationship exists

because moisture in the atmosphere goes into the arc and the hydrogen originated from

-* the dissociation of water may find its way to the weld pool. Therefore, the reduction of

partial pressure of hydrogen in the arc directly influences the hydrogen content in the

weld metal.
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In 1973, Tsuboi [143-145] conducted investigations to lower the diffusible

hydrogen by adding calcium carbonate to agglomerated fluxes of SAW. Figure 22 [143]

shows the result of diffusible hydrogen measurement when lime, CaO, was replaced with

calcium carbonate. The diffusible hydrogen level was reduced from thirteen to one

milliliter per 100 grams as the CO 2 content in the flux increased from zero to eight

percent.

0 :Diffusible Hydrogen. [HID

20 " O: Hydrogn in Slag, [H)s
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Figure 22: Effect of CO 2 in fluxes on diffusible hydrogen content in weld metal [143].

2.6.5 Addition of Fluorides

Another method to reduce the partial pressure of hydrogen is to add ingredients to

the flux coating to react with hydrogen and form hydrogen-containing products that are

insoluble in liquid iron. For example, fluorspar, CaF2, is commercially added to the
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* fluxes of low hydrogen electrodes. It is believed that CaF 2 partially dissociates at high

temperatures to produce fluorine and the increase of fluorine shifts the reaction occurring

Sin the arc in Equation 47 to the right, resulting in reduced hydrogen in the arc [134, 146]:0

F+H => HF, (47)0

where fluorine and hydrogen are assumed to be in the dissociated state.

* Several studies have been undertaken to identifying more effective fluorides than

CaF 2, since CaF 2 is not particularly efficient in hydrogen removal. For instance, Tsuboi et

al. [143-145] observed a greater reduction of diffusible hydrogen with the addition of

Na 3AIF 6 to the welding flux as shown in Figure 23. The diffusible hydrogen level was

*0 four milliliters per 100 grams of the deposited weld metal which was thirty percent lower

* than that obtained by using CaF 2.

0
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Figure 23: Influence of fluorine content in fluxes on diffusible hydrogen content in weld
* metal and slag [143].
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This line of research received little attention during the 1980's while the

optimization of CE in high strength steels and their weld metals were being studied to

reduce their HAC susceptibility. However, as further reduction of diffusible hydrogen

content was demanded, the approach of adding fluorides to reduce hydrogen gained new

interests in the 1990's. Pokhodnya, et al. [147] reported the effectiveness of complex

fluorides such as Na2SiF 6, NazTiF6, K2 SiF 6, and K2TiF 6. Their FCAW experiments

demonstrated that these complex fluorides produced welds with diffusible hydrogen

levels between 3.5 and 6.5 milliliters per 100 grams as compared to the ten milliliters per

100 grams of weld metal deposited with CaF2 consumables, as shown in Figure 24.

H0
[ H 1dijr, [ni2II0Og1
12-i
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6 .. ... ... . .. . . ; . .. . i . . . . .i . . . . . . . . .{. . .. .. .. , Z F

~~~~~~~~ ......- " , N aTi F,

i~~~ I KSir,
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Amount of fluorides
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Figure 24: Plot of diffusible hydrogen content in deposited weld metal as a function of
the amount of fluorides in the wire core [147].
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0
* 2.7 Yttrium
0
* Yttrium, element 39 on the periodic table, is the first of the second transition

group, and thus is in Group IIIB along with scandium, lanthanum and actinium. Although

it is not a rare earth element, due to its similarity in both chemical and metallurgical

* respects [148], it is often classified as a rare earth. Unlike many of the rare earth

elements, yttrium only exists in the trivalent, y 3+, state. The similarity in behavior in

0 solutions between Y3+ ion and ions of the rare earth elements is largely due to the

lanthanide contraction, which reduces the size of the heavier rare earths so that they are

* similar to that of Y+ [148, 149].0
Yttrium is a large atom compared to most metals, and can form substitutional

solid solutions with only a few metals [149]. Yttrium will form nearly complete solid

solutions with the rare earths and thorium, and has significant solid solubility in

magnesium; however, the solubility of yttrium in iron is quite low and this element forms

several intermetallic compounds: Fe 9Y, Fe4Y, Fe 3Y, and Fe 2Y, as can be seen in the iron-

* yttrium phase diagram shown in Figure 25. Li, et al. [150] studied the solubility of

cerium, neodymium, and yttrium in a-iron at room temperature. Based upon

thermodynamic data, and by assuming that dilute solutions of yttrium in a-iron are

* Henrian, Li, et al. calculated the solubility of yttrium in ar-iron as a function of

S• temperature:

0
InXa =-5.892 - 2362.7 T (48)

where X" is the solubility of yttrium in a-iron in atomic percent and T is the absolute

temperature. Taking room temperature to be 293 K, the calculated solubility of yttrium in

a-iron is 0.0001 weight percent, whereas, the solubilities of neodymium and cesium in

room temperature a-iron were found to be 0.0032 weight percent and 0.0048 xwight
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percent, respectively. Since intermetallic compounds are often brittle, their presence in a

* ferritic weld is likely to be detrimental to weld metal toughness, so that any filler metal

*• designed to contribute yttrium to the weld metal will need to be carefully balanced to

limit yttrium levels to below those required for deoxidation and desulfurization.

Like the rare earths, yttrium has a strong affinity for oxygen and sulfur. The free

energy diagram of oxide formation, shown in Figure 26, shows that yttrium has a

considerably higher affinity for oxygen than other traditional steel weld metal deoxidizers

such as aluminum, titanium, manganese, and silicon. Only zirconium, beryllium, calcium,

and the rare earths compete with the deoxidizing behavior of yttrium. Yttrium forms a

single oxide, yttria, with the composition Y2 0 3 ; which has a reported melting point of

2680'C [151], a density of 4.84 g-cm-3 [151], and a coefficient of thermal expansion of

9.3x10-6 oC-1 from room temperature to 14000C [149]. The crystal structure of yttria is

reported to be cubic with a lattice parameter of 10.605 ?. The structure of yttria is shown

in Figure 27, where one-quarter of the anion sites are empty. The vacancies on the

oxygen sublattice allows for rapid diffusion of oxygen, while yttrium diffusion is

* restricted to interstitial diffusion In addition to the cubic structure, a hexagoml close

Spacked structure has been reported above 23 10°C [153].

The thermodynamics of the Fe-Y-S, Fe-Y-O and Fe-Y-S-O system have been

* studied by Wing and Longmei [154-156]. They considered the formation of Y 20 3 ,

Y 2 0 2 S, Y 2S3 , and YS in liquid iron at 1575, 1600, 1625°C and obtained relationships for

the standard Gibbs free energy and equilibrium constants provided in Table 3. A phase

stability diagram for the Fe-Y-S-O systems is shown in Figure 28.

With the presence of titanium, aluminum, manganese, silicon, and yttrium,

complex interactions between these species and oxygen are expected. A number of

compounds between Y20 3 and oxides of aluminum, titanium, manganese, and silicon

have been identified and are listed in Table 4. Figure 29(a), (b), and (c) are the phase

diagrams for Y203-A1O 3 [153], Y 20 3 -TiO 2 [159], and Y 20 3 -SiO 2 [160], respectively.
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Figure 27: Crystal structure of Y20 3 . Three quarters of cations are in cubes in which the
0 missing oxygens are along a face diagonal. One quarter of cations are in cubes in which
* the missing oxygens are along a body diagonal [158].

Table 3: Thermodynamic Parameters for the Deoxidation, Desulfurization and
Deoxysulfurization of Yttrium in Liquid Iron.

* Reactions AG° = C + DT (J/mol) log K = -(A/T) + B

__10-6 X C 103 x D 10-4 x D B0
* Y2 0 3(s) = 2[Y] + 3[0] 1.793 -0.658 9.365 34.4

O Y2 O2 S(s) = 2[Y] + 2[0] + [S] 1.521 -0.536 7.949 28

O Y2 S3(s) = 2[Y] + 3[S] 1.171 -0.441 6.119 23.1
* YS = [Y] + +[O] 0.321 -0.091 1.677 4.7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00 __
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Table 4: Potential Compounds Between Y2 0 3 and Oxides of Aluminum, Titanium,
Manganese, and Silicon.

Compound Reference
Y 4 A12 0 9  153

YA1O 3  153

Y3AI50 12  153

Y2Ti2 0 7  159 5
Y2 TiO 5  159 0
YTiO 3  162 0
Y2 SiO 5  160

Y 4 Si 30 12  160 .

Y 2 Si2 0 7  160

YMn2O 5  163

YMnO 3  164

"Sw

0al
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Shiliang, et al. [161] studied the effects of yttrium additions to flux coatings of

SMAW electrodes employing a CaCO 3-SiO 2 high basic slag system on the mechanical

properties and inclusion development in a low alloy steel weld deposit. Yttrium additions

were made as pure yttrium and as yttrium-containing ferrosilicon In the weld metal

incorporating yttrium, Shiliang, et al. observed that the inclusions were mainly complex

silicates containing yttrium, titanium, and manganese. The inclusions were spherical with

diameters on the order of one micron. No change in tensile or room temperature impact

properties were observed with weld metal yttrium contents up to 16 ppm; however, low

temperature (-40'C) impact properties increased with increasing weld metal yttrium

contents up to ten ppm and decreased thereafter. Efimenko [165] also considered small

additions of yttrium on the mechanical properties of basic carbon steel SMAW

electrodes. Efimenko reported the optimal improvements in weld metal impact properties

was obtained with a yttrium content in the coating to be in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 weight

percent.

Aleksandrov, et al. [166] evaluated the effects of calcium, yttrium, and cerium in

the electrode coating, at levels higher than those used by Shiliang, et al. and Efimenko,

on the microstructure and impact properties of a 0.1 weight percent carbon, 0.7 weight

percent manganese ferritic steel deposit. They used a 4-mm-dia. electrode with a rutile-

type coating containing 41 to 45 weight percent rutile, 23 weight percent mica, fifteen

weight percent magnetite, fifteen weight percent ferromanganese, two weight percent

cellulose, and zero to four weight percent A1Y. The impact properties were observed to

be optimal at a two percent AlY addition to the coating, which was reported to produce a

weld deposit of 500 ppm yttrium. Inoculating the deposit with yttrium was shown to

reduce the grain size and the amount of nonmetallic inclusions, and the inclusion

morphology changed from irregular-shaped chains of inclusions to globular shaped

uniformly distributed, discrete inclusions.

0
0
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2.7.1 Effects of Inclusion and Microstructural Development

Clark [9] studied the effects of yttrium on the development of inclusions and

microstructure in low carbon, low alloy steel welds. He characterized the weld deposits

into three categories: yttrium- free welds, high-yttrium welds, and low-to- moderate

yttrium welds, where the division between each category is based upon the ratio of

yttrium to oxygen. A yttrium-to-oxygen ratio of 3.7 represents the stoichiometric balance

to produce yttria. Welds with a ratio greater than 3.7 have excessive yttrium content and

were referred to as high-yttrium or hyperstoichiometric welds, whereas, those with a ratio

less than 3.7 have an excess of oxygen and are referred to as low-to-moderate or

hypostoichiometric welds.

Clark and Edwards [11, 12] characterized inclusions using light optical

microscopy and transmission and scanning transmission electron microscopy. During

light optical microscopy, they noticed that inclusions in hyperstoichiometric welds were

*D clustered and possibly sintered together. The inclusions present in hypostoichiometric

welds were not clustered, but did begin to cluster as the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio increased

*' towards 3.7.

Using electron microscopy, they further characterized the inclusions with

morphological, compositional, and crystallographic considerations. Yttrium- free welds

contained complex inclusions that contained aluminum, manganese, silicon, iron, and

sulfur, as well as titanium when present in the weld deposit. These inclusions were

discrete, randomly distributed, and spherical in shape. Based on electron dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS) and SAD analysis, these inclusions possessed manganese sulfide

caps, and conplex, multiple-phased bulk composition. Hyperstoichiometric welds

contained inclusions comprised of yttrium, sulfur, and oxygen with only minor amounts

of other constituents. These inclusions contained no manganese or silicon, and limited

amounts of aluminum, iron, and titanium. Clark and Edwards [11, 12] reported that the

aluminum was present only infrequently and the titanium was present in large cuboidal
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shaped particles, most likely TiN. Morphologically, these inclusions were clustered, often

producing extensive networks of coalesced oxides, where each cluster contained up to a

hundred or more individual members. In hypostoichiometric welds, inclusions were

found to be compositionally complex, containing aluminum, yttrium, titanium, and

sulfur. Based on EDS and SAD analysis, they reported that the inclusions contained

manganese sulfide caps, similar to the yttrium- free welds, and that the bulk of the

inclusions were yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG - Y3A150 12) with titanium distributed

throughout the inclusion, suggesting that the titanium may substitute for the aluminum.

These inclusions were reported to be discrete, randomly distributed, and spherical in

shape. Figure 30 shows the STEM image of a representative inclusion from a

hypostoichiometric weld, as well as the EDS dot mapping showing the distribution of

aluminum, yttrium, titanium, manganese, sulfur, and iron. The most notable features of

this figure are the spherical shape of the oxide and the uniform distribution of aluminum,

yttrium, and titanium. Another feature that can be noticed is the displacement of the

manganese and sulfur to the one spot forming a manganese sulfide cap.

n

Figure 30: STEM image of a representative oxide from a hypostoichiometric weld with
EDS dot maps showing the distribution of aluminum, yttrium, titanium, manganese,
sulfur, and iron [9].

n

n
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Clark and Edwards [11, 12] characterized microstructures of weld deposits using

the same three categories. Figure 31 show representative photomicrographs of welds of

each category. Yttrium- free welds were reported to produce welds comprised of ten

percent acicular ferrite, 85 percent ferrite with aligned second phase, and five percent

grain boundary ferrite. The low acicular ferrite content was attributed to the formation of

MnSiO 3 , which has been reported to produce a glassy slag that covers the oxides and

inhibits acicular ferrite formation. The hyperstoichiometric welds consisted of a

microstructure similar to the yttrium- free welds, where ferrite with aligned second phase

is the primary constituent. In these welds, yttria was expected to be present in significant

levels, and the oxygen was expected to react completely with yttrium and aluminum

before the formation of any titanium-containing oxides. The hypostoichiometric welds

consisted of nearly seventy percent acicular ferrite, 25 percent ferrite with aligned second

phase, and five percent grain boundary ferrite. This was reported to be due to the

distribution of titanium in the YAG inclusions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 31: Representative photomicrographs of (a) yttrium- free welds, (b)
hyperstoichiometric welds, and (c) hypostoichiometric welds [9].
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2.7.2 Effects on Hydrogen Management

In a recent study, Maroef [5] investigated the benefits and effectiveness of strong

irreversible hydrogen traps in reducing diffusible hydrogen content of GMA and GTA

welds on Armco iron. Based on the theoretical calculations by Olson, et al. [167], which

suggests yttria inclusions may be effective hydrogen traps, Maroef conducted diffusible

hydrogen measurements on a series of GMA welds made with a mild steel filler metal

containing yttrium.' Figure 32 shows the results of these studies. Reductions in weld metal

diffusible hydrogen levels of about fifty percent were observed with increasing yttrium.

additions in the range of 0 to 680 ppm yttrium in the Armco iron deposits.

1 8 i 0 3 p cut H ,, + A t, ba l.

I- I IPML H2 + Ar- bal.
---- " t6 j6 0.5 Po . H : + A T. W a•.

12 -

S10 [

ag 4 ,-
2

ADDITIONS TO THE METAL FILLED CORED GMAW WIREJ
No 150 ppm 680 ppm

Traps Nd Y

Figure 32: Effect of trap additions to the amount of diffusible hydrogen in Armco iron
samples welded with GMA welding processes at three levels of hydrogen contamination
in the shielding gas and at nominal heat input of 1.5 kJ/mm [5].
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The work of Maroef [5] was extended by Lensing [4] to consider the effectiveness

01 of yttrium additions to produce hydrogen traps in C-Mn and low alloy steel welds.

Similar to the work performed by Maroef, Lensing used diffusible hydrogen

measurements and hydrogen thermal desorption analyses to study trapping behavior in

yttrium containing C-Mn and low alloy steel GMA weld deposits. Lensing identified two

potential irreversible traps; one with a binding energy of seventy kilojoules per mole of

hydrogen, which he attributed to yttria; and a second with a binding energy of 96

kilojoules per mole of hydrogen, which was attributed to yttrium oxysulfides.

The work of Maroef, Lensing, and Olson [4-8, 167] has demonstrated that Y20 3

and Y20 2S inclusions are potential irreversible hydrogen traps for ferritic steel weld

deposits resulting in a reduction of diffusible hydrogen to less than 1.5 ml H2/100g weld

metal. They showed that yttrium additions clearly result in diffusible hydrogen

reduction. Clark [9] verified their work, and attributed the decrease to an increase in

oxide inclusion surface area and not to any specific oxide composition.

2.8 Effective Fluoride Additions and Their Effects on Hydrogen Management

The use of effective fluoride additions, their effects on hydrogen management,

and the mechanisms of hydrogen reduction are discussed in this section.

2.8.1 Consideration of Mechanism of Reduction of Hydrogen Pickup

The reduction of partial pressure of hydrogen with fluoride additions is generally

considered a result of the formation of HF in the welding arc. The reaction does not occur

homogeneously in the welding arc because of its high temperature. The temperatures

observed near the electrode tip can be as high as 20,000K [168-175]. At this temperature,

the arc constituent elements are expected to be monatomic or ionized, instead of

molecular. Therefore, the HF formation must occur in the low temperature regions in the

0-:
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arc such as the periphery of the arc and the surroundings of the molten metal droplet as

illustrated in Figure 33.

Weld metal hydrogen absorption in the arc atmosphere is considered to occur on

the surface of the molten droplet and molten pool during welding, where the resulting

hydrogen concentration in the weld metal is assumed to follow Sievert's Law, Equation

43. Subsequently, the HF. will be ejected to the outer atmosphere due to the mass flow

from the electrode tip to the weld pool. This sequence is designated as the mechanism of

"HF formation effect."

On the other hand, HF formation is also considered to occur at the periphery of

the arc, which causes changes in the hydrogen mass transport. The presence of HF varies

the mass transport of hydrogen atoms from the periphery to the cathode region. The

reduction of hydrogen pickup as a consequence of this mechanism is different from the

HF formation effect and was designated as the "HF transport effect."

ShicS
High temnperature Moivtta Droplol
region in the arc:

I"- Low Temnperature

IPeriphery of the ArcHegms

Base Plate

* JW formation occurs at low iermpcraturn regions0

illustrited ativc

Figure 33: Illustration of the low temperature regions in the arc system [2].
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0

*0 Calcium carbonate is added to the welding flux to dilute the arc atmosphere with

CO 2 and therefore protect weld metal from the surrounding atmosphere. Similarly, the

dilution of the arc atmosphere by vaporized fluoride is also possible, and, as a result,

0 hydrogen pickup from the surrounding atmosphere can be minimized. This mechanism of

hydrogen reduction is not related to the formation of HF. The chemical species contained

*t in the fluoride, either compound form of the fluoride; e.g., CaF2, or atomic or ionic form;

e.g., Ca or Ca2+ and F or nF-, displace the arc atmosphere, resulting in a reduction of

*• hydrogen partial pressure. This designated "dilution effect" is illustrated in Figure 34.

*0 The three mechanisms will be discussed with simplified models in the following

0 sections, and the behavior of hydrogen and its interaction with other chemical species

with respect to these mechanisms will be predicted.0
0
0

0

0

.
0 Base P~ate

0
This symbol exprcss the vaporization of

. fluoride. The vaporized fluoride, in the0ornmpoxud form (e~g., Car-) or atomichoni
form (e.g., Ca or CaT' and F or F1').
displacers the arc atm•sphcrc and reduces
thoe partial pressure of hydrogen

Figure 34: Illustration of dilution effect in the arc system [2].
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2.8.2 Thermodynamic Behavior of Species Involved in HF Formation

A review of the thermodynamic behavior of the species that are involved in the

formation of potassium fluoride is discussed in the following sections.

2.8.2.1 Forms of Hydrogen

0

Hydrogen molecules dissociate to single atoms at high temperatures. The

dissociation temperature of diatomic hydrogen can be predicted with the thermodynamic

calculations. From the standard free energy change of the dissociation of diatomic 9
hydrogen, the standard free energy as a function of temperature can be described as:

AG0 =a+bTlnT+cT2 +dT-' +eT. (49) 09
where the constants, a, b, c, d, and e for chemicals or minerals are found in

thermodynamic tables [176, 177]. Once the standard free energy is obtained, the

equilibrium constant can be calculated as a function of temperature. According to the law

of mass action, changes in the partial pressure of H2 and H due to dissociation is shown in

Table 5. Ten and ninety percent dissociations of hydrogen, where a in Table 5 is 0.1 and

0.9, respectively, can be established when the equilibrium constants, K, are 0.011 and 8.1,

respectively. Figure 35 shows the calculated result. Below 2,900K, K is less than 0.011 00
and more than 8.1 above 4,400K. The ninety percent dissociation temperature of

hydrogen calculated here is close to that reported by Milner, et al. [178] shown in Table

6. Therefore, hydrogen can be present in mostly diatomic form below 2,900K, in both

monatomic and diatomic form in the temperatures between 2,900 and 4,400K and mostly

in monatomic form above 4,400K. 0
0
0
0
0
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* Table 5: Law of mass action for dissociation of Ha [2].
OH2 H

PH2 (atm) N 0

PH (atm) (!-a)n 2a

9
* 16

* 14-

* ~12

=0

* 6

2 4

0 --1 1
S1000 2000 3000 4000 sow* Temperature (K)

*

p,2

*Figure 35: Equilibrium constant of reaction, '/2 H2 = H [2].

0
Table 6: Dissociation Potential and 90 Percent Dssociation Temperature for Various
Multi-Atomic Gases [178].

Gas CO 2  02 H2  N 2

* Dissociation Potential 4.3 5.084 4.477 9.762
S90% Dissociation Temperature (K) 3800 5110 4575 8300

0
9
0

0
0
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2.8.2.2 Vaporization of Fluorides
0

Since fluorine introduced to the arc is initially provided in the form of fluorides,

the stability of fluorine must influence the formation of HF. Figure 36 shows the weight

loss of MnF 3, KF, LiF, K3AIF 6, and CaF2 when subjected to high temperatures. MnF 3 lost

weight significantly below 600'C due to the dissociation to MnF 2 and F. KF is

hygroscopic; therefore, the weight loss shown below 4000 C must be due to the release of

water. KF, LiF, K3AIF 6 , and CaF2 began to lose their weight at their melting points due to

the vaporization. Melting of MnF 2 was not observed. MnF 2 is considered to sublimate at

higher temperatures [ 177]; therefore, it begins to lose weight at its sublimation

temperature due to vaporization.
9
0

50 H wcight because of sublimation o

40 Mn1,3 Mnl, + 1/2 F2  -

_ 0

LIO 201 0 Wate

--X- KF0 'A,-LiF
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Temperature (°C) -Ca -cFr,

Figure 36: Reduction in weight at elevated temperatures for various fluorides [2].

9
0
0
0
0
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The equilibrium constants of vaporization of CaF2, KF, and MnF 2 were calculated

and shown in Figure 37. Johnson [133] reported the effectiveness of MnF 3 on reducing

diffusible hydrogen in weld metal deposited on primer coated steel plates. Also, Liu, et

al. [1] reported the effectiveness of MnF 3 and KF based on thermodynamic calculations.

MnF 3 dissociates to MnF 2 and F at relatively low temperatures; consequently, MnF2

instead of MnF 3 was considered in this calculation. CaF2 and KF melt at their respective

melting points as shown in Figure 36, while MnF2 stays solid form below its sublimation

temperature. The equilibrium constant of vaporization is expressed as Equation 50:

P MF( ga) (*K-= (50)
a MF( of/liquid

where the.MF in subscripted letters represents any fluoride, p is vapor pressure of MF in

gas state, and a is activity of MF in solid or liquid state. Considering pure MF, the

* ~20 -

' 1612

*S
*8
* 4

* ~0 -
I000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000

Tcmperature (K)

Figure 37: Equilibrium constants of vaporization of fluorides [2].
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activity is unity. Therefore, when the equilibrium constant is unity, the vapor pressure is

one atmosphere, so boiling occurs under ambient pressure in the case of transition from

liquid to gas, and sublimation in the case of transition from solid to gas. The equilibrium

constants of CaF2, KF, and MnF 2 are unity at 2750, 1830, and 2040K, respectively. These

temperatures are the boiling points of the CaF2 and KF and the sublimation point for

MnF 2. Vaporization of these fluorides occurs below their boiling or sublimation points

but not at high rates. Since the equilibrium constants of KF and MnF 2, which are also

related to rate of these reactions, exponentially increase above their boiling points, the

vaporization of these fluorides occurs rapidly above this temperature. On the other hand,

CaF2 has a higher boiling point than the others, and its equilibrium constant is far lower..

Therefore, the vaporization of CaF 2 can be considered to be lower than the others.

Summarizing all the temperature ranges, MnF 3 is the most active fluoride to form

HF; in other words, the most effective in reducing the partial pressure of hydrogen.

Contrarily, CaF 2 would be the least effective among these three fluorides. Moreover, 9
taking into account the reacted fraction of reactants according to the law of mass action,

the most effective temperature region to produce HF must be Region 2.

Even though the thermodynamic calculation predicted the effectiveness of MnF 3

and KF, the addition of MnF 3 and KF to the welding flux must involve limitations or

cautions. The amount of the additions must be minimized because HF, which is a

hazardous substance, is more actively formed by the reaction between hydrogen and

MnF3 and KF rather than CaF2. Careful ventilation and respiratory equipment for the

welder are recommended when fluxes containing these fluorides are being used. Also,

these fluorides are unstable even at ambient temperature that it may react with other

substance in the flux.

0

0
SP
S
S
S
0
0
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2.8.3 Model of HF Formation Effect

A description of the model for potassium fluoride formation is present in this

section.

2.8.3.1 Reaction Occurring in the Surroundings of Molten Pool and Molten Droplet

The gas temperature drops rapidly at the surroundings of the molten pool or

molten droplet due to deprivation of heat from the arc atmosphere caused by the

vaporization of metal or slag from their surfaces. The temperature of the molten steel is

no more than the boiling temperature of iron, 2862°C. Taking into account the heat

deprivationcaused by vaporization of the molten steel and slag, the surface of the molten

pool or molten droplet may be stabilized at approximately 2,500'C [179]. The region

with a large temperature gradient is considered to be a very thin layer, less than a

millimeter because of convection heat [180]. The reaction between fluoride and hydrogen

to form HF must occur within this thermal layer between the surface temperature of the

molten pool or droplet and the temperature of the HF formation limit.

According to thermodynamic calculations, the reactions between fluoride and

hydrogen in the thermal layer are modeled as shown in Figure 38. The highest

temperature of Region 1 (2,900K) is very close to the surface temperature of molten pool

or molten droplet (2,773K) so that Region 1 is neglected in this model [2]. Therefore, the

O surface of molten pool or molten droplet is considered to be adjacent to the Region 2,

0 which is the most effective range to form HF for the three fluorides: CaF2, KF and MnF2.

Also, the thermodynamic calculations predicted the greatest effectiveness for MnF 2,

while CaF 2 was the least effective.
O
O
0
O
O
O
0:
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Figure 38: Illustration of reactions between fluoride and hydrogen in thermal layer
surrounding molten pool or droplet [2].
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2.8.3.2 Concerns for Hydrogen Absorption from the Arc Atmosphere to Weld Pool
0

0 The absorption of hydrogen during welding is also an issue. There are two

methods of hydrogen absorption in a molten pool of steel, such as monatomic hydrogen0
absorption,

H H(g)=H (51)

* and diatomic hydrogen absorption,

H2 (g) = 2H (52)

0
In these equations, H is dissolved hydrogen in molten steel. Some researchers

* have applied Sievert's law, Equation 43, which only considers the reaction in Equation

*O 52 at equilibrium, to the absorption of hydrogen during welding. However, monatomic

(H) and diatomic (H2) hydrogen coexist in Region 2, adjacent to the molten surface.

Therefore, Sievert's law alone, as derived from classical thermodynamics, does not

*completely explain the hydrogen absorption phenomena. Gedeon, et al. [180] suggested

that the absorption of hydrogen occurs through both reactions in Equations 51 and 52

* during welding. The partial pressure of either H or H2 is reduced by the controlling

0 reaction in Region 2 dependent on the cases of CaF 2, KF and MnF 2. However, the

9• reduction of either of them quickly responds to the reduction of the other due to the

equilibrium reaction of Equation 53:0
0
* H2 (g)=2H(g) (53)

0
Therefore, the fluorides in the thermal layer are considered to reduce partial pressures of

* both H and K2, preventing their absorption into the molten pool or molten droplet.
0
0
0
0
0
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2.8.4 Model of HF Transport Effect

Hydrogen fluoride formation is considered to occur at the periphery of an arc,

which causes a change in the hydrogen mass transport. Figure 39 shows the illustration of

the temperature regions of HF formations and reactions considered to take place in the

respective temperature region. HF must be formed in the periphery of the arc below

5,500K, and is partitioned within the three regions depending on the form of hydrogen

and the controlling reaction to form HF. Region 2 between 2,900 and 4,400K is

considered to be the most effective range to form HF.

There is a high temperature gradient from the cathode center to the anode center

in the arc, varying from approximately 20,000 to 10,000K. The mass velocity varies from

2x102 meters per second at the cathode region to about one to ten meters per second near

the anode. Hiraoka [174] observed the accumulation of small atoms such as hydrogen and

helium at the arc center when the gases of those small atoms were mixed with argon

shielding gas. He attributed this phenomenon to the large temperature and pressure

gradients at the cathode region. He also pointed out that a change in hydrogen diffusivity

might occur due to the dissociation of hydrogen molecule or some reactions of hydrogen

with other species. Therefore, it is possible to consider the change in diffusivity of

hydrogen due to HF formed in the temperature regions shown in Figure 39, which may -

vary the mass transport of hydrogen atoms from the periphery to the cathode region.

Figure 40 illustrates the accumulation of small atoms in the arc center mixed with argon

shielding gas by isotherms and mass flow lines. This mass flow is considered to occur

due to the pressure increase originated by a self-induced magnetic field and the

temperature increase and the ionization of the gas species. An increase of the

temperature, which accelerates the mean velocity of particles (atoms and ions), results in

an increase of the pressure. The relationship between kinetic energy of a particle and

temperature is given as Equation 54:
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eH2

29

Region 3
SH

Mass Flow
Figure 40: Illustration of mass flow between two systems with pressure difference [2].

1 2 3 (54)
2 2

This equation shows that the mean velocity of a particle is dependent on its mass at a

constant temperature. Since the atomic masses of hydrogen and argon are 1.00 and 39.9,

respectively, the mean velocity of hydrogen is 6.32 times as large as that of argon. In a

closed system where pressure and temperature are uniform, the distribution of their

particle population would not be different although the mean velocities between these

species are different; however, the arc is an open system involving temperature and

pressure gradients. Those gradients are extremely large, especially in the cathode region.

The phenomena continuously occurring in this region is modeled as follows.

When two closed systems with the same volume but different temperature contain the

" • i i i
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same numbers of dissimilar particles in terms of mass are combined, there will be a

0 pressure difference between them, which creates the mass flow. During this dynamic0
process, the smaller particles must be transported more rapidly than the larger because of

its larger mean velocity. Thus, the higher mass transport of lighter particles is possible if

there are temperature and pressure gradients. Moreover, the kinetic energy of heavy

particles such as molecules and atoms is transmitted by elastic collision with electrons.

The fraction of energy K, transferred from one particle of mass m to another of mass M

0 averaged over all angles is expressed in Equation 55:

K- 2mM _2m (5K=2M = 2m Since m << M (55)

S(m+ M)2  M0

* According to this equation, the larger the mass of the particle, the less fraction of energy

9 transferred at one elastic collision with an electron. Therefore, argon atoms will require

0 40 times more collisions than hydrogen atoms to acquire the same level of kinetic energy

0 as that of hydrogen. Near the cathode and anode, Te, electron temperature, is generally

9 greater than Th, temperature of heavier particles (photons, ions, or atoms), since the

collisions between electrons and heavy atoms are not enough to equilibrate these

temperatures, which indicates that the state of these regions are not in complete local

* thermodynamic equilibrium. In the state out of complete local thermodynamic

* equilibrium, the temperature difference (in other words, difference in kinetic energy) may

0 also be present among the heavy atoms, depending on their mass. Among the heavy

0 atoms, the smaller atoms such as hydrogen would have larger kinetic energy than the

9 larger atoms such as argon. As a result, the mean velocity of smaller atoms is further

greater than that of the larger, which may be another reason of the higher mass transport

* at the cathode region.

* 112 molecules will be transported from the outskirts of the cathode tip to the arc

0 column through the temperature regions. In Region 1, H2 molecules could react with
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fluoride to form HF. Both H2 and H will be present in Region 2, while only H will exist 0
in Region 3. Once HF molecules pass through the temperature regions, they tend to 0
dissociate to H and F.

The mass of the molecule of H 2 and HF is 2.00 and 20.0, respectively. According

to Equation 6, the velocity of HF molecule is 3.3 or 4.5 times slower than those of H2 or

H, respectively, when they are subjected to the same temperatures. In other words, they

have the same kinetic energy. Therefore, if the hydrogen transported to the temperature

regions is associated with the fluorine provided by fluoride, the mass transport of 0
hydrogen into the arc column would be less because of lower mean mass velocity of HF 0
in the temperature regions as shown in Figure 40, compared with those of diatomic or

monatomic hydrogen. Furthermore, the thermodynamic state in the cathode region is out

of complete local thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, there is a difference between Te

and Th. Even among heavy particles, the temperature, i.e., kinetic energy, of smaller

particles may possibly be larger than larger particles. Therefore, the kinetic energy of HF O

molecules could be lower than those of H atoms or H2 molecules, which would further

retard the mass transport of hydrogen into the arc column. 0
Since thermodynamic calculations predicted that MnF 2 is the most active fluoride

to react with hydrogen, the most effective fluoride for the HF transport effect is

considered to be MnF 2; on the other hand, the least effective one must be CaF 2.

0
2.8.5 Model of Dilution Effect 00

The dilution of arc atmosphere with fluoride component elements can reduce the

partial pressure of hydrogen in the arc. This process of hydrogen reduction is not related

to the formation of HF. The component elements in either molecular form of the fluoride

(e.g., CaF2), or atomic or ionic form (e.g., Ca or Can+ and F or Fn+) displace the arc

atmosphere, resulting in reduced partial pressure of hydrogen as illustrated in Figure 34.

The dilution of arc atmosphere with fluoride may be related to the vaporization 00
0
0
0
0
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characteristics of fluoride. Vaporization of fluoride starts at its melting temperature. The

0 rate of vaporization corresponds to the equilibrium constant of the transition from liquid

(or solid for sublimation) to gas. When the equilibrium constant is larger, the

O vaporization must proceed more rapidly. Figure 41 shows the equilibrium constant of

O vaporization for CaF2, KF and MnF 2. KF showed the highest value between 1,500 and

O 2,600K and MnF2 displays the second highest. Above 2,600K, the equilibrium constants

* of KF and MnF2 increased sharply, which indicates a very high rate of vaporization

0 above the temperature.0
S
S

158 at 4,400 K

* 10

ý4 8
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Figure 41: Equilibrium constants of HF formation reactions of MnF 2, KF, and CaF2
O between 2,900 and 4,400 K [2].O
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On the other hand, the equilibrium constants of CaF2 are very small compared

with the other two. The boiling points of CaF2, KF and MnF 2 were identified as 2,750,

1,830 and 2,040K. According to this discussion, KF must be the most effective fluoride;

on the other hand, CaF 2 would be the least effective one among these three. If the

temperature range of vaporization of the fluoride is too low, there is a concern that the

vaporization occurs before the component elements cover the welding arc and displace

the arc atmosphere. It is known that the decomposition temperature range of CaCO 3 to

CaO and CO 2 is between 450 and 890'C [181]. The vaporization of KF starts at its

melting temperature around 800'C, and must finish below its boiling tenperature at

1,557°C (1,830 K). Therefore, the vaporization temperature range of KF is not critically

low.

0

0
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* CHAPTER 3

* OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

0 The objective of the current research has been to develop a metal-and- flux-cored

gas metal arc welding consumable that integrates the concept of both yttrium additions

Sand fluoride additions. Yttrium additions are effective in forming inclusions in the weld

* metal which act as both hydrogen traps, reducing diffusible hydrogen, and as potert

intragranular nucleation sites for the nucleation of acicular ferrite. Fluoride additions are

* effective in reducing diffusible hydrogen by reducing the partial pressure of hydrogen in

the arc atmosphere, thus reducing weld metal hydrogen pickup.0
* Both concepts have been previously studied as independent studies. The addition

of yttrium was initially studied with the additions of rare earth metals to metal-cored

Swelding consumables to reduce diffusible hydrogen by forming rare earth metal

inclusions within the weld that would act as strong hydrogen traps, immobilizing

Shydrogen atoms. Yttrium was found to be one of the most effective in reducing diffusible

hydrogen to less than 1.0 milliliters per 100 grams weld metal with as little 0.6 weight

percent yttrium added to the metal-cored consumable. Additional studies of yttrium

additions found that the yttrium additions can be optimized to form inclusions that are

potent nucleation sites for acicular ferrite.

A separate study focused on the use of fluorides to reduce weld metal hydrogen

* pickup. In this study, potassium fluoride or manganese fluoride, among others, was

substituted into a base electrode which was similar to a fluorspar- lime type electrode in

place of part of the calcium fluoride. This study found that five percent potassium

fluoride additions in place of some calcium fluoride was effective in reducing diffusible
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hydrogen to less than 1.5 milliliters per 100 grams weld metal. Using arc spectroscopy,

three models of hydrogen reduction were developed, as explained in the previous chapter.

The integration of the two concepts requires several steps to develop an optimized

consumable. The first step was to produce an yttrium- containing consumable that

produced welds with similar characteristics as those developed by the previous

researcher. The second step was to study the effects of fluoride additions to these yttrium-

containing consumables. The addition of potassium fluoride was expected to alter

everything from oxygen potential to arc stability. The next step was to study the changes

in microstructural development of welds made with and without fluoride additions. Then

additional iterations were made once the most effective consumable-fluoride content was

determined to adjust the resulting weld metal composition so that the best microstructure

could be produced. Finally, the mechanical properties of the deposited weld metal were

determined and compared to the Navy minimum standards.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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* CHAPTER 4

* EXPERIMENTAL METHODS0
S

*To study the effects of the addition of fluoride fluxes to yttrium-containing

Sconsumables for the arc welding of HSLA steels, carefully formulated gas- metal arc

(GMA) and flux-cored arc (FCA) weld consumables were manufactured. Of particular

concern were the welding characteristics and arc stability, the weld metal chemical

composition and alloy recovery, the weld metal microstructure and inclusion

*• development, the diffusible hydrogen content, and the mechanical performance of the

Sdeposited weld metals. A total of twenty-one experimental consumables were fabricated

0 and divided into four categories: 1) metal-cored yttrium-containing consumables, 2)

potassium fluoride additions to yttrium-containing consumables, 3) addition of other flux

ingredients to yttrium-containing consumables, and 4) flux paste with metal-cored

yttrium- containing consumable.

S
* 4.1 Electrode Formulation
S

S1. Metal-Cored Yttrium-Containing Consumables:S
S

Four experimental consumables (0-series) were manufactured to create welds

with chemical compositions, microstructures, and diffusible hydrogen contents similar to

* that of the consumable produced by Clark [9]. Table 7 shows the powder composition of

0 each of the four experimental consumables. The target weld metal composition was 2.5

* wt% nickel, 0.25 wt% molybdenum, 1.25 wt% manganese, 200 to 400 ppm titanium, and

* 300 to 1000 ppm yttrium. This nominal composition, with the exception of the yttriumS
S
S
S
0
S
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content, has been shown to produce robust shielded metal arc welds [182]. The target

yttrium composition was found to be effective in reducing diffusible hydrogen content [4]

and promoting the formation of acicular ferrite [9]. Nickel and molybdenum were added

as pure metal powder, whereas titanium was added as ferrotitanium, manganese as

ferromanganese, and yttrium as ferroyttrium.

Table 7: Powder Compositions of Metal-Cored Yttrium-Containing Consumables.
Consumable 0-1-C 0-1-D 0-2 0-3

Ni (wt%) 14.00 14.00 10.00 10.00
Fe-Mn (wt%) 7.67 7.67 7.30 7.30

Mo (wt%) 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.50
Fe-Ti (wt%) 0.88 0.88 2.64 2.64
Fe-Y (wt%) 8.57 8.57 10.00 10.00
Fe-Si (wt%) ---- ---- ---- 1.00

Fe (wt%) Bal bal bal bal

Three of these consumables were produced at CSM: 0-1-C, 0-2, 0-3. The forth

consumable, identified as 0- 1-D, was manufactured at Devasco International, Inc. (from a

powder blend prepared at CSM) to have the same composition as wire 0-1-C. Wires 0-1-

C and -D contained lower titanium and yttrium concentrations, but higher nickel,

manganese, and molybdenum contents. Wire 0-2 contained lower nickel, manganese, and

molybdenum contents, but higher titanium and yttrium contents. The composition of wire

0-3 was similar to that of wire 0-2; however, an addition of one weight percent

ferrosilicon was added to improve molten weld metal fluidity.

2. Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables:

Eight consumables (1-series) were manufactured where potassium fluoride was

added to the metal-cored yttrium-containing consumable that produced welds most

-- : i i • -



similar to the target chemical composition and microstructure. The fluoride additions

* ranged from five to thirty weight percent of the powder blend. The compositions of the

0 powders used for these consumnables are shown in Table 8. These consumnables were

produced so that the effect of potassium fluoride additions on welding characteristics and

weld metal properties could be studied without drastically altering the oxygen content

and oxygen potential, inclusion characteristics, yttrium- to- oxygen ratio, and the

microstructure.

Table 8: Powder Compositions of Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium- Containing
Consumnables.

*Consumable 1-1-C 1-1-D 1-2-C 1-2-D 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6
*Ni (wt%) 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
*Fe-Mn (wt%) 7.30 7.30 7.30 7.30 7.30 7.30 7.30 7.30

Mo (wt%) 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
*Fe-Ti (wt%) 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64, 2.64 2.64 2.64
*Fe-Y (wt%) 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00.
*KF (wt%/) 5.00 5.00 10.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00
*Fe (wt%) Bal bal hal bal bal bal 1bal IBal _

* 3. Fluoride and Other Flux Ingredient Additions to Yttrium- Containing Consumables:

Five consumnables (2-series) were fabricated in this series. Consumable 2-1 was

* similar in composition to consumnables 1 -1-C and -D, but had the addition of one weight

percent ferrosilicon to improve molten weld metal fluidity. In addition to KF, calcium
carbonate, silica, alumina, potassium oxide, and calcium fluoride were blended with the

alloying elements used in the yttrium- containing consumable that produced welds most

similar to the target chemical composition and microstructure for consumnables 2-2, -3, -4,

* ~and -5. The latter powders were blended such that the ratio of KF, CaF2, SiO 2 , Ab203, and

0 CaCO3 relative to each other remained constant, and the ratio of alloying elements

Srelative to each oth er remained constant. The "flux ingredients" were blended with

i0
0
n0
0

0l
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powders similar in composition to consumables 0-2 and 0-3, where consumables 2-2 and

2-3 contain the "flux ingredients" and consumables 2-4 and 2-5 contain 1 wt%

ferrosilicon in addition to the "flux ingredients." Also, the "flux ingredients" were added
0

to the yttrium- containing consumables in five (2-2 and 2-4) and ten (2-3 and 2-5) weight

percent additions. The powder compositions are shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Powder Compositions of KF and Other "Flux Ingredients" to Yttrium-
Containing Consumables.

Consumable 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5
Ni (wt%) 10.00 10.00 9.62 10.00 10.00

Fe-Mn (wt%) 7.30 7.30 7.02 7.30 7.30
Mo (wt%) 1.50 1.50 1.45 1.50 1.50

Fe-Ti (wt%) 2.64 2.64 2.53 2.64 2.64
Fe-Y (wt%) 10.00 10.00 9.62 10.00 10.00
Fe-Si (wt%) 1.00 ---- ---- 1.00 1.00

KF (wt%) 5.00 0.37 0.74 0.37 0.74
CaF2 (wt%) ---- 0.78 1.55 0.78 1.55

CaCO3 (wt%/o) ---- 0.29 0.57 0.29 5.70
A12 0 3 (wt%) ---- 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

SiO 2 (wt%) ---- 0.38 0.75 0.38 0.75

K 20 (wt%) ---- 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10
Fe (wt%) bal bal bal bal bal

4. "Flux Paste" with Metal-Cored Yttrium-Containing Consumables

In this matrix of research, four powders were blended (3-X series) to produce a

paste that was layered over each weld pass just prior to welding using the 0-1 -D

consumable. These four powder compositions, shown in Table 10, were made because of

difficulties that were encountered during the welding of the 2-X series consumables. In

the so-called pastes, calcium carbonate was replaced with calcium oxide so that the

formation of carbon dioxide is limited.

• n n I0
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STable 10: Powder Compositions of the "Flux Paste" used with the 0-1 -D Consumable
SConsumable 3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4
S.."Flux Paste" Composition
SFe-Si (wt%) ---- 2.56 ---- 2.72

KF (wt%) 19.70 18.90 ........
CaF2 (wt%/O) 40.70 39.60 57.40 55.80

SCaO (wt%) 15.00 14.60 16.00 15.50
* Ab0 3 (wt%0 ) 2.62 2.56 2.84 2.72

SSiO 2 (wt%) 19.70 19.20 21.00 20.40
* K 20 (wt%) 2.62 2.56 2.84 2.72

* 4.2 Materials Used

0
* The composition of the various metallic powder additions used in the steel filler

* metals are provided in Table 11. The ferroyttrium powder was fabricated at CSM. The

remaining powders were obtained commercially. The strip used in the manufacturing of

the consumables was AISI 1008 low carbon steel with a composition shown in Table 12,

* a width of 0.500 inches and a thickness of 0.015 inches.

Powder size analysis was performed for all of the metallic powders and these

results are reported in Table 13. The nickel powder was reported to pass between 60 and

* 325 mesh. The molybdenum was reported to be between 70 and 325 mesh. The iron

0 powder was reported to be less than 100 mesh.

* Since only the properties of the weld metal are of concern in this study, all0
welding experiments for weld metal composition, microstructural properties, oxide

characteristics and mechanical testing were performed on ASTM A36 low carbon

structural steel plates. This type of steel is recognized as a common structural steel

including low carbon content and low manganese content.

0
0
0

0
0
0 _______
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Table 11: Corn ositions of Metallic Powders Used as Filler Metals (wt. %).

Element Ni Mo Fe-Mn Fe-Ti Fe-Y
Mn ---- ---- 88.95 ---- ----

Ti 8.0- ---- ---- 38.14 ----
Y ----.-.--.--.-.-- . 20.5
N i 98.0 m in ----.--..---...-

M o ---- 99.8 ----.........

Fe 1 max ---- bal bal bal
Al -... ---- ---- 2.93 1.0
Si ---- ---- 0.75 0.61 ----

S 0.05 max ---- 0.008 0.027 ----

P 0.02 max ---- 0.186 0.012 ----

C 0.2 max ---- 0.145 0.17 ----
Co I m ax ----.--..---..--

Table 12: Composition of the AISI 1008 Low Carbon Steel Strip Used as Tubular Sheath.
Element C S P Si Cr Ni Mn Cu Mo Al IFe-

Wt.% 0.064 0.01 0.017 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.34 0.05 0.01 0.032 bal

Table 13: Sieve Analysis for Metallic Powders Used as Tubular Wire Filler Metals
(Percent Retained).

Screen Size Fe-Ti Fe-Mn Fe-Y Ni Mo Fe
>40 0 0 0 0 0 0

40-70 0 20.3 24.8 42.6 0 0
70-150 79.0 43.9 31.4 47.7 45.6 -100 0
150-200 21.0 16.6 14.1 7.3 39.7
200-325 0 19.2 29.7 1.6 14.7

<325 0 0 0 1.1 0 --_--

0
n

0
0
0
0
n
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0

* 4.2.0 Fabrication of Ferroyttrium
0

SThe ferroyttrium powder was fabricated at CSM. Iron powder and yttrium powder

were mixed in a ratio of approximately 58 wt% iron to 42 wt% yttrium in an yttria

crucible. The powders were melted in a vacuum furnace heated to a temperature of

1750 0C. There were five stages in the furnace heat cycle. First, the furnace was heated to

and held at 1 00°C for 1 hour while the system was evacuated. Next, the furnace was

* heated up to 1750'C in 6 hours, then held at temperature for approximately 22 hours.

Finally, the furnace was allowed to cool to room temperature in five hours, then held at

room temperature under vacuum until the ferroyttrium was removed.

After the solidified ingot is removed from the furnace, it was crushed into powder

form in a shatter box. The powders were then sieved to collect only the appropriate size

* range of powders with the powder sizes presented in Table 13. The composition of the

powder was then verified using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) to determine the

Scomposition of the ferroyttrium formed. The composition of the powder is provided

* above in Table 11.0
0

4.3 Fabrication of Experimental Electrodes0

The first step in manufacturing the experimental electrodes was preparing the

* powders for blending. All of the powder ingredients, with the exception of potassium

0 fluoride, were baked at 150 0C for 6 hours in an inert atmosphere to remove any moisture

01 present in the powders. This temperature allows for the removal of any moisture present

in the powder without causing additional reactions such as oxidation. The potassium0
fluoride was dried at 6000C for 24 hours in air to remove moisture. Since KF is

* hygroscopic, such a high temperature is necessary. According to Matsushita [2],

potassium fluoride will lose approximately 16 percent of its weight due to water release

as can be seen in Figure 36. After drying, the powders were then blended using a V-
0
0
0
0
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blender shown in Figure 42. The blerder was run for approximately 6 hours to

thoroughly mix the powders. After blending the powders, the powders were again dried

at 150'C for 6 hours in an inert atmosphere just prior to the manufacturing of the

consumable.

Figure 42: Photograph of powder V-blender.

4.3.1 Tubular Wire Making Facility at Colorado School of Mines

All of the experimental electrodes used in this research were initially fabricated

with the tubular wire mill at the Colorado School of Mines using the AISI 1008 low

carbon steel strip previously described. The facility is designed so that it is feasible to

produce small batches of a wire. This is appropriate for the production of experimental

welding electrodes. The weld metals made from selected consumnables were selected for

mechanical property testing, as will be discussed later. For three of those consumnables (0-

1, 1 -1, and 1-2), the flux additions for the tubular wires were mixed and blended at CSM,_--

then shipped to Devasco International for manufacturing of larger quantities of the _

consumnables.

0

0
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* Figure 43 (a) is a photograph of the tubular wire mill, and is schematically

* illustrated in Figure 43(b). The final reel that coils the formned electrode is connected to a

0 motor so that a tubular wire is processed as that reel rotates. The speed at which the strip

is drawn through the forming dyes is controlled by the rotational speed of the final reel,

and is measured by a sensor within the motor. The flow of the powders from the hopper

is measured using an electric scale connected to a data acquisition system that measures

* the change in weight with time in grams per second. With the known powder flow rate

* and the desired fill ratio, the speed at which the wire is drawn is then calculated using

* Equation 56:

0

* ( (56)

vW

* where x is the weight of flux added in grams per second, s is the speed of the strip going

* through the dyes in centimeters per second, w is the weight of the strip in grams per

* centimeter, andf is the desired fill ratio. For fabrication of the consumnables, a target fill

* ratio of thirty percent was desired to match the fill ratios proposed by Devasco

* International.

0
0

* 4.3.2 Forming and Closing the Strip and Adding Flux in the Wire

0

* The strip in the strip reel from Figure 43 is initially flat. As the strip is drawn

*through the forming dies, it is formed into a shape of a "U" as shown in Figure 44(a) -

* ~44(c). As the "U"' shaped strip is drawn further across the mill, a vibrating flux hopper

pours the flux into the "U" as seen in Figure 44(d). The open end of the strip is then

0

closed by the remaining three roller dies into a tubular wire as seen in Figure 44(e) -

Siu44(g). Finally, the closed tube is drawn through reduc ing dies to tighten and reduce the

* diameter of the wire to its final size, approximately 0.060 inches (1.5 millimeter).

S
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(a)
Strip reel

Flux poured at this point

Die U *L" forming rolls.

"UE" dosing rolls

Reel with formred electrode

0

(b)

Figure 43 : (a) Photograph of tubular wire making mill at CSM. (b) Representative i
illustration of a tubular wire making facility [183].v

n
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0

.-....... .......

O (c U-.shaped strip P~our \ A• J

O (g) Closed strip
Fxwith flux

0 (d) Pouring

*0 Figure 44: Schematic diagram of tubular wire fabrication, (a) flat strip, (b) U- forming

* dyes, (c), U-shaped sheath, (d) powder filling of U-shaped sheath, (e) filled U-shaped
*( sheath, (f) U-closing dyes, and (g) Closed tubular wire with flux [184].

0
P 4.3.3 Concerns for Flux Cored Wire Makinf

0 There are three major concerns regarding industrial metal/flux-cored wire

O manufacturing. The first is the control of the flux flow from the nozzle of the flux hopper

into the "U" shaped strip. The flux flows from the nozzle of the hopper by gravity and is
0
*• helped by the vibration of the hopper. With this, if the flow of the flux is not constant, the

fraction of the flux in the wire will fluctuate along the wire, which may cause instability

ein the welding current and arc. One possible reason for this is that larger particles create

m less friction, both with each other, and with the wall of the hopper (larger particles create

less particle-to-particle contact) [184]. Also, smaller particles create a larger surface area

helper volume, and would bthe morero to absorb moisture and become adhesive.

Therefore, larger particle sizes, mesh sizes between 60 and 200, were used for most of the

ingredients. A second factor is the density of the material. For instance, iron and

0
0
0
0
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ferromanganese powders demonstrated excellent fluidity [184]. Since these materials are

quite dense, the force of gravity can be much greater than the frictional force caused by

the surroundings, facilitating the free fall of the particles. Since some of the flux powders

could absorb moisture and become adhesive, the powders were all baked at 150'C to

eliminate moisture prior to the wire fabrication.

The second concern is the segregation of the flux ingredients. It is well

established that welding fluxes generally contain multiple ingredients and that the

fraction of each ingredient performs specific functions in the weld system. Therefore, the

fraction of each addition must be maintained during the wire electrode production. It is

possible that segregation begins when the flux is mixed with a V-blender, as seen in

Figure 42, or poured from the hopper to the strip during the wire fabrication process.

These compositional fluctuations are of great concern because they may influence the

performance of the electrodes from location to location within the same coil.

According to Williams and Khan [185], segregation occurs when particles of

different physical properties such as size, density, shape, surface roughness, and

resilience are handled in hoppers, conveyors, ball mills, and in filling containers.

Although any of these properties may yield segregation under any circumstances, most

industrial segregation problems are due to different particle size. The mechanisms caused

by size segregation can be considered as follows [ 185]:

(i) If particles are projected horizontally, the distance that they travel is proportional

to the square of the particle diameter. The differential projection may cause

segregation. For instance, if particles are projected from a mixer to spread them

over the surface of a bed of powder, it is possible that this type of segregation

may occur.

(ii) When a bed of powder is distributed and rearrangement of particles takes place,

the possibility of a particle falling into a void is dependent on the size. Therefore,

smaller particles tend to move downwards and larger particles remain in place.

0
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The most common situations to yield this type of segregation are considered to be

*' pouring heaps, stirring and vibrating.

The particle size must be homogenous to avoid the size segregation. To obtain the

uniform particle size for each ingredient, the ingredients were sieved and the particle size

* was selected from 60 mesh and 200 mesh. The particles in this range were sufficiently

coarse to maintain powder flow.

A third concern is the removal of the lubricant used during the wire drawing

,0 process. To minimize friction and heat generation between the wire and the dies,

powdered soap is used for lubrication. If a significant amount of lubricant remains on the

surface of the wire, hydrogen pickup in the weld may increase. Therefore, the lubricant0
must be carefully removed, especially from the seam of the wire, to eliminate it as a

* potential hydrogen source. The lubricant can be removed by simply wiping the wire with

a cloth or sponge saturated with acetone or ethanol, or the wire can be scoured with a

* scouring pad. In addition, baking the wire to burn out the hydrogen contained in the

* lubricant is effective. The baking temperature of 300'C for six hours is believed to be
0 high enough to burn the lubricant, but still low enough to avoid the oxidation of alloying

elements or other chemical reactions involving the flux ingredients in the wire.
S
* 4.4 Welding Procedures
S

* Welding was performed by semi-automatic GMA or FCA welding using a Miller

Nirvana constant potential power supply with direct current electrode positive mode.

Initial welding consisted of bead-on-plate welds using a range of welding parameters, as

shown in Table 14. The welds xwre shielded with 2% 02 + 98% Ar shielding gas.

5 Electrical characteristics were measured and a qualitative assessment of weldability was

performed based upon porosity, spatter, arc stability, penetration, reinforcement, contact

S angle, and weld bead appearance.
0
0
S
S
0
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Table 14: Welding Parameters Used During Experimental Welding
Parameter Value or Range

Voltage 26 V - 30 V, DCEP
Electrode Extension 18-22 mm (0.71-0.87 in.)
Wire Feed 127 mm/s (300 ipm)
Travel Speed 5.74-12.23 mm/s (13.5-28.9 ipm)

Shielding Gas 98% Ar + 2% 02

Shielding Gas Flow Rate 18.9-21.2 1/min (40-45 cfh)
Preheat Temperature None

Interpass Temperature 177°C maximum
Heat Input 1.0 to 4.0 kJ/mm

In addition to single pass bead-on-plate welds used to study welding

characteristics, bead-on-bead chem-pads were produced on ASTM A36 steel for each

consumable using the welding parameters that produced the best overall weld

appearance. A minimum of three weld layers was deposited, as schematically shown in

Figure 45, and subsequent microstructural, chemical, and inclusion analyses were

performed on the top layer to minimize the effects of base metal dilution.

Multiple pass welds were produced with selected experimental consumables.

Figure 46 shows a schematic representation of the single V- groove, multiple-pass weld

specimen. The multiple-pass welds were made in a single V-groove with a 12.7-to-25.4-

mm (0.5-to- 1.0-in.) root opening. The plates were machined so that the V-groove would "

make a 45-degree angle. The plates were 19-mumn-thick (0.75-in.) ASTM A36 structural _

steel. Twelve to twenty passes were made to fill the groove. The same analyses that were

performed on the bead-on-bead chem-pads were also performed on the multiple-pass

welds in addition to mechanical performance testing.

0
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0
0

0

0

- Figure 45: Schematic illustration of bead-on-bead weld sample used for chemical
analysis, microstructural assessment, and inclusion characterization [9].

0
0
0

Figure 46: Schematic illust'ration of V- groove plate preparations for multiple-pass
welding.
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4.5 Macroscopic Analysis

Macroscopic analysis was performed on all bead-on-plate welds. Samples were

prepared mechanically by grinding down through 600 grit, then polishing with 6-micron,

1-micron, and 0.25- micron diamond compounds. The samples were then lightly etched

with 2 percent nital (2 percent nitric acid in ethanol) so as to reveal the heat-affected zone

and weld metal. The samples were then rinsed and dried. Photomacrographs were made

by scanning each etched sample on a flatbed scanner using at least 1200 dpi resolution so

that suitable digital enlargements could be made for further analysis. From the digital

enlargements, penetration, reinforcement, weld bead width, and contact angle were

measured as described in Figure 47. In addition to the quantitative measurements,

qualitative measurements of porosity could be analyzed.

contact anaIe

Figure 47: Schematic illustration of macroscopic measurements of bead-on-plate weld
deposits.

4.6 Weld Bead Chemical Analysis

Chemical analysis was performed on the bead-on-bead chem-pads and on the

multiple pass, V-groove welds. For the chem-pads, top bead bulk chemical analysis was
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S

* performed as shown in Figure 48(a). For the multiple pass groove welds, the bulk

S chemical analysis was performed near the locations schematically shown in Figure 48(b).

* Bulk analyses were performed at CSM by glow discharge spectrum (GDS), using a Leco

SA-2000 glow discharge spectrometer. Carbon, sulfur, oxygen and nitrogen analyses alsop
were performed at CSM using a Leco TC-436 analyzer. Total hydrogen analyses were

* also performed at CSM.

S
p-

0
p

S(a) (b)

Figure 48: Schematic representation of locations where chemical analysis was performed
Sfor (a) bead-on-bead welds, and (b) multiple-pass V-groove welds.

S
S

At the present time, there are no standards for yttrium measurements using the

S glow discharge spectrum. To measure yttrium content, there are only a couple of

Smethods. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis was selected for yttrium analysis.

Initially, ICP analysis was performed at CSM using the method for digestion described in

the following section. Due to the amount of time necessary to complete the digestion

procedure, all samples, including those measured at CSM for verification purposes, were

* sent to a nationally certified lab for ICP analysis of yttrium content in the weld metal.
S
S
p
p
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4.6.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma

To perform ICP analysis, small samples of top bead weld metal were digested in a

4:1 ratio of nitric acid to perchloric acid, called ashing acid, heated to 120'C. The

digestion procedure follows that suggested by Method 7300, Issue 2 from the NIOSH

Manual of Analytical Methods [186]. This method suggests that 5 milliliters of the ashing

acid is added to a beaker containing the weld metal, which is then covered with a watch

glass, and held at room temperature for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, the beaker is then

heated until ca. 0.5 milliliters of the solution remains. Then 2 milliliters of ashing acid is

added to the beaker and held at temperature until ca. 0.5 milliliters of solution remains.

This step is repeated until the solution becomes clear, after which it is heated to near

dryness. The residue is then dissolved in 2 to 3 milliliters of dilution acid (50 milliliters

of ashing acid diluted to 1 liter). The solution is then transferred to centrifuge tubes and

further diluted to 10 milliliters. The ICP analysis is then preformed.

The results of ICP are given in milligrams per liter and must be converted to

weight percent. This is done by multiplying the measured result by the volume of the

solution made, then dividing by the weight of the original sample piece, and finally

multiplying by 100. This calculation determines the amount of yttrium that was recovered

in the weld deposit. A minimum of five samp le pieces were digested for each

experimental consumable.
S

4.6.2 Diffusible Hydrogen Analysis

0
Diffusible hydrogen was measured using the ANSI/AWS A4.3-93 standard [187].

This standard prescribes a standard weld test assembly, a standard method of test sample

preparation, and two standard methods of analysis for determination of diffusible 5
hydrogen from martensitic, bainitic, and ferritic steel weld metals. These methods are -

suitable for shielded metal arc, gas metal arc, flux cored arc, and submerged arc welding 0,

0
0
0-
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0

processes. In the current research, the standard method for determination of diffusible

S hydrogen using gas chromatography was used.

* 4.6.2.1 Weld Test Assembly0

* Each test assembly was ASTM A36 grade steel consisting of a starting weld tab, a

test specimen at the center, and a run-off weld tab. The three pieces from each test

* assembly are held in a copper clamping fixture. All three pieces of the test assembly had

a cross section of 25 mm wide by 12 mm thick. The length of the center test specimen

was eighty millimeters in length. The start tabs and run-off tabs were forty millimeters in

length. Four such test assemblies constitute a complete test for each filler composition

developed in the research.

The pieces for the test assemblies were heat-treated six hours at 600'C to remove

_ any hydrogen present in the material. The rate of heating and cooling is not important

* during this degassing procedure.

The test assembly pieces were then dry-shot blasted to remove any scaling thatS
was formed during the degassing procedure. The pieces were then labeled by stamping

one of the unwelded surfaces, usually the side opposite the weld bead to prevent any

discontinuous contact with the copper fixture. Then the test assembly pieces were

weighed to the nearest 0.1 gram. From this point forward, the test pieces were handled

with latex gloves to ensure no contamination. Immediately prior to welding, the stamped

specimens were cleaned with acetone.

4.6.2.2 Welding Fixture

A copper-clamping fixture was used during welding to hold the weld test

assembly in alignment, with the test specimen and weld tabs in firm contact, and to serve

as a heat sink. The copper-clamping fixture allows clamping pressure from the sides of
S
S
S
S
S
S
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the weld test assembly and also permits rapid release and removal of the test assembly. In

addition to the copper fixture, two thin strips of copper foil were used to protect the

copper fixture from errant arcs and to prevent discontinuous contact between the test

assembly and the fixture.

4.6.2.3 Welding for Analysis

Prior to welding a set of four weld test assemblies, the welding parameters were

adjusted to the optimal levels for each test. All four test assemblies for each of the

experimental consumables were welded with no alterations of the parameters.

During the welding of the test assemblies, the arc was initiated on the starting

weld tab so that the starting edge of the deposit was 25 millimeters from the edge of the

test specimen. The welding was performed in a uniform, uninterrupted manner along the

weld test assembly to the run-off tab. Welding was terminated on the run-off tab at a

position so that the back edge of the crater is on the run-off tab and within 25 millimeter

of the edge of the test specimen.

Immediately upon completion of welding each test assembly, the test assembly

was released from the clamping fixture and submerged into an iced water bath within five

seconds of the extinguishing of the arc. The welded test assembly was vigorously agitated

in the iced water bath for twenty to thirty seconds and then quickly transferred to a dry

ice and acetone bath for storage. All four test assemblies were welded within one hour of

each other for each experimental consumable.

After completion of welding and placing the test assemblies into the storage bath,

the test pieces are prepared for analysis. First, the start tabs and run-off tabs were

removed from the test pieces. Then the test pieces were placed back into the storage bath

for at least two minutes. The longest period of time each test piece was allowed to remain

out of the storage bath was .55 seconds. Next the weld tabs were measured to ensure that

i i | | |0
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0

the bead lengths were within in the 25 millimeters specified distance, recorded, and then

* discarded.

0 The second step in preparation of the test pieces was the removal of any slag that

was produced during welding. This was accomplished using 45-second intervals under a

*- dry-shot blaster. After each interval, the test piece was placed back into the storage bath

for a minimum of two minutes. The intervals were repeated until the slag was completely

from removed from each test specimen. After the slag was completely removed, the test

._ pieces were returned to the storage bath during the set up and preparation of the

* analytical apparatus.

4.6.2.4 Diffusible Hydrogen Analysis

* Diffusible hydrogen was measured using a gas chromatograph. Each test piece

* was placed into an air tight steel cylinder. Prior to placing the test pieces in the cylinders,

* the cylinders were flushed with high purity argon gas to evacuate any hydrogen in the

cylinders. The test pieces were removed from the storage bath and cleaned with acetone0
to remove any residue that formed in the storage bath. Then the test pieces were placed in

the cylinders and the cylinders were sealed with a copper paste that acted as a gasket.

* Next, the cylinders were pressurized to ten pounds per square inch with the high purity

argon. Once the cylinders have been sealed and pressurized, one milliliter of ultra-high

, purity helium was injected into each cylinder to act as a standard using a syringe.

0 The test specimens then were placed into a furnace and were heated to and held at

* 150 0C for 6.5 hours to allow hydrogen to evolve from the weld test pieces. This amount0
of time was sufficient to allow at least ninety percent of the diffusible hydrogen to diffuse

out of the specimen.

0
0
0
0
0
S
0
0
SD
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4.7 Light Optical Microscopy

Top bead microstructures were characterized by light optical microscopy.

Metallographic specimens were prepared using the same procedure for macroscopic

analysis preparations.

Oxide statistics were determined on unetched, 1000x fields of view, using Leco

3001A image analysis software. A minimum of 1000 oxides were measured for each

weld sample. The area fraction (AA), number of particles per area (NA), size distribution

of oxides, and two-dimensional arithmetic mean diameter (DA) were determined directly

from each sample. The three-dimensional arithmetic mean oxide diameter (Dv) was

calculated from the two-dimensional value assuming a spherical shape. Similarly, the

three-dimensional number density (Nv) and oxide surface area (Sv) were calculated based

on the assumption of spherical oxides. The number density of oxides per unit volume of

weld metal was determined by the volume fraction divided by the average particle

volume, and the calculated surface is determined from the number density of oxides

multiplied by the average oxide surface area, assuming spherical particles.

A qualitative assessment of the microstructure of each bead-on-bead and multiple

pass weld sample was performed, and representative photomicrographs were typically

taken at 200x, 500x, and 750x. A schematic representation of the typical locations of the

micrographs is shown in Figure 49(a) for the bead-on-bead and Figure 49(b) for the

multiple-pass welds. Quantitative metallography was performed onall weld deposits. S
Classification of microstructures was performed in accordance with the guidelines of the

0
International Institute of Welding (11W) Sub-Commision IX-J [78]. The IIW guidelines

identify five microstructural constituents: primary ferrite (PF), acicular ferrite (AF),

ferrite with second phase (FS), ferrite carbide aggregates (FC), and martensite

constituents (MA). A minimum of 1000 counts, on 500x fields of view was performed for

each weld.

0
S
S
,Si

S
S
0
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* (a) (b)

0 Figure 49: Representative illustration of the locations where photomicrographs were
* taken in (a) bead-on-bead welds, and (b) multiple-pass V-groove welds.S

4.8 Mechanical Properties Evaluation0
C
5Mechanical properties of weld metal deposited by selected consumables were

0determined by use of Charpy V-notch impact testing, sub-size weld metal tensile testing,

and weld metal hardness measurements. All testing was performed on multiple-pass,

* single V-grove welds produced at CSM. X-ray radiography was performed on these0
multiple-pass welds to ensure that weld metal defects were not encountered in the test

specimens. All test specimens sampled for each experimental consumable were extracted

from a single complete penetration welded test assembly. Figure 50 shows a schematic

5 diagram of the welded test assembly and the location of test specimens.

* 4.8.1 Charpy V-Notch Impact Testing0
S

A Charpy impact test is a dynamic test in which a selected specimen, machined or

surface ground and notched, is struck and broken in a single blow in a specially designed

5 testing machine, and the energy absorbed in breaking the specimen is measured. The

5 energy values determined are qualitative comparisons on a selected specimen, and

S• although frequently specified as an acceptance criterion, they cannot be used directly as0
S
0
0
0
SD
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Figure 50: Representative locations of sample extraction from multiple-pass V-groove
weld deposits.
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energy figures that would serve for engineering calculations. The Charpy V-notch (CVN)

impact test has been used extensively in mechanical testing of steel products and in

research for over four decades. Moreover, failure analysis has, with few exceptions,

shown service failures to be attended by low energy values, usually 15 foot-pounds or

less, at the temperature of service failure. Most notable are the statistical studies of WWII

Liberty ships and T2 tankers by the National Bureau of Standards where significant

differences were found between plates in which fracture started and plates in which

fracture arrested.

* The test method relates specifically to the behavior of metal when subjected to a

single overload of stress, applied at a high rate of loading and at specified testing

temperature. The behavior of ferritic steels when notched cannot be reliably predicted0
& from their properties as revealed by the tension test. Such materials may display normal

* ductility in the smooth tension test, but nevertheless break in brittle fashion when loaded

in the notched condition.

Test specimens were prepared and tested according to ANSI/AWS D 1.1-00 [187].

Figure 51 (a) shows a schematic of the dimensions of the CVN specimen. It is a 10-mm

by 10-rmm square bar that is 5.5 centimeters in length with a notch that is 2 millimeters0
deep, machined along one side at the center of the length. Figure 51 (b) is a schematic041 diagram of the location in the weld where the test specimens were extracted relative to

* the weld cross section. The positioning of the notch for the weld metal was completed by

first machining 10-by- 10-mm square bars out of the test weld at the depth shown in

0 Figure 51 (b). The longitudinal centerline of the specimens was located transverse to the

01 weld axis. Next, the bars were etched with 2 percent nital to reveal the location of the

0 weld fusion zone. Finally, the centerline of the notch was located at the center of the
weld. The base of the notch was cut perpendicular to the weld surface. A minimum of

0
0 three tests were performed at -60', -300, and 00F and at room temperature.

0
0
0
0
0
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(b)

Figure 51: (a) Illustration of the dimensions of a CVN sample, and (b) representative
location of the extraction of the CVN sample

4.8.2 Tensile Testing

9

Sub-size all-weld metal tensile specimens were extracted from a weld test

assembly as shown in Figure 52(a). The specimens were then machined to match the -

dimensions specified in ANSI/AWS D1.1-00 [188] and shown in Figure 52(b). The

dimensions of the tensile specimens are listed in Table 15. The tensile specimens had a

reduced section of 4 millimeters (0.157 inches) in diameter and were tested on an MTS

Alliance/RT 100 screw driven machine at the strain rate of 1.27 millimeter/minute (0.05

inches per minute). All tensile data were digitally recorded using a data acquisition

system on a personal computer. 0
0
0
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(a)

30 mm HGI 30 mm

8 mmR

* (b)

* Figure 52: (a) Representative location of the extraction of tensile bar samples, and (b)
"dimensions" of tensile bar specimens where the actual dimensions are shown in Table
15.

Table 15: Dimensions of the Sub-Sized Tensile Samples

Measurement Dimension (mm)

*G - Gage Length 12.5±0.1

D - Diameter 4.0±0.1

*R - Radius 4±0.1

*A - Length of Reduced Section 20±0.1

9

0
0
9S•p
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4.8.3 Hardness Measurements

Hardness measurements were performed on the multiple-pass, V-groove weld

samples. Vickers hardness measurements were made on the cross section of the weld.

Hardness measurements were made across the weld from the base metal, through the

heat-affected zone and weld metal, then through the heat-affected zone on the opposite

side of the weld and finishing in the base metal as schematically shown in Figure 53.

These transverse measurements would determine the variations of hardness between the

as-deposited weld metal, reheated weld metal, the heat affected zone, and the base metal.

Measurements were taken at every hundredth of an inch across the weld.

Figure 53: Schematic illustration of the locations where Vicker's microhardness
measurements were taken. Si

Sdm

"Spr
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Integrating Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables

* The first part of this study was to determine the effects that fluoride additions

would have on the welding behavior of consumables that contain yttrium. Initially, it was

9 believed that the addition of ingredients normally associated with welding with fluorides:

01 calcium carbonate, silica, alumina, potassium oxide, etc. would have detrimental effects

on oxygen potential and pickup, the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio, alloy recovery, inclusion

characteristics, and microstructural development. For this initial study, fluorides were

added entirely as potassium fluoride and varied from zero to thirty weight percent of the

powder fill.

5.1.1 Welding Characteristics

To study the effects of fluoride additions on the welding behavior, the first step

was to look at the stability of the welding arc. Voltage and current were measured

directly with a data acquisition program on a personal computer during the welding of

bead-on-plate welds, using the welding parameters presented in Table 14 in the

experimental procedures section. The voltages and currents measured for the metal-cored,

yttrium- containing consumables and the potassium fluoride additions to yttrium-

containing consumables are presented in Table 16.

All welds made in this portion of the study were made using identical process

settings: voltage, wire- feed rate, travel speed, gas and gas flow, and electrode
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Table 16: Measured Arc Parameters of the Metal-Cored, Yttrium-Containing
Consumables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables.

Consumable KF Current Voltage Heat Input
ID Additions A I (A) (V) A V (kJ/mm)

Metal-Cored Yttrium-Containing Consumables
0-1-C 0 26.3 545 25.69 0.47 2.4
0-1-D 0 66.4 526 25.91 0.54 2.4

0-2 0 23.8 528 25.62 0.68 2.4

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables
1-1-C 5 27.8 448 26.79 1.27 2.1
1-1-D 5 53.2 422 25.61 2.31 1.9
1-2-C 10 30.6 445 26.16 1.38 2.0
1-2-D 10 39.5 437 25.93 1.54 2.0

1-3 15 38.2 341 26.03 1.00 1.6
1-4 20 47.2 328 26.37 1.52 1.5
1-5 25 39.8 344 26.61 1.61 1.6
1-6 30 26.2 343 26.13 1.43 1.6

extension. Figure 54 compares the average voltages and variations in voltage as the

fluoride additions increase from zero to thirty weight percent of the powder fill. It can be

seen from this plot that the average voltage remained constant over the entire range of

fluoride additions as expected. The variation in voltage, AV, was seen to increase as the

additions of fluoride increased. Thus, the addition of potassium fluoride decreased arc

stability, and as the additions increased further, the arc became more unstable with a AV

in excess of 1.5 volts. This decrease in arc stability resulted in difficulties during the

welding process. This change was expected to: 1) adversely affect weld bead

morphology, weld metal compositions and recoveries, 2) increase weld metal oxygen,

hydrogen, and nitrogen content, 3) increase porosity, and 4) reduce weld metal strength

and toughness. 0
Figure 55 compares the average current and the variation in current as the fluoride _

additions increase. As the amount of potassium fluoride in the consumable increased, the
9

9

0
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Figure 54: Plot showing the average voltage and change in voltage as additions of
potassium fluoride to the powder fill increase.
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Figure 55: Plot showing the average currents and change in current as additions of
potassium fluoride to the powder fill increase.
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current was observed to decrease while the average change in current, Al, remained

relatively constant at approximately 38 amperes. The presence of potassium fluoride in

the welding consumable decreased the current measured during welding as expected,

because the current carried through the electrode is dependent upon the conductivity of

the electrode. An electrode that contains a fully metal core should carry the largest

amount of current through the electrode. When a material that is nonconductive, such as

potassium fluoride in this case, is added to an electrode, the current carried through that

electrode should be less than the current carried through the metal-cored electrode.

Consequently, when the amount of potassium fluoride is increased, the conductivity of

the electrode should decrease. Since the additions of fluorides reduced the current during

welding, heat input decreased, altering the cooling rate and resulting microstructures.

5.1.2 Weld Bead Morphology Analysis

Following the analysis of the welding characteristics, the bead-on-plate welds

produced were examined for porosity and the weld bead contact angles, penetrations,

widths, and reinforcements. Table 17 shows the results of these measurements for the

welds produced with the metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables and the potassium

fluoride additions to yttrium-containing consumables. Clark [9] reported that the addition

of yttrium-containing materials also reduced wetting and fluidity of the molten weld

metal. The metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables produced at CSM have contact 0
angles in excess of 500. It can be seen that the addition of fluorides further increased the

contact angle to greater than 1000, showing that the potassium fluoride also reduced

wetting and molten metal fluidity. Furthermore, the addition of fluorides also decreased

the width and penetration of the weld beads. Since both the yttrium additions and fluoride

additions reduce wetting and fluidity, the presence of porosity was expected to become

more significant as the addition of fluorides increased. Figure 56 shows the transverse

cross sections of representative bead-on-plate 0

0
0
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Table 17: Representative Measurements of Weld Bead Macrostructures of the Metal-
* Cored, Yttrium-Containing Consumables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to
* Yttrium-Containing Consumables.

Contact Penetration Width
* Consumable ID Angle (mm) J(mm) Reinforcement (mm)

Metal-Cored Yttrium-Containing Consumables
0-1-C 68.5 4.1 12.8 3.7

* 0-1-D 44.0 4.0 15.6 4.3
0-2 47.5 4.5 12.0 4.8

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables

1-1-C 99.6 3.5 11.8 4.4
* 1-1-D 86.0 3.7 14.3 4.6

1-2-C 108.0 2.7 9.7 4.4
1-2-D 97.0 3.1 12.2 4.3

1-3 109.6 2.9 10.2 4.5
1-4 110.1 2.7 11.1 4.4
1-5 112.5 2.6 12.6 4.7

* 1-6 112.5 2.3 11.1 4.5

welds, showing the significant increase of porosity as the fluoride additions increased

from zero to thirty weight percent powder fill.

*' The significant increase in porosity shown in Figure 56 was attributed to two

0 possibilities. The first possibility is that potassium fluoride is hygroscopic. As such, there

* is a high probability that moisture may be present within the welding consumable. To

* minimize this problem, the potassium fluoride was baked at approximately 600'C to

release any moisture contained within the KF for wires manufactured at CSM.

Supporting this assumption, the consumables containing potassium fluoride that were

manufactured by Devasco International (which is located in Houston, Texas, where the

average humidity is around eighty percent, compared to the twenty percent or less

experienced in Golden) produced welds with a much greater amount of porosity

compared to their counterparts manufactured at CSM, as can be seen
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k)

Figure 56: Representative photographs of cross sections of bead-on-plate welds produced -
with the metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables (a) 0-1-C, (b) 0- 1-D, and (c) 0-2,
and welds produced with (d) 1-1-C, (e) 1-1-D, (f) 1-2-C, (g) 1-2-D, (h) 1-3, (i) 1-4, (1) 1-
5, and (k) 1-6 showing significant increases in porosity and contact angles with
increasing fluoride additions.
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Figure 56(d) and (e), and Figures 56(f) and (g). The second possibility is due to the

reduced fluidity of the molten weld metal. In this case, gases that form through reactions

*1 occurring in the molten weld metal become trapped under or within the solidified weld

metal. This phenomenon occurs because the weld metal solidifies before the gases are

able to escape out of the molten weld metal or into the slag layer. Evidence of this can be

seen in Figure 57, which shows a longitudinal cross section of a bead-on-plate weld. In

the figure, it can be seen that the gases that formed in the molten weld are rising to the

top of the weld, but become trapped by the solidified weld metal before they escape the

weld metal.

0m

* Figure 57: Photograph showing the trapping of gases in the solidified weld metal prior to
before the gases could escape the molten weld metal.

* 5.1.3 Microstructural Analysis

After examining the weld bead morphology of the bead-on-plate welds for the

metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables and the potassium additions to yttrium-

containing consumables, bead-on-bead welds were produced to examine the top-bead

microstructures and inclusion characteristics. This section covers the microstructural

analysis and the following section covers the analysis of the inclusion characteristics.

0
0
0
0
0
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The microstructural constituents of interest were primary or grain boundary ferrite

(PF), acicular ferrite (AF), ferrite with second phases aligned (FS(A)) and non-aligned

(FS(NA)), and martensite (M). Figures 58 through 68 shows representative

photomicrographs of the top bead microstructures of welds produced with the metal-

cored, yttrium and potassium fluoride containing consumables. Table 18 presents the

microstructural statistics of these welds.

Table 18: Microstructural Constituent Fractions Present in Welds Produced with the
Metal-Cored, Yttrium Containing Consumables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to
Yttrium-Containing Consumables

Weld KF Heat Input
ID Additions (kJ/mm) PF(G) I FS(A) J FS(NA) AF M

Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables
0-1-C 0 2.4 10 57 4 29 0.3
0-1-D 0 2.4 20 14 15 50 1.3

0-2 0 2.4 3 14 8 72 3.2
Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium Containing Consumables

1-1-C 5 2.1 9 42 5 44 0.2
1-1-D 5 1.9 8 40 6 47 0.3
1-2-C 10 2.0 12 36 7 45 0.4
1-2-D 10 2.0 12 32 9 48 0.3

1-3 15 1.6 8 44 10 38 0.4
1-4 20 1.5 17 41 13 29 0.4
1-5 25 1.6 11 59 9 20 0.5 -
1-6 30 1.6 11 65 9 15 0.5

0

The addition of potassium fluoride was detrimental to the microstructural0

development of the weld metal. Welds produced with consumable 0-2, Figure 60,

exhibited excellent microstructures, containing an excess of seventy percent acicular

ferrite. This was an improvement from the first metal-cored, yttrium-containing

0

0I
0
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Figure 58: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with the 0- 1 -C

consumable, consisting of about 60 percent ferrite with second phases (aligned and non-
'O aligned combined), 30 percent acicular ferrite, and 10 percent grain boundary ferrite.
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* Figure 59: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with the 0-1-D

consumable, consisting of 50 percent acicular ferrite, 29 percent ferrite with second

abphases, and 20 percent grain boundary ferrite.
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Figure 60: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 0-2,

consisting of 72 percent acicular ferrite, 22 percent ferrite with second phases, and 3
percent grain boundary ferrite. 
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Figure 61: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-1-C,
consisting of 44 percent acicular ferrite, 47 percent ferrite with second phases, and 9

percent grain boundary ferrite.5
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I* Figure 62: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1- l-D,
consisting of 47 percent acicular ferrite, 46 percent ferrite with second phases, and 7

* percent primary ferrite.
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i• Figure 63: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-2-C,

* consisting of 45 percent acicular ferrite, 43 percent ferrite with the second phases, and 12
*• percent primary ferrite.
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Figure 64: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-2-D,
consisting of 48 percent acicular ferrite, 41 percent ferrite with the second phases, and 11I
percent primary ferrite.
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Figure 65: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-3,0
consisting of 54 percent ferrite with the second phases, 38 percent acicular ferrite, and 80
percent primary ferrite.
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* Figure 66: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-4,
consisting of 54 percent ferrite with the second phases, 29 percent acicular ferrite, and 17
percent primary ferrite.
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•I Figure 67: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-5,
consisting of 68 percent ferrite with the second phases, 20 percent acicular ferrite, and 12

S~percent primary ferrite.
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i• Figure 67: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-5,

0 consisting of 68 percent ferrite with the second phases, 20 percent acicular ferrite, and 12

* percent primary ferrite.
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Figure 68: Representative photomicrograph of welds produced with consumable 1-6,
consisting of 73 percent ferrite with the second phases, 15 percent acicular ferrite, and 11
percent primary ferrite.

consumables, 0-1 series, Figures 58 and 59, due to the changes in alloying additions. The

0-2 consumable was designed to have a lower nickel and manganese concentrations and

higher titanium and yttrium concentrations. These alterations showed to be beneficial,

increasing acicular ferrite content from less than fifty percent to greater than seventy

percent, and decreasing ferrite with second phases from greater than sixty percent to less

than 25 percent. The resulting chemical compositions are discussed in the following

section. The addition of potassium fluoride, however, reduced the fraction of acicular

ferrite from the seventy percent exhibited by the 0-2 consumable to about 45 percent with

five percent, Figures 61 and 62, and ten percent, Figures 63 and 64, potassium fluoride

additions, and to less than 35 percent with potassium fluoride additions in excess of ten

weight percent, Figures 65 through 68. 5
The analysis of the microstructures shows that the addition of fluorides increases 0

the amount of bainitic phases, apparently at the expense of acicular ferrite. These results

0l
0al

0
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suggests that the addition of fluorides not only reduce current and heat input as seen in

* Table 16, which changed the cooling rates of the weld metal and the resulting

microstrucutures, but also change the recovery of alloying elements and gas pickup, as

will be discussed in a later section. The results also suggest that the characteristics of the

inclusions are also affected by the fluoride additions, which may also be a result of

elemental recoveries and gas pickup.

* 5.1.4 Chemical Analysis

* Clark [9] reported that a weld metal composition of 2.5 weight percent nickel, 1.1

weight percent manganese, 0.2 weight percent molybdenum, 300 ppm titanium, and 3000
* to 900 ppm yttrium (depending on oxygen content) produced welds that contained

approximately seventy percent acicular ferrite and 25 percent ferrite with second phases.

* The dependency of yttrium on oxygen was used to group welds through the yttrium-to-

oxygen ratio, where an yttrium-to-oxygen ratio less than 1.3 resulted in a fine-grained,

0 acicular ferrite microstructure. An additional characterization was made using the carbon

equivalent of each type of weld metal. The carbon equivalent was calculated using the

Pc.. equation shown in Equation 57:

0
pcg =C+Si Mn Cu +Ni +Cr+ Mo V~ C --- +- +-+-- °+ --+ 5B. (57)

* 30 20 20 60 20 15 10
0
0 The carbon equivalent varies from one weld to another, and it may influence the steel

weld metal microstructure and mechanical properties.

To determine the chemical composition of the welds produced with the metal-

cored, yttrium-containing consumables and the potassium fluoride additions to yttrium-

containing consumables, top bead chemical analysis was performed on the bead-on-bead

welds. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 19. From these results, it can be
0
0
0•
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Table 19: Top-bead Chemical Composition for Welds Produced with the Metal-Cored,0
Yttrium- Containing Consumnables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-0
Containing Consumnables.

Metal-Cored Yttrium-
Containing Consumable Fluoride Additions to Yttrium- ContainingConsumnables

0-1-C 0-1I-D 0-2 C D C D 1-3 11-4 1-5 1-60

C %) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05

S (%) 0.01 10.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

Si (%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Mn (%) 1.47 1.42 1.14 1.41 1.40 1.40 1.41 0.74 0.44 0.63 0.69

Cu (%) 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.035 0.041 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.020 0.014 0.010

Cr %) 0.05 10.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Ni () 3.78 3.65 2.55 2.85 2.75 3.70 3.51 1.53 1.17 0.86 0.64

Mo(% 0.42 0.38 0.24 0.19 0.24 0.35 0.33 0.01 0.18 0.10 0.07

V (%) 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.003

Al (ppm) 170 170 180 120 110 90 110 60 60 70 60

Y (ppm) 320 330 650 800 770 310 480 110 290 170 120

Ti (ppm) 150 180 280 170 220 60 80 20 50 60 70

0O(ppm) 680 630 610 980 800 740 760 1120 1160 1190 15300

N (%) 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.100

Retained0
H ppm) 4.2 4.5 5.2 2.1 3.2 2.0 3.1 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6
Carbon

Equivalent
(iCM).. 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.10

Heat Input
(kJ/mm) 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 0

0
0
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seen that only consumable 0-2 was similar to the target composition mentioned above,

* which is also the weld that contained the highest acicular ferrite fraction. Consumables 0-

S1-C and 0- 1-D contained excessive nickel, manganese, and molybdenum contents and
0

were deficient in titanium. Consumables 1-1-C and 1-1-D were similar in nickel and

molybdenum content, but contained excessive manganese and deficient titanium

concentrations. Consumables 1-2-C and 1-2-D were similar in composition to the 0- 1-X

consumables. The other four consumables, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6, produced welds with

* compositions that were deficient in all the alloying elements listed in the target

composition.

* Due to the reduction in alloying elements as the potassium fluoride additions

"increased, the elemental recoveries were examined. The recoveries that resulted are

shown in Table 20. Figure 69 shows the recoveries of the six highly influential alloying

elements in this study: (a) nickel, (b) manganese, (c) molybdenum, (d) yttrium, (e)

titanium, and (f) aluminum, as they were affected by the addition of fluorides. As can be

seen in the plots, elemental recovery was drastically reduced when powder-fill potassium

fluoride content exceeded ten percent. This is expected to be a result of the arc instability

experienced. The other five consumables had similar recoveries for all of the elements.

Another notable occurrence was the increase in oxygen with increasing fluoride

additions. This increase can also be attributed to the increase in arc instability

experienced with increasing fluoride additions. To further characterize the welds

produced, a comparison of yttrium and oxygen was performed. Table 21 shows the

yttrium-to-oxygen ratios of welds produced with each of the consumables. Clark [9] had

suggested that an upper limit of 1.3 for this ratio would produce suitable inclusions for

nucleation of acicular ferrite. From this study, it can be suggested that 0.4 should be the

lower limit, because welds that had a ratio less than that consisted of microstructures

similar to those present by Clark as "yttrium- free" welds, which consisted of high

amounts of ferrite with second phases.

0
0
0
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Table 20: Elemental Recoveries of the Welds Produced with the Metal-Cored, Yttrium-
Containing Consumables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing
Consu m aables. Cab n H a

Carbon] Heat]

Weld KF Y/O Equivalent Input
ID Additions ratio (PCM) (kJ/mm) Y Ti Al Mn Ni Mo

Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables

0-1-C 0 0.47 0.22 2.4 6.1 14.9 30.4 64.3 91.2 81.4

0-1-D 0 0.52 0.21 2.4 6.3 17.9 30.4 62.2 88.1 73.7

0-2 0 1.07 0.17 2.4 10.6 9.3 23.8 52.2 85.9 52.6

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium Containing Consumables

1-1-C 5 0.82 0.19 2.1 13.0 5.6 15.9 64.5 96.0 41.7

1-1-D 5 0.96 0.19 1.9 12.5 7.3 14.6 64.0 92.7 52.6

1-2-C 10 0.42 0.21 2.0 5.0 2.0 11.9 64.0 89.3 76.7

1-2-D 10 0.63 0.20 2.0 7.8 2.7 14.6 64.5 84.7 72.4

1-3 15 0.10 0.13 1.6 1.8 0.7 7.9 33.9 51.6 1.3

1-4 20 0.25 0.11 1.5 4.7 1.7 7.9 20.1 39.4 39.5

1-5 25 0.14 0.10 1.6 2.8 2.0 9.3 28.8 29.0 21.9

1-6 30 0.08 0.10 1.6 2.0 2.3 7.9 31.6 21.6 15A

Table 21: Comparison of the Yttrium- to-Oxygen Ratio of Welds Produces with the
Metal-Cored, Yttrium-Containing Consumables and the Potassium Fluoride Additions to
Yttrium-Containing Consumables

Consumable ID Y (ppm) 0 (ppm) [Y]/[O] ratio
Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables

0-1-C 320 680 0.47
0-1-D 330 630 0.52

0-2 650 610 1.07

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium Containing Consumables
1-1-C 800 980 0.82
1-1-D 770 800 0.96
1-2-C 310 740 0.42
1-2-D 480 760 0.63

1-3 110 1120 0.10
1-4 290 1160 0.25
1-5 170 1190 0.14
1-6 120 1530 0.08

- 2. •• m i0
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SFigure 69: Elemental recoveries with changing potassium fluoride additions. (a) nickel,
(b) manganese, (c) molybdenum, (d) yttrium, (e) titanium, and (f) aluminum.
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5.1.5 Inclusion Analysis

Inclusion-assisted microstructural control has been intensely studied and applied

to improve the toughness of carbon- manganese and low-alloy steels over the past thirty

years. The microstructure of weld metals is refined by different inclusions, some of

which work as nucleation sites for acicular ferrite. Another effect of the inclusions is the

pinning of prior austenite grains from grain growth. The effect of a particular inclusion is

based on several characteristics: 1) number density, 2) volume fraction, 3) diameter, 4)

surface area, and 5) chemical composition.

The inclusions in the weldments produced during this study were characterized

using light microscopy. The results of inclusion characterizations for welds produced

with the metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables and the yttrium-potassium fluoride

consumables, with the exception of chemical composition, are shown in Table 22. The

three-dimensional diameter was calculated as the characteristic diameter using Equation

58:

d, (11) (58)

where V is the average volume of the inclusions. The three-dimensional characteristics

were calculated from two-dimensional measurements assuming all of the inclusions were

spherical and randomly distributed throughout the weld metal. According to Clark [9],

this assumption is suitable if the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio is less than 3.7.

Clark [9] characterized inclusions and summarized the results into three

categories: yttrium- free welds, high- yttrium welds, and low-to- moderate-yttrium welds.

The division between these categories was based on the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio, where a

ratio of 3.7 represents the stoichiometric balance of yttria (Y20 3). The high-yttrium welds
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* Table 22: Results of Inclusion Characterization for Welds Produced with the Metal-
Cored, Yttrium-Containing Consumables and Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-0Containing Consumables.

Consumable Volume 3D Characteristic Density Surface Area Heat Input
ID Percent Diameter (gm) (10 7/mm3) (107 [Lm 2/mm3 ) (kJ/Mm)

Metal-Cored Yttrium- Containing Consumables

*0-1-C 0.38 0.37 1.85 3.11 2.4
* 0-1-D 0.56 0.40 2.13 4.23 2.4
* 0-2 1.02 0.53 1.68 5.82 2.4
* Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium-Containing Consumables
* 1-1-C 1.12 0.59 1.31 5.70 2.1

1-1-D 1.14 0.60 1.34 5.89 1.9
1-2-C 1.33 0.60 1.45 6.63 2.0
1-2-D 1.28 0.59 1.43 6.42 2.0

* 1-3 1.23 0.59 1.41 6.20 1.6
*1-4 1.48 0:59 1.70 7.49 1.5
* 1-5 1.05 0.58 1.26 5.40 1.6
* 1-6 1.02 0.58 1.28 5.33 1.6

produced welds with inclusions that are clustered and non-spherical, whereas the yttrium-

0 free and low-to-moderate yttrium welds were reported to form spherical and randomly

* distributed inclusions. The yttrium-free welds from Clark and Edwards' [10, 11, 12]

studies formed complex inclusions containing aluminum, titanium, manganese, silicon,0
Siron, and sulfur. Welds with an yttrium- to-oxygen ratio of up to 1.3 formed complex

inclusions cortaining aluminum, yttrium, titanium, sulfur, and in some cases, manganese

and silicon; and allowed for the formation of yttrium-containing inclusions such as

Syttrium- aluminum garnet with evenly distributed titanium content throughout the

* inclusions, possibly substituting for aluminum.

0 The metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumables developed in this study

produced inclusion characteristics similar to those determined by Clark [9]. Clark

reported the inclusion volume percent to be between 0.30 and 1.0 percent for welds

0
0
0

01
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containing a low-to-moderate yttrium content. The number density reported by Clark was

between 1.55 x 107 and 4.80 x 107 inclusions per cubic millimeter and an inclusion

surface area between 2.85 x 107 and 7.86 x 107 square microns per cubic millimeter of

weld metal. Figure 70 shows representative photomicrographs of the unetched weld

samples used in the inclusion characteristics study for the metal-cored yttrium-containing

consumables. In these micrographs, the inclusions can be seen to be predominately

spherical in shape and randomly distributed throughout the weld metal.

The addition of potassium fluoride altered the formation of the weld metal

inclusions. The first noticeable effect was the slight reduction in the inclusion number

density. The addition of potassium fluoride increased the diameter from approximately

0.5 microns to 0.6 microns. It also caused a slight increase in volume percent from less

than one percent for the potassium- free welds to 1.1 volume percent or greater. Total

surface area also increased from the addition of fluorides. Figure 71 shows representative

photomicrographs of unetched weld samples produced with the potassium fluoride

additions to yttrium-containing consumables. In these micrographs, fewer inclusions exist

as compared to the welds made with the metal-cored yttrium- containing consumables. '

Control of the inclusion size is important to develop an optimized microstructure.

For instance, if there is a large density of the small inclusions in the weld metal, the prior

austenite grains are pinned and prevented from growing, resulting in a large number of

small grains, but a large area of grain boundaries. Grain boundary ferrite and ferrite with 0
second phases nucleate from the prior austenite grain boundaries and grow into the grain. 0
The larger inclusions that act as intragranular nucleation sites can nucleate acicular ferrite

m
but this phase is limited in growth. Less intragranular area for transformation is available,

and the phases that nucleate from the grain boundaries grow into the grain, consuming a

major fraction of the intragranular area.

0
0
0

0
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Figure 70: Representative photomicrographs of the unetched weld samples used in the0 inclusion characteristics study for the metal-cored yttrium-containing consumables (a) 0-
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S~Figure 71(cont.): Representative photomicrographs of the unetched weld samples used in

Sthe inclusion characteristics study for the potassium fluoride additions to yttriumt-

S~containing consumables (a) 1-1-C, (b) 1-1-D, (c) 1-2-C, (d) 1-2-C, (e) 1-3, (f) 1-4, (g) I-
S~5, and (h) 1-6.
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The optimal condition to develop a microstructure consisting primarily of acicular

ferrite is to have a high density of inclusions with a diameter greater than 0.4 micron and

a small density of smaller inclusions randomly distributed- throughout the weld metal.

This type of distribution would allow for prior austenite grains to be pinned, but with a

much larger grain size so that the intragranular inclusions can nucleate acicular ferrite

before the phases nucleated at the grain boundary impinge. Figure 72 shows the size

distributions for the welds produced with the metal-cored, yttrium-containing and the

potassium- fluoride-and-yttrium-containing consumables, where a majority of the

consumables were larger than 0.4 microns and a noticeable shift in inclusion diameter

with the addition of potassium fluoride can be seen.

The descriptions mentioned above would suggest that all of the welds should

consist of a high acicular ferrite, which contradicts what was observed. This observation

.suggests that the chemical composition of the weld metal altered the microstructures. The

target chemical composition of 2.5 weight percent nickel, 1.1 weight percent manganese,

0.2 weight percent molybdenum, 300 ppm titanium, and 300 to 900 ppm yttrium was

shown by Clark [9] to produce welds with large fractions of acicular ferrite when the -

yttrium- to-oxygen ratio was between 0.4 and 1.3. Increased oxygen pickup with larger -

amounts of potassium fluoride, as well as the decreased titanium, yttrium and aluminum

recoveries, suggests that undesired inclusion types that do not promote the formation of

acicular ferrite formed. For the welds produced without potassium fluoride, there was an 5
insufficient amount of titanium and aluminum, leading to a similar lack of desired 0
inclusion types. Furthermore, according to Liu and Olson [97] and Fleck [38], who 0
correlated the effect of weld metal oxygen content on austenite grain size, prior austenite I

0
grain size decreases with increasing oxygen content. This dependency on oxygen content

suggests that the excessive oxygen content (greater than 1100 ppm) observed in welds

made with a consumable containing more than ten percent potassium fluoride, was

expected to result in smaller prior austenite grains, and therefore, provide for the
S
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formation of grain boundary ferrite or ferrite with second phases rather than acicular

ferrite.

5.1.6 Summary of the Integration of Fluorides to Yttrium-Containing Consumables

From the above results, excessive additions of potassium fluoride to the yttrium-

containing consumables is detrimental to welding characteristics, alloying element

recovery, inclusion development, and thus microstructural development. Potassium

fluoride additions of more than ten percent of the powder fill produce welds with poor

properties; i.e., significant porosity, minimal fine-grained microstructures, high oxygen

content, etc. For these reasons, the potassium fluoride additions to yttrium-containing

consumables 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 were eliminated from further study.

5.2 Integrating Additional Flux Ingredients to Yttrium-Containing Consumables

Continuing the study of the integration of fluoride additions and yttrium additions

to a single FCAW consumable required two major parts: the improvement of molten

weld metal fluidity, and the addition of other ingredients associated with fluoride-

containing consumables. In this part of the study, attempts to improve molten weld metal

fluidity through the addition of ferrosilicon were performed. In addition, potassium

fluoride, calcium fluoride, calcium carbonate, silica, alumina, and potassium oxide were

integrated with metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumable 0-2, which had produced the
bbest characteristics in the first part of the study.

0
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* 5.2.1 Improving Molten Weld Metal Fluidity with Ferrosilicon

S Improvement of molten weld metal fluidity was necessary to minimize porosity

and improve weld metal contact angle. A quick experiment was performed using0
consumable 1-2-C. In this experiment, a 2-mm-thick layer of ferrosilicon, blended with

acetone to form a paste, was placed onto a steel plate, then welded over using the same

arc parameters as before. Figure 73 compares the longitudinal cross section of welds

made with this consumable before and after the use of ferrosilicon. In addition, the

S contact angles of the same welds were 108 degrees before and 43 degrees after the

* addition of ferrosilicon, obviously improving the weld bead morphology. The metal-S
cored, yttrium-containing consumable 0-3 was then designed to have identical alloying

element additions as consumable 0-2, but to also incorporate one weight percent

5 ferrosilicon. The comparison of the resulting macroscopic measurements is shown in

5 Table 23, demonstrating the improved wetting, decreasing from nearly 50 degrees

* without ferrosilicon to less than 40 degrees with the addition of ferrosilicon.

S Further comparison of welds produced with consumables 0-2 and 0-3 included

microstructural development, inclusion characteristics, and chemical analysis. Figure 74

compares representative photomicrographs of each consumable. The fractions of each

microstructural constituent are shown in Table 24. There was a minor decrease in acicular

ferrite content from about 72 percent to 67 percent, a minor decrease in ferrite with

second phases, a slight increase in martens ite, and an increase of five percent in grain

* boundary ferrite. Table 25 compares the top-bead chemical analysis of these welds,

Sshowing minor changes in composition, carbon equivalents, and yttrium-to-oxygen ratios.

In terms of inclusion characteristics, there was a decrease of about 0.15 volume percent

S while the diameters, number density, and surface areas were similar as can be seen in

* Table 26.
S
0
S
0
S
S
S
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(a) (b)

Figure 73: Longitudinal cross-section showing the decrease in porosity achieved when
ferrosilicon paste was applied in combination with the 1-2-C consumable. Weld metal (a)
was made without ferrosilicon and weld metal (b) was made with ferrosilicon.

Table 23: Measurements of the Weld Beads Produced with Consumables 0-2 and 0-3.
Consumable 0-3 Contained One Weight Percent Ferrosilicon.

Consumable Contact Penetration Width Reinforcement
ID Angle (mm) (mm) (mm)

0-2 47.5 4.5 12.0 4.8 -
0-3 39.5 3.9 17.1 5.1

n
S

Table 24: Microstructural Constituent Fractions for Welds Produced with Consumables
0-2 and 0-3._____________________________Carbon Heat Constituent Fractions
Consumable Y/O Equivalent Input

ID ratio (Pcm) (kJ/mm) PF(G) FS(A) FS(NA) AF M 5
0-2 1.07 0.17 2.4 3 14 8 72 3
0-3 0.98 0.16 2.4 8 13 7 67 5 1

S
n

S
n

S
n

S

S
S
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Figure 74: Representative photomicrographs of welds produced with the (a) 0-2 and (b)
0-3 consumnables, where the microstructure constituents are listed in Table 24.
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Table 25: Top-Bead Chemical Analysis of Welds Produced with Consumables 0-2 and 0-
3. _

C (%) S (%) Si (%) Mn (%) Cu (%) Cr (%) Ni (%) Mo (%)

0-2 0.05 0.01 0.02 1.14 0.017 0.05 2.55 0.24

0-3 0.04 0.01 0.09 1.11 0.024 0.05 2.49 0.28 _

Carbon Heat
Al Y Ti 0 Retained Equivalent Input 0

V (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) N(%) H (ppm) (PCM) (kJ/mm)

0-2 0.005 180 650 280 610 0.11 5.2 0.17 2.4

0-3 0.005 180 610 240 620 0.10 5.2 0.16 2.4

0

Table 26: Inclusion Characteristics of Inclusions Contained in Welds Produced with
Consumables 0-2 and 0-3. t_

3D [%Y]/ Carbon Heat

Volume Characteristic Density Surface Area [%0] Equivalent Input
ID % Diameter (jtm) (107/mm3) (107 g.tm

2/mm 3) Ratio (PcM) (kJ/mm)

0-2 1.02 0.525 1.7 5.8 1.07 0.17 2.4

0-3 0.88 0.51 1.6 5.2 0.98 0.16 2.4

0

5.2.2 Addition of Other Flux Ingredients to Yttrium-Containing Consumables
0

From the experiments studying the addition of ferrosilicon, five additional

consumables were designed to study and compare welding characteristics and weld bead 0
morphology. These consumables were designed such that consumable 2-1 was similar to

consumable 1-1-C and -D, except for the addition of one weight percent ferrosilicon.

Consumables 2-2 and 2-3 were designed such that a flux blend consisting of calcium

fluoride, potassium fluoride, calcium carbonate, silica, alumina, and potassium oxide was 0
added to the powder composition used in consumable 0-2 at five and ten weight percent,

respectively. Consumables 2-4 and 2-5 were designed similarly to 2-2 and 2-3, except
repetvey Cnumbes24 nd25 ee eige smlalyt 22an -3 xcp

0
0
0
0
0
0
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that the flux blend was added to the powder fill used for consumable 0-3 at five and ten

weight percent, respectively, so that the effect of ferrosilicon could be studied.

There was considerable difficulty in welding with these consumables. During

welding, these consumables produced a very unstable arc, with standard deviations of0
voltage as high as two volts. The four consumables containing calcium carbonate were

* difficult to produce weld lengths greater than three inches. This was attributed to the fact

that calcium carbonate decomposes to calcium oxide and carbon dioxide at

approximately 900'C, which is estimated to be located at one inch from the electrode tip.

In FCAW processes, this distance is located within the contact tip, which is only slightly

wider than the electrode. As the calcium carbonate decomposes and forms carbon dioxide0
gas, the electrode either will form a bulge and cause excessive friction in the contact tip,

or it will cause a "bullet-in-a-gun-barrel" type action and eject the parts of the electrode.

* This effect led to an unstable arc where the electrode would stick in the contact tip

because the formation of carbon dioxide would cause the electrode to expand, fracture

and expel the piece of electrode that broke off, and possibly melt the copper contact tip.

* Due to the difficulties encountered during welding with these consumables, only

bead-on-plate welds were produced. The measurements of the contact angles,0
penetrations, widths, and reinforcements are shown in Table 27. Compared to the welds

produced with consumables 0-2 and 0-3, the contact angle increased, as well as the weld

bead widths and reinforcements, but the penetrations were seen to decrease. Also, due to

the arc instability, porosity became significant in these welds. With these observations,

consumables 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 were eliminated from further study, primarily due to

* the difficulties caused by the calcium carbonate decomposition.

Consumable 2-1 was studied more in depth because welding was a little more

* stable, although it still had a AV in excess of 1.25 volts. Comparing the macrostructure

measurements of welds produced with this consumable and consumable 1-1-C and -D,

* shown in Table 28, showed that the ferrosilicon addition was effective in reducing the

Scontact angle, although the penetration, width, and reinforcement were decreased. In0
0
0
0
0
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Table 27: Measurements of the Weld Beads Produced with Consumables 2-2, 2-3, 2-4,
and 2-5.

Consumable Contact Penetration Width Reinforcement
ID Angle (mm) (mm) (mm)

2-2 60.2 4.0 17.1 5.1

2-3 61 3.4 18.2 4.8
2-4 55 3.8 20.1 5.2
2-5 57 3.5 20.5 5.1

Table 28: Measurements of the Weld Beads Produced with Consumables 1- 1-C, 1-2-C,
and 2-1.

Consumable Contact Penetration Width Reinforcement
ID Angle (mm) (mm) (mm)

1-1-C 99.6 3.5 11.8 4.4
1-1-D 86 3.7 14.3 4.6

2-1 55 1.2 11.4 4.3

bead-on-bead welds, a significant amount of porosity developed, which made obtaining

the chemical composition impossible. Furthermore, it showed that either the amount of

ferrosilicon was insufficient to counteract the detrimental effects of the potassium 9
fluoride, the potassium fluoride hydrated, or a combination of both. Due to a shortage of 0
material, particularly ferroyttrium, further iterations using this consumable composition 0
(or variations of it) were not possible.

0
This section of the study touched on the possible benefits of using ferrosilicon as

a flux/metal core ingredient, but still needs further study. With the shortage of material

encountered during this study, designing and manufacturing additional FCAW

consumables to further study ferrosilicon effects and the addition of the other flux

ingredients to a yttrium-containing consumable was not possible. As an alternative

procedure, the flux ingredients were introduced to the welding process as a paste.

0

0
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* 5.3 Integration of Flux Ingredients Through the Use of a Paste
0
* In this part of the study, four flux paste blends were prepared so that the flux

ingredients that were used in the previous section (with calcium oxide substituted for

calcium carbonate) could be evaluated. The consumable that was used during the welding

was the 0- 1-D consumable because it was the only metal-cored, yttrium-containing

consumable with a sufficient amount remaining to make comparable welds. The

compositions of the flux pastes can been found in Table 10. The same analytical methods

* were performed in this part of the study as were used in the first part.

5.3.1 Welding Characteristics9

9 The measured voltages and currents, and their variations, are shown in Table 29.

9 Comparing these values to those of the previously studied consumables, current was seen

9 to decrease for each "paste" and the average voltage had increased to nearly thirty volts.

* Welds produced with fluxes 3-1 and 3-2 were very stable with AV's of 0.25 and 0.35

5 respectively, and similar stability was experienced with current. On the other hand, welds

* produced with fluxes 3-3 and 3-4 had variations in voltage approaching one volt and less

* stability in the current. The pastes were blended such that blends 3-1 and 3-2 contained

* the equivalent of five percent potassium fluoride if it were blended with the metal powder

* additions, with the latter containing the equivalent of one percent ferrosilicon. Blends 3-3

*0 and 3-4 did not contain potassium fluoride additions, but 3-4 contained the equivalent of

one percent ferrosilicon. Since the fluxes were added in the form of a paste, it was

unclear what caused the variations between the four fluxes other than the presence of

* potassium fluoride in the first two.

0
9
9
S
S
0
9
S
Sl
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Table 29: Measured Current, Voltage, and the Variations During Welding with
Consumables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4.

Consumable Current Voltage Heat Input
ID Al (A) (V) A V (kJ/mm)

3-1 42 258 29.9 0.25 2.4
3-2 38 258 29.6 0.35 2.4
3-3 62 264 31.2 0.81 2.6
3-4 66 266 30.5 0.92 2.5

5.3.2 Weld Bead Morphology

In this part of the study, the bead-on-plate welds were examined for porosity and

the weld bead contact angles, penetrations, widths, and reinforcements were measured.

Table 30 shows the results of these measurements for the welds produced with these flux

pastes. Comparing these results to those of the previously reported, it can be seen that the

contact angles were greater than the welds produced with the metal-cored, yttrium-

containing consumables, but were less than those containing potassium fluoride. This

suggests that addition of potassium fluoride alone is detrimental to the weld bead

morphology, but incorporating the other ingredients with potassium fluoride improves

wetting and molten weld metal fluidity. The other fluoride additions apparently produce

wider welds with greater reinforcement. Penetration was reduced, but this may be due to

the fact that the flux was pasted onto the plate rather than incorporated into the 0
consumable. .

Pastes 3-1 and 3-2, which improved molten weld metal fluidity better than the 0
0

flux pastes 3-3 and 3-4, did not produce significant porosity in the weld metal. Welds

produced with pastes 3-3 and 3-4 produced welds with porosity that was visible in the

transverse cross-section, suggesting possible contamination or moisture in the paste. This

was unexpected because the latter two pastes did not contain potassium fluoride, unlike

the pastes 3-1 and 3-2.

0w
0w
0
0
0
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Table 30: Measurements of the Weld Beads Produced with Consumables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3,
and 3-4.

Consumable Contact Penetration Width Reinforcement
ID Angle (mm) (mm) (mm)
3-1 55 2.5 23.5 6.1
3-2 65 3.0 21.3 8.2
3-3 85 1.8 19.5 5.9

* 3-4 74 2.7 20.1 7.6

Due to the porosity that was present in the bead-on-plate welds produced with the

3-3 and 3-4 flux pastes, the bead-on-bead welds were expected to multiply the amount of

porosity from one pass to the next. This occurrence was observed and proved to make

microstructural characterization and chemical analysis difficult. Consequently, these

consumables were eliminated from further analysis.

5.3.3 Microstructural Analysis

After examining the weld bead morphology of the bead-on-plate welds for the

flux-paste consumables 3-1 and 3-2, bead-on-bead welds were produced to examine the

top-bead microstructures and inclusion characteristics. This section covers the

microstructural analysis, and the following section covers the analysis of the inclusion

characteristics.

Representative photomicrographs of the top-bead microstructures of welds

produced with paste fluxes 3-1 and 3-2 are shown in Figure 75. The microstructural

constituent fractions are shown in Table 3 1. Both, pastes produced welds with similar

microstructures consisting of approximately sixty percent acicular ferrite, thirty percent

ferrite with second phases, five percent martensite, and five to ten percent grain boundary

ferrite. Compared to consumables 0-2 and 0-3, there was a decrease in acicular ferrite
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Figure 75: Representative photomnicrographs of welds produced using the 0- 1 -D
consumable and the (a) 3-1 or (b) 3-2 flux pastes, where the constituent contents are
shown in Table 3 1.0
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*Table 31: Microstructural Constituent Fractions for Welds Produced Using the 3-1 and 3-
* 2 Flux Pastes.

Carbon Heat ConstituentFractions
*Consumable Y/O Equivalent Input
*ID ratio (PCM) (kJ/mm) PF(G) FS(A) FS(NA) AF M

*3-1 0.71 0.17 2.4 9 16 12 58 5

0 3-2 0.74 0.17 2.4 7 16 14 57 5

0
content, but they contained more than the welds produced with the potassium- fluoride-

containing consumables.

* 5.3.4 Chemical Analysis

The welds were made with the expectation of maintaining a target composition of

2.5 weight percent nickel, 1.1 weight percent manganese, 0.2 weight percent

Smolybdenum, 300 ppm titanium, and 300 to 900 ppm yttrium (depending on oxygen

* content). The top-bead chemical composition is given in Table 32. Both of these

* comsumables produced weld metals with compositions slightly high in nickel and

insufficient in titanium, but the appropriate concentrations of yttrium, manganese, and

0 molybdenum. Both weld metal microstructures contained a fraction of about sixty percent

*D acicular ferrite, suggesting high impact toughness and high strength. The elemental0
recoveries are given in Table 33. The recoveries of nickel, manganese, molybdenum,

yttrium, and titanium were similar to those of the welds produced with consumable 0-2

and 0-3. The recoveries of silicon and aluminum are larger due to the presence of these

elements in the paste flux. The comparison of the yttrium-to-oxygen ratios are given in

* Table 34. The yttrium-to-oxygen ratios are within the desired range for improved weld

0 metal characteristics.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 32: Top-Bead Chemical Analysis of Welds Produced with the 0- 1-D Consumable
Using the 3-1 and 3-2 Flux Pastes.

C (%) S (%) Si (%) Mn (%) Cu (%) Cr (%) Ni(%) Mo(%)

3-1 0.04 0.02 0.06 1.20 0.015 0.04 2.84 0.26

3-2 0.04 0.01 0.12 1.17 0.016 0.05 2.88 0.22
Carbon Heat

Al Y Ti 0 Retained Equivalent Input
V (%) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (m) N (%) H (ppm) (PCM) (kJ/mm)

3-1 0.005 250 480 210 680 0.11 5.7 0.17 2.4

3-2 0.004 240 490 220 660 0.12 5.3 0.16 2.4

Table 33: Elemental Recoveries of Welds Produced with the 0- 1-D Consumable Using
the 3-1 and 3-2 Flux Pastes.

Carbon Heat
Consumable Y/O Equivalent Input S

MD ratio (Pm) (kJ/mm) Y Ti Al Si* Mn Ni Mo

3-1 0.71 0.17 2.4 9.1 20.9 44.8 183 52.5 68.5 50.4

3-2 0.74 0.16 2.4 9.3 21.9 43.0 365 51.2 69.5 42.6
" Silicon values present in flux paste blend were not accountea For cdung tne calculation or recovery. 5

0
0

Table 34: Yttrium-to-Oxygen Ratios of the Welds Produced with the 0-1 -D Consumable
Using the 3-1 and 3-2 Flux Pastes.

Consumable ID Y (ppm) 0 (ppm) [Y]/[O] ratio

3-1 480 680 0.71 5
3-2 490 660 0.74 5

,Sl

: : , 7,-" •u 0
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*• 5.3.5 Inclusion Analysis

The results of inclusion characterizations for welds produced with these flux paste
0 consumables, with the exception of chemical composition, are shown in Table 35. These
0 consumables produced welds contained inclusion with larger diameters than those found

0_ in the previously studied welds. Paste 3-1 produced welds with a larger volume percent,

0 smaller number density, and similar total surface area when these results are compared to

0 those of other welds. Paste 3-2 produced welds with a similar volume percent, much

0 lower number density, and about half the total surface area. Figure 76 shows

0 representative photomicrographs of the unetched weld samples used in the inclusion

0 S~characteristics for this part of the study. In these micrographs, the inclusions can still be

seen to be predominately spherical in shape and randomly distributed throughout the

* weld metal.

* Since there is an even smaller number density than that found in the analysis

0 reported for the first part of the study, larger prior austenite grains are expected, leading

to a fine-grained, acicular ferrite microstructure, which was observed as mentioned

above. Furthermore, since the optimal condition to develop a microstructure consisting

* primarily of acicular ferrite is to have a high density of inclusions with a diameter greater

0 than 0.4 micron and a small density of smaller inclusions randomly distributed

0 throughout the weld metal, which occurs in these welds, the fine-grained, acicular ferrite

microstnicture was expected.

00
* Table 35: Characteristics of Inclusions Studied in the Welds Produced with the 0- 1-D

Consumable Using the 3-1 and 3-2 Pastes.
3D

* Characteristic [%Y]/ Carbon Heat
Consumable Volume Diameter Density Surface Area [%0] Equivalent Input

ID % (itm) (107 /mm3 ) (107 imZ/mm3) Ratio (PcM) (kJ/mm)

3-1 1.37 0.84 0.56 4.93 0.71 0.17 2.4

0 1 3-2 0.70 0.78 0.35 2.67 0.74 0.17 2.4

0
0

0
0
O
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Figure 76: Representative photomicrographs of the unetched weld samples produced with
the 0-1-D consumable using the (a) 3-1 and (b) 3-2 flux pastes.

5.4 Summary of Consumables Selected for Further Observation

The consumables that were selected for further observations were the four metal-

cored, yttrium-containing consumables, and consumables 1-1-C, 1-2-C, 3-1, and 3-2.

These consumables were selected because they produced the most stable arcs during

welding, had an yttrium-to-oxygen ratio between 0.4 and 1.3, produced welds consisting

of at 45 percent acicular ferrite or more, and had welds with no significant porosity.

There are several ways to compare these welds in terms of microstructure,

inclusion development, chemical composition, and element recoveries using the yttrium-

to-oxygen ratio, carbon equivalent, and heat input as comparison references. Table 36

compares the microstructural constituents present in the welds produced with the

consumables selected for further observations. Figure 77 shows the changes in the

microstructures as the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio changes. In this plot, it can be seen that the

amount of acicular ferrite present increases with increasing [%Y]/[%O] and the amount

of the other constituents decrease. Figure 78 shows the variation of each individual S
n

0
0
n

S
S&

0
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Table 36: Microstructural Constituent Fraction for Welds Produced with Consumables
Selected for Further Observations.

Carbon Heat
Weld KF Y/O Equivalent Input

ID Additions ratio (PCM) (kJ/mm) PF(G) FS(A) FS(NA) AF M

Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables

0-1-C 0 0.47 0.22 2.4 10 57 4 29 0.3

0-1-D 0 0.52 0.21 2.4 20 14 15 50 1

0-2 0 1.07 0.17 2.4 3 14 8 72 3

0-3 0 0.98 0.16 1 2.4 8 13 7 67 5

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium Containing Consumables

1-1-C 5 0.82 0.19 2.1 9 42 5 44 0.2

1-2-C 10 0.42 0.21 2.0 12 36 7 45 0.4'

Flux Paste with YttriuinContaining Consumable

3-1 0.71 0.17 2.4 9 16 12 58 5

3-2 0.74 0.17 2.4 7 16 14 57 5

80.0
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Figure 77: The microstructural constituents of experimental welds, shown as a function
of yttrium- to- oxygen ratio.
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constituent with carbon equivalent. From these figures, it can be seen that the optimal

Scarbon equivalent is between 0.16 and 0.17 weight percent. With CE values between 0.16

and 0.17, the microstructures consist of sixty percent or more acicular ferrite. These

results suggest that the welds with CE values between 0.16 and 0.17 weight percent0
would result in tough weld metals due to the significant amount of acicular ferrite.

In addition to the comparison of microstructures, the top-bead chemical

compositions were compared. Table 37 compares the chemical compositions of the welds

produced with the selected consumables. Figure 79 compares the elemental recoveries of

the alloying elements with the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio of the welds produced with the

selected consumables. Within the yttrium-to-oxygen ratios selected, most of the

recoveries were consistent, with the exception of yttrium, which should increase as the

ratio increases. Figure 80 compares the same recoveries with the carbon equivalent

values. As seen with microstructural development, a CE value between 0.16 and 0.17

weight percent resulted in chemical compositions most similar to the target composition.

Figure 81 compares the same recoveries as a result of heat input. Higher heat inputs

tended to result in higher alloy element recoveries.

Comparisons of the inclusion characteristics were also studied. Table 38

compares the inclusion characteristics of the welds produced with the selected

consumables. The most notable results are the increase in the characteristic diameters and

the decrease in inclusion density as non- metallic ingredients are added to the welds. The

most drastic changes can be seen during the study of the welds produced using the flux-

paste blends in association with a metal-cored, yttrium-containing consumable. The

increase in inclusion diameter and the decrease in inclusion number density would lead to

fewer intragranular nucleation sites and result in a coarser grain structure. The coarser

grain structure could limit the potential of improving the mechanical properties of the

welds that were produced with the consumables containing fluorides and other flux

* ingredients.

0
0
0
0
0
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Table 37: Top-Bead Chemical Analysis of Welds Produced with the Consumables
Selected for Further Observations.

Fluoride Additions Flux Paste with
to Yttrium- Yttrium-

Metal-Cored Yttrium- Containing Containing
Containing Consumable Consumables Consumable

0-1-C 0-1-D 0-2 0-3 1-1-C 1-2-C 3-1 3-2

C (%) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
S (%) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01

Si (%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.12
Mn(% 1.47 1.42 1.14 1.11 1.41 1.40 1.20 1.17

Cu(%) 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.024 0.035 0.006 0.015 0.016

Cr (%) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05
Ni (%) 3.78 3.65 2.55 2.49 2.85 3.70 2.84 2.88
Mo (%) 0.42 0.38 0.24 0.28 0.19 0.35 0.26 0.22

V (%) 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.004
Al (ppm) 170 170 180 180 120 90 250 240
Y (ppm) 320 330 650 610 800 310 480 490

Ti (ppm) 150 180 280 240 170 60 210 220
O (ppm) 680 630 610 620 980 740 680 660
N(%) 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.12

Retained -
H (ppm) 4.2 4.5 5.2 5.2 2.1 2.0 5.7 5.3 0
Carbon

Equivalent
(PCM) 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.17

Heat Input
(kJ/mm) 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.4

0

0-

0F
0S

0AI
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Figure 79: Elemental recoveries compared to the yttrium-to- oxygen ratio for (a) nickel,
(b) manganese, (c) molybdenum, (d) yttrium, (e) titanium, and (f) aluminum.
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Figure 80: Elemental recoveries compared to carbon equivalent for (a) nickel, (b)
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Figure 81: Elemental recoveries compared to heat input for (a) nickel, (b) manganese, (c)

molybdenum, (d) yttrium, (e) titanium, and (f) aluminum.
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Table 38: Characteristics of Inclusions Studied in Welds Produced with Consumables
Selected for Further Study.

3D KF [%Y]/ Carbon

Volume Characteristic Density Surface Area Addition [%0] Equivale
ID % Diameter (gm) (10 7/mm3 ) (107 gJm2/mm3) s(%) Ratio nt (PcM)

Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables

0- 1-C 0.38 0.37 1.85 3.11 0 0.47 0.22

0- 1-D 0.56 0.40 2.13 4.23 0 0.52 0.21

0-2 1.02 0.53 1.68 5.82 0 1.07 0.17

0-3 0.88 0.51 1.58 5.16 0 0.98 0.16

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttrium Containin), Consumables

1-1-C 1.12 0.59 1.31 5.70 5 0.82 0.19

1-2-C 1.33 0.60 1.45 6.63 10 0.42 0.21

1-2-D 1.28 0.59 1.43 6.42 10 0.63 0.20

Flux Paste with YttriurContaining Consumable _

3-1 1.37 0.84 0.56 4.93 . 0.71 0.17

3-2 0.70 0.78 0.35 2.67 . 0.74 0.17

After comparing the consumables selected for further study (0- 1-C, 0- l-D, 0-2, 0-

3, 1- 1-C, 1-2-C, 3-1, and 3-2) diffusible hydrogen and mechanical properties analyses

were performed. The results of these analyses will be discussed in the final two sections

of this study.

5.5 Diffusible Hydrogen Measurements

Only a limited number of diffusible hydrogen analyses were performed. The

primary purpose was to analyze the effect of potassium fluoride additions in combination

with yttrium additions. Diffusible hydrogen tests were performed with consumables 0- 1-

C, 0-l-D, 0-2, 1-1-C, 1-2-C, 2-1, 3-1, and 3-2. The results are reported in Table 39.

Yttrium has been reported to have the potential to reduce diffusible hydrogen to below

two milliliters per 100 grams weld metal when in the form of yttria or yttrium oxysulfide n

n

n

(S

SP
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0

inclusions in the weld metal [4]. For these inclusions to form so that yttrium is most

effective, the yttrium-to-oxygen ratio needs to exceed 3.7. At the lower levels of yttrium,

0O the weld deposits are not expected to contain significant amounts of Y20 3 or Y 2 0 2S, but

O the inclusions are expected to be primarily yttrium aluminum garnet. It is apparent that

when using yttrium to reduce diffusible hydrogen to very low levels, it will be at the

expense of weld metal toughness through the loss of effective nucleation sites for acicular

ferrite.

0Table 39: Diffusible Hydrogen Measurements of the Selected Consumables
* Diffusible Hydrogen
* KF Yttrium Content Content (mL/IOOg weld

Additions (ppm) Y/O Ratio metal)
0-1-C 0 320 0.47 15.3

* 0-1-D 0 330 0.52 10.6
*0-2 0 650 1.07 16.7
* 0-3 0 610 0.98 13.2
*1-1-D 5 800 0.82 5.2

1-2-D 10 310 0.42 4.2
02.3**
3-1 2.2** 480 0.71 6.0*• 3-2 2**490 0.74 6.8

* 2-1 5 Not Measured Not Measured 11.8
** KF additions were calculated based on the weight fraction added to the flux paste blend that would be incorporated to the FCAW

consumable at a thirty weight percent fill ratio.0
0

Incorporating fluorides, which have been reported to reduce weld metal hydrogen

*O pickup and, thus diffusible hydrogen, it was seen that diffusible hydrogen could be

* reduced from greater than ten milliliters per 100 grams to around four milliliters per 100

grams with ten percent potassium fluoride additions to the yttrium-containing

* consumable powder fill. Figure 82 shows this reduction in diffusible hydrogen with the

* addition of potassium fluoride. In this plot, the diffusible hydrogen contents of welds

0 produced with consumables 3-1 and 3-2 are plotted only in terms of hydrogen content

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 82: Diffusible hydrogen content shown as a function of potassium fluoride
additions present in the consumable powder fill.

and not as a function of KF additions for comparison reasons only. These consumable

contain potassium fluoride, but since it is incorporated to the welding process as a paste,

the actual KF content is unknown. The results suggest that the ingredients in the flux, KF,

CaF2 , CaO, etc., are effective in further reducing the weld metal diffusible hydrogen

content when incorporated with yttriumn additions, but not as effective of potassium0

fluoride additions alone.0

5.6 Comparisons of Mechanical Properties0

The evaluation of mechanical properties was performed on all of the welds

produced with the metal- cored, yttrium- containing consumnables, consumable 1 -1- C and0

1-2-C, and flux-pastes blends 3-1 and 3-2. The specific goal of the study was to develop a

S40
SQ0
0

0 .... .... .. I0

0 5 100
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O GMAW/FCAW consumable that is capable of producing as-deposited, multiple-pass

* weld metal with a yield strength in the range of 88 to 115 ksi (607 to 793 MPa), a

minimum of twenty percent elongation, and a minimum Charpy V-notch impact

toughness of sixty foot-pounds (81 Joules) at 0°F and 35 foot-pounds (48 Joules) at -

60 0F.

The multiple-pass welds that were produced in this part of the study were sent to a

* certified non-destructive testing lab for X-ray radiography. The resulting X-ray films

were then compared to the welds, and the welds were then marked so that the test

specimens were absent of defects when extracted from the welds. All the test specimens

for each consumable were extracted from a single multiple-pass weld. A minimum of one

sub-size tensile specimen and three full- size CVN samples for each testing temperature

were extracted, for a minimum of six. If there was sufficient material, additional CVN

samples were extracted for testing at additional temperatures. Microhardness

measurements were made across the trans verse cross section of each multiple-pass weld

so that a hardness profile of each weld was produced.

Table 40 presents the measured values of impact toughness, tensile strengths,

elongation, and average hardness for welds produced with each consumable. Figure 83

compares the impact toughness of the welds and how these values compare with the

target impact toughness values. It can be seen in the plot that welds produced with

consumables 0-2 and 0-3, which both contained fractions of acicular ferrite between 65

9 and 70 percent, exceeded the minimum required impact toughness values at both of the

O temperatures. With the exceptions of welds produced with consumables 1-2-C, 3-1 and 3-

0 2, which encountered a large amount of microporosity on the fracture surfaces, weld0
metals that contained a fraction of acicular ferrite of at least 45 percent were within

fifteen percent of the minimum required values. Efimenko [154] reported that the optimal

O weld metal impact properties occurred when 0.2 to 0.4 weight percent yttrium was

present in SMAW electrode coatings. The consumables used in this study contained

O between 0.5 and 0.65 weight percent yttrium in the powder fill. The increase in yttrium

0

0
0 _
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Table 40: Measured Mechanical Properties of the Selected Consumables
Target 35 I47 60 81 8 60720%

Yield Tensile Elon- Average
CVN CVN Strength Strength gation Hardness

(-60°F) (-51°C) (0°F) (-18°C) 1 1
ID (f1-lb) (J) ( I- lb) (J) (ksi) I (Mpa) (ksi) I (Mpa) (%) (Hv)

Metal-Cored Yttrium Containing Consumables

0- I-C 21 29 28 38 78 538 94 648 14.5 285

0-1-D 31 42 53 72 85 586 103 710 14.5 356

0-2 41 55 67 90 105 724 120 827 17.2 278

0-3 37 51 63 85 110 758 129 889 18.0 314

Potassium Fluoride Additions to Yttri m Containing Consumables

1-1-C 31 42 52 71 64  4411 77 3 1-3.5j 197

1-2-CT 21 29 24 33 .... .... .... .... .... 3137*

Flux Paste with YttriurmrContaining Consumable

3-1 24 32 36 491 ---- [----1 - - ---- 363 *

3-2 25 34 48 651 ---- [---- ----.. [-- 1 343 *
• Encountered large amounts of microporosity in weld metals

8(1

75

765 A

60

55

s 5o 0,[ 0 0
45

040
t 35 Target -60'F I I

350

25 A
20 A
15 4,0-1-C 00-1-D 110-2 O90-3

10 1--C 1-2-C 3- 03-2

5

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 I

Temperature (F)

Figure 83: Charpy V-Notch impact toughness results of the selected consumables with "
the target impact toughness values labeled with the two horizontal lines.
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content was necessary due to low weld metal yttrium recovery (less than fifteen percent).

Aleksandrov, et al. [166] evaluated the effects of yttrium in the electrode coating, at

levels higher than those used by Efimenko, on the microstructure and impact properties,

and report that the impact properties were observed to be optimal with 500 ppm yttrium.

Inoculating the deposit with yttrium was shown to reduce the grain size and the amount

of nonmetallic inclusions, and the inclusion morphology changed from irregular-shaped

chains of inclusions to globular shaped uniformly distributed, discrete inclusions. The

welds that performed the best in this study, 0-2 and 0-3, contained between 600 and 650

ppm yttrium. Other weld metals tested contained less than 400 ppm or greater than 800

ppm yttrium, suggesting that the optimal range of yttrium is between the 500 ppm

reported by Aleksandrov, et al. and the 650 ppm determined in this study.

Figure 84 presents the stress-strain curves for the multiple pass Welds that did not

contain the large amounts of microporosity experienced during the impact toughness tests

and compares them to the minimum desired tensile strength. Again, the welds produced

* with 0-2 and 0-3 exceeded the minimum strength requirements, with tensile strengths of

* 105 and 110 ksi, respectively, but all of the weld metals were insufficient in the desired

elongation. Figure 85 shows the hardness profiles of the multiple-pass welds produced

with the selected consumables. As can be seen in the profiles, the weld metal hardness is

greater than that of the A36 base metal in all cases. With the exception of the welds

produced with consumable 1- 1-C, which revealed an average hardness of about 200 K,

the microhardness of the welds ranged between 260 and 370 Hv.
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Figure 84: Stress-strain curves of the welds produced with the selected consumables with
the target yield strength labeled with the horizontal line.
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Figure 85 (cont.): Hardness profiles of multiple-pass welds produced with consumables
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Figure 85 (cont.): Hardness profiles of multiple-pass welds produced with consumables
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Figure 85 (cont.): Hardness profiles of multiple-pass welds produced with consumables S
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0

CHAPTER 6

* CONCLUSIONS

0

I o 1. Both yttrium and potassium fluoride additions reduce molten weld metal fluidity and

0 produce contact angles in excess of sixty degrees, causing difficulty in producing

0: multiple-pass welds. The addition of ferrosilicon improved molten weld metal

fluidity, allowing for improved wetting conditions.

*2. Potassium fluoride additions are effective in reducing diffusible hydrogen when

integrated into an yttrium- containing consumable, but can be detrimental to weld

metal properties. Fluorides affected the recovery of potent alloying elements and

oxygen potential. The alloying elements and oxygen potential are important for the

control of the developing microstructure. The carbon equivalent is a way of

determining the effectiveness of the alloying elements, and appears to be optimized

*when the CE is around 0.17 weight percent. Above or below a CE of 0.17 weight

percent, the developing micros tructures became coarsened.

03. Potassium fluoride additions of more than 10 weight percent to the consumable

0 powder fill were detrimental to weld metal properties, and were considered to be

excessive. These consumables did not produce quality welds. Poor arc stability and

inadequate molten weld metal fluidity resulted in porous weld beads with high

contact angles.

0
S4. Although the mechanical properties of welds produced with the experimental

Sconsumables integrating fluoride and yttrium additions used in this study are lower

0:

I0I I I I I I I I I I
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than the minimum Navy requirements for welding of steels with strength in excess of

80ksi, these consumables have yet to be optimized.

5. Metal-cored yttrium-containing consumables that produce welds with improved

microstructures and improved welding behaviors have been developed. The

mechanical properties of these welds were found to exceed the minimum required

impact toughness and tensile strengths, but were insufficient in terms of elongation.

6. The consumables evaluated suggest that an addition of 5 weight percent potassium

fluoride is the optimal amount. The composition of this consumable requires

adjustment to: 1) improve the recovery of potent alloying elements, such as titanium

and yttrium, 2) improve the fluidity of the molten weld metal to eliminate porosity, 3)

improve bead morphology, 4) further reduce weld metal diffusible hydrogen, and 5)

improve weld metal mechanical properties.

7. The incorporation of the additional flux ingredients was also effective in improving

weld metal characteristics, but needs to be further studied and adjusted for FCAW

consumable manufacturing for the same reasons presented in conclusion six. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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* CHAPTER 7

* RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

0

In the progress of this research, several difficulties were encountered when

potassium fluoride was added to the welding consumables. The major cause of the

difficulties was the hygroscopicity of the potassium fluoride. Even after extensive

preparation of the KF, there were continual opportunities for the pickup of moisture so

* that it would be present within the consumable. This moisture pickup was particularly

noticeable in" the two wires that contained KF prepared by Devasco International, 1- 1-D

and 1-2-D. Due to the potential presence of moisture from the beginning of consumable

0 fabrication, this study suggests that research of additional fluorides, such as manganese

0 MnF 3 and K 3 AIF 6 , to yttrium-containing consumables is needed.

In addition to the study of the fluoride additions mentioned above, a fundamental

* study of the effectiveness of yttrium fluoride, YF 3, on the reduction of diffusible

* hydrogen would be valuable. The potential of this fluoride addition is two-fold. First, it

0 will decompose into three fluorine ions in the arc atmosphere, allowing for three possible

0 reactions with hydrogen. Second, it provides for a source of yttrium that is commercially

* available, unlike ferroyttrium, and this compound is less likely to oxidize during

consumable manufacturing. This fluoride would allow for a more consistent wire0
fabrication; because it is not a hygroscopic compound, and it provides a consistent source

* to add yttrium to the weld pool.

* The ingredients added to the welding process as pastes (3-1 and 3-2) were

effective in forming a slag and were not very detrimental to the weld characteristics.

0 These compositions need to be incorporated into a FCAW consumable and studied in a

0 more complete manner.0
0
0
0
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ABSTRACT

Despite the measures proposed to counteract hydrogen-assisted cracking (HAC)

in high-strength steel weld metal, it still remains as one of the major challenges that

welding scientists and engineers face. HAC is due to diffusible hydrogen in the metal

matrix. Current methods of quantifying the amount of diffusible hydrogen in a steel

weldment are destructive and are performed only after the weldment has been deposited.

In this research, the viability of arc emission spectroscopy as a non-destructive, in-situ

method of hydrogen determination in high strength steel weldments was investigated.

Spectroscopy of gas-metal arc welding (GMAW) process was performed to

correlate the amount of hydrogen detected in the arc to the hydrogen content measured in

the weld deposit. Hydrogen additions were made to argon shielding gas in the amounts of

220 parts-per-million, 1-vol. percent, and 3-vol. percent. The ion-neutral line ratio

method was utilized to calculate the temperature of the welding arcs. A summation of

hydrogen concentration in the welding arcs out to 3.25 millimeters was measured and

correlated to the hydrogen content of the weldments. Diffusible hydrogen content of steel

weldments was found to exhibit a Sievert's law type of relationship with the hydrogen

additions in argon shielding gas. The findings of this research proved that arc emission

spectroscopy of GMAW was able to provide a reliable indicator of hydrogen content in

the weld metal.

In addition, the spectroscopy system used in this research was able to detect

hydrogen in the arc resulting from moisture in the shielding gas and rust on the wire

consumable. However, a discrepancy was found between the amount of hydrogen

detected in the arc due to moisture and the stoichiometric predictions of hydrogen

content. Further work must be conducted to clarify this difference.
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CHAPTERi1

INTRODUCTION

01.1 Need for Hydrog~en Determination in High Strength Steels

In the middle of the 201h century, welded steel structures frequently exhibited

cracking in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) of the weldments, often times after the welding

process was completed. Cracking was first prevented by utilizing chromium-nickel weld

metals that provided steels with a primarily austenitic microstructure, which was

relatively ductile and did not experience brittle fracture like metals with ferritic

microstructures. It was later discovered that mobile hydrogen in the weld metal was the

cause of the cracking. Thus, this phenomenon was termed hydrogen-assisted cracking

(HAC) or, due to its delayed nature, cold cracking. As base metals were improved in their

resistance to HAC, the problem then became an issue in the weld metal itself. An

example of HAC in weld metal can be seen in Figure 1. 1. With the advent of micro-

alloyed steels the problem subsided somewhat. These steels used small additions of

elements like niobium and vanadium to form carbides and carbo-nitrides which refined

the grain structure. The low carbon equivalent values of these steels improved the 0
resistance to cracking. However, with the increase in alloying content for increased 0
strength, modem high-strength steels are still vulnerable to HAC, even up to sixty-four

hours after completion of welding [ I].
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1.2 Conditions for HAC

For HAC to occur, the following conditions must occur: 1) hydrogen is present, 2)

tensile stresses act on the weldment, 3) a susceptible microstructure is present, and 4) a

low temperature is reached.

1.2.1 Presence of Hydrogen

Hydrogen is inevitably present in most arc welding processes. Hydrogen

originates from moisture in the flux, in the shielding gas, or in the atmosphere and from "

lubricants on the welding consumable, impurities on the workpiece, etc. Any

hydrogenous compounds introduced into the arc will break down into hydrogen in the

welding arc. Hydrogen present in the arc column is absorbed by the weld pool and moves

through the weldment by diffusion. The amount of hydrogen absorbed by the weld pool

is a function of the size of the weld, the decreasing solubility, and the thermal history of

the weldment. Control of hydrogen absorption can be accomplished by reducing the

amount of hydrogen in the arc atmosphere or by allowing the hydrogen to diffuse out of

the weld metal before it cools. 0

1.2.2 Tensile Stresses on Weldment

0

The thermal contraction of a weldment produces stresses in a weldment, which is

accommodated by strain. Thermal stresses in a weldment are exacerbated by external

stresses imposed by the restraint of the joint. Stresses are concentrated at the root and toe

of the weld, and at notches represented by inclusions and other defects such as

undercutting. HAC is strain-rate dependent and the risk of cracking is most severe at low

strain rates. The risk is highest during the final stages of cooling since this is when the

strain rate is lowest.

0W
0

0
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* 1.2.3 Susceptible Microstructures
0

As a general rule, the harder a microstructure, the more susceptible it is to HAC

[3]. During the welding process, the steel weld metal and HAZ are raised to a high

temperature and rapidly cooled by the loss of heat to the surrounding workpiece. Fast

* cooling, combined with the hardenability of the metal, can produce hard, brittle

microstructures such as martensite and bainite in the weldment. The microstructure in

steel is a product of two factors: 1) the cooling rate through the transformation

* temperature range and 2) the composition, which determines the alloy hardenability. The

cooling rate depends on the initial temperature of the steel (the preheat), the thickness of0
the steel, the joint geometry (including plate thickness, joint design and weld deposit

* size), and the heat supplied by the welding process. Hardenability depends on the

* composition and can be related to the contribution from all of the alloying elements. An

empirical formula such as a carbon equivalent formula accounts for all the elements

* known to affect the hardenability of steel. A relationship between the Carbon equivalent

content and critical amount of diffusible hydrogen can be seen in Figurc 1.2. Alloys with

greater hardenability exhibit lower tolerance for diffusible hydrogen in crack origination.

1.2.4 Temperature0

HAC occurs only at temperatures close to ambient, being particularly prevalent in

0 the temperature rang,, of 20 - 1500 C. Temperatures above that range provide favorable

kinetics that allow hydrogen to escape from the weldment altogether or migrate to

internal defects such as porosity. Figure 1.3 shows the temperature dependency of

hydrogen diffusion. Note that the y-axis is plotted in the form of a log scale. Hydrogen
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7

diffusion is practically impossible below room temperature and will be trapped in the

weld metal.

1.3 Embrittlement Models

While there is not a single theory that accounts for all the characteristics of hydrogen

embrittlement, there are some generally accepted theories: 1) internal pressure theory, 2)

hydride formation theory, 3) surface energy theory, 4) decohesion theory, and 5) slip

softening theory.

1.3.1 Internal Pressure Theory

In this theory, Zapfe and Sims [6] suggested that hydrogen pressure in the weld

metal is the source of embrittlement. Atomic hydrogen in the metal matrix diffuses to

pre-existing microvoids and microcracks in the weld metal, where it recombines into

molecular form. It is proposed that this collection of hydrogen creates enough pressure to

propagate fracture in the weld metal. This theory is not without its critics. Hancock and

Johnson [7] showed that crack propagation could occur in a subatmospheric hydrogen

environment. Thus, it was shown that cracking occurred without the supersaturated solid

solution supposedly required by the theory. Hirth [8] also discounted the theory on the

basis of his studies showing that hydrogen supersaturation is greatly overstated in most 0

cases. However, it is acknowledged that the theory can hold true for lower temperatures

where supersaturation in voids is possible. 0

1.3.2 Hydride Formation Theory
i
0

Westlake [9] proposed that hydrogen enriches the metal ahead of a crack tip to the

point of forming a phase with different mechanical properties than the metal matrix. It is

0
0
0
,0L
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* proposed that hydrogen causes a metal hydride to form ahead of the crack tip. The

hydride is brittle compared to the matrix and fractures when subject ed to the stress of a

propagating crack tip. Gahr, et. al. [10(] showed that hydride stabilization was possible

due to the hydrostatic stress field at a crack tip, even when the hydride is unstable without

stress. Hirth [8] performed computations regarding the Fermi-Dirac atmosphere of

* hydrogen at a stressed crack tip that somewhat validate the model. He found that

saturation was possible at room temperature at a stressed crack tip. At lower

temperatures, greater numbers of crack tips would be saturated, a trend generally

0 inversely proportional to the absolute temperature. The localized hydrogen concentration

* it is essentially equivalent to the formation of a hydride with regard to mechanical

property deterioration.

* 1.3.3 Surface Energy Theory

* Petch and Stables [.11] suggested that hydrogen embrittles through adsorption to

crack surfaces. Hydrogen adsorption lowers the surface energy of surfaces created by

* cracking which lowers the work of fracture, thus promoting it. Lynch [1t2] further

expounded on the theory, suggesting that hydrogen may even adsorb between the first
and second atom layers at crack tips. The base for this model is Griffith's crack theory,

which explains crack initiation as a method of releasing the energy of strain to create the

new surfaces of a crack. Hydrogen adsorption lowers the surface energy, which reduces

the amount of energy needed to create the new surfaces engendered by a crack, as

* ~portrayed in Figure 1 .4. On an atomic level, it is believed that hydrogen atoms weaken

the interatomic bonds at the crack tip, thus assisting the emission of dislocations. Small

voids form around small particles and slip-band intersections ahead of the crack due to

* the localized dislocation activity. Thus, crack growth is sustained by dislocation emission

from crack tips with assistance from void formation ahead of cracks [ 13].
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* Arguments contrary to this theory, as outlined by Hirth [8], are: 1) great underestimation

9 of the work of fracture, 2) no accounting for discontinuous cracking as indicated by sonic

S emissions, 3) no explanation of why the tendency for delayed failure can be removed by

S

stress relief, and 4) no explanation for why oxygen, with its greater heat of adsorption,

* does not promote cracking and actually stops the hydrogen effect. On the topic of the

work of fracture, Thomson [ 13] showed that plastic flow can occur in such a manner as to

* screen the crack tip from severe stress concentrations while allowing the crack tip to

* advance in a brittle manner. Oxygen at the crack tip inhibits the adsorption of hydrogen

probably because of its competitive adsorption rate, among other reasons [ 14,1I5]

5 Delayed failure reversibility is theorized to be a factor of crack nucleation [8]. Crack

S

nucleation can involve not only surface energy reduction by hydrogen, but local stresses

due to dislocation pileups and elastic incompatibility stresses as well. These can be

relaxed or recovered during removal of external stresses.

S

* 1.3.4 Decohesion The

S

Originally put forth by Troiano [16], this theory involves the weakening of iron-
iron bonds in the region of the crack tip to such a degree that a tensile separation of atoms

* (decohesion) occurs rather than deformation by slip. Dislocation activity on planes that

5 do not intersect cracks, and discontinuous emission of dislocations from the crack tip

could occur, as seen in FIguirc 1 .5. Hydrogen concentration centers and decohesion sites

S have been proposed to include: 1) non-Hookean regions within a few atomic diameters of

5 crack tips, 2) locations that are tens of nanometers ahead of cracks, where dislocation

shielding effects result in a maximum tensile stress, and 3) positions of maximum

* hydrostatic stress at a distance on the order of twice the crack-tip-opening displacement

5~ [12]. Low-index crystallographic planes and grain boundaries are the avenues where

5 decohesion may occur.
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Figure 1.4 Model of fracture in decohesion theory [12].

1.3.5 Slip Softening Theory
0

Beachem [17] proposed this theory, which is based on hydrogen atmospheres

around dislocations and obstacles to dislocations. Obstacles to dislocations can include

other dislocations, solute atoms, and precipitates. These atmospheres distort in such a 5
way that their repulsion is decreased when mobile dislocations approach. Deformation is 5
localized near crack tips due to the concentration of hydrogen in that region, as seen in

Figure 1.6. The localized deformation leads to a lower strain for fracture. However, it is 0
0

acknowledged that enhanced dislocation motion is definitely established, considering the

softening behavior associated with enhanced screw dislocation mobility, enhanced

dislocation injection at surfaces, and the promotion of shear instabilities.
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where H is the amount of absorbed hydrogen. The free energy of the reaction in Eq. 1.2

can be described as:

G = 8720 -11.02. T = -R- TlnK (kcal/mole) (1.3)

where G is the free energy of the reaction, R is the universal gas constant, T is the

temperature, and K is defined as such:

H_K = -- -- (1.4)

where PH2 is the partial pressure of hydrogen. Sievert's law states that:

H=C.ex• ) (1.5)

where C is a constant independent of temperature and Eabs is the activation energy for

absorption.

Hydrogen absorption in Sievert's law is considered to occur in diatomic form

alone. However, calculations by Gedeon [ 18] predicted a higher solubility for monatomic 0
hydrogen in the weld pool than hydrogen in diatomic form. Palmer and DebRoy [ 19] also

noted nitrogen solubility in steel above that predicted by Sievert's law. In the high 0
temperatures of a welding arc, monatomic hydrogen is the primary form of hydrogen

present. Mundra et. al [20] pointed out that at an arc temperature of just 3600 K, 99 pct. 0
of the diatomic hydrogen in a 1 pct. hydrogen-balance argon shielding gas would be

dissociated. The series of reactions leading to hydrogen absorption, according to Gedeon,

occurs first with the dissociation of diatomic hydrogen in the arc:

0

0P
0F
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½1H2 (g)= H (g) (1.6)

which, once completed, allowed for monatomic hydrogen absorption into the weld pool:

*H (g)= H (1.7)

SUtilizing the diffusible hydrogen data of previous researchers, Gedeon [18]

calculated the effective reaction temperatures for hydrogen absorption implied in their

studies. He determined that Sievert's law predicted unreasonably high temperatures for

molten weld pools to allow for hydrogen absorption. Basis for this assertion stemmed

*from findings by Howden and Milner [21 ], which indicated that iron vaporization at such

high temperatures, in excess of 2500 'C, would limit any contact hydrogen may have

* with the molten weld pool. According to Gedeon [ 18], analysis using the Sievert

relationship would not result in a true hydrogen absorption temperature. Rather, the result

0 would be an "effective" temperature where kinetics is such that hydrogen diffusion away0
from the weld would be lethargic.

*It was also predicted by Gedeon and Eagar [22] that hydrogen absorption would

* occur primarily in the outer regions of the weld pool due to the solubility calculations

shown in Figure 1.7. The calculated solubility of hydrogen in molten iron across a weld

* bead can be seen in Figure 1.8. This finding was in contrast to the belief held by other

0researchers, such as Li and North [23], that hydrogen absorption occurred primarily in the

* hottest portion of the weld pool, directly under the electrode. It was proposed by Gedeon0
and Eagar that the high temperature portions of the weld pool have a slow enough

cooling rate to allow hydrogen escape. In the outer regions of the weld pool, the

* relatively quick rate of solidification would trap the hydrogen initially absorbed into the

* weld pool.
0
0
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0

* Research by Mundra et. al [20] on GMAW processes supported their findings.

* Claims that rejection of hydrogen from solid weld metal into the weld pool as the source

*of hydrogen in weldments was discounted by Gedeon [18]. Steel weld metal does not

typically exhibit the porosity that would be evident if hydrogen were rejected into the

weld pool.

SHydrogen pickup by molten metal droplets as they cross the arc is another source

* of hydrogen in the weldment. Calculations by Mundra, et. al [20] estimated hydrogen

* pickup in a droplet to be 12 parts-per-million. In addition, Gedeon [.18] found some

correlation between metal transfer mode and diffusible hydrogen content of weldments. It

was reported that weldments deposited with shielding gases containing greater than 0.5-0
vol. percent hydrogen exhibited an increase in diffusible hydrogen content of 3 parts-per-

* million.

1.5 Methods of Hydrogen Measurement

* No matter the actual mechanism of HAC, it is the result of hydrogen that is

mobile in the metal matrix of the weldment at or near room temperature. Thus, it is

critical to be able to make reliable measurements of the amounts of mobile hydrogen in a

0 weld metal. As such, it becomes necessary to examine the methods utilized to quantify

* the amount of mobile (diffusible) hydrogen in the weld metal. Samples for diffusible

* hydrogen analysis are produced by welding a test specimen and rapidly quenching it to

prevent hydrogen loss. Removal of slag and oxides from the surface of the test specimen

0 is required prior to analysis. Hydrogen is then evolved from the sample in a controlled

environment, and the evolved gas is analyzed and/or measured. Test methods include all0
of the above factors but vary with respect to the specific sample sizes, sample

configurations, degassing time, degassing temperature, measurements, and analyses.

0
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1.5.1 Fluid Displacement Methods

Fluid displacement methods were the first type of tests used to quantify the

diffusible hydrogen in a test sample. Ignoring the details of sample sizes and preparation

methods, the methodology is common to all. A eudiometer is used to house a welded test

sample and a collecting fluid. The sample is permitted to degas for a given time at a given

temperature. Hydrogen that evolves from the test sample displaces the fluid at the top of

the eudiometer. Gas volume is measured by the height of the fluid displaced at the top of

the eudiometer. The earliest displacement fluid used was glycerin, which allowed for the

observation of bubbles forming from the sample and floating to the top of the eudiometer.

Concerns about the accuracy of measurements made with glycerin were soon raised due

to the formation of foam at the meniscus. The foam made accurate measurement of the

volume difficult using the graduations on the eudiometer. In addition, it was found that

using the glycerin method allowed for recovery of only about half the hydrogen that was

recovered from similar samples using more advanced methods.

Discrepancies in the amount of hydrogen recovered were believed to result from

the solubility of hydrogen in glycerin. Moreover, only the fluid displacement was

measured in this process, no chemical analysis of the displacing volume was required. It

was found that the displacing volume in this method quite often contained gases other

than hydrogen, namely oxygen and nitrogen [24]. Presence of these gases arose from the

fact that glycerin is an exceptional solvent and quite hygroscopic. Unfortunately, the

concentrations of the gases were not in constant ratios. Amounts of oxygen and nitrogen 0
developing from the glycerin were a factor of the initial concentrations of those gases in

the glycerin, which varied from laboratory to laboratory. Similar problems were found

with other collecting fluids such as paraffin, alcohol, silicone oil, and demineralized

water [24,25]. One proposed method of combating the hydrogen solubility problem was -

to bubble hydrogen through the glycerin prior to analysis in order to saturate it. This was

not effective, however, as it created a large concentration gradient in the medium.
0
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*• Hydrogen diffused down the gradient and increased the volume of the gas collected [18].

* To avoid the problems associated with gas solubility, mercury was widely utilized as a

collecting fluid, as seen in Fligure 1.9. Arrows in the figure indicate where hydrogen

e evolved from the sample, has collected in the top of the eudiometer. The AWS method

for determination of diffusible hydrogen, AWS A4.3-86, outlines degassing of the test

* sample at 45°C [26].

Degassing temperatures higher than 45°C are not desirable because vapor

formation can occur, creating a health hazard. Safety precautions such as fume control

0• and contact avoidance are necessary when working with mercury. It was even found that

the dimensions of the glassware used for collection had an effect on the measurements

*• [27]. It was found that the shape of the glassware affected the flow of hydrogen out of the

collecting fluid. Neck size of the glassware, in particular, exerted influence on whether

*• hydrogen evolved from the sample formed foam when exiting the collecting fluid, if the

0 fluid was prone to foam formation.S

* 1.5.2 Gas Chromatography0
0

Due to the above concerns, a new method of measuring hydrogen was desired.

5 Presently, gas chromatography is the preferred method of measuring hydrogen. In gas

chromatography, a gas mixture is transported through stationary packing under the force

0 of a carrier gas. Smaller gas molecules, like hydrogen, travel through the packing more

quickly than larger gases. If the carrier gas flow rate, carrier gas composition, and

column temperature are held constant, then each gas will pass through the system at a

characteristic rate. Once the gas components are separated, the carrier gas transports them

*O to a detection device, normally a thermal conductivity detector. A thermal conductivity

detector is comprised of temperature sensitive resistors in two arms in a Wheatstone

* bridge as depicted in Figure 1.10. The temperatures of R, and R2 increase with an

S increase in current, thus increasing their resistance. The bridge remains balanced because0
0
0
0
0
0
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the change is equal in both arms. Imbalance will occur if the temperatures of the resistors

are not equal. Individual thermal conductivities of the gases in the mixture are different.

Therefore, the heat created by the resistors will be conducted away at different rates

depending on the gas present in the resistor's chamber at that time. Difference in

temperatures of the resistors will cause an imbalance in the bridge. Readings in the

thermal conductivity detector are zeroed as the same gas passes over both arms, or,

different gases with known thermal conductivities. As the sample gas passes through the

detector, the differences in the thermal conductivities of the gases will be revealed as

imbalances in the Wheatstone bridge. Various components of the gas will arrive at the

detector at their characteristic times. Amounts of component gases are calculated by

integrating the signal with respect to time. The area under the curve is equal to the mass

of the component detected. Calculations are performed by the electronics of the gas

chromatography unit.
0

1.5.3 Hydrogen Sensor S
0

Another method of measuring the hydrogen evolved from a weld sample involves

the use of palladium-coated conducting polymer film. Albert, et. al [28] reported a nearly

one-to-one correlation to gas chromatography hydrogen measurements using such a

device down to sub-ppm levels of hydrogen, as demonstrated in Figure 1. 11. In their

research a weld specimen was placed in a chamber and degassed at 450 C for 72 hours in

a pressurized argon atmosphere. Samples of gas from the chamber were inserted into a

carrier gas stream and introduced to the sensor and a gas chromatography unit. The

conducting polymer film was made using polyvinyl alcohol and phosphoric acid cast into

a film that was then coated with palladium and connected to electrical leads. During

testing, one side of the film was exposed to air and the other was in contact with the

argon-hydrogen gas mixture sampled from the specimen chamber, as seen in Figure 1.12.

The conducting polymer sandwiched between the two palladium films acted as a fuel S
S
S
S
S
S
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cell. Measurements were taken of the short-circuit current and were found to be linearly

dependent on the hydrogen concentration in the argon-hydrogen gas mixture. Although

promising, this technology is not without limitations at the present time. Calibration of

the sensor just prior to each measurement is recommended due to instability of the device

over time [28]. Lifetime of the device and sensitivity to variations in measurement

parameters are other issues as well.

1.5.4 Reporting of Results

Gas measurement results are reported as gas volume (typically milliliters) per 100

grams of deposited weld metal. With certain welding processes, it is more suitable to

normalize the hydrogen volume to the amount of metal actually melted. In this case, the

measurement would be reported in units of gas volume per 100 grams of fused weld

metal [26].

1.6 Spectroscopy of Welding Processes

In all of the forms of hydrogen measurement just discussed, there is a common

destructive nature to each. Also, each test requires time to allow for hydrogen evolution

from the sample. Thus, at the present time, there is a destructive, after-the-fact nature to

determination of diffusible hydrogen content of steel weldments. Additionally, due to its

delayed nature, there is also a risk of weldments passing inspection and still being

vulnerable to HAC. With these shortcomings in mind, spectroscopy of welding processes

presents itself as an attractive means of in-situ, non-destructive determination of

diffusible hydrogen concentration in steel weldments.

0

0
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0 S~1.6.1 Basis for Spectroscopy

0 To correlate the activity of hydrogen in the arc to the hydrogen content of high-

strength steel weld metal, spectroscopy was utilized as a method of non-intrusive0
monitoring of the arc. In the high temperature of the arc, electrons are excited to higher

energy levels. As an electron decays back to a lower energy level, monochromatic light is

Semitted. A depiction of this process can be seen in Figure 1. 13. The wavelength of that

*0 light is determined by the energy change undergone by the electron during its decay, as

*O governed by the following equation:0

E1 - E2 = AE =hv (1.8)
0

* where E1 is the energy level of the higher state, E2 is the energy level of the lower state,

* AE is the change in energy, o is the frequency of the emitted light, and h is Planck's

0 constant. The frequency and wavelength of light are related by the following equation:0

0c=v2C (=..9)

0
* where c is the speed of light and A is the wavelength. Light is more commonly described

0 by its wavelength rather than frequency. Thus each decay event in a given atom has a

* characteristic wavelength of light associated with it. It is the unique spectra emitted by

0 certain decay events that allow for detection of the elements within an arc.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 1.13 Schematic illustration of monochromatic light emitted when an electron
decays [29].
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Quantification of the light-emitting elements can be accomplished via the line emission

coefficient of light emitted during a decay event:

.1
i=-Aohv 6i (1.10)

where ii, is the line emission coefficient of the light emitted during the decay of an

electron from the i state to thej state in a given element, Aij is the transition probability of

the decay event, vý is the frequency of the emitted light, and 65 is the density of atoms in

energy state i. Analysis of the above equation shows that all the terms are constant except

for the atom density. Thus, the line emission coefficients emitted from a welding arc can

be used to determine the density of atoms in a particular energy state.

1.6.2 Quantification of Elements in Welding Arc

Early research efforts into spectroscopic monitoring of welding arcs attempted to

* directly correlate the relative intensity of the spectrum from a given atom to its

0 concentration in the arc. This method did not give accurate results because the particle

0 density term describes only one energy state. For any given atom, there are a number of0
energy states in which an electron may reside. Thus, it is not reasonable to assume that

one decay event is directly proportional to the concentration of the atom in which the

event occurred. When determining the temperature of an arc using spectroscopy, it is a

common treatment to make an assumption of "local thermodynamic equilibrium." Using

this assumption, the distribution of particle density can be calculated with the Boltzmann

O• distribution, which relates the particles in a certain energy state (Ni) to the total number of
pS~particles (N) in the following manner:

0
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Ni _.N exp(6i
gi q (1

In this equation, gi is the statistical weight of state i, e, is the energy of state i from the

ground level, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. The partition function

is symbolized by q and is defined as:

q = giexp( )
1 U

which is a summation of the energy states in the system including their respective

statistical weights. The particle density of an element is generally defined as:

N
6 = -- (1.13)

V

where V is the volume of the system. Combining Eqs 1. 10 and 1. 11 results in the

following equation:

1 Aohhvogg N -expi-h. --
q V Aehvg N U _ = . (1. 14)

47r q
0
i

where 65is the density of particles in all energy states. Examination of the terms will show

that the line emission coefficient is not only a factor of particle density, but also of

temperature. Thus, to characterize the elemental concentrations, it is necessary to

determine the temperature of a welding arc.
0
0
0
0
I
I
I
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0

0

* 1.6.3 Quantification of Temperature in Welding Arc

0

Spectroscopic measurements to determine the temperature distribution of welding

S

arcs were first performed on gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) processes in the 1970's.

In these research projects, a welding arc was produced on water-cooled copper anodes

* shielded by argon gas [30., 3 1]. Experiments were performed on GTAW processes to

simplify the phenomena occurring in the plasma of the welding arc. The emission

0 coefficient at certain wavelengths was measured and used to determine temperature in the

arc. However, it was found that to obtain emission coefficients from a welding arc, one

must assume a rotationally symmetric and optically thin welding arc plasma.

0

Furthermore, it must be assumed that two-dimensional data can be extracted from a three-

dimensional object, the welding arc. Operating under this second assumption, it was

proposed that the Abel inversion equation could convert the lateral emission coefficient

S collected during experiments to the radial emission coefficient used for data analysis

* [321].

When a spectroscopic measurement is taken, an image of the welding arc plasma

0

is projected onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer, and the portion of the spectrum

* falling on the exit plane is detected using photomultipliers, vidicon tubes, or photodiodes.

* What is observed is the intensity of light integrated along the line of sight. Plasma in a

welding arc is an inhomogeneous and absorbing medium; thus, it is necessary to

0 determine the line emission coefficients from the measurements.

* Due to the axial symmetry of the welding arc, it is possible to represent the line

emission coefficients as a function of the radius in the arc, as described in Figure 1 .14.

0

This operation is performed using the Abel inversion. An integrated line emission

coefficient as a function of a lateral coordinate, x, can be stated as:

0 pcrsoi esrmnst eemn h eprtr itiuino edn
0
0ac eefrtpromdo a ugtnar edn GA )poessi h 90s
0 nteersac rjcs edn r wspoue nwtrcoe opraoe
0sile yagngs[0 1] xeiet eepromdo TWpoesst
10sipiytepeoeaocrigithplsaothwednar.Teeiso
0cefceta eti aeegh a esrdadue odtrietmeauei h
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Figure 1.14 Illustration of light data emitted from welding arc and its conversion to an
emission coefficient [29].
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O
S I~x) 2 f i(r)rd (. 5

where i(r) is the line emission coefficient, r is the distance in the radial coordinate, and R

is the overall radius of the welding arc. Inversion of the above equation allows for

removal of the unknown function, resulting in:

/ (dX)
* . 1 ~~ Ydx) (.6

*

O where dI(x)/dx is the first derivative of the function describing the line emission

coefficient in the lateral coordinate, x. Thus, I(x) is the measured quantity, and its

O derivative can be calculated, so the result of the integral is the line emission coefficient.

O With the assumption of partial local thermodynamic equilibrium, researchers

* attempted to determine the temperature of a welding arc using three methods: 1)

Boltzmann-plot method, 2) off-axis peaking (Fowler-Milne) method, and 3) ion-neutralO
line ratio method [3 1, 33].

S
O 1.6.3.1 The Boltzmann-Plot Method

0
• The ratio of the line emission coefficients emitted by the same type of particles

* (atoms or ions) is given by the following:O
O

O ii _ Asi g- Aci

•i0 
_A ( oexp_, (1.17)

0 I' AgOvP kTJ

O
0
O
O
O
0S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In this method the partition function and particle density terms are removed. This

equation is only a function of temperature, and no combination with other relationships,

such as the Saha ionization equation, is required. This method is considered to be the

least accurate of the three methods proposed [29]. Uncertainty in calculated temperatures

may come from the exponential term; specifically, the small values associated with the

energy difference (A& 0 - Ae-°). This is due to the fact that particles in the same ionization

state will have similar energy values.

1.6.3.2 The Off-Axis Peaking (Fowler-Milne) Method

This method utilizes the maximum volumetric emission coefficient seen at a

temperature Ph. The maximum is due to the interaction of the increasing exponential in

the volumetric emission coefficient equation and the decreasing particle density as

temperature increases at constant pressure. The decrease in particle density is due to the

ideal gas law and the decrease of r-times ionized particle (r = 0 signifies the neutral state)

to (r + 1)-times ionized states by ionization. Ionization fractions of species at

temperatures of interest are calculated using the Saha ionization equation. The line

emission coefficient ratio of neutral atoms at temperatures T and T* can be derived from

the volumetric emission coefficient equation:
0

i(T)~ Tý _ 0 T (T *) (Axp 1
iO(T*) , (T )qo (T) ex k - (1.18)

n
0

where i is the line emission coefficient calculated using the Abel inversion. There are no

terms describing the transition probability or the statistical weight of the states in this

equation. For this method to operate properly it is required that the line emission

coefficients be measured on the same scale as the maximum line emission coefficient at 0
I

0
0
0

0
I

0F
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* T*. A limitation to this method is that it applies only to spectroscopic processes where the

S maximum line intensity is measured away from the center of the arc, hence the name.

* 1.6.3.3 The Ion-Neutral Line Ratio Method

S

In this method, the arc temperature is determined by taking the ratio of the line

emission coefficient of a neutral atom to the line emission coefficient of first ionized

atoms of the same element. Ionization fractions of the respective species are determined

* using the Saha ionization equation. Under the assumption of the Boltzmann distribution,

S the ratio is a function of the particle densities of the neutral atoms, 60, and the singly

ionized atoms, 5, as well as the temperature, T, as can be seen in the following equation:

i i igiq Acex - 0____
- ---*= g 0 q + oe p0 k T (1.19)

where the indices + and 0 refer to the ionized and neutral atoms, respectively. Indices i

andj refer to certain energy states in the ionized and neutral atoms. The line emission

coefficient, i, of the respective atoms is calculated using the Abel inversion. Particle

* densities are determined through use of the Saha [34] ionization equation:S
* a -2 _m_ > (kT)y2 2q+ (ex'--'

a -a2 P/°_ h2m P q2 exp2---k-T-) (1.20)

(

* This calculation is performed with the following relation between the particle density

ratio of the ion-neutral line ratio method equation and ionization fraction ratio in the Saha

ionization equation:S
S
S
S
S
SS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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a

Temperature is determined by solving the combination of Eqs. I. 19 and 1.20. This

method requires that the emission coefficients only be measured on the same scale. A

relatively large difference in the energy of the states related in this method make this

method more accurate than the Boltzmann-plot method.

1.6.4 Temperature Measurements of Welding Arcs

Emission spectroscopy of welding arcs has been performed by a number of

researchers. The most common application of emission spectroscopy has been to measure

the temperature of GTAW processes. Kobayashi and Suga [35] utilized the ion-neutral

line intensity ratio method to determine temperature in their GTAW experiments and

found the highest temperature to occur just under the cathode, as seen in Figure 1. t 5.

They reported a maximum temperature of nearly 18,000 K with the welding conditions of

100 amperes, 15 volts, and a 6-mm arc gap. The relationships between arc temperature

distribution and process parameters were also examined. It was found that the arc

temperature was unaffected by the shielding gas flow rate, but increased proportionally

with current, and inversely with voltage [35]. Petrie and Pfender [31 ] applied

spectroscopic temperature determination methods for their study of a process similar to

GTAW. Like Kobayashi and Suga, they found the highest temperatures directly under the

cathode. Results from their study compared favorably with earlier findings by Wutze.

Similar arc gaps were used in Petrie and Pfender's work as Kobayashi and Suga (5.5 mm 0
to 6 mm). However, the peak temperature in their experiments was calculated to be

21,000 K due to the fact that their current was twice that of Kobayashi and Suga [35].

Glickstein [36] reported much lower peak temperatures near the cathode,

approximately 11,000 K. Again, the discrepancy resulted from the parameters of the

0F

0
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Figure 1.15 Temperature distribution calculated for GTAW process: 100 amperes, 15
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0

experiments. Namely, the current and arc gap were both smaller than those used in Petrie

and Pfender's work. Glickstein [36] conducted experiments with a current of 100

amperes and an arc gap of 2 millimeters. Temperature distributions calculated by Key, et.

al. [33] can be seen in Figure 1. 16. An interesting feature of his results is the fact that the

highest temperatures were found away from the cathode. This distribution is an unlikely

event and was probably due to inaccuracies in his temperature determination method.

Hiraoka, et. al. [37] calculated temperatures of GTAW processes using the off-

axis peaking method. They calculated a peak temperature of approximately 18,000 K for

a process with 100-A current and a 5-mm arc gap as seen in F-igure 1.1 7a. In addition,

Hiraoka also performed hydrogen concentration analysis on argon - 10 pct. hydrogen

shielded GTAW processes. He found that hydrogen concentration reached a peak near

the cathode, as did the temperature [38]. As seen in Figure 1.1 7b, hydrogen

concentrations reached 30 percent directly under the cathode. Matsushita [29] conducted

spectroscopic studies on GTAW processes to analyze hydrogen mitigation by fluorides.

Matsushita found similar results for argon-hydrogen shielding gas mixtures, as evidenced

in Figures 1.18 and 1. 19. In his studies, he found maximum temperatures of 17,000 K

directly under the cathode. Hydrogen concentrations in his research were calculated to be

as high as 10-percent when shielded with a 1-vol. percent hydrogen shielding gas, also

directly under the cathode.

Mills [39] is alone in his suggestion of using different methods for various regions

in the arc. He divided the arc into three regions: 1) pure argon plasma near the cathode, 2)

metal vapor dominated plasma just above the weld pool, and 3) mixed argon and metal "

vapor plasma in between. For the pure argon plasma region, it was suggested that a _

maximum intensity method be used. Near the anode, too much metal vapor would be

present. Since the proportions of the vapor mixture are not known, Mills' method can

only be used in the pure argon plasma region. For the region in between, the Boltzmann-

plot method was recommended. This approach was recommended because in this portion

of the arc, the density of the emitting atoms or ions was not known. It is a feature of the

0
l " m0m
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0 Boltzmann-plot method that the density factors cancel out. Finally, in the metal vapor

0 dominated region it was proposed that the Boltzmann-plot method be used again, since

0 the vapor pressure of elements in the base metal are not known. Mills utilized the

Semission lines of manganese for his temperature calculations in this region [39].
0 S~Shea and Gardner [40] conducted emission spectroscopy analysis on GMAW

0• processes in an effort to correlate hydrogen signal intensity to hydrogen content in the

0 shielding gas. The line intensity of neutral argon at 696.5 nanometers was compared to

* the line intensity of neutral hydrogen at 656.3 nanometers. They found that hydrogen

0 concentration in the arc could be measured with as little as 10 pct. error for hydrogen

0 concentrations as low as 0.25 pct. by volume [40]. The neutral hydrogen emission line at
0 486.1 nanometers was disregarded for calculations due to interference of emission linesS
* from the base metal [40]. Weber [41 ] also noted the same problem with the GMAW

0 process. Weber correlated the intensity of the hydrogen signal to the hydrogen

5 concentration in the arc by using a ratio method like that of Shea and Gardner. However,

S Weber's ratio included intensity terms for the background level of emission along with

* the same spectral lines for hydrogen and argon used by Shea and Gardner [40]. White

0 [42] also performed arc emission spectroscopy on GMAW processes in an attempt to
0 describe the behavior of hydrogen in a welding arc. Temperatures of welding arcs with

0 up to two percent of hydrogen in an argon-oxygen shielding were calculated using the

* Boltzmann-plot method. It was found that the hydrogen additions significantly raised the

i arc temperature with a partial pressure of just 0.005, but additions beyond that did not

0 further increase the arc temperature considerably. It should be noted that spectroscopy

0 data collected from the welding arcs in this research was done so through a spectrometer
0 probe focused on the entire arc. White [42] reasoned that emissions from the hottest part
0 of the arc would be the most intense and thus dominate the readings collected by the

0 spectrometer. In this manner, it was assumed that the temperatures calculated would tend

0 to be a maximum temperature reached by the arc.

0
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CHAPTER 2

GOAL OF RESEARCH

Despite the many methods available for the mitigation of hydrogen in arc welding

of steel, HAC remains a problem. Currently practiced methods of measuring hydrogen

content in steel weidments require destruction of the weldment and significant time0

consumption. A real-time, in-situ method of determining the hydrogen content of a steel

weldment would drastically improve productivity in ventures where HAC is a possibility.

Arc spectroscopy has been performed in the past to determine temperature and

constituent concentration and was found to be a reliable indicator of those quantities.

Much of the previous work, though, was performed on GTAW processes. In the pursuit

of a process more germane to sponsor concerns, arc emission spectroscopy of GMAW

processes was undertaken. The objective of this research project was to explore the

capability of arc spectroscopy as a non-intrusive real-time method of hydrogen

determination in high strength steel weldments. This involved spectroscopic evaluation of

GMAW processes with hydrogen additions to argon shielding gas in concentrations of5

220 parts-per-million, 1-vol. percent, and 3-vol. percent. The hydrogen content of the

weldments deposited under those shielding gases were determined and correlated to0

hydrogen activity detected in the welding arc using spectroscopy. In addition, hydrogen

activity in the arc due to moisture in the shielding gas and rust on the wire consumable5

was investigated.5
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.1 Arc Generation System - Power Supply and Consumables

The welding arc studies were conducted using a Miller Nirvana welding machine;

a 60M series CC/CV power supply. Within the course of this research project, four

phases of experiments were performed to investigate the abilities of the spectroscopy

system. In the first and second phase, the welding consumable held little importance on

the goal of the research other than to provide weld metal for analysis. Thus, a general

commercial wire consumable sufficed. An ESAB ER70S-3 consumable with a 0.045-inch

(1.14 mm) diameter was used in that phase of research. The third phase of research

investigated the ability of the spectroscopic equipment to detect alloying elements in the

arc utilized experimental wires manufactured by another researcher in the Center for

Welding, Joining, and Coatings Research. Flux-cored wires containing known amounts

of ferromanganese (FeMn) were used. The sheath of the wire was composed of mild steel

and the second core ingredient was iron powder. Manufacture of the wires was performed

using the tube mill facilities in Hill Hall at the Colorado School of Mines. Diameter of

the experimental wires was 0.060 inches (1.52 mm). The fourth and final phase of

research was undertaken to determine the ability to detect hydrogen in the arc resulting

from impurities on the wire, namely rust. For this portion of the research, a HSLA steel

wire consumable with 0.0625-inch (1.59 mm) diameter was used. Prior to welding, the

wire was cleaned of any oxidation using abrasive pads. Portions of wire were then placed

in an environmental chamber for four days in air at 33 'C with 85-pct. relative humidity.

The rust engendered on the consumable can be seen in Figure 3. 1. Parameters for the

welding processes can be seen in Table 3. 1.

0

0

0F
0
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6

* Figure 3.1 Photograph of HSLA steel consumable after rust formation.6
0

Table 3.1. Parameters for welding processes performed during this research project.

voltage Feed Rate-] Travel Speed [ Gas Flow Rate J Work Distance
*Shielding Gas [ (V) (ipm J (mTm/s) (€f) 1 (mm)

Argon 27 250 6.25 40 22
Argon+ 1 %Hydrogen 32.6 270 6.25 40 22
Argon + 3% Hydrogen 33 280 6.25 40 22

Argon + 220 ppmr
Hydrogen 30 300 6.25 40 22

Argon + 220 ppm Moisture 30.5 310 6.25 40 22
Argon 28 280 6 40 22
Argon 34.2 330 6.25 40 22

3.2 Spectroscopy Equipment

0
0
0
0
0
0
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In.order to make measurements of the light emitted from a welding arc, an

apparatus was devised to magnify the arc and allow for discretion of the arc region

studied. A schematic diagram of the equipment can be seen in Figure 3.2, and

photographs of the setup can be seen in Figure 3.3. A shield constructed of sheet steel

was placed next to the arc. An aperture was drilled into the shield to allow for the arc

light to travel to the spectrometer probe. The shield served to limit the amount of light

traveling to the spectrometer and also to protect the lens and filters from errant sparks and

spatters emitted from the welding process. A high temperature polymer shield was placed

between the steel shield and the lens/filter assembly. Its function was to protect the lens

and filters from any sparks or spatters that went through the aperture in the steel shield.

The lens used to magnify the arc was a 30 mm double convex polymer lens. Neutral

density filters were utilized during this research for the purpose of attenuating the light

signal emitted from the arc. A piece of plywood served as a screen onto which the image

of the arc was projected. The probe of the spectrometer was situated into a hole drilled

into the center of the screen. Slots were cut into the screen to allow for screen and probe

height articulation. Since the image of the arc remained at a constant height, the

probe height could be maneuvered to various regions of the arc. Thus, studies could be 0

made of the light emitted from the various regions in the arc.

The welding process was performed on A36 steel diffusible hydrogen samples. In

accordance with the standard AWS/ANSI A4.3-93: Standard Methods for Determination

0

0
"0,W

0

0
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Probe of Spectrometer0

* Lens

O......................................................................................................... 
....Arc

O.
.......... . .....................

Shield with Filters

Aperture Screen

Computer A/D Board Spectrometer

Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of spectroscopic data collection setup.
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Figure 3.3 Photograph of spectroscopic data collection setup.
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0

of the Diffusible Hydrogen Content of Martensitic, Bainitic, and Ferritic Steel Weld

* Metal Produced by Arc Welding [26], the diffusible hydrogen coupons were clamped in a

O machined copper block.

* 3.3 Spectrometer Details

The probe of the spectrometer used in this research can be seen in Figure 3.4.

OO Within the probe was a collimating lens 5 millimeters in diameter. Light data were

transmitted to the spectrometer via a fiber optic cable. Once it reached the spectrometer,

* the light was dispersed by a fixed grating and shone across a linear CCD array detector.

* The array detector contained 2048 elements reactive to light in the wavelength range of

*
0

0 0-4

0

Figure 3.4 Photograph of spectrometer probe used in this research. Demarcations on

0 ruler in photograph are millimeters.
0
0
0
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200 nanometers to 1100 nanometers. Resolution in the spectrometer was about 0.5

nanometers. The spectrometer used for the light collection was a Model S2000 fabricated

by Ocean Optics Inc. Information read by the spectrometer was converted by an analog-

to-digital converter and then collected by a customized Labview application. Data was

acquired every 100 milliseconds and stored on disk for later processing.

3.4 Shielding Gases

Shielding gases used for this research were chosen for the purpose of testing the

ability of the spectroscopic equipment to determine the differences in the arc behavior.

The parameters for the welding processes can be seen in Table 3.1. As the hydrogen

content increased, the parameters needed adjustment to stay in spray metal transfer mode.

This requirement will be discussed in more detail later in this report. Increasing the

amount of hydrogen in the arc increased the arc resistance. This increase in resistance

occurs because the arc must dissociate the hydrogen molecules before ionizing them to

create the electric arc between the electrode and the workpiece. Shielding gases with 220

ppm each of hydrogen and moisture were ordered specially from a local gas distributor

and each required their own sets of parameters for welding.

3.5 Diffusible Hydrogen Measurement

Measurement of the diffusible hydrogen content of the welded samples was

performed in accordance with the AWS standard mentioned previously [26]. In this

method, a weldment is produced across three steel tabs that have been degassed, cleaned,

and weighed. The tabs are kept free of any contaminants until time of welding. A copper 9
block is used to clamp the tabs together during welding and acts as a uniform chill block.

Immediately upon termination of the welding process, the tabs are quenched in ice water
9

9

'9
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and then placed in a low-temperature bath to inhibit hydrogen release from the sample. It

was mandated by the standard that the weldment be inserted into the ice bath within five

seconds after the arc was extinguished. After thirty seconds of quenching, the weldment

was placed in the low-temperature bath. Once in the low-temperature bath, the samples

were not allowed to remain out of the bath for any longer than one minute until their

placement in the degassing vessels. After post-weld cleaning and tab separation, the

middle tab is degassed in a pressure vessel and the hydrogen content of the atmosphere in

that vessel is measured. Degassing time-temperature combinations are prescribed by the

standard to provide the same amount of diffusion. The time temperature combination

used in this project was 150'C for six hours. The degassing vessel used in this project can

be seen in Figure 3.5. A removable cap on one end of the vessel allowed for insertion of

the sample into the vessel. Once the sample was placed into the vessel, a commercial

silicone gasket sealer was used to seal the threads of the vessel's cap. Valves on each end

allowed for pressurization of the vessel. On one end of each vessel was an assembly

containing two rubber septums.

Samples of the gas in the vessel were taken using a syringe inserted through the

septums. An atmosphere of argon was engendered in each vessel up to a gage pressure of

* ten psi. One milliliter of helium was introduced into each vessel with a syringe. Helium

served as an internal standard when the gaseous contents of the vessel were measured

with the gas chromatograph. The gas chromatograph was programmed to measure both

* the helium and hydrogen content of the sample gas inserted into the machine. It was

9 assumed that the amount of helium lost in the degassing operation was directly

0 proportional to the amount of hydrogen lost.
S
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
9
S
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Figure 3.5 Photograph of degassing vessel used in this research.

3.6 Residual Hydrogen Content

The residual hydrogen content was measured using a hydrogen analyzer

manufactured by LECO, which can be seen in Figure 3.6. Before an analysis, at least

three calibration runs were performed. Steel sample standards with known hydrogen

content were examined using the analyzer. The hydrogen content readings were then

entered into the computer controller, which then calculated a new calibration factor.

Analysis began by placing a graphite crucible on the lower electrode. The furnace was

closed and the atmosphere was purged. A current was passed through the crucible to 0
drive off any impurities or gases in the crucible, then, after a short cooling period, the

0
sample was dropped into the crucible. High current was passed through the crucible to

drive off the gases in the sample. Hydrogen emitted from the sample mixed with an argon

gas stream and was passed through a series of filters that removed oxygen, carbon 9
dioxide, water, and other undesirable materials. After filtering, the gas stream traveled

through a molecular sieve where hydrogen was separated from the rest of the stream.

Once the separation process was completed, the hydrogen content was detected using a v

thermal conductivity detector. An integration of the hydrogen level was taken over time

resulting in a hydrogen reading for the sample.

9
0
0
0
0
0
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0

I0

Figure 3.7 Photograph of milled sample (left) and sample in process of being milIled for

residual hydrogen analysis.

measurements during analysis. In addition, the machining chips were never handled with 0
bare hands. Chips were collected with a clean brush and stored in p olymer bags. To9

analyze the hydrogen content of the chips, the chips were placed into the analyzer

crucible one gram at a time using forceps. 0

0

0
Spectroscopic data were obtained using the apparatus seen in Figure 3.8. Scans

were taken at heights of 2, 4, and 6 millimeter above the baseplate, as illustrated in Figure

3.9. Radiation emitted from the welding arc was scanned in the lateral direction as the 0

0
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welding torch passed the aperture. Typical arc lengths in this research were

approximately eight millimeters. The spectrometer records 2048 data points every 100 0
milliseconds, and the data points cover the wavelength range of the spectrometer.

Experimental data is put into a matrix form, whereby the 2048 data points are the rows

and the columns are the time increments. A scan was initiated with the arc during each

trial. During data analysis the peak of the intensity of a spectral line was considered to be

the center of the arc. Thus, all spectroscopic measurements were calculated outward from

the center. Since the cart carrying the torch traveled at a constant speed, the time

increments can be considered distance increments as well. 0
3.8 Identification of Spectra for Arc Elements 0

0
Spectral lines of interest were found in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics 84th Annual Edition [43]. The degrees of the ionization of elements are indicated

as I for the neutral species, II for the first ionized species, III for the second ionized

species, etc., which follows the spectroscopic nomenclature. For example, emissions

from neutral argon atoms are identified as Arn, emissions from singly ionized argon

atoms are identified as ArII, emissions from doubly ionized argon atoms are identified as

ArIll, etc.

0
3.9 Smoothing Measured Intensity

0
An example of acquired data and its smoothed form is shown in Figure 3. 10. A

graph of the line emission coefficient of a GMAW process under 100-pct. argon gas as a

function of time is shown. To provide a better fit for later processing, the acquired data 0
was smoothed. All data processing was performed using the computer program Mathcad

2000. The smoothing operation used an adaptive point averaging method. Data were

0
0
0

0
I l l i i
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9Figure 3.10 Depiction of acquired data and the smoothing operation performed for data
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averaged over the number of points that provided the best fit to the acquired data. For

example, in a six-point averaging method, a particular data point's value was the average

of the three previous points and the following three points. In the method used in this

research, the program ran iterations for each point to determine the optimal range of data

points over which to average the value. The six-point averaging method was used by

Matsushita, who studied spectroscopy of a GTAW process [29]. Due to the increased

travel speed of the GMAW process studied in this research, fewer data points were

gathered during each run, since the spectrometer sampling rate remained the same. The

six-point averaging method was deemed to engender too large a deviation from the

acquired data.

3.10 Cubic Spline Curve

To reconcile the fact that two-dimensional spectroscopic data were obtained from

a three-dimensional object, the arc, the Abel inversion was used. This operation converts

the line emission coefficient into the radial emission coefficient; expressed as:

dI(y)
i(r)2 dy d (1.9)

7r r(Y -r)

In the above equation, dI(y)/dy is the first derivative of the function of the line emission

coefficient in the lateral direction, y. To fit a function to the data, a Mathcad operation

was performed that fitted a cubic spline curve to the data. This operation involved fitting

a curve of cubic order between the individual points in the curve. The Mathcad program

for this operation can be found in the Appendix.

0
S•' i it na l0
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3.11 Temperature Determination

* Using the radial emission coefficient obtained with the previous methods, the

0 temperature of the arc can be determined. Temperature calculations were determined as

functions of the arc radius. Three methods were attempted to determine the temperature

of the arc.

* 3.11.1 Boltzmann-Plot Method

* As detailed in Section 1.6.3.1, the Boltzmann-Plot method utilizes the ratio

between two line emission coefficients of the same species in the same ionization stage to

the temperature. The relation is as follows:

Iio A~gYvP cJ' (1.10)
0
0

ii,. = I,/ , I ,. exp kT )(.0

* Missing are the coefficients of the neutral states and the partition function. Thus, in this

method, the temperature can be directly determined from the above equation.

The temperatures resulting from this method were found to be unreasonably high

and displayed significant statistical variance. A similar conclusion was reached by

* Matsushita regarding this method [29]. It was proposed that the energy difference

between the excitation stages in the same species would be quite small, thereby allowing

error in the other terms of the equation to predominate. With the ultimate goal of0
incorporating a real-time hydrogen content monitor into the welding process, this method

was desirable due to its simplicity. However, the results it provided were not satisfactory.

Since the determination of the concentration of elements in the arc relies on the

temperature determination, a significant uncertainty in the temperature readings will lead
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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to significant uncertainty in the concentration determination. Thus, this method was

deemed unsuitable for application to the process.

3.11.2 Off-Axis Peaking Method

This method utilizes the maximum of the line emission coefficient at a

temperature T*. In GTAW processes, a peak was exhibited due to the decrease in r-times

ionized particle (r = 0 indicates neutral state) by ionization to (r + 1)-times ionized states.

The temperature for the maximum emission is determined through the following

combination of the radial emission coefficient and the Saha equation:

1 A.hvig e - Ac I Ahv gi((T))n A'•
4i r q k q(T) ki(akT)Jnexp.--T) (3.1) 0

0

The equation is only a function of temperature. Once the temperature at the maximum

emission point is determined, the radial radiance and temperature at that point are

substituted into the following equation to determine the temperature at other positions.

i°(T) go()qo(*) r ( (A(1 .11

io (Tg)-o(T *,o(T)pi k- T T*) 0

Previous GTAW spectroscopy research found this to be the most accurate method of 0
determining temperature. However, during the course of this GMAW research, it was 0
found that the line emission coefficient data did not exhibit a peak away from the center 0
axis of the arc. The dynamics of the consumable electrode differentiated this research

from the previous research projects. Transfer of metal droplets from the electrode to the 0
0

0
0qp,

0d
0
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weld pool and the increased travel speed were the most likely reasons for not observing

* the offset peak.

* 3.11.3 Ion-Neutral Line Ratio Method

The ion-neutral line ratio method operates by comparing the ratio of radial

emission coefficients of ionized atoms to neutral atoms of the same species, as seen in the

* following equation:

i + A +v0+g0q / A+ 30 - A A
1-v0 0g~q 0 exp (1.12)

The ratio of first-ionized species to neutral species within the above equation is combined

* with the ratio calculated by the Saha equation:S

0Y35 " 2__P (2 n )A / T 2q + ev 1
P2 2Irml 2 exp - _

*l1-a 2  i-o h2) P 0 hOkT
0
* Thus, the ratios between the two equations must be related to solve the combined

5 equation for temperature. In the ion-neutral line ratio equation, the ratio between the twoS
ionization states is described as a ratio of particle densities (45 /+ 3); in the Saha

equation the ratio is described as an ionization fraction (a). Assuming an initial neutral

particle density of n and a fraction of first-ionized species of aX compared to neutral

species, then, according to the law of mass action, the particle densities of the first

O ionization products will be those seen in Table 3.2.S

0
S
0
0
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Table 3.1. Particle density changes due to ionization.
611

Initial n 0 I 0 0
First Ionization (1-a) n an 0 an
Second Ionization (1-a) n a (1 - /8) n a/In an + a/3n

0
0
0

Where: ý9=Particle density of neutral species,

5'= Particle density of first-ionized species,
9abl = Particle density of second-ionized species,

a= Particle density of electron,0

0

Assuming the fraction of second-ionized species is , with regard to the first-

ionized species, the particle densities of the first and second ionization products are as

follows: 0

,5= (1- a) n (3.2) 0
0

5= a(1 -,8)n (3.3)
0

g++ = a, n (3.4) 0
0

where (5 , 5' and 9"+ are the particle densities of the neutral, first-ionized and second-

ionized species, respectively. With these relationships established, the ratios from the two

equations can be related in the following manner:
0
0
0
0
0
0
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+ _(-)(3.5)

*go 1-a
0

Ionization fractions a and 8 are determined using the Saha equation and related to the

* particle densities via the equations just described.

To solve the two equations for the temperature, the ion-neutral line ratio equation

can be rearranged to isolate the particle density ratio:

ij+i Avj-g°°q°+exp,. Ai+-- " (3
- - i1j Aivigi q kT fionneutra,(T) (3.6)

0

* Utilizing the relation between the ion-neutral line ratio equation and the Saha equation

established in Eq. 3.5, it can be seen that the ionization fraction ratio is also a function of

temperature:

0
-+ -a(if-ha) (3.7)

*gio 1-a fSaha (T)

0
* Thus, the temperature can be found by solving the following equation:0

f(T) -f-oin_,eraia(T)- fso,(T) = 0 (3.8)
0

* This equation was solved by performing an iterative analysis in Mathcad. The

0 program for this operation can be found in the Appendix. A temperature was achieved

by: 1) programming a set of boundary temperatures within which the true temperature

must reside, 2) directing the program to substitute a "guess" temperature, and 3) adjusting
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its next iteration by the result produced. The final value was obtained once the two

values, the "guess" and the "result" temperature, coincided. This method is known as the

secant method.

Since argon constituted the major volume fraction of the shielding gases used in

this research, the argon lines were used to calculate the temperature of the arc. In

particular, the neutral argon line at 696.5 nanometers and the argon ionization line at

476.4 nanometers were used to calculate temperature. A disadvantage to this method of

temperature determination is its accuracy. Matsushita found this temperature to be

somewhat higher than that found by the off-axis peaking method [29]. Also, the noise in

the spectrometer tends to cause the temperature readings to flatten out as the radius

increases. In other words, the outer regions seem to have an unnaturally high temperature

associated with them. Thus, temperature readings at the peripheries at the arc should be

disregarded. A great advantage to this method, however, is that the intensity of the

spectral lines need only be measured on the same scale. This method relies on the ratio of

the spectral lines to one another, thus readings on an absolute scale are not required.

Due to the inapplicability of the off-axis peaking method and the scatter and

inaccuracy of the Boltzmann-plot method, the ion-neutral line ratio method was chosen

for temperature determination in this research. The Mathcad program for the temperature

determination using the ion-neutral line ratio method can be viewed in the Appendix.

3.12 Concentration Determination

The concentration of the elements present in the welding arc was calculated using

the ratio of the spectral intensity of the neutral species of a particular element to the 0
spectral intensity of neutral argon. Concentrations were calculated with the following

equation:

I a i I I0
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0

* .0 A- i [M] o50 J[Ar] (3.9)

* J[Ar] J[Ar] J[Ar]gJ[Ar]q0 [Ar]

In the above equation, the superscripted 0 indicates a neutral ionization state, and

subscripts i and j represent arbitrary excitation stages in respective species. The subscript

[M] is the element of interest and [Ar] is neutral argon. Radial emission coefficients ofS
the elements of interest were placed in the equation along with the temperatures

* calculated by the ion-neutral line ratio method. With these substitutions, particle density

ratios with respect to neutral argon were obtained. The Saha equation was employed to

* find ionization fractions using the determined temperature. The ratios of the first and

second-ionized species to that of the neutral species are as follows:
S

9+1M1 a[M ] (1 (3.10)so0IM] I -- a[Ml

S

-[M] a[M][M] (3.11)

g O[M] 1 -a[M]S
S

First and second-ionized argon could be calculated in the above manner. For the first and

5 second-ionized species of other elements, modifications were needed. Particle density

5 ratios from Eq 3.9 were combined and the first and second-ionized species are related to

S neutral argon in the following manner:S

g £[M] _ a[M](1I -AM] [M] (3.12)
o °[Ar] 1- I[M] go [Ar]

S
S
S
S
S
0
S
S
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0

M++] a [M]0 [M] d[M]

go°[Ar] 1 -a[M g[Ar] (3.13)

Using these relationships between the various species, the particle densities of all the

elements in the arc can be expressed as a ratio to the particle density of neutral argon.

Concentrations of argon and the other elements in the arc can be conveyed as:

1 +R+[Ar] + R++[Ar] (3.14)
C[A"] 1 + R+[Ar] + R++[Ar] + RO[M,] + R+[MI + R++[M,] + + R++[](

C')=R°[MjI + R+tMjI + R++[M,] (3.15)
CM 1+R++R+[Ar]+R++[Ar] +R°[M,] +R+[M,] +R++[M,] +-+ R++[e]

In the above equations R is the ratio of particle density of the bracketed species to neutral

argon, and M1 and e are the constituent elements of the arc other than argon and

electrons, respectively. As the number of elements in the arc increase, M, will be added

(where n =1, 2, 3 ...).

0

0
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Observations in GMAW

4.1.1 Metal Transfer Mode

During the initial stages of this research project, it was discovered that the metal

transfer mode played a major role in the quality of the data collected. Accurate

spectroscopic analysis of a welding arc in this research required a sustained observation

of light emitted from the welding arc. Temperature and concentration determinations

* involved the integration of wavelengths of light over time. Thus, any significant

perturbation in the intensity of emitted light over time renders the analysis unsuitable. A

welding process that exhibits short-circuiting metal transfer mode is just such an

example. As can be seen in Figure 4.1 a, the light data collected from a welding process in

short-circuiting transfer does not provide a continuous curve that would allow for the

integration of an emission line. Figure 4.2a illustrates the light data collected from a

welding process in spray metal transfer mode. It can be seen that the data lends itself to a

0 more accurate analysis of the ionization behavior occurring in the welding arc. Prior to

experimental analysis, parameter testing was performed for each condition to determine0
the voltage and wire feed rate that would place the process in spray mode transfer. A map

of metal transfer modes as a function of voltage and wire feed rate can be seen in Figure

4.3. It is seen that for a given process, spray metal transfer mode typically occurs at

relatively high voltages and wire feed rates. Higher voltages and wire feed rates increase

* the heat input into the weldment which would affect the diffusible hydrogen levels0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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a.)

b.) Time (ms)

Wire

Feed

Figure 4.1 (a) Light intensity as a function of lateral distance for a GMAW process in

short-circuiting transfer and (b) schematic illustration of short-circuiting transfer [44].
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* a.)
0
0

0

* Figure 4.2 (a) Light intensity as a function of lateral distance for a GMAW process in

* spray transfer and (b) schematic illustration of spray transfer [44].
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Figure 4.3 Map of metal transfer modes in GMAW processes as a function of voltage

and wire feed rate [replotted from 45]. -

m

of the weldment. Thus, parameters were chosen so as to be just inside the operating

window where spray metal transfer mode would operate.
m

4.1.2 Masking of Excitation Signals

A typical spectrum emitted by a GMAW process during this research project can ,

be seen in IFigurc 4.4. Iron excitation signals dominate the middle portion of the

0
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Figure 4.4 Typical spectra emitted by a GMAW process during this research project.
0

spectrum. Masked beneath those signals are excitation signals for other elements in the

welding arc. Thus, the presence of metal droplets in the arc causes a loss of some

*- information that may be available in a GTAW process. For instance, the hydrogen /J

emission line (electron decay from the fourth to second orbit) at 486.1 nanometers is

masked by the iron excitation signals. This masking of signals was not an ideal situation
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since detection of hydrogen was the main goal of this research project, and hydrogen

does not contain many excitation levels due to its low atomic number. Hydrogen

excitation behavior can still be observed, however, because the hydrogen a emission line

(electron decay from the third to second orbit) at 656.3 nanometers is observable outside

the range of the iron excitation signals. Thus, the concentration of hydrogen in the

welding arc was calculated using the emission line at 656.3 nanometers.

4.2 Additions of Hydrogen to Argon Shielding Gas

GMAW processes with hydrogen additions to the argon shielding gas in the

amounts of 220-ppm, 1-vol. percent, and 3-vol. percent were studied. The goal of the

study was to observe the effect of the additions on the hydrogen content in the weldments

and to test the ability of the spectroscopic system to observe hydrogen in the arc. The

ultimate goal was to correlate the two activities.

4.2.1 Effect of Hydrogen Additions on Weldment Hydrogen Content

The residual hydrogen content of weldments was found to not vary significantly

with hydrogen content of the shielding gas, as seen in Figure 4.5. This was the expected

response since any residual hydrogen content in the weldment would be due to the

population of trapping sites. The same consumable and base metal were used for all the

welding in this phase of research, so the defect population (dislocations, inclusions, etc.)

would remain essentially constant across the range of shielding gas additions. The

scattering present at the upper hydrogen contents is characteristic of the hydrogen

analyzer used for measurement. The relationship between diffusible hydrogen content of

0
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S

steel weldments and hydrogen additions to an argon shielding gas can be observed in

Figure 4.6. It is shown that the relationship is similar to that predicted by Sievert's law.

As the hydrogen content of the shielding gas is increased, the diffusible hydrogen content

of the weldments deposited under the shielding gases increased proportionally to the

square root of the amount of hydrogen in the shielding gas. A regression line with a

power of one-half is superimposed on the graphic for reference. The relationship suggests

that absorption of diatomic hydrogen plays a role in the total amount of hydrogen

absorbed during deposition. If hydrogen absorption were to occur only from monatomic

hydrogen entering the weld metal, the relationship would be expected to exhibit a linear

behavior.

4.2.2 Spectroscopic Evaluation of Hydrogen Additions to Argon Shielding Gas

S
As discussed in Section 3.6.3, the method of temperature determination chosen

for this research project was the ion-neutral line ratio method. Compared to the off-axis

peaking method, the ion-neutral line ratio method is considered to be somewhat

inaccurate. In order to determine the concentration of constituents in the arc, the -
0

temperature had to be known. The temperature calculated with the ion-neutral line ratio

method was inserted into the Saha equation to determine the ionization fractions of

hydrogen and argon in the arc. Because of occasional inaccuracies in the temperature 5
determined with the ion-neutral line ratio method, hydrogen concentration profiles were

affected. Because of this situation, it was decided that a summation of the hydrogen

concentrations at the various radii within the arc would be the best method of correlating

the spectroscopic
0

0

0

0
S

I 0
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concentration data to the hydrogen content of the weldments. In this manner, any point-

to-point variations in the profile would be averaged out in the final concentration value.

Concentration calculations were performed at every 0.25 millimeters from the center of

the arc out to 3.25 millimeters. Measurements beyond 3.25 millimeters were not

considered because readings beyond that width would most likely be spurious noise and

not a true reading from the arc.

The calculated temperatures for GMAW processes with 220-ppm hydrogen

additions can be seen in Figure 4.7. It is seen that the largest gradients occurred at the 6-

mm scan height due to its relatively small width. Temperature profiles at 4 millimeters

and 2 millimeters exhibited less severe gradients of temperature, due to the increased

width of the arc at heights closer to the workpiece. The high temperatures at each scan

height were calculated to be at the center axis of the arc, decreasing in value from

approximately 25,500 K at 6-millimeters to 22,500 K at 2-millimeters. A similar

relationship determined by an earlier researcher can be seen in Figure 1. 15. The

temperature values calculated in this research were somewhat higher than the

temperatures calculated by White in GMAW processes. However, temperatures

calculated by White were done so using the Boltzmann-plot method and with additions of

oxygen to the shielding gas as well [42].

The relationship between the summation of hydrogen observed in the arc out to

3.25 millimeters and the diffusible hydrogen content of the weldments may be seen in

Figure 4.8. An approximately linear correlation exists between the summations of

observed hydrogen concentrations in the arc and diffusible hydrogen in the weldments.

Though the relationship is not an exact correlation, it is proof that spectroscopy can be

used as a diagnostic tool for determination of hydrogen concentration in the arc. With this

tool, a manufacturer may designate a certain, unacceptable level of hydrogen content in

the weldment and correlate that to an amount of arc-observed hydrogen. During

fabrication of a structure this particular amount of hydrogen observed in the arc would act

as a warning sign that the deposited weldment may be prone to HAC. In this manner, the

0

• I I I0
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0

t* time and expense associated with destructive testing of diffusible hydrogen analysis may

be reduced or avoided altogether. Before final application to a fabrication process, similar

0 sets of tests as was performed in this research should be done with the conditions that

9 would be present at the time of welding. In other words, the testing in this research0
project was performed on steel with argon as the primary constituent of the shielding gas.

* As such, the results may not be directly applicable to a GMAW process that uses an

9 argon-carbon dioxide, or another mixture, as a shielding gas.

9 Hydrogen concentration profiles for GMAW processes with 1-percent and 3-

percent hydrogen additions at 6-millimeters above the workpiece can be seen in Figure

4.9. The hydrogen concentration profiles found in this study were found to exhibit a trend

opposite that of previous researchers. In this research, hydrogen concentration was

generally found to increase from the center of the arc outward. The minimum hydrogen

concentrations were calculated to be in the center of the arc. This trend is a result of the

9 temperatures found at the center of the arc. As expected, the maximum temperatures in

the welding arcs examined usually occurred along the center axis of the arc because this

* is the region of highest energy density. As discussed in Section 3.7, the concentrations of

the constituents in the arc were calculated by computing a ratio of their concentration in

the arc to the concentration of neutral argon in the arc. The ratios of first and second

ionized argon to neutral argon in the arc were calculated using the Saha ionization

9 equation. The ionization behavior of argon with temperature can be seen in Figure 4.10.

It is seen that the second ionization of argon begins to occur rapidly in the temperature

range of the maximum temperatures calculated for the welding arcs in this research

project. For each second ionized argon atom in the arc, there are two electrons present.

They exert a significant influence near the center axis of the arc, but their influence

diminishes as the radius in the arc increases. In other words, as the temperature decreases

with increasing radius, the argon present tends to consist mainly of first ionized argon

and neutral argon.
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Figure 4.9 Hydrogen concentration profiles across welding arcs with indicated hydrogen

additions to argon shielding gas.

Though this relationship has not been seen in the literature before, it should be

noted that the temperatures reported in this research are somewhat higher than those

reported previously. It is not the actual quantitative difference between previous reported

temperatures and those being reported here, so much as it is the particular range of

temperatures and the shielding gas being used. For instance, an increase in temperature
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from 15,000 to 17,000 K would not have as significant an effect as does a change in

temperature from 22,000 to 24,000 K, even though both differences are 2,000 K. That

particular temperature range is critical only because argon is the primary constituent of

the shielding gas. Another gas would have its own particular ionization behavior in that

temperature range.

In previous spectroscopic research of hydrogen in GTAW processes it was

postulated that hydrogen reaches a peak concentration near the cathode because of the

diffusion behavior of monatomic hydrogen, reactions with other species in the arc, and

variation of hydrogen mass transport due to the temperature and pressure gradients. The

hydrogen concentration profiles calculated in this research suggests that the

overwhelming presence of electrons in the core of the arc serve to displace hydrogen to

the outer regions of the arc. The high temperature in the center of the arc causes a rapid

expansion of the shielding gas which imparts kinetic energy to the particles in the arc. For

a given kinetic energy, a smaller particle will experience a greater velocity than a

relatively larger one. With regards to this particular research project, the hydrogen

particles would move more quickly than the argon particles in the arc. Thus, it is not

unreasonable to observe an increase in hydrogen content with increased distance from the

center of the arc.

Another factor in the center of the arc is the presence of molten metal droplets

traveling from the electrode to the weld pool. Calculations by Mundra, et. al [ 18] showed

that molten iron droplets absorb as much as 12 ppm hydrogen while traversing the arc.

The processes were performed primarily in spray mode, which would allow for

maximum surface contact with the arc atmosphere and could have led to appreciable

hydrogen absorption by the metal droplets on their journey to the weld pool.
0
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* 4.3 Moisture Additions to Argon Shielding Gas

0

* A study was undertaken to test the ability of the spectroscopy system to observe

hydrogen in the arc resulting from moisture in the shielding gas. The impetus for this

* phase of research lies in the application of spectroscopy to a shipyard fabrication

* environment. Humidity in the atmosphere results in humidity in the shielding gas, which

results in hydrogen in the weldment. Savage, et. al [46] found that moisture additions in a

* shielding gas are more potent than hydrogen additions with regards to hydrogen content

*of the ed nt

4.3.1 Effect of Moisture Additions on Weldment Hydrogen Content

Hydrogen and moisture additions were made to argon shielding gas in the amount

* of 220-parts-per-million. It was decided to specially order these gas mixtures from a

0 distributor because of the compositional inaccuracy that would likely result from a

* custom built humidifying system. It was believed that losses of moisture in the shielding

gas would occur through condensation on the metal fixtures controlling gas flow in the

welding machine. Another source of uncertainty would have been inherent in the

* temperature control of the shielding gas. As the temperature of the shielding gas varies,

* so does its ability to hold moisture. Thus, control of the temperature of the shielding gas

would have been critical to successful control of the experiments. In light of these

arguments, it was deemed the appropriate course of action to specially order the shielding

0

gas mixtures which exhibited a ± 3-pct. variance according to manufacturer's

specifications.

* ~As expected, weldments made with the moisture-addition shielding gas exhibited

*considerable porosity, as evidenced in Fig--ure 4.11. It was believed that the porosity was

* due to the moisture itself and not any instabilities in the arc that may have been caused by

* the additions to the shielding gas. The reason for this assumption is the fact that the

0
0

0
0
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Figure 4.11 Photograph of weldments made with moisture additions to shielding gas.

Demarcations on ruler are millimeters.

0

welding arcs in this portion of the research, as in the previous phases, were operated in

0

spray metal transfer mode. No porosity was evident in weldments made with the 220-i

ppm hydrogen addition shielding gas. This would suggest that the moisture engendered ai

considerable amount of hydrogen in the weldment. Low hydrogen levels in a weldment

0A

0F
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0
0
0
* would likely be in solution in the weld metal. Only when hydrogen levels exceed

saturation in the weld metal would one expect to see porosity. Another possibility is the

0 formation of carbon monoxide due to the increased oxygen potential in the weld metal.

0• Diffusible hydrogen levels in the weldments generated with the two shielding gas

mixtures did not support this reasoning, however. Diffusible hydrogen levels in0
weldments made with both shielding gas mixtures were very low, often times not

evolving even enough hydrogen to register on the gas chromatograph.

* When the hydrogen threshold was reached, the diffusible hydrogen levels were

* found to be 1.2 mL of hydrogen / 100 g of weld metal for the moisture-addition shielding0
gas and 1.5 mL of hydrogen / 100 g of weld metal for the 220-ppm hydrogen addition

shielding gas. This was not a significant difference considering the drastic difference in

weldment quality. However, the porosity of the moisture-addition weldments may be the

reason for the low levels. Hydrogen in the molten weld metal exists in monatomic form

until saturation. Once pores form, monatomic hydrogen will leave the weld metal to

*• recombine in the energetically favorable diatomic form. As outlined in the AWS

*diffusible hydrogen standard [25], the weldments are quenched immediately after

0 welding to retard hydrogen mobility. Upon degassing of the weldment samples it is0
entirely possible that hydrogen in the weld metal diffused into the pores instead of

evolving from the sample. Once in diatomic form, hydrogen mobility in iron is severely

* limited. Thus, it is not necessarily a contradiction that the weldments made with the

* moisture-addition shielding gas exhibited lower diffusible hydrogen levels. Weldments

*• made with the moisture-addition shielding gas did, however, contain higher levels of

*• residual hydrogen, as seen in Figure 4.12. Higher levels of residual hydrogen would

suggest that the moisture additions in the shielding gas were indeed more potent than

* hydrogen additions with regards to weldment hydrogen content.

0

0
0
0
0
0
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* 4.3.2 Spectroscopic Evaluation of Moisture Additions to Argon Shielding Gas

The spectroscopy system was able to detect hydrogen in the welding arcs

resulting from moisture additions. Hydrogen concentration in the welding arcs with

moisture additions followed the same general pattern as outlined in the previous section,

i.e. increasing with increasing radius. The earlier discussion regarding the hydrogen

concentration profiles is also valid in this case. High temperatures at the center of the arc

cause an increase in the concentration of ionized argon, and thus, the concentration of

electrons. A profile of the hydrogen concentration of GMAW processes with moisture

additions to the shielding gas can be seen in Figure 4.13. The hydrogen concentrations

shown further support the theory that moisture is a more potent means of hydrogen

* generation in the arc than hydrogen additions. A profile of the hydrogen concentration of

SGMAW processes with 220-ppm hydrogen additions can be seen in Figure 4.14.

* Comparing the graphs it is observed that the concentration of hydrogen due to

moisture is much greater than the hydrogen due to hydrogen additions, much greater, in

fact. Both conditions follow the same trend of greater hydrogen concentration higher in

the arc, but the maximum concentration of hydrogen resulting from the moisture0
additions is a magnitude greater than that of the hydrogen additions. Hydrogen

concentration due to the hydrogen additions never exceed 220 parts-per-million contained

in the shielding gas. Hydrogen concentrations in arcs with moisture additions exceed

2000 parts-per-million at their maximum. According to the law of mass action, this

would seem to be an impossibility. Assuming complete dissociation of every water

0 molecule in the welding arc, the maximum concentration should be 440 parts-per-million;

because of the two hydrogen atoms in every water molecule. The variance quoted by the

0• manufacturer, ± 3%, would not account for such a large difference. Thus, even though the

spectroscopy system is able to detect moisture-induced hydrogen in the welding arc of a

GMAW process. However, the large difference between observed hydrogen

0
0
0
0
0
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concentration and actual concentration must be addressed in the near future. Possible

reasons for this discrepancy may be the moisture in the shielding gas causing a process

whereby hydrogen is brought into the welding arc from the atmosphere. Perhaps the

hydrogen increase is due to the increased oxygen content in the welding arc.

4.4 Ionization behavior of Hydrogen

As discussed earlier, the reduction of hydrogen concentrations near the center of

the arc resulted from the emergence of the second ionization of argon which occurs in the

temperature ranges calculated. In this section, the behavior of neutral and ionized

hydrogen in the arc will be discussed. The concentration of hydrogen in the arc was

calculated utilizing the ratio of each to neutral argon. Ratios of neutral and ionized

hydrogen to neutral argon for GMAW processes with 1-vol. percent and 3-vol. percent

hydrogen additions at 6-millimeters above the workpiece are presented in Figurc 4.15. It

should be noted that although all sets of data are presented on the same scale, the neutral

hydrogen (HI / Arn) ratios were multiplied by a thousand to achieve this convenience.

Ionized hydrogen ratios increased towards the center of the arc because of the high

temperatures present in that region. As the radius increases, the temperatures decrease

and the neutral hydrogen ratios begin to increase. The rise is not very dramatic because

most hydrogen in the arc is ionized. In addition, as temperature decreases, the fraction of

neutral argon in the arc will also increase. Both these factors combine to maintain the

neutral hydrogen ratio at a relatively constant, and small, value across the width of the

welding arc.

0
0
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4.5 Study of Rust-Induced Hydrogen in the Arc

In this portion of the research project, rust was induced on solid steel wire in order

to test the ability of the spectroscopy system to observe rust-induced hydrogen in a

GMAW process. The purpose was to simulate a humid environment where consumables

exposed to the atmosphere could pick up some oxide. The calculated hydrogen profiles at

different scan heights for a GMAW process performed with a rusty wire consumable can 0
be seen in Figure 4.16. Hydrogen profiles in this phase of the research exhibited a similar

trend to the earlier phases with the exception of scans performed at 2-millimeters above

the workpiece. It was calculated that the hydrogen concentration at 2-millimeters

exhibited a gradual decrease as the radius increased. The reason for this opposite

behavior was not immediately clear. One explanation may be the instability of the arc in

this phase of research. The consumable used for this phase of research presented feeding

problems due to the stiffness of the wire, leading to instability in the arc at times. It is 0
believed that this instability may have contributed to the inaccurate readings. The 0

0unstable arcs emitted more flashes and sparks which may have caused some inaccuracies

in the calculation process. However, using the summation of the hydrogen concentration

in the arc out to 3.25-millimeters at each scan height provided the relationship seen in

Figure 4.17. As the graphic demonstrates, the hydrogen concentration due to rust on the

consumable increased proportionally with height in the arc.

0
4.6 Study of Metal-Cored Wire Consumables 0

0
In this phase of the research, spectroscopy was performed on metal-cored wire

consumables. The core was composed of 60-wt. percent ferromanganese with the balance

being iron powder. Scans performed at 6-millimeters and 4-millimeters above the

workpiece revealed no discernable differences regarding emission lines between this 0
0
0
0
0
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phase of research and the prior phases involving just argon shielding gas and a solid-wire

consumable. A portion of the spectra emitted during a scan at 2-millimeters above the

workpiece is provided in Figure 4.18. Superimposed on the spectra are the emission lines

for neutral manganese. At first glance it would appear that the manganese emission lines

are distinct and may be used to calculate the concentration of manganese in the arc.

However, as seen in Figure 4.19, for each of the peaks that may be manganese emission

lines, there exists iron emission lines as well. In addition, according to data in the CRC

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [43], the iron emission lines are just as strong, if not

stronger, in their relative intensity than the manganese emission lines. Thus, it was

concluded that this spectroscopy system and methodology was not immediately

applicable to determination of the concentration of metals in the core of wire

consumables. The reason for the absence of emission lines at the higher scan heights was

postulated to occur because the elements in the core most likely melted in the arc and

were deposited into the weld pool without much excitation occurring. Thus, the emission

lines observed at 2-millimeters above the workpiece are likely the result of metal vapors

from the weld pool becoming excited in the arc.

4.7 Sources of Uncertainty

Sources of uncertainty present in the results of this research project can be divided

into uncertainty associated with the data collection and analysis of the data. The welding

S arc of a GMAW process is a complex physical and chemical phenomenon wherein

5 extreme gradients of temperature, pressure, and composition are present. During the

collection of data, precautions were taken to minimize the effect of ambient light on the

measure of light intensity from the arc. A shield was used to limit the amount of arc-

* generated light that would strike the spectrometer probe. In addition, facility lights were

* extinguished during all experiments. In this manner, ambient light readings were believed

* to be of negligible intensity. A requirement of the ion-neutral line ratio method is. that all0
0
0
S
0•
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Figure 4.18 Portion of spectra emitted from metal-cored wire arc welding process with

manganese emission lines superimposed.
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emission coefficients are measured on the same scale. Thus, any extraneous effects

0 present during the data collection of each experiment were present in all the emission

0 coefficients measured during the process. Measurement of hydrogen in the weldments

was subject to the characteristic variation of the machine used. Diffusible hydrogen9
measurements using the gas chromatograph at the Colorado School of Mines exhibited a

maximum variance of five percent at low concentrations (220-ppm hydrogen additions)

and a minimum variance of below one percent at high concentrations (3-pct. hydrogen

O additions).

0 Residual hydrogen measurements from the hydrogen analyzer exhibited

noticeable variance over the entire spectrum of samples tested, even with frequent

calibration. A possible cause of the variation may be the fact that machining chips were

used for the analysis. Though they are convenient to use and a relatively clean way of

* providing weld metal for analysis, it is possible that the form of chips may have led to

9 incomplete melting at times. The shielding gases with the 220-ppm additions of hydrogen

O and moisture had a compositional variance of+ 3 percent according to distributor

specifications. As discussed in Section 3.5.3, all spectroscopic data underwent a

smoothing operation before calculations were performed. The correlation between the0
raw data and smoothed data was typically above 95 percent but was lower in cases where

the arc momentarily left spray metal transfer mode or emitted a spark.

9
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* CHAPTER 5

* CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions Reached During this Research Proiect

As a result of the research performed, the following conclusions were reached:

* 1.) The relationship between hydrogen additions to argon shielding gas and

* the diffusible hydrogen content of steel weldments resembles a Sievert's

law type of relationship.

S2.) No relationship was found to exist between hydrogen additions to an

argon shielding gas and the residual hydrogen content of steel weldments.

3.) Calculations made using emission spectroscopy of a GMAW process was

*! found to be a reliable indicator of the diffusible hydrogen content of a

* steel weldment.

4.) The spectroscopy setup used in this research was able to detect hydrogen

present in the arc due to moisture in an argon shielding gas and rust on a

*0 steel wire consumable.

5.) Moisture additions were found to be somewhat more potent in causing

* hydrogen in a steel weldment than hydrogen additions of the same

* concentration.

6.) Spectroscopy of a FCAW process with manganese additions to the coreS
did not provide the means required for core constituent concentration in

* the welding arc.

0
0
0
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* CHAPTER 6

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

6.1 Design of Spectrometer System for Real-time Measurements

With the ultimate goal of applying the results of this research to a fabrication

0 setting, the placement of the spectrometer probe should be considered. In this research,

0 spectroscopy data was collected by taking a scan of the welding arc as it passed by an

aperture. The data would be processed following welding, for temperature and hydrogen
0• determination. It would not be practical to pause a welding process after every scan in

order to calculate the hydrogen concentration. Instead, a study should be undertaken to

determine the optimum placement of the spectrometer probe with regards to a welding

0 process. The probe of the spectrometer in this research was small enough (5-mm

0 diameter) to be placed on an actual welding torch assembly.

0 Equipment to perform the data analysis and computation could be placed away

from the welding torch and connected to the probe through cables. Incorporating the0
spectrometer probe into the welding torch would allow for greater discretion of the

0 hydrogen absorption processes occurring in the arc. More information could be gathered

*• from the key regions of the arc with regard to hydrogen absorption, such as immediately

above the weld pool. A more definitive point of observation within the arc would

0 alleviate some of the inaccuracy that occurs from scans across different temperature

0• regions in the arc. For example, hydrogen emissions from the arc may occur from

monatomic hydrogen in the core of the arc and diatomic hydrogen in the outer regions of

0 the arc. Focusing on a single location in the arc would allow for better determination of

hydrogen activity. For example, hydrogen ionization processes could be detected in the

core of the arc as well as hydrogen recombination occurring in the periphery of the arc.
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6.2 Infrared Emission Spectroscopy

All the excitation signals collected in this research resided in the visible region of

the electromagnetic spectrum. A welding arc emits much more than just visible light.

Thus, it may be a rewarding venture to study the energy emitted in wavelengths beyond

the visible spectrum. In particular, infrared detectors are fairly common and may provide

further insight into the processes, other than just ionization, occurring in a welding arc. In

particular, the vibrational and rotational spectra of many atoms and molecules, such as

diatomic hydrogen, occur in the infrared region.

6.3 Further Study of Moisture-Induced Hydrogen in Welding Arc

The processes occurring in a welding arc with moisture additions in the shielding

gas should be further investigated. In this research, the spectroscopy system detected an

artificially high amount of hydrogen in a welding arc with moisture additions to an argon

shielding gas. It is known that moisture is a more potent hydrogen producer as an

addition to shielding gas than hydrogen itself, but the reasons why this is so could be

investigated using arc emission spectroscopy. In addition, the amount of diffusible

hydrogen evolved from the samples deposited with the moisture additions often did not

reach the detection threshold of the gas chromatograph used in this research. If there are

further studies undertaken with lower amounts of diffusible hydrogen, less than

approximately one milliliter per hundred grams of weld metal, it would be wise to test the

resolution of the gas chromatograph. At such low levels of hydrogen, it may be found

that the gas chromatograph does not provide satisfactory precision.

Another topic of interest is the process of hydrogen absorption when moisture is

present in the welding arc. Spectroscopy may be used to study the effect that oxygen has

on the weld pool, more specifically, how hydrogen absorption is affected as well as oxide

effects on the arc itself.

0

0m
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6.4 Investigation into Radial Distribution of Hydrogen

As outlined earlier in this document, the Abel inversion was performed on the

data collected in order to reconcile the fact that two-dimensional data was being extracted

from a three-dimensional welding arc. While it allowed for calculation of hydrogen

profiles, it would be worth investigating to explore the intricacies of the mathematical

treatments performed in this research. Specifically, the relationship between hydrogen

density and radius in the arc could be explored. Each particular radius within the arc can

be considered as describing a cylinder parallel to the electrode, assuming a constant arc

height. An interesting topic of investigation would be to determine how the hydrogen

density varies with the size of this theoretical cylinder. A higher hydrogen density can be

viewed as either a function of increasing hydrogen content, or a reduction in the area of

the theoretical cylinder. Analysis of the mathematics may reveal a more thorough

understanding of the behavior of hydrogen in a welding arc.
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High Strength Steel Welding:

Effects of Fluoride and Yttrium Additions on Weld Metal Properies,'
by Craig Clasper

Colorado School of Mines, CWJCR, Golden, CO 80401
Research Motivation: Methodology:
Develop an optimized flux cored arc welding consumable that improves Starting with a previously studied consumablecnanngytim
weld metal microstructure and mechanical properties, limits the presence replicate of the consumable was fabricated along swltuce o ehs i to t o e a ,

of diffusible hydrogen, and reduces the need for pre- and post weld heat consumables containing a range of potassium fluoride additions from SA'0
treatments in high strength low alloy steels, to 30%. Microstructure, macrostructure, and chemical analysis

performed. Mechanical properties of multipass welds produced withthý
replicated consumable and the most promising consumable contaiing Kit.

Ba ckgro u nd: Y•:

Effecls of Yttriun Additions Effects of Fluoride Additions 0
Yttrium additions up to 600ppm in the weld metal reduced the diffusible lt Ftormation

SLa~ceihydrogen by fifty percent. Binding energies of yttrium-containing Vaporized fluorides dilute the arc Ty5P-OA. ,, 10

sI/.J ~ stcetef~d~g~t y ift prcet.Binin enrgesingrediensm and decrease theinclusions are greater than reversible traps such as microvoids. iapresue of drensi the * /

IHydrogen release temperature of yttrium-containing particles are higher partial pressure of hydrogen in the

than those of dislocations and voids. aro. pic, in the wl poolreop~ hydrogen pickup in the weld pool ..... •

a07l Yttrium has beei fouad to and combine with hydrogen to i50,F,ý ol tt for has teehusn t removing the
.0create effective diffusible "" foaHtu revig he "''

0• il "0% hydrogen traps. Previous hydrogen from the arc system O
tWu 004 " [F Transpoart Wt aAdto ote ,1

research has allowed for the With CaF, Additionto theare.
development of a methodology fi Accumulation at the Arc Center

. 002 to optimize yttrium alloying to 1 2 decreased

allow the formation of fine ''

2Do 400 Ow wo acicular ferrite microstructures, o . "Itdoo rnrTeriperaturo C°C) ,,. ,•... t Retardation ofH Tramptart:
adue to HF Formation

Excessive yttrium concentrations ([Y]/[O]>3.7) were detrimental to the . u "
development of suitable oxide morphologies, and therefore produced poor ,,. HF Formation Effect
Smicrostructures which contained segregated and clustered yttrium oxides and
oxysulfides.

Yttrium-free welds contained discrete, randomly distributed spherical oxides -

that are ineffective in diffusible hydrogen control. KF and KAIF, were found to
Levels of yttrium that prodfuced less than stoichiomretrie Y0, ([Y]![01<3 7) exhibit excellent effectiveness in

aleelsowed titaium tohat incorporadu d in than stpichetricaland , ([Y[]:3. hydrogen control, reducing the
Sallowed titanium to he incorporated into the spheric-al and randomly dispersed diffusible hydrogen to around ,

oxides. which resulted in fine acicular ferrite microstructurcs. .5n,! lOOg weld metal. 2

M. Clark, 2(511 M. MaLsushita, 2001 P a ,P u &O Hydro 1,then In r (at,)

KF Additions to Yttriumn Containing Consumable
Preliminary Matrixi: Preiinar Maditrios EffectofKFAddtiosonsMicrostructure111 Increasing additions of KF affected Additions of KF proved to be effect in lthe

100%
arc stability causing an increase in KF i rediction of weld metal hydrogen content

sAV asid was detrimental to weld 80%1 A 0 from greater than 4ppm to as low as
metal properties. As-deposited 6% -4 OAF I r .Sppm. WeVld Metal oxygen content was
nicrostructures of welds produce 409 a 1 increased from less than 700ppm to greater
with consunmables containing up to % 0 *FlfS(A)f 5 7 90 0 t than 1500ppm partly due to the increase in

c% Pf(G)15% K£F contained 30.45% AF and 2D% ,, - 10 0 4 .2 arc instability with excessive KF additions.

35-55% I'S nicrostructures. 0% 1 1 1 With the increased oxygen content, there is
Beyond' 15% KF additions, AF t %KF 10%'dF 15%1T 2T%.w 25%KF 30%KF insufficient yttrium to form effective

Content decreased and FS content aciclar ferrite nucleation sites andincreased, hydrogen traps. -

Clhemical Composition Mechanical Properties

Excessive KF additions reduced pickup of alloying additions important Y S , 64

for microstructural optimization and improved mechanical properties.

T 1Mechanical properties were tested on welds produced with the 0tKF I
v * and 5%KF addition consumables. The 0%KF weld demonstrated a -601,F, * •,l 2293

greater strength but, due to an insufficient content of AF, did not IaTuness
demonstrate improved impact toughness. Where as. the 5%KF consisted @t*J[ ifll 29 52

S... ,of higher fractions of AF and resulted in greater impact toughness, hut
'i•;!;••."•less than desired strength. 0l ii1of Weld Metal Properties with Ferro-Silicon Conclusions:

1F]ý.Kl` Weld wr'hout Fe- 10%KF Weld with Fe-Si *The combination of KF and Y additions shows improvement in hydrogen

management, but need improvement in molten and solidified weld metal
characteristics.
-Excessivc additions of KF (>10%) arc detrimental to weld metal properties.

-The proper balance of yttriumn, titanitim, and potassium fluoride in the 9
Preliminary results show a consumable can result in the control of oxygen in the weld metal to allow the

lltddaty of ihe molten Inetah formation of inclusion that can both act as hydrogen traps and nucleation sites
contact angle and the for acicular ferrite further improving weld metal nticrostructure and
eulrmnatIon of porosity, mechanical properties.

"The addition of ferrosilicon in the consumable, approximately 1%, will
Sallow improved weld metal characteristics through improved molten weld

C oi *F d4 FE-l l metal fluidity, decreased wetting angle. and the elimination of porosity.

i'in opotimize *"-An optimized consumable can produce weld metal strength it the range of
1, deeinin , an optimized'••; Fll~f• ', 88-l15ksi, 20% elongation, and 35 and 60 ft-lb at -601F and 01F1,
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Important Lessons Learnt in the Design of Consumables

For Welding High Strength Steels

STEPHEN LIU
Center for Welding, Joining and Coatings Research

Colorado School of Mines, Golden CO 80401

Colorado School of Mines has built a tradition in consumables research for high strength steels during the past three *
decades. In the 1970's, Mines researchers investigated submerged arc welding for pipeline applications and .
systematically characterized the fundamental behavior of welding fluxes. They also established the relationships betweenw
flux ingredients, weld metal microstructure and weld joint mechanical properties. The knowledge gained in these studies
was later applied to the development of coated electrodes for welding steels of 130-ksi yield strength. These studies
established the importance of molten flux-weld pool interaction on alloying elements recovery and the non-uniform nature
of weld chemical composition. The bimodal nature of weld metal inclusions were observed and related to weld pool *
deoxidation and weld solidification. High strength steel welding requires more stringent consumables that can deliver low
diffusible hydrogen and high weld metal toughness. Consumables that result in low diffusible hydrogen, increased 0
productivity, and enhanced weld properties are in great demand. As strength and toughness levels of the steels continue
to increase, new generations of consumables must be developed. Two novel consumables design concepts are being
investigated at the Colorado School of Mines for steels with strengths greater than 100-ksi yield strength. The first one is 0
based on a duplex microstructure consisted of lath martensite and ferrite. The second one is based on low carbon, high
alloy martensite. 0

Introduction The chemical composition, thus hardenability, of these
steels is such that the bainitic and martensitic

High strength low alloy steels containing vanadium, transformations be avoided at nominal cooling rates. As 9
niobium and titanium have been in use since the 1970's such, the major problem becomes that of preventing the
with significant technical advances in plate metallurgy formation of grain boundary ferrite, while refining the
through the years. Development in consumables for acicular ferrite. Factors that suppress grain boundary
welding these steels has been equally impressive. This ferrite formation and promote acicular ferrite formation
paper is a comparative study of the progress in high are crucial to the welding of these steels.
strength steel welding accomplished in the past two
decades. First, it describes the state of the understanding Factors that Suppress Grain Boundary Ferrite While Promoting
in HSLA steel welding in the early 1980's. Then it will Acicular Ferrite

review the current state of development in high strength The mechanisms by which austenite decomposes in HSLA
steel welding. The discussion will contrast approaches in steel weld metals were established in the 1970's and
weld metal development in terms of microstructural 1980's. During austenite decomposition, the first product
control, to form is grain boundary ferrite, which is unfavorable

with respect to both strength and toughness. Increasing
HSLA Steel Weld Metals at Yield Strengths < 600 MPa the cooling rate helps prevent grain boundary ferrite, but
Advances in HSLA steel welding have progressed to the it may also lead to the formation of lower temperature
point where weld metals of approximately 600 MPa (87 transformation products such as bainite and martensite.
ksi) yield strengths and good toughness can readily be Alloying element additions may also achieve the goal of
made, and considerable knowledge concerning the major minimizing the amount of grain boundary ferrite, if the
microstructural constituent of these weld metals, acicular right combination of elements is selected. However,
ferrite, has been accumulated. Many researchers (1-4) excessive hardenability elements will again result in lower 9
reported that the best weld metal properties are achieved temperature products with inferior performance. Thus, it
in HSLA steels at yield strength levels of 600 MPa or less is essential to design a weld system with adequate weld
by eliminating most allotriomorphic or grain boundary metal composition and weld thermal cycle to minimize
ferrite, Widmanstitten ferrite, and bainite or martensite. both high and low temperature transformation products.

0
0
0
0



prior austenite grain size, the amount of primary ferrite
Austenite Grain Size Effect was observed to decrease (5). Fleck, Grong, Edwards, and

For a similar chemical composition and cooling rate, steels Matlock (6,7) also observed the same behavior; namely,
of large austenite grain size exhibit high hardenability, the that grain boundary ferrite decreased with increasing
direct result of a smaller grain surface area-to-volume ratio austenite grain size.
(indication of a low number of nucleation sites.
Consequently, less grain boundary ferrite is expected in
the final microstructure of a coarse-grained austenite. I.
Considering the high temperatures at which grain - -

W boundary ferrite is formed, grain boundary ferrite

W transformation was described as a two-step process: 1) High Oxygen

* (Site saturation) nucleation at the prior austenite grain. boundaries coats the boundaries with a thin film of ,.vrrni Kirn ]cz
allotriomorphic ferrite; and 2) planar diffusional growth of X = I -exp(kt 2'/) Low Oxygen

U ferrite consumes the austenite grains (in a direction
* perpendicular to the austenite grain boundaries.) Liu and X = 1-exp -- •

* Olson (5) adapted the Avrami equation to describe grain d )
boundary ferrite formation under conditions of Figure 2. Schematic drawing of prior austenite grains to illustrate

Scontinuous cooling: the effect of grain size on austenite decomposition (6,7).

X = 1 - exp - (1) The good correlation between the experimentallySdmeasured volume fraction of grain boundary ferrite and

the fraction calculated by Equation 1, (see Figure 1)

In this equation, X is the volume fraction of grain indicates that grain boundary ferrite formation can be

boundary ferrite transformed, t is the cooling time from predicted by overall transformation theory. Fleck et al. (7)

800 to 500'C, also known as At5/8, and d is the prior modified Equation 1 to consider the fraction of
austenite grain diameter. allotriomorphic ferrite at fixed cooling time, but with

varying austenite grain sizes. They suggested that
T _ austenite grain size was sensitively dependent upon

50 oxygen content, as indicated in the schematic diagram,
Figure 2. Fleck et al. (7) expressed the Avrami equation in

40 the following form:

(-att) (const)
20 Ln(1-X)- d ( (2)* 20 •"d d

10 a is the growth constant and the other variables have
similar meanings as in Equation 1.

0 010Figure 3 quantitatively illustrates this relationship0.10 0.15 0.20 0.2S 0.30 0.35

X - C-w ( - 3Aet / 2r) between fraction of grain boundary ferrite and austenite
grain size. Ferrite nucleation occurs on the austenite grain

Figure 1. Calculated and measured volume fraction of grain boundaries; the larger the austenite grain size, the smaller

boundary ferrite demonstrating good correlation (5). will be the volume fraction of grain boundary ferrite
formed in a fixed time, as shown in Figure 3. The ability of

* These authors showed in Figure 1 the effect of prior these equations in predicting the amount of grain
" austenite grain size on the amount of primary ferrite boundary ferrite is excellent and very comparable to the

S(grain boundary ferrite and sideplate ferrite) in a niobium more recent and sophisticated numerical models.

* microalloyed HSLA steel weld metal. With increasing
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a function of prior austenite grain diameter (6,7).

Liu and Olson (5), Fleck, et al. (7), and Harrison and Farrar Alternate Strengthening Mechanisms for Steels with Strengths
> 630 MPa (90 ksi)

(8) correlated weld metal oxygen content, and thus, As observed in the 1980's, HSLA steels can be

inclusion density, with austenite grain size. Oxygen-rich strengthened to about 600 MPa if ferrite lath refinement

particles are commonly responsible for refining the
was the only mechanism. For higher strengths, alternateaustenite grain structure and promoting the formation of srnteigmcaim ol erqie 9.Fgr

tranforatin poduts the tha acculr frrie. ith strengthening mechanisms would be required (9). Figure 5
transformation products other than acicular ferrite. With shows the Hall-Petch correlation (grain size strengthening)
adequate control, the amount of grain boundary ferrite can (0 o ertrvaigta .- i ert ah r

be imied o mximze ntagrnulr poduts uchas (10) for ferrite, revealing that 1.2-pm ferrite laths are i
be limited to maximize intragranular products such as required for a 600-MPa-yield strength. Figure 6 suggests

that perhaps an additional 100 MPa could result from the

Factors Affecting the Formation of Acicular Ferrite fine niobium, vanadium, or titanium precipitates

Inclusion Size Distribution & Location commonly present in HSLA steel base plate (Ashby-

Liu and Olson (5) found in niobium microalloyed steels Orowan relationship). Solid solution strengthening (elastic
lattice, distortion)o ert yslcn agnscpe

that high oxygen weld metals contained large numbers of n) of ferrite by silicon, manganese, copper
or molybdenum conceivably could add an additional 150very fine (<0.1 jim) particles, while low oxygen welds Mat h tegh sidctdi iue7

contained large numbers of inclusions of approximately

0.3 jtm in diameter. The low-oxygen (250-350 ppm) weld Y

metals also contained the largest fraction of acicular -F,,,w=a, + Kcd- + i-C, + KL-2-In|- (3)
ferrite. When the grain boundary particle densities were 1

measured, Liu and Olson (5) found that the particle size Equation 3 summarizes the effects of grain refinement,
distribution, which governed the density of inclusions in solid solution strengthening, and precipitation
the grain boundaries, indirectly controlled the austenite strengthening. In this equation, ao is the peierls stress, k is
grain size, as indicated in Figure 4. The difference between a constant, d stands for the prior austenite grain size, ki

the total inclusion volume fraction and the fraction and Ci are the constant and concentration for alloying

associated with the grain boundaries is the volume element 1, respectively, X is the average diameter of the

fraction of intragranular inclusions, which provide precipitates, and f is the volume fraction of the
potential sites for ferrite nucleation within the grains, precipitates. To increase beyond the range of 480 to 550

However, a large number of intragranular inclusions alone MPa (70 to 80 ksi), a microstructure consisting of bainite or

do not guarantee a high acicular ferrite content. Small lath martensite would be required.

prior austenite grains stabilized by a large number of However, in steel weld metals, the classical precipitation

small inclusions may also result in a large fraction of grain or solid solution strengthening effects cannot be simply

boundary ferrite. Thus, to possess a fine microstructure utilized. The ultrafine microalloying carbides or
with high acicular ferrite content, the weld metal must carbonitrides are expected to be completely altered by the

have an adequately large prior austenite grain size and an welding process. Additionally, there is a large population
optimal intragranular inclusion density. of coarser oxide inclusions. The solid solution additions

significantly increase hardenability, . and promote
0

0
0
0



formation of bainite or martensite. It is generally accepted precipitation strengthening was evident. In addition, he
that either bainite or martensite, or both, will constitute a also found that copper preferentially precipitated along
fraction of the microstructure in HSLA steel weld metals dislocations and interphase boundaries, which agreed
of yield strength levels exceeding 600 MPa (87 ksi). Here with Thompson's observation (12). Based upon

__ the challenge is to provide adequate toughness in these quantitative metallography, Es-Souni (11) showed that the
W high strength weld metals, and to do so over a wide range volume fraction of FS(A) (ferrite with aligned second

0 of cooling rates. phases) increased with copper content. Based on tensile
* and Charpy V-notch impact data, he concluded that 0.66

ASTM NO. wt.pct. copper content was desirable for both strength and

toughness of plain carbon steel weld metals. However,
* Krishnadev et al. (13) explored lower levels of copper

4 T_ contents, ranging from 0.046 wt.pct. to 0.56 wt.pct., in
HSLA-100 steel weld metals that contained Ni, Cr, and

80 Mo, and obtained a higher strength level (greater than 100
*wvs(11Pa)=88+18d-1' ksi (690 MPa)) and a fair Charpy V-notch toughness (40.6

400 - ft-lb (55 J) at -51oC (-60 -1F)). The good mechanical
4.3m .properties led to the conclusion that 0.5 wt.pct. copper
I; 2 -"000 .00-0.2% C 0 0content in the weld metal did not cause any adverse effect

*0 2 on the toughness.
The hardness fluctuations (AHardness) on the cross-

* , , *sections of the 1.0 kJ/mm weld metals was also minimized

d'~ *ýMM_ 1 from over 100 DPH, with no Nb addition (14,15), to less

* than 50 DPH, with 0.03 wt.pct. Nb addition. This

0 Figure 5. Hall-Petch plot to illustrate the limitation of the extent minimization of hardness fluctuation was attributed to the

of grain refinement (10). synergistic precipitation mechanism in the Cu-Nb
enhanced weld metals as proposed by Ramirez and Liu
(15).
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Another dual phase microstructure that contained mainly Koh T tow T

acicular ferrite (60 vol. pct.) and martensite (30 vol. pct.) "

was found to exhibit good strength and acceptable
toughness in single pass HSLA-100 steel weldments. (16)
This microstructure resulted from the interaction of
specific amounts of alloying elements (Mn, Si and Ti) with
weld metal oxygen. Figure 8 shows the two dual phase
microstructures in HSLA-100 steel weld metals.

(W0Ar -W'. M) (;V^., A 2014 GO)

Austenile Transormation Product

Figure 9. Schematic drawing to illustrate the toughening

mechanism for high strength steel weld metal. Inclusion

populations that limit prior austenite grain size and promote
2ý intragranular nucleation will break austenite grains into small

(AV•mk , BtOcla•. PM • QU.OM 1941 (f v tua• a M 02) packets, improving impact toughness (17,18,22).

Figure 8. Duplex microstructures in high strength steel Ramsay, et al. (17-18) studied more highly alloyed, high
weldments, martensite-acicular ferrite and granular bainite- strength weld metals, and found that sufficient

acicular ferrite (14,16). hardenability was present so that allotriomorphic or grain
boundary ferrite could be avoided at conventional

Wang and Liu (14) reported that the main microstructural sub dar c we ld heatoin ey al founthat
consituntsthatproortonatd te rquird yeld submerged arc welding heat inputs. They also found that

constituents that proportionated the required yield small austenite grain size, fine acicular ferrite, and small
strength of 690 MPa (100 ksi) and impact toughness of (81 packets of lath martensite would allow excellent weld
J) 60 ft-lb at -18-C (0'F), 61 J (45 ft-lb) at - e35°C (-30F), and metal toughness at a given strength level. Their
27 J (20 ft-rb) at -51C (-60F) in high strength steel welds explanation for a toughening mechanism for high strength
are: granular bainite (GB), lath martensite (M), and steel weld metal is schematically illustrated in Figure 9.
acicular ferrite (AF). A mixture of 20 vol. pct. granular High oxygen content specimens underwent less grain
bainite and 70 vol. pct. acicular ferrite or a mixture of 40
vol. pct. lath martensite and 60 vol. pct. acicular ferrite will growth because of grain boundary pinning by inclusions.

both provide the required properties as specified for naval Upon cooling, intragranular nucleation of acicular ferrite
occurred in these welds and "subdivided" the original

applications. Ferrite with second phase aligned (FS(A)) austenite grains into grains of a much finer "apparent
and ferrite with second phase non-aligned (FS(NA)) make aseiegansz"

up the remaining microstructure. These microstructures Weld e cnaini n xla
are how inFigre . Wih te G, L an AF Weld metals containing a mixture of low carbon lath

artimized, s own ri Figure 8 ths canfurther GBe Le amartensite, low carbon bainite, and acicular ferrite have
optimized, coarse FS(A) laths can further improve the been reported (20-23) to be highly desirable. This mixed
mechanical properties of these welds because of the microstructure does not readily retransform during
reduced total interlath surface area and smaller amount of reheating, and thus is stable during multi-pass welding.
interlath carbide arrays. These combined features exhibit T civ h eurdhg il tegh(vr70Ma

greaer esitanc tocrak prpagtio. Anoptmal To achieve the required high yield strength (over 700 MPa)
greater resistance to crack propagation. An optimal and toughness, weld systems containing 0.05 wt.pct.

alloying system (in wt. pct.) for an HSLA-100 steel weld an, high nes et w t ctannice (2 to 3

metal was reported as: 0.04 wt. pct. C, 1.30 wt. pct. Mn, wt pct), medium molybdenum (0.5 to 1 wt pct), and low (t

0.26 wt. pct. Si, 2.30 wt. pct. Ni, 0.40 wt. pct. Mo, 0.80 wt. chromium (up to 0.5 wt pct) are typically recommended.

pct. Cu, 0.03 wt. pct. Nb, 90 ppm N (max), and 270 ppm By combining different high strength to low strengthd

bo.5 This composition reduced the amount of grain constituents in the microstructure, Liu, Wang, Bracarense,
boundary ferrite and sideplate ferrite, but promoted the and Ramirez were able to design in the early 1990's weld
formation of acicular ferrite, bainite and martensite. metals within a relatively wide range of properties that

could satisfy the high strength steel welding criteria. i

0
I

0



carbon bainite packet. For filler metal, supermartensitic
O 7based materials may be adequate. Figure 11 shows the

(O •'•" " ~impact toughness of several high chromium alloy systems.

* 4At 1000 MPa (140 ksi) tensile strength level, alloys with
0.05 wt.pct. carbon, 13 to 17 wt.pct. chromium, 7 to 8
wt.pct. nickel, and 1 to 4 wt.pct. molybdenum were able to
offer greater than 110 J (80 ft.lb.) impact energy to below -

- 20oC These data demonstrate great potential and they

should be further investigated.

* Summary
0 Figure 10. Bainitic and martensitic microstructure of high Examining past and current literature on high
* strength steels with 690 MPa (100 ksi) yield strength and aboveO(23). strength steel welding, the findings of CSM on austenite

grain size control and acicular ferrite formation

* contributed significantly to the understanding of welding

250 . . .. 44 HSLA steel weld metal. In the case of steels with yield
...... strengths greater than 690 MPa (100 ksi), a different

20. -' 17 approach was proposed in the 1990's. A dual phase
microstructure of martensite and acicular ferrite was

S' 1! o 16 -10 designed to provide both high strength and high impact

toughness. The concept of mixed microstructures was later
100 . 730 successfully extended to granular bainite and acicular

--- ,• -- ;-,-,-- - - ferrite by the CSM researchers. Publications from the
--.- , . . . industry demonstrate that the dual phase microstructure

00...... , -.- " concept has been transitioned to practice in the welding of

S0 . .... ... ... ... ... ... . ... ... .... . ste e ls w ith 8 4 0 M P a (1 2 0 k si) s tre n g th . B a se d o n th e
600 900 1000 l00 Se00 t00 1400 1500 1600 100 concept that low carbon lath martensite is not necessarily

brittle, the use of super martensitic microstructure is being
* proposed as filler for welding higher strength steels.

Figure 11. Supermartensitic alloys with excellent impact
toughness as filler metal for welding high strength steels. Acknowledgments
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Spectroscopic Monitoring of Hydrogen in Welding Arcs

J. Chandler, G. Edwards, and S. Liu
Colorado School of Mines,

Center for Welding, Joining and Coatings Research
George S. Ansell Department of Metallurgical & Materials Engineering

Golden, Colorado, 80401, USA

Abstract was chosen as the method of arc monitoring due to its real-

time and non-intrusive nature during data collection.

The focus of this work was to investigate the applicability of Hydrogen content of the weldments was measured and
arc spectroscopy as a non-destructive method of hydrogen correlated to the light data emitted during deposition.

determination in gas metal arc welding (GMAW) of HSLA
steel. A spectrometer active in the wavelength range of 200 - Experimental Procedure
850 nm was utilized to measure the intensity of hydrogen and

£ argon emission lines in the arc. Determination of arc Arc Generation System
temperature and hydrogen concentration was performed using A two-part welding arc study was conducted to investigate the
the ion-neutral line ratio method and the Saha equation. While capabilities of the spectroscopy system using a Miller Nirvana
the methodology is not new, much of the arc-emission welding power source - a 60M series CC/CV power supply
spectroscopy work in literature has been performed on gas and an ER70S-3 grade electrode with 0.045-inch (1.14 mm)
tungsten arc welding (GTAW) processes. Arc spectroscopy of diameter. In this study, shielding gas composition, i.e.
GMAW processes required methods to account for metal hydrogen and H20 additions in argon, was the primary focus.

W transfer modes and the increased presence of iron vapor in the
* welding arc as compared to GTAW processes. Light Collection Setup

In order to make measurements of the light emitted from a
SVarying amounts of hydrogen and moisture were added to the welding arc, an apparatus was devised to magnify the arc and

shielding gas and then correlated to the hydrogen content of collect data from small, discrete regions of the arc. A
the deposited weld metal measured using gas chromatography. schematic diagram of the equipment can be seen in Figure 1.
A Sievert's Law type of relationship was found to exist A shield constructed of sheet steel was placed next to the arc.
between hydrogen spectroscopically detected in the welding In addition, a high temperature polymer shield was placed
arc and hydrogen content in the weld metal. Thus, between the steel shield and the lens/filter assembly. The two
spectroscopic monitoring of a GMAW process during shields served to limit the amount of light traveling to the
deposition can be utilized to monitor the hydrogen activity in spectrometer and to protect the lens and filters from errant
the arc and signal the operator when unacceptable diffusible sparks and spatters emitted from the welding process. A 30
hydrogen levels result. mm double convex polymer lens was used to magnify the arc.

Neutral density filters were utilized during this research to
Introduction attenuate the light signal emitted from the arc. The probe of
Hydrogen is a likely contaminant in arc welding processes, the spectrometer was placed into a hole drilled into the center
originating from moisture in the atmosphere or shielding gas, of an adjustable and articulating projection screen. Thus,

Sas well as contamination on the consumable or workpiece. The studies could be made of the light emitted from the various
Sdeleterious effects of hydrogen on high strength steel have regions in the arc.

W been well documented [1-21]. Current methods of quantifying
diffusible hydrogen require destruction of the weld sample and The welding process was performed on A36 steel diffusible
outgassing of hydrogen from the weld sample. Because of the hydrogen samples, in accordance with the standard
lengthy time required for hydrogen diffusion and collection, AWS/ANSI A4.3-93: Standard Methods for Determination of

current methods can only report diffusible hydrogen the Diffusible Hydrogen Content of Martensitic, Bainitic, and
measurements long after welding has been completed. Thus, a Ferritic Steel Weld Metal Produced by Arc Welding [22].
method of non-intrusive, real-time monitoring of weldment
hydrogen was pursued in this research. Emission spectroscopy



Probe ofSpectrometer To fit a function to the data, a Mathcad operation was
performed that fitted a cubic spline curve to the data. Using

,,ý "--the radial emission coefficient as described earlier, the
-- temperature of the arc was determined as functions of the arc

Arc -radius using the ion-neutral line ratio method. This method
*0 utilizes the measured ratio of the particle density of an element

in its neutral state to that of an ion of the same element.

Shield with Since argon constituted the major volume fraction of the
Aperture shielding gases used in this research, the argon lines were used -

S.emen to calculate the temperature of the arc, in particular, the
NOneutral argon line at 696.5 nanometers and the argon

ionization line at 476.4 nanometers. The main advantage of

this method is that the intensity of the spectral lines need only

Figure 1. Schematic representation of spectroscopic data be measured on the same scale. Since this method relies on the
collection setup. ratio of the spectral lines to one another, readings on an

absolute scale are not required. As disadvantage, Matsushita
The probe of the spectrometer used in this research is shown found this method to predict temperatures higher than those
in Figure 2. Within the probe was a collimating lens 5 determined by the off-axis peaking method [23]. In addition,
millimeters in diameter. Light data were transmitted to the the noise in the spectrometer tends to cause the temperature
spectrometer via a fiber optic cable. Once it reached the readings to flatten out as the radial distance increases. In other
spectrometer, the light was dispersed by a fixed grating and words, the outer periphery of the arc seems to assume
shone across a linear CCD array detector, which contained unnaturally high temperatures that should be disregarded.
2048 elements reactive to light in the wavelength range of 200
nanometers to 850 nanometers. Resolution in the spectrometer The concentration of the elements present in the welding arc
- Model S2000 manufactured by Ocean Optics, Inc. was about was calculated using the ratio of the spectral intensity of the
0.5 nanometers. Information read by the spectrometer was neutral species of a particular element to the spectral intensity
converted by an analog-to-digital converter and then collected of neutral argon. Radial emission coefficients of the elements
by a customized LabView-based software application. Data of interest were placed in the equation along with the
was acquired every 100 milliseconds and stored on disk for temperatures calculated by the ion-neutral line ratio method.
later processing. With these substitutions, particle density ratios with respect to

neutral argon were obtained. The Saha equation was employed
to find ionization fractions using the determined temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrogen Additions to Argon Shielding Gas
Hydrogen additions to argon in the amounts of 220-ppm, 1-
vol. percent, and 3-vol. percent were used in the experiments.
The goal of this part of the study was to analyze the effect of
the additions on the hydrogen content in the weldments and to
test the ability of the spectroscopic system to observe
hydrogen in the arc.

Figure 2. Photograph of spectrometer probe used in this research.

Divisions on ruler in photograph are millimeters. The relationship between diffusible hydrogen content of steel

weldments and hydrogen additions to an argon shielding gas

Spectroscopic Calculations can be observed in Figure 3. As the hydrogen content of the
Spectroscopic data obtained from the welding processes were shielding gas is increased, the diffusible hydrogen content of
used to calculate the arc temperatures and the concentrations the weldments deposited under the shielding gases increased
of the different species in the welding arcs. The raw data was proportionally to the square root of the amount of hydrogen in
pre-smoothened to allow for easier processing. To reconcile the shielding gas. A regression line with a power of one-half is
the fact that two-dimensional spectroscopic data were obtained superimposed on the graphic for reference. This behavior is
from a three-dimensional object, the arc, the Abel inversion similar to that predicted by Sievert's law, suggesting that
was used. This operation converts the line emission coefficient absorption of diatomic hydrogen plays a strong role in the
into the radial emission coefficient. total amount of hydrogen absorbed during welding. If

hydrogen absorption in the weld pool were to occur only from
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"monatomic hydrogen, the relationship would be expected to
exhibit a linear behavior, as calculated by Gedeon [19].
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Hydrogen Addition in Shielding Gas (vol.pet.) of the weld pool) for a GMAW process with 220 ppm hydrogen
O addition in argon shielding gas.

Figure 3. Relationship between diffusible hydrogen content of steel
weldments and hydrogen content in an argon shielding gas.

S~The relationship between the summation of hydrogen
In order to determine the concentration of constituents in the observed in the arc out to 3.25 mm radius and the diffusible

arc, the temperature had to be known. The temperature hydrogen content of the weldments can be seen in Figure 5. A
Scalculated with the ion-neutral line ratio method was inserted linear correlation exists between the summed hydrogen

into the Saha equation to determine the ionization fractions of contents in the arc and diffusible hydrogen in the weldments.
Shydrogen and argon in the arc. Concentration calculations Though the relationship is not an exact correlation, it is
O were performed at every 0.25 millimeters from the center of sufficient proof that spectroscopy can be used as a diagnostic

the arc out to 3.25 millimeters. Because of occasional tool for determination of hydrogen concentration in the arc.
Sinaccuracies in the temperature determined with the ion- With this tool, a welding manufacturer can pinpoint the level

neutral line ratio method, hydrogen concentration profiles of unacceptable level of hydrogen content in the weldment by
O were affected. Consequently, it was decided that a summation means of arc-observed hydrogen concentration. During

Sof the hydrogen concentrations at the various radii within the fabrication of a structure, detection of this particular amount
arc would best correlate with the hydrogen content in the of hydrogen in the arc would serve as a warning sign that the

Sweldments. In this manner, any point-to-point variations in the deposited weldment may be prone to HAC. In this manner, the

Sprofile would be averaged out in the final concentration value. time and expense associated with destructive testing of
Measurements beyond 3.25 millimeters were not considered diffusible hydrogen analysis may be reduced or avoided

Sbecause readings beyond that radius would most likely be altogether. Before final application to a fabrication process,
Sspurious noise and not true signals from the arc. similar sets of tests as was performed in this research should

be done with the conditions that would be present at the timeThe calculated temperatures for GMAW processes with 220- of welding. Specifically, data from GMAW processes that use
Sppm hydrogen additions caeeen that argon-carbon dioxide or other shielding gas mixtures should
the largest gradients occurred at the 6-mm scan height be collected for correlation and the relationship incorporated

p(measured from the surface of the weld pool towards the into the hydrogen detection procedure.
electrode tip) due to its relatively small width. Temperature* profiles at 4 and 2 mm exhibited less severe gradients of Hydrogen concentration profiles for GMAW processes with s

S ntemperature, due to the increased width of the arc close to the and 3-percent hydrogen additions at 6 mm above the
workpiece. The high temperatures at each scan height were workpiece can be seen in Figure 6. These hydrogen
calculated to be ath the inneral lin e arc, decreas is ln concentration profiles exhibited a trend opposite that of

Svalue from approximately 25,500K at 6 mm to 22,500 K at 2 previous researchers, generally increasing from the center of
mm. This arc temperature distribution is similar to that the arc outward. This trend can be attributed to the high
reported by an earlier r [01]. The temperature values temperatures found at the center of the arc, regions of highest
calculated in this research were somewhat higher than the energy density. As discussed earlier, the concentrations of the
temperatures calculated by White [26] in GMAW processes constituents in the arc were calculated by computing a ratio of

SHowever, temperatures calculated by White [26] were done so the first and second ionized argon to neutral argon and using
using the Boltzmann-plot metion at the ariou additions of the Sahaequatteion ization behavior of argonSoxygen to the shielding gas as well [26]. as a function of temperature, shown in Figure 7, it can be soen
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that second ionization of argon begins to occur rapidly in the would have its own particular ionization behavior in that'
temperature range of the maximum temperatures calculated. temperature range.
For each second ionized argon atom in the arc, two electrons
result and exert a significant influence near the center axis of In previous spectroscopic research of hydrogen in GTAW
the arc. Their influence, however, diminishes as the arc radius processes, it was postulated that hydrogen reaches a peak
increases. As the temperature decreases with increasing radius, concentration near the cathode because of the diffusion
the argon present tends to consist mainly of first ionized argon behavior of monatomic hydrogen, reactions with other species
and neutral argon. in the arc, and variation of hydrogen mass transport due to the

temperature and pressure gradients [27]. The hydrogen
concentration profiles calculated in this research suggests that
the overwhelming presence of electrons in the core of the arc
"serve to displace hydrogen to the outer regions of the arc. The
high temperature in the center of the arc causes a rapid

5 .expansion of the shielding gas that imparts kinetic energy to
* 777177.-'"the particles in the arc. For a given kinetic energy; a smaller

4. particle will experience a greater velocity than a relatively
S3 --" ___larger one. As such, the hydrogen particles would move more @

2 - quickly than the argon particles in the arc. Thus, it is not
_2 unreasonable to observe an increase in hydrogen content with

45 increased distance from the center of the arc.
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Figure 5. Relationship between diffusible hydrogen concentration of r 8x1° '
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(Initial particle density of 6.02x 1023 particles per cubic meter) [8].
Figure 6. Hydrogen concentration profiles across welding arcs

with indicated hydrogen additions to argon shielding gas. Another distinguishing factor in the center of the arc is the
presence of molten metal droplets traveling from the electrode

Though the relationship shown in Figure 6 has not been to the weld pool. Calculations by Mundra, et. al [17] showed
reported in the literature before, it should be noted that the that molten iron droplets absorb as much as 12 ppm hydrogen
temperatures reported in this research are higher than those while traversing the arc. In this research, most welding was
previously reported as a result of both the particular range of performed primarily in spray mode, which would allow for
temperatures and the shielding gas. For instance, an increase maximum surface contact with the arc atmosphere and could
in temperature from 15,000 to 17,000 K would not have as have led to appreciable hydrogen absorption by the metal
significant an effect as a change in temperature from 22,000 to droplets on their journey to the weld pool.
24,000 K, even though both differences are 2,000 K. That
particular temperature range is critical only because argon is Moisture Additions to Argon Shielding Gas
the primary constituent of the shielding gas. Another gas A study was undertaken to test the ability of the spectroscopy

system to observe hydrogen in the arc resulting from moisture 0

S



in the shielding gas. The impetus for this phase of research lies metal to recombine in the energetically favorable diatomic
in the potential application of spectroscopy to a shipyard form. As outlined in the AWS diffusible hydrogen standard
fabrication environment. Humidity in the atmosphere results [22], the weldments are quenched immediately after welding

W in moisture in the shielding gas, which results in hydrogen in to retard hydrogen mobility. Upon degassing, it is entirely
* the weldment. Savage, et. al. [28] found that moisture possible that hydrogen in the *weld metal diffused into the
Sadditions in a shielding gas are more potent than hydrogen pores instead of evolving from the sample. Once in diatomic
W additions with regards to hydrogen content of the weldment. form, hydrogen mobility in iron is severely limited. Thus, it is
* Special argon shielding gas mixtures containing hydrogen and not necessarily a contradiction that the weldments made with

moisture additions for 220-ppm concentration, with a ± 3-pct. the moisture-addition shielding gas exhibited lower diffusible
W variance according to manufacturer's specifications, were used hydrogen levels. In fact, weldments made with the moisture-
* in these experiments, addition shielding gas did contain higher levels of residual

hydrogen, suggesting that the moisture additions in the
As expected, weldments made with the moisture-addition shielding gas were indeed more potent than hydrogen

* shielding gas exhibited considerable porosity. It was believed additions with regards to weldment hydrogen content.
that the porosity was due to the moisture itself and not any

V instabilities in the arc that may have been caused by the The spectroscopy system was able to detect hydrogen in the
£ additions to the shielding gas. Spray metal transfer mode was welding arcs resulting from moisture additions. Hydrogen
W achieved in all welding. No porosity was evident in weldments concentration in the welding arcs with moisture additions

made with the 220-ppm hydrogen addition shielding gas. This followed the same general pattern as outlined in the previous
a observation would suggest that the moisture engendered a section, i.e. increasing with increasing radius. The earlier
Wconsiderable amount of hydrogen in the weldment. Low discussion regarding the hydrogen concentration profiles is
* hydrogen levels in a weldment would likely be in solution in also valid in this case. High temperatures at the center of the
__ the weld metal. Only when hydrogen levels exceed saturation arc cause an increase in the concentration of ionized argon,
W in the weld metal would one expect to see porosity. Diffusible and thus, the concentration of electrons. A profile of the
* hydrogen levels in weldments made with both shielding gas hydrogen concentration of GMAW processes with moisture
Smixtures were very low, often times not evolving detectable additions to the shielding gas can be seen in Figure 8. The
V amounts of hydrogen to register on the gas chromatograph. hydrogen concentrations shown further support the premise

that moisture is a more potent means of hydrogen generation

2500 __________ ___ _ in the arc than hydrogen additions. A profile of the hydrogen

_E concentration of GMAW processes with 220-ppm hydrogen

2000 additions can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Hydrogen concentration profiles at indicated heights in 0
GMAW processes with 220 ppm moisture additions in argon 0 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

m

shielding gas. Radius (mm)

When sufficient hydrogen is collected, the diffusible hydrogen Figure 9. Hydrogen concentration profiles at indicated heights in
levels were found to be 1.2 ml of hydrogen /100 g of weld GMAW processes with 220-ppm hydrogen additions in argon
metal for the moisture-addition shielding gas and 1.5 mL of shielding gas.
thydrogen /100 g of weld metal for the 220-ppm hydrogen
addition shielding gas. This was not a significant difference Comparing the graphs, it can be observed that the

considering the drastic difference in weldment quality, concentration of hydrogen due to moisture is much greater
However, the porosity of the moisture-addition weldments than the hydrogen due to hydrogen additions, much greater, in

hmay be the reason for the low levels. Hydrogen in the molten fact. Both conditions follow the same trend of greater
Saweld metal exists in monatomic form until saturation. Once hydrogen concentration higher in the arc, but the maximum

aipores form, monatomic hydrogen is likely to leave the weld concentration of hydrogen resulting from the moisture
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additions is a magnitude greater than that of the hydrogen J.E.M Braid, C.V. Hyatt, D.L. Olson, and G.N. Vigilante.
additions. Ottawa: CANMET, 1999.53-64.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL DESIGN FOR HIGH STRENGTH STEEL WELDS:
THE CONCEPT OF DUPLEX MICROSTRUCTURE

Stephen Liu
Center for Welding, Joining and Coatings Research

Dept. of Metallurgical & Materials Engineering
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO 80401, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT strengthening. The effect of interstitials such as N, 0, S, and H
In the past three decades, Colorado School of Mines must also be controlled. Typical microstructures can vary from

researchers have investigated flux-related welding processes almost exclusively acicular ferrite, in the case of steels with
for pipeline applications and systematically characterized the -strengths around 500 and 600 MPa (72 -and 81 ksi), to a
fundamental behavior of welding fluxes. They also established mixed ferrite/martensite or ferrite/bainite microstructure, in
the relationships between flux ingredients, weld metal the case of steels of strength above 690 MPa (100 ksi).
microstructure, and weld joint mechanical properties. These
studies clarified for high strength steel welds the importance HIGH STRENGTH STEEL REQUIREMENTS
of the bimodal nature of weld metal inclusions, related to weld Structural steels with yield strength below 483 MPa
metal transformations.. As strength and toughness levels of (70 ksi) are generally based on a ferritic microstructure and
the steels continue to increase, new generations of mostly weldable. One. of the controlling factors of impact
consumables must be developed. Two novel consumables design toughness is carbon content, typically reduced to around or
concepts are being investigated at the CSM. The first one is .beldw 0.05 wt. pct. Titanium, known for' its ability in promoting
based on a duplex.microstructure consisted of lath martensite acicular ferrite formation is also optimized, at around 200
and ferrite, and the secdnd is based on low carbon, high alloy ppm level". Copper additions are common .to promote both
martensite. solid-solution and E-Cu precipitation strengthening5 9. Thermo-

U mechanical controlled processing (TMCP) and accelerated
INTRODUCTION cooling (AC) result in more uniform and fine-grained

Nowadays, steels of strength levels between 400 and microstructure. These processing conditions also affect the
550 MPa (80 and 100 ksi) can be found in many large-scale precipitation of microalloying elements, e:g. Nb(C,N)9, that
engineering projects, including offshore structures, and on land further restrict ferrite grain growth contributing to both
and offshore pipelines. The challenge is .to produce weld strength increase (to beyond 70-ksi level) and enhanced
deposits of "matching" mechanical properties to the base impact toughness. A steel with 0.04 .wt. pct: C, 1.48 wt. pct.
metal. Since grain refinement through alloying can increase Mn, 0.2 wt. pct. Mo, 0.07 wt. pct. Nb, and 0.02 wt, pct. Ti
both strength (Hall-Petch relationship) and toughness of a exhibits good tensile properties: 540 MPa (almost 80 ksi) yield
weld metal, an. appropriate alloying strategy becomes critical strength and 634 MPa (92 ksi) and great toughness values:
to promote a desirable microstructural distribution that will 347 J (Charpy V-notch - CVN) and 7099 J (Battelle Drop
meet the specification requirements. Alloying additions such Weight - DWTT). at -50C10.
as manganese, nickel, chromium, and molybdenum play Alloy design strategies for higher strength steels,
important roles in elevating the strength of these weld greater than 80 ksi (550 MPa) yield strength, show that to
deposits (solid solution strengthening). Other elements such go beyond the range of 480 to 550 MPa (70 to 80 ksi), a
as niobium, vanadium, and titanium are added in micro- microstructure consisting of bainite or lath martensite would
quantities for grain size control and precipitation be required. Figure 1 shows typical microstructures of an

1 Copyright © #### by ASME



HSLA-100 steel". Note the predominately bainitic toughness than one that contains lower acicular ferrite but
microstructure, with long laths and, carbides layers (resolved higher martensite.
or unresolved under light microscope) dispersed in between. The duplex microstructure appears to best suit the
This fine microstructure proportions the steel with high high strength steel base metal. This concept was first

___ strength and high impact toughness. presented by Ramsay and Olson'2'3 to describe the
microstructure observed in HY-130 steel weld metals. They

Sf reported welds with two distinct microstructures: one with a
""* , mixture of lathy phases and acicular ferrite stars, and the

010k other with almost exclusively lathy phases such as FS and
.. martensite. Additionally, they also observed inclusion

populations with bimodal size distribution in the welds. They

proposed that depending on the inclusion population (size and
S spatial) distribution, austenite grain size might vary. Large

daustenite grain size with few intragranular inclusions would
result in a microstructure of FS(A), FS(NA), and M. Proper
amounts of fine inclusions that held the austenite grain

-m boundaries and larger inclusions located inside the austenite
grains that nucleated acicular ferrite stars formed a duplex

Figure 1. Typical HSLA-100 type steel microstructure observed microstructure as shown in Figure 2.
under light microscope".

High T LowT

* DUPLEX WELD MICROSTRUCTURAL DESIGN THROUGH
INCLUSIONS w

It is well established that inclusion size control is
important in the development of an optimized microstructure
for structural steel welds. For instance, if there is a large
density of small inclusions in the weld metal, the prior
austenite grain boundaries are likely pinned and prevented from

growththus resulting in a large number of small grains with a
large grain boundary area. Small austenite grains offer small
intragranular volume for transformation; grain boundary ferrite
and ferrite with second phases that nucleate from the grain
boundaries grow into the grain to consume a major fraction of Austenite Transformation Product
the intragranular volume. Incapable of effectively pinning the
austenite grain boundaries, larger inclusions are collected Figure 2. Schematic drawings showing the strong influence of
inside each austenite grain. These particles act as nucleation inclusions on the phases that result in high strength steel
sites for acicular ferrite formation. The optimal condition to welds"2 "..
develop a high amount of acicular ferrite is to have a large
population of inclusions with diameter greater than 0.4 Control of inclusion characteristics depends on the
microns and an adequate density of smaller inclusions alloying and the oxygen content in the weld. At the designed
randomly distributed throughout the weld metal1', 3

,1
5

,
20

-
22. This oxygen content, weld specimens undergo limited grain growth

type of distribution would allow for the pinning of prior because of grain boundary pinning by inclusions. Upon further
austenite grains, but still with a sufficiently large grain size so cooling, intragranular nucleation of acicular ferrite occurs and
that the intragranular inclusions can nucleate acicular ferrite subdivide the original austenite grains into volumes of a much
before the impingement of high-temperature austenite finer "apparent austenite grain size12 -13. The carbon auto-
decomposition products. Subsequent cooling of the weld leads tempered lath martensite and ferrite form in the interior of
to the formation of ferrite with second phases, aligned and these apparent grains. This duplex microstructure of
unaligned (FS(A) and FS(NA)), martensite (M), martensite- martensite and acicular ferrite was designed to provide both
carbide (MC), and other minor constituents. These lower- high strength and high impact toughness. Examples of
temperature transformation products will be embedded in an inclusion size distribution in high strength steel welds can be
acicular ferrite matrix. By manipulating the amount of each of seen in Figure 3 below.
these phases and the ratio between the major phases, the Duplex microstructure was also reported by
resulting welds can assume a large range of mechanical Bracarense, Fleming, Liu, and Olson" as shown in Figure 4.
properties. As example, a weld with high acicular ferrite and low
martensite will exhibit lower strength but higher impact

*2 Copyright © #### by ASME
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Streaks of martensite can be seen distributed in the acicular values of (81 J) 60 ft-lb at -18TC (OF), 61 J (45 ft-lb) at -
ferritic matrix, 35°C (-30'F), and 27 J (20 ft-Ib) at -51°C (-600 F) 14. Ferrite

with second phase aligned (FS(A)) and ferrite with second
phase non-aligned (FS(NA)) make up the remaining *

1500 microstructure. An optimal alloying system (in wt. pct.) for a
100 ksi (690 MPa) strength level was reported as: 0.04 wt.
pct. C, 1.30 wt. pct. Mn, 0.26 wt. pct. Si, 2.30 wt. pct. Ni, 0.40

a) wt. pct. Mo, 0.80 wt. pct. Cu, 0.03 wt. pct. Nb, 90 ppm N
E 1000 (max), and 270 ppm 0.14 This composition reduced the amount -
Sý of grain boundary ferrite and sideplate ferrite, but promoted *
UC: the formation of acicular ferrite, bainite and martensite,
a)

a 500
U-

0
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 t

Inclusion Diameter (pm) W

Figure 3. Inclusion size distribution in high strength steel welds
illustrating the bimodal size distribution"4 .

Figure 5. Duplex microstructure - granular bainite and acicular
ferrite - as observed by Wang and Liu in steel welds of strength

above 100 ksi (690 MPa)"4, 0
Granular bainite is dispersed in the matrix of acicular

ferrite, as shown in Figure 5. Its optical morphology under light
microscope resembles blocky ferrite, except for the less 0
developed boundary. The electron diffraction pattern of the
dispersed phase resembled that of the body-centered cubic, a-
ferrite, Figure 6. Higher magnification examination of the W

Figure 4. Duplex microstructure - martensite and acicular granular bainite revealed a population of small dark islands, 0
ferrite - as observed by Bracarense and Fleming in HSLA-100 Figure 7a, identified as retained austenite using electron

steel welds". diffraction techniques in dark field TEM, Figures 7b and 8 (SAD 0
pattern). Thus, the dispersed phase was actually an x-ferrite 0

By combining different high strength to low strength type matrix with retained austenite islands. Since low carbon 0
constituents, i.e. a mixture of low carbon lath martensite, low martensite crystal has an electron diffraction pattern that is

carbon bainite, and acicular ferrite in the microstructure, a basically the same as that of ferrite, and that no cementite 0
relatively wide range of properties can be obtained to satisfy was found, the dispersed phase fits the description of granular 0
the high strength steel welding criteria. Following the works of bainiteA4 o
Ramsay and Olson"2-3, Bracarense, Fleming, Liu and Olson", A sample weld composition that met both strength 0
Wang and Liu"5 extended the concept of duplex microstructure and impact toughness requirements for above 100 ksi strength *
to steel welds of 110 to 120 ksi (760 to 830 MPa) strength welds is shown in Table I below, Note the low carbon content

levels. These welds contained granular bainite and acicular and the balance of solid-solution elements, precipitation 0

ferrite, Figure 5. strengthening elements, and inclusion formers. 0
A mixture of 20 vol. pct. granular bainite and 70 vol. Recent publications by Bangalu, Fairchild et al. ''6

pct, acicular ferrite'4 or a mixture of 40 vol. pct. lath demonstrate that the duplex microstructure concept has been

martensite and 60 vol. pct. acicular ferrite" will both provide transitioned to practice in the welding of steels with 830 MPa 0
yield strengths of 690 MPa (100 ksi) and impact toughness (120 ksi) strength, The duplex microstructure refers to acicular 0

0
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ferrite (between 5 and 15%) and lath martensite (between 50
to 85%)"s, As discussed earlier, the larger amount of lath
martensite with respect to acicular ferrite in the weld
increased the strength level. Aside from the two major phases,
degenerated upper bainite (FS(A)) can also be found. The weld
composition that met Charpy property of 150J (106 ft-lb) at

-50 0 C is 0.06% C, 1.8% Mn, 0.57% Si, 2.7% Ni, 0.22% Cr, 0.57%
Mo, 0.18% Cu, and 0.014% Zr15. The PcM of the alloy varied
between 0.265 and 0.29516.

Figure 8. SAD of the fine precipitates in the dispersed phase
identifying that those are retained austenite islands"4 .

Table I. Sample composition that met both strength and
impact toughness requirements for above 100 ksi strength

welds14 .

Ti N 0c n i i o (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

Figure 6. Selected area diffraction (SAD) of the dispersed . 02 S8 - 27 -

phase identifying that the matrix is a BCC a-Fe14 . 0.045 1.31 0,26 2.30 0.54 240 90 300

Cu P S V cr INb
0.0j0.0121 0.0041 0.009 M1 0.03 004' Y

ALTERNATE APPROACH FOR HIGH STRENGTH STEEL
WELDING: LOW CARBON MARTENSITE WELD METALDispersed

phase Neither steel martensite nor steel bainite is an
intrinsically brittle microconstituent. In fact, low carbon plate
martensite can be quite strong as well as tough. Likewise,

*I ultra-low carbon bainite has been shown to be quite tough.
Intuitively, one might anticipate better toughness in fine
martensite, where non-aligned high angle boundaries between

a. plates would create a more tortuous crack path than that
*! provided by the aligned boundaries in a low-carbon bainite

packet. For filler metal, supermartensitic-based materials may
Sbe adequate to provide excellent impact toughness as filler

- Rctaincd metal for welding high strength steels19. Figure 9 shows a... austcnite

islands photomicrograph of a low carbon martensitic stainless steel
weld metal. It is the view of the author that this
microstructure will provide sufficient strength and impact
toughness to match the high strength structural steels.

Figure 10 summarizes the tensile and impact
properties of several high alloy steels. While the impactA|
properties of the austenitic steel decreases rapidly with

b. increasing ultimate tensile strength, the decreases observed in
the martensitic steels were far more gradual. In the range of
120 to 150 ksi (830 to 1030 MPa) tensile strength, all three

Figure 7. a. TEM micrographs of the granular bainite (the martensitic stainless steels exhibited low temperature impact
dispersed phase), b. Dark-field image showing the dispersed properties much superior to those specified by the U.S. Navy.

phase with islands of retained austenite14 . Impact toughness around 100 ft-lb (115 J) can be obtained. It
is very likely that when used as filler metals, these martensitic
stainless steels will still perform well to meet the high

4 Copyright © #### by ASME



requirements. The great potential of these alloys should be impact properties. These alloys should be investigated
further investigated. regarding their ability to serve as filler alloys for high strength

steels.

CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions of this paper can be

summarized in the following:
a. A dispersed phase, often unresolved under

light microscope, is actually granular bainite with small
retained-austenite islands dispersed in a BCC-iron matrix.

b. Steel weld metals with a predominately AF
microstructure matrix and considerable amount of GB or M
exhibit respectable strength and impact toughness. The AF
phase provides the toughness and GB and M give the
strength.

c. With the AF and GB optimized, coarse FS(A)
appeared to further enhance the toughness performance by
offering greater resistance to crack propagation.

Figure 9. Photomicrograph of a low carbon, martensitic d. Supermartensitic-based alloys should be

stainless steel weld metal17 8. investigated regarding their ability to serve as filler metals for
high strength steel welding.
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Abstract

Grade 2 Ti-CP was gas tungsten arc welded using flux-cored wires and flux

pastes that contained various MgF2 contents. The effects of MgF 2 on bead

morphology, chemical composition, and hardness of weld bead were investigated

0 and interpreted. With an increase of MgF2 content in the flux paste, depth-to-0
* width ratio of weld bead increased gradually with little variation in interstitial

element contents and hardness. Weld bead made with cold flux-cored wire feed

showed even deeper and narrower bead, indicating the greater effectiveness of

wire feed than flux paste on weld penetration. While the 50% MgF2 flux-cored

wire produced complete slag coverage and smooth weld bead surface, 85% MgF2

wire resulted in incomplete slag coverage and rough weld surface. Arc

spectroscopy revealed that the 50% MgF2 flux-cored wire produced plasma
0

spectrum with atomic and ionized titanium peaks, which is an indication of a

high temperature arc and, a larger amount of flux vapors in the arc. Therefore, it
0

is believed that deep weld penetration associated with high MgF2 fluxes in this

experiment is caused by arc constriction, resulting from the greater amount of

flux vapors due to high arc temperature.
0
0

Keywords

0 Titanium, Flux-cored wire, MgF 2, Weld bead morphology, Arc constriction
0
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Introduction

The high strength, light weight, and excellent corrosion resistance

possessed by titanium and titanium alloys have led to a wide and diversified

range of applications in the aerospace, chemical plant, power generation, marine

and other industries. The gas shielded arc welding processes are well suited for

joining titanium and its alloys, provided that the gas shielding arrangement

adequately protects the weld area from the atmosphere. Of these welding

processes, gas tungsten arc (GTA) is currently the most commonly applied.

Welds can be made autogenously or with addition of a filler wire into the arc.

The GTA welding process is capable of producing high quality welds with no

weld spatter. The principal disadvantages of GTAW lie in the limited thickness

of material that can be welded in a single pass, poor tolerance to some material

composition, low productivity, and the need of additional shielding gas. For

example, under nominal currents, the weld penetrations are generally around

3mm in a single pass. For thicker welds, proper joint preparation and a filler wire

are usually required and multipass welding is a general practice. At high

temperatures, such as those found in a molten pool, titanium may react with

nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, if improperly shield, to form nitrides, oxides and

hydrides, which can significantly affect the mechanical properties of the welded

joints. Even after solidification and cooling to close to ambient temperature,

titanium still exhibits high solubility for the three gases. A possible

contamination of the weld is indicated by a gold or straw color of the
0

nitride/oxide film. Blue color film indicates a high level of contamination,

rendering the weld unacceptable. Therefore, trailing shield and backside

30
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shielding are typical when welding titanium. However, the bulky equipment

makes the process unwieldy in structural fabrication.

A novel variant of the GTAW process, activating flux or A-TIG, has

recently become available, which offers the potential for overcoming the

principal limitations of GTAW, namely its poor penetration and its sensitivity to

material composition. This simple process variant, of applying a thin coating of

an activating flux to the surface of the material before welding can produce a

dramatic increase in weld bead penetration. The A-TIG process was developed at

the E. 0. Paton Institute in the early 1960's for welding titanium."'2 The principal

effect of the coating appears to be the constriction of the arc. Arc constriction

increases the current density at the anode root and with the increase in the arc

force, a substantial increase in the penetration depth of the molten pool can be

achieved. Many flux ingredients can be used to produce arc constriction and

several flux formulations have been reported as being effective for particular,

*materials. 3-7 Fluorides of alkali and alkali-earth metals have been reported to

constrict the arc and to increase the weld depth of penetration in titanium.3', 4 In

arc welding, however, fluxes that consist mainly of fluorides, do not provide a

sufficiently stable welding process nor do they produce good welds. The

behavior of fluxes is improved when fluorides are partially replaced by chlorides.

In fact, the use of flux in titanium welding was exploited for submerged arc

05welding in the early 60's in the former Soviet Union.5 As the high reactivity of

titanium prevents the use of oxide-based fluxes, Gurevich 5 had concentrated on

the development of a CaF2-based flux to which small amounts of BaC12, NaCl,

and NaF were added. These fluxes were reported to produce high quality welds

4



with no porosity and good mechanical properties. The preferred flux

compositions were CaF2-(5-21%)BaCl2-(1-5%)NaCl-(0.5-1.5%)NaF. Petsch6 in

the U.S. also concentrated on developing a CaF2-based flux. The composition

with the best operability was CaF2-5%BaCI2-2%LiF. Hill and Choi7 showed that

the performance of the submerged arc weld made using CaF2 flux was

comparable with that of the gas metal arc (GMA) welds. Based on this result,

they claimed that contamination from the atmosphere and from the flux was not

overwhelming, even in the case of no auxiliary shielding.

Recently, Liu and Faustino8 reported that grade 2 Ti-CP was successfully

GTA welded with CaF2-based flux-cored (FC) filler wires. Standard GTAW

equipment was used without auxiliary shielding. Both 85%CaF2-14%BaCI 2-

I%NaF and 70%CaF2-14%BaCl2-15%MgF 2-1%NaF flux systems resulted in

excellent slag coverage, as can be seen in Fig. 1. These fluxes produced slags that

were easily removed by mechanical brushing. The effectiveness of the slag

protection resulted in good bead morphology with no visible defects in the

weldment even though no secondary shielding was applied. The flux with MgF 2

addition showed deeper penetration than the flux without it. Compared to other

processes, two technological advantages are obvious in this welding process.

First is the elimination of auxiliary shielding gas. As shown in their results,8 if

the contamination from the CaF2-based flux is negligible, sound weld metal -

could be obtained through the slag protection without the auxiliary shielding gas.

Second is the increase in weld penetration depth. Due to the active nature of the

fluoride and chloride-based fluxes, an increase in weld bead penetration would

be expected in the process. In this research, the effects of MgF 2 on bead S

5 5
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morphology, chemical composition, and hardness of weld bead were investigated.

Comparison was made between GTAW with FC wire and the conventional A-

TIG process.

Experimental procedures

* The chemical composition of the 6mm thick titanium plate is provided in

Table 1 along with ASTM specification requirement for comparison. The plate

* meets the chemical requirement for ASTM B265 Ti-CP (grade 2). Before

welding, the plates (1 50x 1 OOx6mm) were ground using a grinder and then

cleaned with acetone. A series of bead-on-plate GTA welding were conducted at*
a constant current of 180 amperes and a travel speed of 3mms-1. The arc was

generated by a constant current DC power source (Hobart Cyber TIG), using a

2% thoriated tungsten electrode. Voltage varied between 13 and 15 volts

depending on the flux system in use. The welding parameters used are listed in

the Table 2. To precisely record the welding conditions, a current and voltage

* data acquisition system was used. Shielding gas was used only in the torch and

no trailing gas was used. Since no welds showed full penetration, back shielding0
was not used. The FC wires were fed automatically during welding at a constant

speed of 15mms"1. The FC wires were manufactured from a strip (12.7mm width

* x 0.4mm thickness) of Ti-CP (grade 2). The titanium strip was first formed to the

intermediate shape of "U", and then completely filled with the flux powder. The0
excess powder was then carefully removed using an adjustable spatula-type

0
* scraper. Finally, the powder-filled sheath was folded into a tubular shape and

drawn through successively smaller dies to the final outer diameter of 1.4mm.

*60



Powder filling ratio was about 20%. The composition of the base flux was

85%CaF 2-14%BaC12-1%NaF. MgF2 was added to partially replace CaF2 to study

the effect of MgF2 on arc constriction and bead morphology.

For comparison, bead-on-plate A-TIG welding was also conducted with

the same welding parameters. Flux pastes were applied manually with a brush.

For flux pastes, powders were mixed with acetone and painted on the surface of

the titanium plate before welding. Acetone evaporated within seconds leaving

behind a layer of the flux on the surface.

After welding, the beads were cross-sectioned, polished, and etched to

reveal fusion zone. For etching, a modified Weck's solution containing IOOmL

water, 2mL ethanol and 2g ammonium bifluoride was used. Fusion zone

dimensions were analyzed by optical microscopy. Diamond pyramid hardness

(DPH) of weld metal was measured at a load of 10kg. Chemical analyses for

interstitials and iron content of weld metal were performed. Emission

spectroscopy was used to characterize the plasma during welding. The radiation

emitted from the central region of plasma was collected by the probe attached

with a collimating lens 5mm in diameter. The light was transmitted by a fiber

optic bundle to the spectrometer (Ocean Optic Inc. Model S2000) entry slit and

dispersed by a fixed grating across a linear CCD array detector.

Results

As FC wire with MgF2 resulted in deeper penetration than FC wire with 0
no MgF2 in the previous research, the effect of MgF2 content on weld bead

morphology was studied systematically first. Bead-on-plate welding was

7 0
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O performed using flux pastes with.different MgF2 content. MgF2 was added to

ID ~partially replace CaF2, while maintaining BaCI2 and NaF contents constant as

ID 14% and I%, respectively. Fig. 2 shows typical cross section of several weld

S~beads. Welds made with higher MgF2 contents showed deeper, but narrower,

O bead. Weld bead dimensions are summarized in Table 3. While bead made with

Sno MgF 2 showed 2.1mm depth and 9.1mm width, bead made with 85% MgF 2

showed 3.8mm depth and 7.3mm width. Fig. 3 shows the variation of depth-to-

width ratio of beads as a function of MgF2 content. As MgF2 content increased,

the ratio gradually increased. Bead made with 85% MgF2 showed 0.52, which is

*• two times greater than the ratio of the bead made with no MgF2.

As the mechanical behavior of Ti-CP welds can be altered to a great0
extent by the interstitial elements such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon in the

lattice, the effect of MgF2 content on the chemical composition and hardness of

* weld bead was also investigated. Table 4 lists the chemical composition and

hardness of weld beads. Compared to the bead made with no MgF2, all other

Sbeads made with MgF 2 showed higher hydrogen content. Other than that, little

differences were observed between weld beads, indicating no harmful effect of0
* high MgF2 content on the chemistry of weld bead. Accordingly, all weld beads
0

showed almost identical hardness readings, 210-216Hv. However, the values

* were slightly higher than that of base plate, 187Hv. Referring to the chemical

composition of the base plate shown in Table 1, this increase in hardness in the

* weld metals might have been caused by higher interstitial elements. However, the
S

content of each element still meets the maximum chemical composition

0 requirement of the base plate. Because weld metal chemical composition is not
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specified in the titanium filler material specification, it is generally accepted that

the weld metal must meet the maximum chemical composition requirements of

the base plate for qualification.

Based on the above results, two FC wires with high MgF2 contents, 50

and 85%, were manufactured and used for bead-on-plate welding. After welding,

both weld beads were covered with a layer of dark colored slag. Fig. 4 shows a

weld bead made with 50% MgF2 before and after slag removal. Note that the slag

coverage was 100%, Fig. 4 (a). Brushing was sufficient to remove the slag. Light

sandblasting returned the original color of the weld bead with no indication of

oxygen and nitrogen pickup, Fig. 4 (b). The weld bead exhibited smooth surface

and showed no visual defects. Welds made with 85% MgF2, however, had S
incomplete slag coverage, especially along the edges of the weld beads, and the

surface was also rough. Fig. 5 shows an XRD spectrum of the slag made with

50% MgF2. In addition to the dominant CaF2 peaks, several unidentified peaks
S

were observed. These unknown peaks are presumably from the complex phase or

phases formed the flux ingredients. Fig. 6 shows the cross-section of a weld bead
S

made by 50% MgF 2 FC wire. Penetration depth and width of the bead were 4.6

and 7.6mm, respectively. Compared to the dimensions of bead made by flux
S

pastes with similar MgF2 content, it had deeper and narrower bead. Flux paste

with 60% MgF2 showed 3.1 mm depth and 8.1 mm width as shown in Table 3.

This indicates that FC wire is far more effective on deep penetration than flux

paste. Note also the excellent wetting as manifested by the smooth tie-in between

base metal and weld metal. S
S
S
S
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0 Table 5 shows the chemical composition and hardness of weld bead made

* by 50% MgF2 FC wire. These weld beads showed higher oxygen and nitrogen

contents than the base plate. However, when compared with the weld bead made0
* using flux pastes with similar MgF2 content (60% MgF2), the FC wire produced

similar oxygen and nitrogen contents but lower hydrogen and carbon contents.0
* Hardness reading was 202Hv. These results indicate that FC wire is beneficial to

reduce hydrogen and carbon contents in weld bead, even if little influence was0
0 observed on reducing oxygen and nitrogen contamination from atmosphere.
0
0

Discussion

0Several mechanisms and explanations have been proposed to account for

the effectiveness of flux composition on bead morphology and arc constriction in

A-TIG. As the metal melts, a weld pool can only form if the flux is fully

removed from the root of the arc column, either by evaporation or forced out by

other forces that act on the weld pool. The area of the weld pool and anode spot

0 becomes smaller when the molten flux wets the liquid weld metal better. As

adhesion of a liquid to the solid substrate is in direct dependence upon the Gibbs0
free energy change for chemical interaction between them, Gibbs free energy

0change can be used as a criterion for evaluating the efficiency of fluxes or their

Scomponents.
9

S Arc constriction depends on flux vapors as well. The greater the amount0
0 of flux vapors enters the arc, and the greater the extent to which they are

dissociated, the more the arc will contract due to the increase of thermal0
0 conductivity of the arc. To confirm this theory, Zamkov1° calculated the amount

10
* 10
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of dissociated vapors of single-component halide fluxes, and compared the

results with experimental data such as penetration depth. Greater amounts of

dissociated vapors of MgF2 delivered deeper penetration. Another reason of arc

constriction is the reduction in electrical conductivity in the peripheral region of

the arc column because of electron trapping.1 In the central regions of the arc,

the temperature is higher than the dissociation temperature of the molecules and

the gas and flux atoms are ionized to generate electrons and cations. In the cooler

outer periphery of the arc column, however, most vaporized material will exist as

molecules and dissociated atoms. When these species are large enough for

electrons to attach to them, negatively charged particles are formed. In this case,

the degree of constriction will be determined by the effectiveness of the flux

vapor to combine with the electrons. Zamkov'° also argued that titanium fluoride,

i.e. product of interaction between titanium and the flux, is likely the compound

most able to trap electrons in the peripheral regions of the arc. Furthermore, he
0

showed the effectiveness of MgF 2 on the formation of titanium fluoride in terms

of thermodynamics. In the presence MgF 2 fluxes, the calculated equilibrium

constant of the fluoride-titanium reaction was the highest. Eroshenko et al. 12

studied arc plasma spectra and observed TiFn molecular bands when titanium
0

was welded with fluxes of MgF2, A1F 3 and NaF. When welds were made using

CaF2 and BaF2, no molecular bands of titanium fluorides could be found and 0
0

little improvement on penetration depth was observed. Based on these results,

they concluded that the effectiveness of a flux, i.e., its capacity for increasing the
0

penetration depth, depended on the concentration of titanium fluorides in the arc.

The higher is this concentration, the more effective the flux is.
0
0

11 0
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0 Fig. 7 (a) shows a typical plasma spectrum obtained in the experiments

* when welded with 50% MgF2 FC wire. The spectrum showed that atomic and

0 ionized argon contributed most to the arc emission. In addition, the presence of

flux vapors and its dissociation products was observed. Peaks corresponding to

atomic and ionized titanium, Ti I and Ti II, from the base metal and sheath

material were observed. TiF,, molecular peaks were not observed in this

experiment. Fig. 7 (b) shows a typical spectrum obtained when welding was

* performed with FC wire with no MgF2. Compared to Fig. 7 (a), no atomic and

ionized titanium peaks were observed. This difference was also reported in other

experiments. Eroshenko 13 examined the spectral lines of titanium vapors and

grouped fluoride fluxes on the basis of their effect on the Ti I and Ti II lines. The

* first group included fluorides of barium, lithium, and calcium. In welding with

BaF2 or LiF, the Ti I and Ti II lines were visible on the background of the

continuum only at the surface of the anode, as in the case of welding without the

fluorides. The second group consisted of fluorides of sodium, magnesium, and

0 aluminum, which caused marked increases in the intensity of Ti I and Ti 11 lines.

As increases in the intensity of the excited atoms and ions of the anode material

indicate high arc temperature, and consequently large amount of vapors in the arc,

0 the observation of Ti I and Ti II lines in the spectrum of 50% MgF2 FC wire

confirms effectiveness of MgF2 on arc constriction. Fig. 8 shows another

experimental result indicating the effectiveness of MgF2 on arc constriction. It

0 shows the variation of arc voltage as a function of the MgF2 content in the flux

0 paste. Arc voltage increased with the increase of MgF2 content. Therefore, it is

* believed that deep penetration in high MgF2 fluxes in the present experiments

*12
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was caused by arc constriction, resulting from the high temperature of the arc and

greater amount of flux vapors in the arc.

The result of deeper penetration in welds made using FC wire than those

with flux pastes, both containing similar MgF 2 contents, indicates that flux'

ingredients from the FC wires evaporated and dissociated in the arc to greater

extents than the flux pastes. Moreover, droplet transfer from FC wire during

welding may also enhance the penetration depth. More research is needed to

clarify the contribution of metal droplet transfer in the future.

Conclusions

Grade 2 Ti-CP was gas tungsten arc welded using flux-cored wires and

flux pastes with various MgF2 contents. The effects of MgF2 content on bead

morphology, chemical composition and hardness of weld bead were investigated.

Important results obtained are as follows:

(1) When bead-on-plate welding was performed using flux pastes, the

depth-to-width ratios of weld beads increased gradually with increasing MgF2

content. Weld bead made with 85% MgF 2 showed the ratio of 0.46, which is two

times greater than the ratio measured in welds made without MgF 2. All weld

beads made with MgF 2 showed little differences in interstitial elements contents

and hardness, indicating no harmful effect of high MgF2 content on the chemical

composition and hardness of the titanium welds.

(2) Weld beads made by FC wires showed even deeper and narrower

bead with little change in oxygen and nitrogen contents and hardness of weld

metal. This finding indicates that FC wires are more effective in promoting deep

13
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0

penetration than the flux pastes. However, compared to the complete slag

coverage and smooth surface provided by the 50% MgF2 FC wire, incomplete

slag coverage and rough surface were obtained with the 85% MgF 2 FC wire.

* ~(3) Plasma spectrum obtained with 50% MgF2 FC wire showed atomic

0

and ionized titanium peaks, Ti I and Ti II, indicating high arc temperature and,

5 consequently, large amount of flux vapors in the arc. Thus, the deep penetration

0

in high MgF2 flux welds in this experiment is caused by arc constriction, a result

5 of the greater amount of flux vapors due to the higher arc temperature.

0
0
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List of Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Weld bead made with flux-cored wire with composition of 70%CaF2-

* 14%BaC12-15%MgF 2-1%NaF.

Fig. 2. Typical cross-section of weld beads made with flux pastes with various

* MgF 2 content: (a) 0 wt%; (b) 15 wt%; (c) 30 wt%; (d) 60 wt%.

Fig. 3. Variation of depth-to-width ratio of weld beads as a function of MgF2

content.

Fig. 4. Weld bead made with 50% MgF 2 flux-cored wire: (a) before slag removal;

* (b) after slag removal.

Fig. 5. XRD spectrum of slag obtained from weld bead made with 50% MgF2

flux-cored wire.

Fig. 6. Typical cross-section of weld bead made with 50% MgF2 flux-cored wire.

* Fig. 7. Arc plasma spectra when welded with flux-cored wires with (a) 50%
0

MgF 2 and (b) no MgF2.

Fig. 8. Variation of arc voltage as a function of MgF2 content in flux pastes.
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Table 1. Chemical composition and hardness of Ti plate and specification requirement

Material Composition, wt% Hardness

0 N H C Fe Hv

Plate 0.12 0.003 0.0014 0.01 0.13 187

ASTM B265, Gr.2 0.25 max 0.03 max 0.015 max 0.10 max 0.30 max -

0

Table 2. Parameters forgas tungsten arc welding

Current 180A

Voltage 13-15V

Travel speed 3mms-1

Wire feeding rate 15mms"1

Shielding gas type and flow rate Argon, 0.275ts-1

Shielding gas cup size No. 10

Electrode type and size 3.2mm diameter, 2% thoriated

Electrode tip preparation 45 deg. included angle

Arc gap 3mm

Table 3. Results of weld bead dimensions depending on MgF 2 content

MgF 2 content Penetration depth Width Depth-to-width
wt% mm mm ratio

0 2.1 9.1 0.23

15 2.3 9.1 0.25

30 2.5 9.4 0.27

60 3.1 8.1 0.38

75 3.2 7.9 0.41

85 3.8 7.3 0.52 0

0
0
0
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Table 4. Interstitial elements content and hardness of weld metal made by
flux pastes with various MgF 2 content

MgF2 content Interstitial elements content, wt% Hardness
* wt% 0 N H C Hv

*0 0.17 0.005 0.001 0.03 213

*15 0.19 0.007 0.004 0.03 210

*30 0.17 0.006 0.004 0.03 216

S60 0.17 0.005 0.005 0.04 216

S85 0.19 0.007 0.004 0.03 212

Table 5. Interstitial elements content and hardness of weld metal made by

* FC wire with 50% MgF 2

SInterstitial elements content, wt% Hardness

0 N H C Hv

S0.17 0.005 0.0013 0.01 202
S
S
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